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Ortofon VMS20E II

Ortofon Ltd, Tavistock Ind. Est., Ruscomee, Twyforc, Berks. RG10 9N..!
Tel (0734) 343621
Cartridge type ard mass .. .... .. . Induced Magnet ' VMS', 5g
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz 28cu( x 10 — .
cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 0.75g to 1.5g
tested at 1.3g
LF resonance in test arm
.
(SME 111, 6g rrie + cart)
+ 11dB at 8.9Hz
Sensitivity at 1kHz
12mV/cm/sec
Relative output f0d13 . 1mV/cm/sec)
,
+ 2d13
q b
soundquality
very good
nading
47Kohms plus 4130pF
3-8g
moderate
660mH
--,i

11 exp ts reemend Li
a Mite Hits )1 years old.
Our VMS 20E Mk II was first introduced in 1977. And, in every year of its existence
Choice Best
Buy Guide has honoured this cartridge with its 'Best Buy' accolade, despite all competitior from our rivals. —For further information please complete the coupon and post toy]
So we extended the range ta include the VMS 30 Mk II, the VMS 10E Mk II and the VMS 5E Mk II. I Ortofon Ltd., Denmark House, Tavistock Industrial Estate,
Providing aVariable Magnetic Shunt cartridge to suit
Ruscombe,Twyford, Berks RG10 9NJ. Tel: Twyford (0734) 343621.

I

every tone-arm and (with prices from about £12.50 to
£44.00) every pocket
And, lo and behold, the VMS 30 Mk II promptly won
a ' Best Buy' rating as well.
Which just goes tc prove that nothing succeeds
like success.
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THE SPOTLIGHT FALLS on
Budget speakers in November,
with Martin Colloms surveying
the field. Angus McKenzie looks
at high performance cassette
decks — Teac, Aiwa, JVC and
Nakamichi — while Ken Kessler
gives his tube- happy ears atreat
with the Beard pre/power
combination and brings us up to
date on the history of that giantkiller of aspeaker, the LS3/5A.
John Atkinson drools over the
high- end gear he saw— and
heard — at Chicago's Summer
Consumer Electronics Show; the
intrepid HFN/RR team give afull
report on our own show at the
Heathrow Penta Hotel in August;
and Ivor Humphreys gives indepth coverage to the making of
EMI's new recording of Britten's
War Requiem, 20 years after the
definitive Decca.
Add to that HFN/RR's
comprehensive classical reord
review section and controversial
regular features and you can see
why we feel that the November
issue will be in hot demand.
Reserve your copy now.
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NADOur best selling Ilifi
It's nice to be part of asuccess story. From the
moment our experts first auditioned NAD we knew
that here was awinner ir every way. No frills, no
flashiness, just good, honest specification and
performance. Since then of course the HiFi press in
almost every Courtry have endorsed our opinion and
NAD has become abyword for ail that's best nHiFi

design and value. But NAD do not rest on their
laurels. Top designers like Larry Schotz are
continually at work researching, improving and
developing new technology, so that NAD products
continue to lead the field. Visit your local Hi Fi
Markets and listen to NAD for yourself. You'll hear
what makes it the most acclaimed Fti-F ,in the world!

66 ... this latter

NAD 3020A Amplifier

These are the inclusion of an MC
input and amono button switch,

Most other manufacturers, had
they produced an amplifier
anywhere near as successful as
the NAD 3020, would be
content to sit back and let the
orders roll in. But not NAD.
Even though the NAD 3020 is
the most acclaimed amplifier in
the world, NAD still paid much
attention to constructive
comments made ir the reviews,
the two most often requested
functions having now been
incorporated in the NAD 3020A.

Matching Tuner NAD 4020A
661 have absolutely
no hesitation in
recommending the

NAD 4020A
very strongly 99

POPULAR HI- Fl

This superb AM/FM tuner
incorporates the finest in analogue
tuner circuitry including adual-gate
MOSFET front end system for an
excellent combination of sensitivity
and resistance to overload. The
NAD 4020A is the best sounding
tuner in its class and it's at Fri- Ft
Markets now!

£109000

making the unit more versatile
than ever. And of course all the
acclaimed NAD 3020 features
are there. Volume leveis far in
excess of what would be
expected from its conservative
20 watt per channel power
rating. This remarkable
characteristic is made possible by
high- voltage, high-current output.
stages which can deliver shortterm bursts of two to five times
the rated continuous power
output into loudspeakers of
widely varying impedances. And
exclusive NAD ' Soft Clipping'
enables the 3020A to be driven
substantially beyond its rated
power cleanly and safely. And

6; The flatness of
the response at Dolby
level was amongst
the best ever seen
for any recorder at
any price 99
AUDIO MAGAZINE

111•FI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

day classic takes
another step
forward 99
HI- Fl ANSWERS
improvements in circuitry have
been implemented by Erik
Edvardsen with the result that,
Lnbelievabie as it may seem, the
NAD 3020A actually sounds
even better. The NAD 3020A
now has many imitators but no
equals. Come to HiFi Markets
and judge for yourself!

£109.00

NAD 6050C Cassette Deck
Complementary cassette deck to the
3020A amplifier and 4020A tuner,
the 6050C incorporates ahost of
advanced features including Dolby C,
Dolby B. direct loading with clicklocked soft touch buttons and
review/cue. Your local Hi Fi Markets
will be pleased to give you a
demonstration.

£159.00

NAD 7120 AM/FM
Stereo Receiver
The new NAD 7120 is acompact
receiver with low-profile design
which is elegant and modern yet
highly functional. Its advanced
engineering and sophisticated
circuitry mark it as anocompromise product, one whose
sonic performance is audibly
identical to that of separate
tuners and amplifiers costing
much more.
Wide- range Phono
Preamplifier. Records are the
primary high-quality music source
for most listeners; consequently
the quality of the phono preamp
stage is critically important. The

44...it represents one
of the finest achievements in FM and t.f.
circuitry design that I
have ever seen.., the
most sensitive tuner I
have ever measured,'
AUDIO

NA

le

1 20

engineering criteria which relate
to musically accurate sound in a
preamplifier are now wellknown, and the 7120 fulfills all of
them. It interfaces correctly with
the impedance of the pickup
cartridge, ensuring that the
cartridge's frequency response
will not be degraded by the
preamp.
Sensitive Digital Tuner.
Unlike many stereo receivers
which have conventional tuning
supplemented by ameaningless
digital display, the 7120 employs
genuine digital frequencysynthesis tuning, ensuring that
each station is tuned with crystal controlled precision. Five FM and
five AM stations may be stored in
the memory circuits and recalled

NAD 4150 AM/FM Tuner

The NAD 41 50 is the first stereo tuner featuring the
new Schotz Variable Bandwidth PLL Detector, a •
patented phase-locked-loop FM detector circuit whose
frequency bandwidth automatically varies with. signal
strength and signal quality in order to 'optimise
reception. It dramatically improves performance in key
areas.

£169.00

Pre Amplifier

Continuing atradition of remarkable price/performance
value, the 1020 is an audiophile-quality pre amp.

£77.00

66 This preamp credits
the strongest
recommendation 99
PRACTICAL HI-FI

simply by pressing one of the five
pre-set tuning buttons.
Infrasonic Filter. The 7120
contains asharp infrasonic filter
which strips away interference so
that only clean musical
waveforms are amplified. This
filter is located ahead of the taperecording output of the 7120 in
order to prevent infrasonic
energy from causing distortion in
your tapes.
Acoustically correct loudness
compensation. For the 7120
NAD has developed apsychoacoustically correct loudness
compensation circuit that
preserves anatural sonic balance
at low listening levels without any
false muddying of the texture.
High-Voltage, High-Current
Output Stage. The NAD 7120
is conservatively rated at 20

66An excellent
standard of
overall
performance',
HI- Fl FOR
PLEASURE

66 The sound
was exciting and
you were con stantly aware of
the potential of
the system 99
WHAT HI-FI
watts per channel, but like all
NAD amplifiers and receivers it
behaves as if it were more
powerful than its rating suggests.
One reason is that its highvoltage design yields an 1HF
dynamic headroom factor of 2.5
dB, meaning that during shortterm bursts it will deliver 75%
more than its rated power ( i.e.
35 watts per channel) into an
8- ohm impedance.

£179.00

NAD 3150 Amplifier
The 3150 is twice as powerful as the 3020A
when operated in stereo, and six times as powerful when
switched to the bridged mode and used with acompanion
power amplifier for stereo.
£199.00

66 Cannot be

NAD 2150 Power Amplifier

Delivers more than twice its rated power with. musical
waveforms, i.e. over 250 watts in- bridged configuration.
£149.00

The place where people care about hi-fi

bettered at the
price 409
HI- Fl ANSWERS

The NAD 5120 Turntable
takes its place
amongst the 'Greats'
66 Rumble
was also
virtually
inaudible

66

Sonically,
the 5120 is in
adass of its
own 99

99

HI-FI NEWS

POPULAR HI-FI

66 Clearly

66... good

superior... very
impressed by its
performance 99

dynamic
balance and
control 99

POPULAR HI-FI

HI-FI NEWS

In aworld full of turntables
that tend to look alike,
operate alike, and suffer
from similar limitations,
HiFi Markets applaud the
fresh approach taken by
NAD. A searching re-examination
of the common problems in turntable performance has resulted in
an easy-to-use semi-automatic,
belt- drive turntable that provides
an exceptionally vibration-free
environment for the record, plus
aradically new tonearm design
that serves as aremarkably
stable, non-resonant carrier for
the phono pickup cartridge. The
NAD 5120 combines unique
styling, superb record-playing
performance, and exceptional
freedom from resonant
colourations and feedback, at a
surprisingly modest price. The
unique thin, flat, lightweight, lowinertia tonearm has an effective
mass of only 6grams for optimum
performance of any phono

cartridge. It is constructed
of non-resonant
phenolic

and cannot " ring" and
colour the sound like metal arms.
The tonearm is one inch in width,
providing ideal lateral stiffness.
It cannot flex like thin arm tubes.
Midrange resonances of tubular
arms are replaced with asingle.
optimally damped, low-frequency
vertical flexure mode. A springsuspended counterweight with
viscous damping acts as a
precision-tuned Dynamic
Vibration Absorber, cancelling
the infrasonic arm/cartridge
resonance. Another outstanding
feature is the floating subchassis
which isolates tonearm and
platter from external vibration.
The low 4Hz suspension
frequency provides exceptional
immunity from acoustic feedback.

And there's convenient one-knob
control for both platter rotation
and arm cueing. The motor
automatically switches on as the
tonearm is lowered, switching off
when the arm is raised.

Be sure to audition the exciting
NAD 5120 at your local
HiFi Markets.

£99.so

Complete with tonearm.
Cartridge extra.
Additional Tonearm £4.50.
Cartridge extra.

NAD 9200 Cartridge
This highly acclaimed
cartridge has taken its
place amongst our
foremost budget
cartridges due to its
excellent performance
and value for money.
Come and inspect the
amazing NAD 9200
at HiFi Markets.

(de In our view is
the best cartridge
at this price we
have heard to
date lele
POPULAR HI-FI

£19.50

1111.1 MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

Ortofon VMS Cartridges
Ortofon are now established as one of the foremost
cartridge lines and the VMS range in particular has
proved very popular witi our customers. One of the
reasons for this is the rrelatively high compliance
values which, combined with the correct tracking
force, ensures excellent tracking ability at low

frequencies. Tracking at high frequencies is equally
outstanding, thanks to alow equivalent stylus tip mass.
Therefore the entire frequency range is tracked
optimally, and distortion is kept at an abso ute
minimum. For-the great Ortofon range of cartridges
come along tc HiFi Markets.

Ortofon VMS 30 Mk11

Ortofon VMS 5E Ml<11

Ortofon VMS 10E Mil

Ortofon VMS 20E Midi

Incorporates elliptical diamond stylus.
Dynamic compliance I5¡..im. Equivalent
stylus zip mass 0.8mg. Frequency
response 20Hz-20kHz. Channel
separation 20dB @ kHz.

Incorporates elliptical diamond stylus.
Dynamic compliance I5pm. Equivalent
stylus tip mass 0.65mg. Frequency
response 20Hz-20kHz. Channel
separation 25dB @ I
kHz.

Incorporates elliptical diamond stylus.
Dynamic compliance 25µm. Equivalent
stylus tip mass 0.50mg« Frequency
response 20Hz-20kHz Channel
separation 25dB @ IkHz.

Incorporates Fine Line stylus. Dynamic
compliance 22m. Equivalent stylus zip
mass 0.45mg. Frequency response
20Hz-20kHz. Channel separation
27dB @ IkHz.

£12.50

£19.50

£34.00

£44.00

-Top
fiturnta
models
e .
I ncIue the
a- .
radical
- -new
-Ariston
, -=
RD4b =*-at £99.95, ''..,..
•

Thorens TD166Il at E149.95 and the Dual CS505.
Phone for our latest price on this popular Dual turntable.

\

Compact Discs have
finally arrived, the
new record medium
which uses adigital
recording- replay
process. As the UK's
largest specialist Hi Fi

The place where people care about hi-fi

retailer, Hi Fi Markets invite you to
visit your local branch and hear for
yourself the near perfect sound
that this incredible new system
delivers. Illustrated here is the
Marantz CD73 Compact Disc
Digital Audio Player.

We don't know how they've done it, but there's no
denying the evidence of our ears! The Yamaha 300
Series offers truly outstanding quality and performance
at rices that wo would never have believed possible.

The styling and finish are absolutely first class too,
so we have no hesitation in recommending these units
wholeheartedly. Make sure that you audition Yamaha
as soon as possible — hearing is believing!

66 As far as

without frills or
fancy automated
features means
you'll always be
sure of what
every HiFi
enthusiast really
wants most from
his equipment — natural
sound performance. The A-300
gives 30 watts per channel with
0.05% THD.

the measurements
go, the Yamaha
amplifier gave an
excellent
performance 99
HI-FI FOR PLEASURE
Yamaha T-300
AM/FM/LW Tuner

£89.95
The T-300 gives you
performance
and features
previously
available only in
much more
expensive tuners
including Pilot
tone PLL multiplex
system, 3-segment LED signal level
meter, FM stereo indicator.

66 Cannot be
faulted... 59
WHAT HI-FI

£89.95
The K-300 gives you the choice
of Dolby Bor Dolby C noise
reduction. This is backed
up by superior
Yamaha
technology; a
two-motor
transport system
and anewly
developed
Superhard
Permalloy head.

Yamaha K-300
Cassette Deck

64

The
Yamaha is a
real gem is

£139.00

POPULAR HI-FI

Suggested Starter System
Markets reckon there's no better way to start enjoying real HiFi than with this low-price
System. We've combined the Yamaha A-300 Amplifier with the Yamaha P-200 Turntable and
added apair of Boston A40 Speakers for good measure. The result is luxury listening on abudget!

£257.95 Complete

The place where people care about hi-fi

HiFi Markets offer the widest
range of leading makes
66 Unusually
consistent
sound quality

66 ... recommendation still
stands 99

99
POPULAR HI -F!
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66 One of the
finest loudspeakers
produced
anywhere',
PRACTICAL HI-FI

All speaker prices per pair.

KEF Carina II

Boston
Acoustics A40

Carina II is atwo-way, three
drive unit free standing
loudspeaker capable of
producing high quality sound
loud enough to satisfy the
needs of those who like to
listen at realistic live volume
levels. The unusual layout of
the three drive units was
originally employed by KEF
for professional high-level
monitoring loudspeakers.
Codalll
Cantor Il
Carina II
Caprice Il
Carltor I
I

HiFi Markets are pleased
to bring you the Boston
Acoustics A40, acompact
2-way bookshelf speaker
which has won much critical
acclaim. We can strongly
recommend this speaker as
one of the most cost-effective
designs avaikable anywhere.
The A40 which features a
6V2in acoustic- suspension
woofer and V4 in dome
tweeter, ddvers exceptional
performance at avery low
price.

£99.00
£119.00
£139.00
£149.00
£239.00

A40

HiFi Markets recommend

£99.00

ARI8LS

Celestion SL6

The AR I
8LS is an updated
version of the AR I
8s, a
bookshelf type acoustic
suspension, 2- way speaker.
New grille cloth and cabinet
appearance have been added
to give acontemporary style
in keeping with the top- ofthe- line AR98LS. The sound is
still the same — the sound that
has received critical acclaim
worldwide.

The Celestion SL6 has been
designed with acomplete
understanding of the vibration
of all the drive units, which
operate with complementary
behaviour mounted in a
cabinet conceived as part
of acomplete system. The
resulting accuracy, transparency
and resolution is excellent
especially with better
recordings.

AR8LS
ARI 8LS
AR28LS
AR38s
AR48s
AR925

Ditton 100
Ditton 1I
0
Ditton 130
Ditton 250
Ditton 300
SL6

£79.90
£99.90
£ 129.90
£ 149.90
£ 199.90
£299.90

£79.90
£99.90
£139.90
£ 189.90
£239.90
£279.90

-111011.51TPUNILL- for the best performance from your speaker system
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You can significantly
improve the performance
of your sound system
simply by switching from
conventional wire to
Monster Cable.
With Monster
Cable the
problems
associated
with conventional wi-es
are el ri nated by
using more copper,
finer strands, higher purity

materials, and aunique
winding configuration that
directly couples your
amplifier to your speakers
without loss. VVithosit
distortion. The result?
Music that's dynamic and
powerful, open and clear.
The way real music should
be. Choose Monster Cable
at Hi Fi Markets and get
more performance from
your Hi Fi system.

Gold Spades

Gold Bananas

89p

per toot.

Superflex by Monster
Superflex is ah:gh definition speaker
cable which, although incorporating
fewer strands than Monster Cable,
uses the same high purity copper, and
unique stranding configuration.

56p

per foot

Powerline by Monster
A new technology in speaker cable
design. Powerline's unique fourconductor configuration alows the
magnetic fields travelling in opposite
directions to cancel themselves,
dramatically reducing dynamic
distortion.

Super quality gold plated connectors
for amplifiers and speakers with quick
connect terminals.
Outstanding value from
Hi Fi Markets.

£2.79

£1.12 per pair

per foot

Lock Notch Gold Pins

-111011Srat-C•181,-

The world's first " crimp-on" banana,
gold plated Monster TipsTm utilize
multiple " gold fingers" for increased
contact area and greater contact
pressure.

Maximise your cable's performance
with Gold Spade connectors from HiFi
Markets. For amplifiers and speakers
with screw terminals. Gold plated for
maximum conductivity.

£1.70

£8.00

per pair

per pair

is recommended by Ariston, NAD, Yamaha, Nakamichi Carver, Proton, SAE.

Fantastic Selection of Accessories at HiFi Markets
çÏ%

Headphones
HiFi Markets otter acomprehensive
selection of quality headphones
including the NAD 830 representing
incredible value at El 9.50, Sennheiser
HD41 0offering style and comfort
for £20.99 and the extremely popular
Yamaha TH -1000 which are
renowned for unparalleled stereo
imagery and cost just £68.00.

oscillator having ahigh magnetic
permeability and asamarium cobalt
magnet, having ahigh magnetic
energy. These materials take
advantage of Nagaoka's advanced
cartridge technology to reproduce a
flat sound for all frequency ranges
from crystal clear high notes to super
deep low tones.

MP10£14.95
MPI I £ 16.95

MP15£31.00
MP20 £38.95

Fuji

FLC90
FXIC60

TDK

Nagaoka
Rolling Cleaners
A special new grade of rubber is used
on this roller which retains its soft
and slightly sticky feel indefinitely. It
is soft enough to adapt itself to the
precise shape of the groove. As the
degree of ' tackiness' is always exactly
right, the finest particles right at the
bottom of the groove are picked up
as well as the surface dust.
From £. 90

NAD Mat
Nagaoka
High Performance MP
Series Cartridges
These cartridges use the most up to
date materials including apermalloy

The NAD Mat is afull 5millimetres
thick, has asmooth lower surface
which makes uniform contact with
the entire platter area, and is made of
carefully selected soft-rubber
compound with optimum density and
pliancy for efficient absorption of
most audio- frequency vibrations.

£9.95

DC60
DC9C
DC120
ADC60
ADC90
ADC 120
ODC60
ODC90
SAC.60
SAC90
SAXC60

£0.75
£0.92
£1.30
£1.09
£1.25
£1.85
£1.19
£1.65
£1.25
£1.55
£1.65

Maxell

UDXLI1C90 El.49`
XLISC60 £ 1.39*
XLISC90
El. / 9*
XLIISC60 £ 1.45*
XLIISC90 £ 1.95*
Met MXC60 1.85*
Met MXC90£2.75*

CHFC60
CHFC90
CHFCI 20
BHFC60
BHFC90
BHFCI 20

AHFC90
FeCrC60
FeCrC90
UCXSC60
UCXSC90
MC60(3Pk)

Sony

The Tape Counter
'Promotion Price whilst stocks last
Prices shown apply only when 10 or
more cassettes are purchased- cash
sales only.

ewhere '• care about hi-ii

SAXC90 £2.10
MET MA60 £ 1.95
MET MA90 £ 2.75
Demag £8.75
Clean £0.89
DC90 triple
pack £2.69*
ADC90 double
pack
1£2.45*
SAC90 double
pack £ 3.05*

UDC46 £0.79
UDC60 £0.89
UDC90 £ 1.09*
UDCI20 £ 1.75
UDXLIC60 £ 1.29
UDXLIC90 £ 1.65
UDXLI1C60 £ 1.29

11I+I MARKETS
The.

E0.65* FXIC90 £0.99*
E0.70* FXI1C60 £0.87*

£0.56*
£0.75*
£0.99
£0.69*
£0.85*
£ 1.12

Some items may not be
available at all branches

£ 1.09
£ 1.03
£ 1.35
£ 1 . 56
£2.09
£2.95

HiFi Markets-the largest specialist
hi-fi retailer in the country
LONDON
Manor Park E12
698 Romford Road. Tel: 01-478 5137
London E17
7Central Parade, Hoe Street.
Tel: 01-520 7277
London N1
88 Pentonville Road. Tel: 01-837 4416
London N7
175-177 Holloway Road. Tel: 01-607 2148
London N12
849 High Road. Tel: 01-445 1443
London N13
359 Green Lanes. Tel: 01-882 5888
London NW6
79-81 Fairfax Road. Tel: 01-3286666
190 West End Lane. Tel: 01-794 7848
London WI
2Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-637 2245
10 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-631 1017
17 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-580 7731
25 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-631 3329
48 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-636 2179
242 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-636 5979
48 Wigmore Street. Tel: 01-486 8263
London W3
86 High Street, Acton.
Tel: 01-992 4788/2305
London SE1
No 1Cathedral Street, London Bridge.
Tel: 01-403 2255/3088
23 York Road. Tel: 01-928 6842
London SE
38 Widmore Road, Bromley.
Tel: 01-464 2260
London SE13
68 Lee High Road, Lewisham.
Tel: 01-318 5755
London SE18
162 Powis Street, Woolwich.
Tel: 01-855 8016
London SW7
14 Bute Street. Tel: 01-589 2586
London SW11
13 St. John's Hill. Tel: 01-223 5532
REST OF BRITAIN
Aldershot
81 High Street. Tel: 0252 20728
Amersham
56-58 Sycamore Road. Tel: 02403 3819
Andover
105 High Street. Tel: 0264 58251
Aylesbury
146 High Street. Tel: 0296 31020
Barking (Essex)
7Station Parade. Tel: 01-594 3626
Barnsley
4042 Sheffield Road. Tel: 0226 5549
Barrow In Furness
223/225 Rawlinson Street. Tel: 0229 21233
Bath
11 Southgate. Tel: 022564120/84371
Bedford
76 Bedford Road, Kempston.
Tel: 0234 854133
Bexley Heath
193 The Broadway. Tel: 01-304 3272
Birkenhead
11 St. Werburgh Square, Grange Precinct.
Tel: 051-647 5626
Birmingham
35-37 Hurst Street. Tel: 021 622 2323
Blackpool
4Deansgate. Tel: 0253 28357
198 Church Street. Tel: 0253 27703
Bolton
156/158 Blackburn Road. Tel: 0204 22636
Boston (Lincs)
9Wide Bargate. Tel: 0205 62454
Bournemouth
10 Gervis Place. Tel: 0202 25512
Brighton
69 St James' Street. Tel: 0273 682402
Brighton & Hove
136-138 Portland Road. Tel: 0273 723399
Bristol
36 Union Street. Tel: 0272 294183
52-54 Gloucester Road.
Tel: 0272 428248
Cambridge
19-20 Market Street. Tel: 0223 312240
Canterbury
21 The Burgate. Tel: 0227 65315
Castleford (Yorks)
64 &85 Beancroft Road.
Tel: 0977 553066

Chandlers Ford ( Hampshire)
8-12 Hursley Road. Tel: 04215 2827
Chatham (Kent)
4Railway Street. Tel: 0634 46859
Chelmsford
5-6 Cornhill. Tel: 0245 57593/64393
Cheltenham
42 Albion Street. Tel: 0242 583960
Chesham (Bucks)
117 High Street. Tel: 0494 786494
Chester
24 St. Michaels Square, Grosvenor Precinct.
Tel: 0244 21568
Chichester (Sussex)
12 South Street. Tel: 0243 787562
Christchurch (Dorset)
183 Barrack Road. Tel: 0202 473901
Colchester
14-16 Culver Street West. Tel: 0206 48101
Coventry
8Marlborough Road, Ball Hill.
Tel: 0203 458946
Crewe
106 Victoria Street. Tel: 0270 211091
Croydon
89 London Road. Tel: 01-686 1343
352-354 Lower Addiscombe Road.
Tel: 01-654 1231/2040
Derby
12 Osmaston Road, The Spot.
Tel: 0332 380385
Devizes (Wiltshire)
17 The Brittox. Tel: 0380 2268
Doncaster
19 Bradford Row. Tel: 0302 21215
Dorking (Surrey)
23 South Street. Tel: 0306 882897
Dunstable
45 Katherine Drive. Tel: 0582 67750
East Grinstead
2High Street. Tel: 0342 27787
Egham (Surrey)
163 High Street. Tel: 0784 35036
Enfield (Middlesex)
191 Chase Side. Tel: 01-363 7981
Exeter
32 South Street. Tel: 0392 37888
145 Sidwell Street. Tel: 0392 72814
Gateshead (Tyne & Wear)
7-11 Park Lane. Tel: 0632 774167
Gillingham (Dorset)
The Square. Tel: 07476 2474/2728
Gloucester
13-15 Worcester Street.
Tel: 0452 23051/20518
Grimsby
71 Carter Gate. Tel: 047243539
Harlow, Essex
57 Harvey Centre. Tel: 0279 26155
Harpenden
82 High Street. Tel: 05827 64246
Harrow (Middlesex)
340 Station Road. Tel: 01-8638690
Hastings
3Marine Court, St Leonards on Sea.
Tel: 0424 442975
Haywards Heath (Sussex)
13 South Road. Tel: 0444 450333
High Wycombe
4Priory Road. Tel: 0494 35910
Hitchin
Hermitage Road. Tel: 0462 4537
Huddersfield
2-4 Cross Church Street. Tel: 0484 44668
Hull
48 Springbank. Tel: 0482 29240
Word
442-444 Cranbrook Road, Gants Hill.
Tel: 01-5180915
Ipswich
87 Norwich Road. Tel: 0473 217217
Kettering
68 Stamford Road. Tel: 0536 515266
Kingston upon Thames
3Eden Walk Precinct. Tel: 01-5468974
Lancaster
84 Penny Street. Tel: 0524 39657
Leeds
34-36 Queen Victoria Street.
Tel: 0532 449075
8St. Anne's Road, Headingley.
Tel: 0532 789374
Leicester
27 Churchgate. Tel: 0533 58662
Lincoln
271a High Street. Tel: 0522 20265
Liverpool
401 Smithdown Road. Tel:051-733 6859
20-22 Whitechapel. Tel:051-709 9898
Loughborough
33 Cattle Market. Tel: 0509 230465
Loughton (Essex)
152 High Road. Tel 01-508 0247

Luton
49 Wellington Street. Tel: 0582 27758
Maidenhead (Berke
18 King Street. Tel: 0628 73420
Manchester
25-29 Station Road, Urmston.
Tel 061 747 5181
62 King Street. Tel: 061-835 1156
Melton Mowbray
9-10 Cheapside. Tel: 0664 64741
Middlesbrough
172 Borough Road. Tel: 0642 248793
Newbury
62 North Brook Street. Tel: 0635 32474
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
33 Handysides Arcade. Tel: 0632 327791
New Malden
35 High Street. Tel: 01-942 9567
Northampton
32A Gold Street. Tel: 0604 37871
Norwich
161 Unthank Road. Tel: 0603 22833
Nottingham
120-122 Alf reton Road. Tel: 0602 786919
15 Market Street. Tel: 0602 412137
Oxford
256 Banbury Road
Tel: 0865 53072/511767
19 Old High Street, Headington.
Tel: 0865 65961
Peterborough
42 Cowgate. Tel: 0733 41755
27 .
Loou
ngCauseway. Tel: 0733 51007
Pb' mouth
90/92 Cornwall Street. Tel: 0752 27600
Poole
55 North Road, Parkstone.
Tel: 0202 742706
Portsmouth
38-40 Fratton Road. Tel: 0705 822155
Preston
51 Fishergate. Tel: 0772 53057
Reading
36 Minster Street. Tel: 0734 583730
Rochdale
52 Drake Street. Tel: 0706 524652
Rotherham
2Westgate. Tel: 0709 70666
Salisbury
17 Butcher Row. Tel: 0722 22746
Sevenoaks (Kent)
118 London Road. Tel: 0732 459555
Sheffield
172 Baslow Road, Totley.
Tel: 0742 360295
10 Nursery Street. Tel: 0742 77824
Shrewsbury
12 Barker Street. Tel: 0743 55166
Southampton
37 Bedford Place. Tel: 0703 28434
Southend
149 Leigh Road, Leigh-on-Sea.
Tel: 0702 79150
Stamford
9Red Lion Square. Tel: 0780 2128
Stockport
58-62 Lower Hillgate. Tel: 061-480 4872
Stoke-on-Trent
51/53 Piccadilly, Hanley.
Tel: 0782 265010
Sunderland
20-22 Waterloo Place. Tel: 0783 657578
Swindon
60 Fleet Street. Tel: 0793 38222
Taunton
2Crown Walk, High Street. Tel: 0823 51682
Trowbridge (Wiltshire)
18c Bradley Road. Tel: 02214 66441
Tunbridge Wells
34 Mount Ephraim. Tel: 0892 31543
Uxbridge
278 High Street. Tel: 89 33474
Walsall
Tudor House, Bridge Street.
Tel: 0922 640456
Warwick
Wharf Street. Tel: 0926 493796
Watford
68 High Street. Tel: 0923 26169
Wednesbury
1Upper High Street. Tel: 021-5560473
Weston Super Mare
203 Milton Road. Tel: 0934 414423
Wilmslow
4/8 St. Ann's Parade. Tel: 0625 526213
Windsor
43 King Edward Court. Tel: 95 56931
Vfitney
29 Corn Street. Tel: 0993 2414
Woking (Surrey)
11 The Broadway. Tel: 04862 4926

HI•FI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

Wolverhampton
11 Salop Street. Tel: 0902 23980
39 Victoria Street. Tel: 0902 772901
Worcester
43 Friar Street. Tel: 0905 25740
York
7Davygate Arcade. Tel: 0904 51712
NORTH WALES
Colwyn Bay
19 Colwyn Crescent, Rhos on Sea.
Tel: 0492 48932
SOUTH WALES
Cardiff
134 Crwys Road. Tel:0222 28565
Milford Haven
90 Robert Street. Tel: 06462 4078
Port Talbot
10 Forge Road. Tel: 0639 882068
Tredegar
88 Commercial Street.
Tel: 049525 2288/2218
SCOTLAND
Aberdeen
441-445 Holburn Street. Tel: 0224 25713
Edinburgh
1Haddington Place. Tel: 031-556 7901
34 Northumberland Street.
Tel 031-557 1672
Rose Street, Pedestrian Precinct.
Tel: 031-225 9535
Glasgow
14 The Toll, Busby Road, Clarkston.
Tel: 041-6388252
Glasgow Central
340 Argyle Street. Tel: 041-221 8958
Inverness
1Greig Street. Tel: 0463 220440
Stirling
73-75 Murray Place. Tel: 0786 5053
NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast
85 Royal Avenue. Tel: 0232 229907
Unit 12 Fountain Centre, College Street.
Tel: 0232 241331
Coleraine
21 Railway Road. Tel: 0265 52843
EIRE
Dublin
184 Lower Rathmines Road.
Tel 0001 1979216
ISLE OF MAN
Glen Vine. Tel: 0624 851437
54 Bucks Road, Douglas.
Tel: 0624 23090
CHANNEL ISLES
Guernsey
Rue de Marais, Vale. Tel: 0481 55573
Jersey
69 King Street, St. Helier.
Tel: 0534 21735
IMICLUChlti
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Head Office: Cousteau House, Greycaine
Road, Watford, WD2 4SB. Tel: 0923 27737
All prices quoted in the HiFi Markets
advertisements are correct at time of going
to press ( 18/8/83) but may be subject to
change without notice due to fluctuations in
Manufacturers' prices.
All Prices include VAT @ 15%
Not all the products featured in HiFi
Markets advertisement are available at all
branches. Please check before travelling.
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HiFi Markets offer you the option of
extending your Guarantee to 5years
covering parts and labour. Ask your local
HiFi Markets for full details.

Ste
behin
Chew & Osborne
ou
door
to hear
the greatest ever
step forward
in sound

Shortbank Road, Skipton, North Yorkshire. BD23 2TT
Telephone: Skipton ( 0756) 5333/4

o

COMPACT
Out of this world!
If you thought that
stereo was the greatest advance
in audio reproduction since
Edison invented the phonograph, DIG TAL AUDIO
you've yet to hear compact disc
digital audio. The tiny digitally recorded discs, just
43/
4"across, give you up to an hours playing time while laser beam decoding means no hum, wow or
flutter - the result is pure perfection in sound.

C-10

c-KD

Call in for ademonstration of such great names
as Bang & Olufsen, Denon, Dual, Hitachi, JVC,
Marantz, Pioneer, Sony and Technics - as well as a
selection from our really big range of compact audio
discs.
And down to earth! Naturally, for the
conventional hi fi connoisseur, we stock
everything you could possibly need - from pick up
cartridges to highly sophisticated sound systems - as
well as all your favourites on tape or record.

C-KD

The right sounds at the right price! Whatever
you need in the confusing world of hi fi, we're
sure we can help. And to make certain your equipment
always stays in peak condition you can rely totally on
our own after-sales service.

C-K0

C40

Chew& Osborne
EPPING, ESSEX. 148 High Street ( 0378) 74242
SAFFRON WALDEN, ESSEX. 26 King Street ( 0799) 23728
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"YOU COULD AFFORD THAT NEW HI-FI IF
ONLY YOU COULD SELL YOUR OLD ONE"
To buy and sell or exchange your second
hand, ex-demo or new audio equipment

CONTACT AUDIO TEL

We can put you in touch with people BUYING
what you want to SELL and SELLING what
you want to BUY

"CAN'T AFFORD THAT NEW HI-FI?
THEN THINK ABOUT BUYING
SECONDHAND
We have the highest quality secondhand
and ex-demo audio equipment on our
sales lists
We cover everything from esoteric hi-fi to amps
(pre/power), turntables, cassette decks, speakers,
tuners, rack systems, music centres, radio cassettes
to personal hi-fi
MONDAY TO FRIDAY 10am-7pm
SATURDAY 11 am-6pm
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Ariston Audio announces
the radical RD40 System.
It could make history!
RD40 is a totally new, but logical
development — based on years of
AriSton experience — that lets you
begin your advance to superior hi-fi at
aprice you can afford.
Armed with quality at the vital source,
you can progress to greater heights via
an impressive array of sensibly-priced
accessories.
The RD40 turntable costs only £ 119.95
(s.r.p.) or £ 159.95 complete with the
Ariston tone arm.

HI-TECH, UNIQUE SPEC — no other
turntable compares with P.D40 at this
remarkable price!
O Substantial machined aluminium
construction for absolute rgidity.
O Singlepo nt precision nearing.
O Fully adjustable three-point
suspension, with Iota isolation.
O Large concave platter with
peripheral mass, and record clamp.
O 24-pole AC synchronous motor,
as standard.
O Belt drive, via 2-speed pulley, with
smoothing clutch.
O Acoustirnat, with hi- damping
factor, to reduce vinyl resonance.

RD40 UPGRADING ACCESSORIES —
no other turntable offers such
versatility at any price!
*DC motor. with pitch control and
electronic speed switch * Isolating
base * Plexiglas cover * Adjusting feet
*Mass rings * Heavy platter * Heavy
springs * The Ariston tone arm.
Ask your Ariston dealer to demonstrate
all the advantages of the unique RD40
system, or contact us for full details
and dealer list.
Ariston Acoustics Ltd.
Unit 176, Brieryside. Prestwick Airport.
Prestwick. Ayrshire. Scotland KA9 2RB.
Telephone: (0292) 76933/4.

The first consideration
for every serious music listener?
The performance of a
Quad music system is readily
apparent to anybody prepared
to listen.
There is no substitute for
agood demonstration by a
competent retailer.
To find the name and

address of your nearest Quad
authorised dealer, write or
telephone
Quad Electroacoustics Ltd.,
Huntingdon, Cambs.,
PE18 7DB England.
Telephone: (0480) 52561

QUAD
for the closest approach
to the original sound -

Buying hi-fi isn't just an open and shut case.

IF

h

ere is alot of mystery surrounding hi-fi
purchase and not all of it is strictly necessary.
Yet the problem of matching good components
together to get the very best hi-fi sound at any particular price is adaunting one. And most dealers haven't a
clue.
Certainly they'll recommend this or that. But are
you sure that their solution isn't prompted by helpfulness, profit or merely by what they've got in stock?
For years at Unilet we've been building our
reputation on giving sound advice at abetter price.
Now, as Britain's leading independent hi-fi retailer we
are in aunique position to solve your hi-fi dilemma.
We stock more brands than many of our competitors have heard of, let alone listened to.
And when it comes to sifting through the evidence,
our salesmen have more experience than Hercule
Poirot at building up identikit systems. Wh.le our single
speaker dem. rooms mean you can evaluate your

choices in solitary confinement. And while the prices
charged at some specialist
dealers are daylight robbery,
you'll find ours areal steal.
So if it was amystery
to you, how to get really
good hi-fi at an even better
price-the case is now solved.

UNMET

HUI

SOUND ADVICE ATA BETTER PRICE.
n ail to Unilet, 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey.
Please send me your latest price saying catalogue.
Name
Address

We stock a large selection of equipment including. Aiwa. A&R, AR, Ariston. Audio Research,
Audio Technica, B&O, BAS, B&W. Bose, Carver, Celef. Celestion, Creek, Dual, FR, Gale, Hafler,
Heybrook, JBL, KEF, Krell, Linn, Luxman, Marantz, MS, Mission, NAD, Nairn. Nakamichi. Nytech.
Meridian, Myst. Oracle, PinkT, Pro- Ac, Quad, Quantum. Reeve, Sansui, Sennheiser, Sony.
Spendor. Stanton, Stax.Tannoy,Teac,Technics. Aurex, Dynavector.Yamahz..Thorens,Threshold

35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey. (01) 942 9567.14 Bute Street, London SW7. ( 01) 589 2586. 270 High Street, Guildford, Surrey. ( 0483) 65508.
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With the introduction of the new
range of Midi HiFi systems, Akai
have incorporated major technical advances into compact and attractive
designs that are ideally suited to fit into the
modern lifestyle.,
These systems combine simplicity of
operation with the latest micro-computer
technology. As aresult, sound reproduction
is near-perfect — yet they take up much less
space than full-sized systems.

DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO
AKAII 3MIDI COMPONENT SYSTEM
Much of Akai's new computer technology is incorporated within
the component parts of this compactly dimensioned system. The
amplifier section of the synthesiser stereo receiver produces 25
watts RMS per channel and includes Akai's original Auto Fade
mute system which automatically fades out volume at the touch
of a button and can ' fade' back to the originally selected volume
when desired. Microcomputers electronically direct bass and
treble controls, together with volume and balance controls and the
input selector. The quartz synthesiser FM/MW/LW tuner offers

automatic tuning, five FM and five AM station presets, and memory
back-up. Dolby ' 13/C' noise reduction is a major feature of the
cassette deck.. . together with auto record level control, auto tape
selector ( including metal) and adigital tape counter. Sophisticated
memory function controls include; auto repeat, auto play and auto
stop. The belt- driven turntable incorporates fully automatic operation, repeat play facility, and astatic balanced straight tonearm
with magnetic cartridge. Completing this comprehensively.
equipped system is apair of powerful 2- way Akai loudspeakers.

COMET PRICE

£389.90 inc. VAT

The strong visual appeal, ease of use and
outstanding technical specification of these
compact designs will undoubtedly make a
tremendous impact on the world of home HiFi.
As one of the leading companies in the
HiFi industry, we believe that this
is one of the most exciting developments of recent years.

99

TOSHIO NEMOTO
Managing Director
AKAI ( UK) LIMITED

AKAI

MIDFSYSTEMS
AKAI 5L MIDI COMPONENT SYSTEM

This outstanding system features an automatic function control
which switches the 30 watts RMS per channel amplifier to the
particular item of equipment selected. For instance, when listening
to FM, one push of the cassette deck's play button automatically
changes the mode to tape. Starting the turntable immediately alters
the mode to phono. Akai has also developed the first application of a
microcomputer to the audio signal path with the introduction of
computerisation volume and tape control, which can memorise 36
volume control steps and many tape control settings. This
eliminates the fear of sound distortion that can exist with more
conventional equipment. Among the features of the FM/MW/LW
quartz synthesiser tuner are: 10 random memories and direct
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station call, station indicator, auto tuning, electronic front end and
last channel memory . . . while recording is handled by the same
superb Dolby ' 13/C cassette deck featured in the 3system. The
fully-automatic direct-drive turntable features alinear tracking tone
arm with magnetic cartridge, and other facilities include: repeat
function, 2- speed tone arm shift, auto disc size selector, auto speed
selector, tone arm location indicator and muting. Completing the
system is apair of matching 2- way Akai loudspeakers and aprogrammable quartz audio timer with auto dimmer, 3programme
daily timer and sleep function, which, is connected to all the units
in the system. As aresult, only one mains lead need be plugged into
the wall socket.

COMET PRICE

£529.90 inc. VAT
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Aiwa's new range of compact Midi
Systems is designed to appeal to
the customer who wants true
HiFi sound without the complexity of installation and operation of most conventional
HiFi systems.
With this in mind, the Aiwa concept was
to produce arange of compact HiFi systems
incorporating integrated styling and simplicity
of operation — giving cosmetic appeal and
greater ease of use.

DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO
AIWA V-300 MIDI HI-FI SYSTEM

This compact, feature- packed system offers outstanding Hi Fi
performance and ease of operation at a very attractive price.
The receiver's amplifier section delivers 25 wattsRMS per channel,
and a7- band graphic equaliser is incorporated for shaping the
sound to suit individual listening requirements. A quartz synthesiser FM/MW/LW tuner searches out stations automatically, and
also offers 6FM and 6AM station presets. The digital display
also doubles as abuilt-in timer for unattended recording/playback.
Incorporating both Dolby 'B' and 'C' noise reduction, the cassette

deck has an auto tape selector (including metal facility), bias fine
adjustor for normal and Cr02 tapes, soft-touch mode controls
and an auto replay facility. The fully-automatic belt-driven turntable
comes complete with ahigh performance Moving Magnet cartridge
. . . and afurther feature is asynchronised operation system which
allows synchro recording which automatically commences when
the stylus is lowered onto the record being played. A pair of high
quality 2-way Aiwa loudspeakers completes this superbly-equipped
system.

COMET PRICE

£399.90 inc. VAT

These systems include Aiwa's 'one- touch'
circuitry which automatically links component
switching and enables recordings to be made
at the push of asingle button.
This offers the user ahost of automatic
functions that give perfect recording and playback, almost without effort, in a range of
systems which not only enhance
the user's room but also occupy
the minimum of space.

99

MIKE EMERY
Sales Director
AIWA ( UK) LIMITED

AIWA

MIDFSYSTEMS
AIWA V-700 MIDI HI-FI SYSTEM

The components in this superb system can be connected in
minutes without ajumble of tangled wires, and Aiwa's microcomputerised Synchro Performance Audio Network ensures
maximum ease of operation. One-touch Synchro-Recording' on
the Dolby 13/C' cassette deck allows recording from tuner or turntable, setting of the recorder to pause mode, cueing the record,
and the setting of the appropriate bias and equalisation for metal,
Cr02 or normal tape — all at the push of asingle button. Even the
recording level adjustment is pre-set. A music sensor facility and
an intro-play feature for sampling the first 8seconds of arecorded
track are also incorporated ... the intro-play feature is also afeature
of the linear tracking, fully-automatic direct-drive turntable which
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can, again, sample the first segment of each track, and incorporates
alow-mass linear tracking tonearm and magnetic cartridge. The
turntable offers programming of up to 7separate selections, plus
track skip, reverse skip, and random track selection. The amplifier
produces 30 watts RMS of power, and Aiwa's exclusive Dynamic
Super Loudness circuitry enhances the natural tonal quality of the
bass without detracting from the quality of mid-range and treble
signals. Both auto scanning and manual station tuning are features
of the quartz synthesiser FM/MW/LW tuner, which includes 6FM
and 6AM station presets. A pair of matching 2-way Aiwa loudspeakers completes this high performance system.

COMET PRICE

£499.90 inc. VAT
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Since the introduction of the
no-spaghetti" HiFi rack, which
eliminated complicated and unsightly masses of wiring, we have continued to
improve both the function and design of our
HiFi systems.
We were among the first to recognise
that a HiFi system should not only sound
good — but also justify its place in the home
on the grounds of style and design. Now,
CC

DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO
COMPACT 33 SYSTEM
TA- V3 AMPLIFIER
25W x2 ( RMS) amplifier with function display, bass, treble and
balance slide controls and loudness switch.
ST-V3L TUNER
3 wave band ( FM/MW; LW) digital synthesised tuner with five
presets per band and stereo/muting button.
TC V3 CASSETTE DECK
Feather touch control. Dolby B & C stereo cassette deck with
AMS, rewind autoplay, auto tape select with manual override and
timer play, record.
PSLX20 TURNTABLE
Semi- automatic direct drive turntable-with low- mass tone arm and
soft touch switching.

mor

SSX180 LOUDSPEAKERS
Two-way cone speaker system in bookshelf acoustic suspension
enclosure. Power handling capacity 40W RMS. Ebony finish with
detachable grilles.

COMET PRICE

£399.90 inc. VAT(Rack extra)

Alternative Racks available for 33/77 Systems:
SUV2 Bookshelf rack — adjustable to fit any system
combination
Comet Price £ 19.90 inc. VAT
SUV7L Ebony finish rack for vertical or horizontal assembly —
(designed to also accommodate CDP-101 Compact Disc Player,
optional extra)
Comet Price £69.90 inc. VAT

thanks to the rapid advances in microcircuitry, Sony have developed a system
concept that takes home HiFi a quantum
leap forward.
In the new Sony ' Compact' range the
components have been designed to the
much slimmer width introduced by our
Compact Disc Player, CDP-101. Yet they
still achieve the same level of
quality, features and power of
conventional full-sized systems.

rip

W. H. FULTON
Managing Director
SONY ( UK) LIMITED

SONY®

MIDFSYSIMMS
COMPACT 77 SYSTEM

auto tape select, up to 9track AMS, cycle key, blankskipand rewind
auto play in each direction.

TA-V7 AMPLIFIER
80W x2 (RMS)amplifier with feather touch one-piece control panel. PSFL77 TURNTABLE
Innovative graphic display, 2 tone and filter memory presets, Linear tracking, fully automatic, front loading, direct drive turntable with feather touch one-piece control panel, auto size selector
muting button and speaker switching A, B, A + B.
and repeat function.
STV7L TUNER
3 wave band (FM/MW/LW) digital synthesised tuner with 8 APM700 LOUDSPEAKERS
presets. Feather touch one-piece control panel with stereo/muting Two-way fiat diaphragm speaker system. 80W RMS power handand memory scan switches and preset station identification indi- ling capacity with tweeter- level fine adjustment. Bookshelf bass
reflex enclosure with ebony finish and detachable grilles.
cators. Also operates as full function remote control receiver.

COMET PRICE £999.90 inc. VAT
TC-V7 CASSETTE DECK
Auto-reverse drawer-load. Dolby B & C stereo cassette deck with
(Rack extra — see facing page)

SONY MIDI SYSTEMS Continued over page
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Two unique, flexible racks — each
adjustable to take either the Sony 33 or 77
Compact systems and their accessory
combinations — offer achoice of assembly
options to suit the layout of your home.
There's a fully adjustable silver finish
bookshelf-style rack for housing either
system on ashelf or cupboard top. Alternatively, there's a highly-flexible ebony
finish floor- mounted cabinet which can

be assembled in either ahorizontal or two
vertical formats ( allowing positioning of
the turntable either on top of or inside the
rack) and there's awide choice of positions
for the glass doors or lid, the shelves and
the drawers.
This is the new Sony Compact HiFi
rack concept — a 'fully furnished system'
representing amajor breakthrough in rack
system design.

DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

SYSTEM 33 in SUV7L Rack ( vertical)

SYSTEM 77 in SUV7L Rack ( vertical)

System 77 in the silver finish
SUV2 bookshelf rack which is
fully adjustable to take either
33 or 77 Compact system and can
even be expanded to
accommodate the Sony CDP-101
Compact Disc Player.

SONY®

MIDFSYSTEMS

SYSTEM 77 in SUV7L Rack ( horizontal)
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THE HI-FI VIDEO SPECIALISTS

Our prices are so unbelievably low that we will
match any genuine advertised price in town.
Call in nowfor personal serviceand asuperb
choice of quality units.

EXHIBITORS INCLUDE
ARC A&R • Audio Research • Celestion • Elite • Goldring Heybrook
KEF Linn. Meridian • Mission Mordaunt Short • Naim • Nytech Oak Oracle • Pioneer • Pink Triangle PS Audio - Quad • Revox • Rotel •
Syrinx • TDK • Tandberg Tannoy Thorens Plus many more
ADMISSION £ 1 . 00 ( 50p FRIDAY) CHILDREN UNDER
14 FREE
RETAIN TICKET FOR FREE DRAW

—

Royal Albion Hotel, Old Steine,
Brighton
11/12/13 November 1983

Bang & Olufsen, ADC, Revox, Technics,
Pioneer, Sony, B & W, Panasonic, Dual, Mission

Spendor, Hitachi, JVC, Castle, Quad, Nakamichi, Thorens,

Friday 11th 6pm to 9pm • Saturday 12th 10am to 7pm
Sunday 13th 11am to 5.30pm

Sugden, Wharfedale, Celestion, SME, and many more.
'•-;•
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54 CHAPEL STREET, CHORLEY
Telephone 71935
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/WAYWARE

effnesHifi

4Albert Parade- Green Street - Eastbournerfel 31336
69 London Road • Brighton • Tel 609431

MAKES MUSIC . .

UPGRADE YOUR TONEARM & CARTRIDGE
World's Best Value High Fidelity Combination— FORMULA MK.IV + MC-2V
SAVE £33 ONLY £ 115 complete when purchased simultaneously
"Indeed the combination of MK.IV +
MC- 2V cartridge ( with T-24 transformer)
reproduced my sequence of Test Records
with unusual accuracy and tonal
naturalness"
John Borwick GRAMOPHONE
World's best Loudspeaker Manufacturer
says "MK IV + MC-2V performs extremely
well and cures mistracking that occurred
with another well-known arm."

Fits virtually any turntable easily

MK.IV Tonearm
MC- 2V cartridge
MC-3L/11
Platter Mat
Arm board Thorens
Adaptor SME cut

£79.35
£69.00 }
£69.00
£12.99

'Vital' super- polished nude diamond styli
usually found only on the most
expensive cartridges

£5.75
£3.99

Demonstrations versus Ittok/Koetsu
by appointment

For further information and full review reprints

Iplease complete and return this coupon.
Name

MAY WARE LTD.
P.O. BOX 58, EDGWARE. MIDDX. TEL: 01-958 9421

IAddress
Dealer Franchise
available by area
HEN 10/83

HO WARDS of EXETER
for TANDBERG

SUPEX SMEDDE

Contact
Chris Aplin for an
appointment on ( 0392) 58518
RUSS AnDREWS TURATABLE ACCESSORIES
DYRIBUTOR5 FOR GRPCS An) 3UFEX

HOWARDS of EXETER

EDGE BAni< HOUSE, SICELSMERGH, KEMAL,
CUMBRIA LA8 9A3
TELEPHOAE: SEL5IDE ( 053 983) 247

Sidwelli St Roundabout, Exeter, Devon.

In fact we haven't dropped anything —
instead our Tonbridge showrooms can now boast of having 3 fully equipped
demonstration rooms. So forget that long trip to ' town' and enjoy hearing your
chosen sound system with us. As well as the Nairn amplifiers illustrated,
we also stock, in our opinion, all the best names.

TONBRIDGE

•

•

ICONSULTANTS

19-21 Quarry Hill Road, Tonbridge, Kent. ( 0732) 366767
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Thankfully, the reaction
from the critics wasn't as
flat as the response from
their equipment.

This combination of pre-and power amplifier
is most attractive with astandard of
finish the equal of anything around
and adesign that has distinct touches
of Scandinavian flair.
THE 3002 CONTROL AMPLIFIER
... I
found it difficult to confirm

with confidence afew of the manufacturer's figures since the control amplifier
Nothing less than we expected really, still it's performance reached the limits of my measurement
very satisfying to receive such accolades from
apparatus.
professional commentators in recognition of the
To all intents and purposes the 3002 generates
phenomenal performance of our new Series 3000
no significant harmonic distortion at its normal
units.
operating level, the products being
Integrated or used as separates, they represent below the noise floor.
the last word in no-compromise HiFi for the serious
Distortion at all inputs was below
enthusiast or professional studio.
the test noise floor...
But don't take our word for it, study the
following quotes, read what independent experts
THE 3003 POWER AMPLIFIER
have to say about these incredible units, then judge
was unable to detect with
for yourself.
certainty any transient intermodulation
All the following extracts appeared during
distortion.
September and October in these popular magazines
Ican confirm the makers claim that the
For Pleasure, Gramophone, HiFi Choice Ampamplifier frequency response is virtually flat from 5
lifiers, HiFi News And Record Review...
to 100,000HZ.
...a combination of design construction and performance which can
THE SERIES 3000
only he applauded.
A welcome addition to the ranks
And finally, acouple of comments from us.
of the highest quality equipment and
Yes, we realise these are merely snippetsstrongly recommended.
excellent though they are- so if you'd like to examine
Well, what can Isay about the performance of the complete laboratory reports for yourself, write to
Tandberg Series 3000 separates except that the
us at the address below. We'll be delighted to send
results on some counts were. to ascale
you afree booklet containing the full and unabridged
not previously encountered in my lab test results and reviews.
and by now Ihave evaluated agood
On the other hand, if you've read enough
few hi-fi items!
already and want to get straight into conducting
your own listening test, just call into your nearest
Tandberg selected dealer for ademonstration and
THE 3001 PROGRAMMABLE FM TUNER
Complete absence of background treat yourself to the ultimate sound sensation
from Tandberg.
noise and beat notes, high sensitivity
and selectivity make the 3001 my tuner of the year.
Internally the tuner is one of the finest designs
Ihave ever encountered.
Imust admit that my instruments were being
B&W LOUDSPEAKERS ( UK SALES) LTD., MEADOW ROAD,
WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX BN11 2RX
hard pushed to measure such low noise levels.
Selectivity ratios, too, were astonishing and very diff/ ///////////1ffilifilii1111111111111\MM%%%
icult to measure accurately.
Undoubtedly astandard-setting tuner for the
real enthusiast and professional and
one which would not be out of place
for broadcast monitoring by the transmitting authorities.

o

TANDBERG

THE 3002+3003

The 3003 (with its 3002 companion) must represent an unbeatable
purchase for the audiophile who values integrity of
construction and engineering excellence.
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COMMENT
'

HAD AN INTERESTING conversation with
acontributor to HFN/RR some months
back. ' Isn't it about time', Iwas asked,
'that we organised atest to show that this
business about cables being directional is a
load of rubbish, dreamed up by
unscrupulous con men?'
To fill in some background for those of you
who may not read the down-market hi-fi
magazines, anumber of hi-fi opinion leaders
are claiming that any cable— signal or
speaker level, it doesn't matter— will cause
the sound to be different connected one way
round to the other. And, as you can see from
'News' this month ( p.35), accessory
manufacturers QED are now selling an
interlink cable actually marked as to which
way round it should be connected, an arrow
indicating ' signal flow'. ( For some obscure
reason, the activity of determining which
way round is better is termed ' sexing'.)
Now, from first principles, it would seem
that any electrical conductor is by definition
'bisexual' — the conduction electron ' soup'
which carries the current is isomorphous —
and as the current in an AC signal flows
equally in both directions, that would seem
to be the end of the matter. Conductors
having an asymmetry towards current flow
do exist, of course— where would we be
without diodes? — but in such devices, the
asymmetry shows up as conventional
distortion. How could aphenomenon like
directionality in conductors, therefore, have
been missed by researchers all this time?
Surely it is too much to believe that it hid if
an engineer bearing measuring equipment
approached, but it was only too willing to be
heard if carrying amusic signal?
My initial reaction, therefore, to this'new'
fact, was to dismiss it as moonshine.
However, aless-than-open mind is nothing
to be proud of, even when confronted with
statements which appear to contradict
everything one has learnt or been told.
Previous experiments with replacing the
low-capacitance coaxial in my system with
300ohm low- loss foam dielectric unscreened
twin cable had proved disconcertingly
positive, with small but obvious sound
quality differences present. No-one has yet
come up with any reason as to why the two
different types of cable sound different, but
that is no reason to dismiss the results of the
listening tests. The dogmatic approach

adopted by some engineers and scientists
that aphenomenon can't be held to exist
until it can be satisfactorily explained, is
obviously unsound. The effects of the
particle/wave duality of light were observed
long before Einstein, de Broglie, Planck et al
worked out the maths.
Icertainly thought it worth looking further
into the matter of ' sexing' cables, but not
with the object of ' proving' it to be rubbish —
to carry out an experiment with the object of
confirming established dogma is akin to
intellectual fascism, Ibelieve.
The actual experiments took place
inadvertently on my part. Ihad been visiting
John Farlowe of Exposure Electronics in
order to listen to the improvement in his— in
my opinion, already fine— Model VII preamp,
due to the use of anew low- noise transistor.
John set up asingle-blind listening test, and
both my wife and Iwere satisfied that we
could consistently identify which was A and
which was B. You can imagine my distress at
the end of the session, when John showed
us that the only difference between A and B
was the direction of the 1m length of
interconnect between pre and power amps!
Obviously, this test is not sufficiently
rigorous to satisfy critical observers, and
HFN/RR will be organising suitable doubleblind tests— as soon as we can work out how
the operator can change cable direction
without knowing! Since my experience at
Exposure, Russ Andrews has also shown us
that the effect can be demonstrated with
speaker cables, and likens its importance to
the ' fine-tuning' of ahigh-performance car:
the better the system, the more important
the effect.
If that audible difference really does exist,
what on earth can be the reason for it? In
their literature, QED claim that direction of
the ' grain of the copper' has something to do
with it. To the best of my knowledge, as long
as the copper used is of high purity, without
lattice defects or impurities, then the blame
cannot be laid at the door of the conductor.
But what about the insulation? Plastics
such as PVC do not have asymmetrical
molecular structure and perhaps the
extrusion process could produce insulation
with aslight dielectric asymmetry. Before
you tell me that the current doesn't flow in
the insulation, remember that AC signal flow
is NOT synonymous with the movement of
electrons; rather, it is analogous to a ' shock
wave' travelling via the medium of the
moving electrons. Heaviside showed at the
end of the last century that, dependent on
frequency and due to the conductor's self
inductance, this ' shock wave' flows to some
extent outside the conductor. And any RF or
computer engineer will tell you that the
speed of propagation of that ' shock wave' is
inversely proportional to the dielectric
constant of the insulation, with vacuum, or at
least air, giving the best performance.
Maybe Enid Lumley was right after all! In
the meantime, to paraphrase Bob Dylan,
something is going on, and we don't know
what it is, do we?
Or do you .. ?
John Atkinson

All rights reserved.
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...or have some competitors.
Our talent for innovation knows no bounds. Exactly what you
should expect from aworld leader in transducer products. And the
AT637 Electronic Stylus Cleaner is no exception. Now you can
clean, in situ, adelicate stylus tip quickly, thoroughly and with a
minimum of fuss.
Here's how: —
Gently contact the AT637's cleaning pad to the stylus and switch
on. An internal light will illuminate the scene while the pad, an ultra
fine composition of nylon threads, will vibrate with apleasant
humming sound. Hold it there for around 10 seconds and switch

1. Sticky deposits of dirt and
vinyl particles can easily build
up to mar reproduction.

2. The newly cleaned tip can
now make accurate contact
w th the groove walls.

off. Exceptionally dirty styli may need adrop of the included
cleaning solvent on the pad beforehand, with further supplies of
this available as AT607.
The result is aperfectly clean and sparkling stylus tip ready once
again to do your record collectior full justice.
LOOK OUT FOR THE AT637 AT YOUR DEALER SOON.
Recommended selling pri ce £ 13.95

audio-technica
Audio Technica Ltd Hunslet Trading Es:ate. Low Road. Leeds LS101BL Tel: 0532 771441

A Switch
L
aves Time.

OLD SCHOOL, SCHOOL ROAD, BRACON ASH
NR NORWICH
TELEPHONE (0508) 70829

The 2way Tape Switching Unit illustrated, is just one of afull range of
top quality switching units available from QED. These include; units for
switching 2 or 3 tape decks, up to 6 pairs of speakers, 2 amplifiers, 2
pairs of headphones and 2 turntables.
Please contact your local QED dealer or write to us directly at the
address shown below:

:a ED

Audio Products Limited,

Unit 12, Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield Road, Ashford, Middlesex. TVV15 1AU.
Telephone Ashford 46236/7

AgR CAM8RIDGE. CREEKS GOIDRING • HAR8ETH
HEYBRCOK LINN MORDAUNT -SHORT MUSICAL FIDELITY
NAIM .• NIGHTINGALE • NYTÉCH QED • «MD REGA • SONDEX
SPENDOR SLIM- THORENS ZENN AND OTHERS

res-ev-9.30-5,30 [ewe' yApe/A/Fee-

use was to be found in a1930s Philips radio.
Whilst the typewriter remains hot, Ishould
point out aslight problem with the Colloms
passive preamp— atechnique which has
been manufactured in the form of aPS IV
and VK by PS Audio for at least the past 4
years. The volume control puts aseries
resistance in line with the power- amp input
and the value is added to one leg of the
low-pass filter fitted to many models. Thus
the turnover frequency of this filter changes
with volume control setting and this can
cause asignificant amount of high frequency
cut in the audio band. The Naim 250 is a
typical example and Julian Vereker, the
designer, is insistent that it should be driven
from alow impedance (
circa 47 ohms)
source.
Yours faithfully

. . . about grubby
advertisements
From: David Landau, Carshalton, Surrey
Dear Sir, How very depressing that aseries
of rather grubby advertisements should be
the response to the digital revolution by a
once respected manufacturer of expensive
analogue record decks. After 30 years of
miserable existence, who can possibly
mourn the passing of the 12in. vinyl
abomination, with its still deteriorating
quality and multitude of shortcomings. Can
anyone honestly believe that its compact
replacement, with silent surface, freedom
from static and ability to remain warp free, is
apassing fad as suggested in the
advertisement?
With nearly 35 years in audio retailing, I
am old enough to remember aprevious
development being described at the time as
'a gimmick that detracts from the musical
content'. That, believe it or not, was a
pundit's view of stereophonic sound.
Whilst in no way suggesting that the
Compact Disc is perfection ( the dreadful
cases are as fragile and awkward as the discs
are resilient) Ido maintain most strongly that
when the best of the new releases are heard
using an electrostatic headset or aBinaudio
chair, the clarity of the new medium is
awesome and it is impossible to disagree
with Maestro Von Karajan that ' all else is
gaslight'!
The large sums of money currently being
spent attacking the new technology might be
better invested in alicence to produce a
British player, thereby perhaps avoiding a
repetition of the video fiasco when, after
developing ' VERA' we proceeded to
surrender the world market to our
competitors in the Far East.
Yours faithfully

. . . about rediscovering the
wheel
From: Larry Forbes, Los Angeles, California,
USA
Dear Sir, When one has an idea and then
later discovers the idea has been embraced
by arespected audio engineering firm, there
is bound to be inner satisfaction.
Back in 1955 when Iwas ateenager
working in asmall hi-fi shop in Pomona,
California, the proprietor and Iwere
wondering how to obtain the ' big bass'
sound from asmall box. Ed Villchur had just
introduced his then- revolutionary acoustic
suspension woofer system. Since Mr
Villchur had applied for apatent on that
device, my boss asked me to come up with a
design that would produce the same, or
better, results, while retaining unique
features that would not constitute an
infringement of the Acoustic Research firm's
patent. Ihad the idea of aspeaker- behind- aspeaker: aspeaker whose rear air volume
enclosure would expand to accommodate
increased pressure.
Today, the world knows this system as the
Linn Isobarik design.
It's always satisfying to know one had a
good idea. Too bad Ididn't follow through
and market such aspeaker!
Yours faithfully

. . . about the Mahn NAIT
From: The Hi Fi Agnostic, Thorpe Bay, Essex
Dear Sir, Following Martin Colloms' review
in the September issue, is there any truth to
the rumour that ' NAIT' stands for ' Not
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. . . about logarithmic
quantisation

Another Ignominious Transistor'?
Yours faithfully

. . about DC biasing of
contacts
From: Stan Curtis, Offord Cluny,
Huntingdon, Cambs.
Dear Sir, Owen Jones (' Views', July) was so
very right when he concluded that it would
be unwise to claim afirst for the biasing of
switch contacts in amplifiers. Such a
technique was used with some success in
the Cambridge Audio Classic amplifier
released in 1975 or thereabouts. But I'm not
claiming afirst either, because Icribbed the
idea from the instrument world where a
simi'ar technique was used to overcome the
thermoelectric effects of the contacts. We
also did some work on biasing the input
socket contact, the basic idea of which is
shown below. We were able to do this
because all our input sockets were DIN
types. However, we found that there was
really no need for this arrangement for if
good quality silver-plated DIN connectors
are used, their cutting action ensures aclean
molecular contact, and most importantly, an
air-tight one.

One of the most striking things about
amplifier design in the past decade has been
the wholesale shift towards direct-coupled
and op- amp configuratiorrdesigns,
overlooking many of the well-known ( at least
Ibelieve so) problem areas. Switches
needn't be aproblem if their design and
limitations are understood; capacitors
colour the sound reproduction but not so
much if they are used as the capacitor
designer intended; and cables are more
easily understood once the conditioning of
years is shaken off and it is remembered that
one of the best insulators around is free air.
In fact some of the most intelligently
designed cable Iever came across for audio

From: Dr Malcolm Hawksford, Audio
Research Group, University of Essex,
Colchester
Dear Sir, Having just read the letter by Ian
Leslie discussing linear vs. logarithmic
digital ('Views' August) Ifeel afew
comments of criticism to be essential.
Though Ihave respect for the intentions of
Mr Leslie, his arguments are fundamentally
flawed.
Any scholar of PCM for the past 15 or so
years will be acquainted with the
instantaneous logarithmic converter, a
technique that is widely used by
telecommunications authorities with
reasonable success. However, success must
be judged on application — telephone
channels are not hi-fi and are subject to
different criteria. It is perfectly true that if the
signal to RMS quantisation noise ratio is
measured with asine or random sine test
function then alog compander will exhibit a
range of signal levels where this ratio will
remain nearly constant. Initially this
objective may appear highly desirable,
though Ifeel the results are not too
meaningful when considering high quality
music.
Essentially alog compander will enhance
thé correlation between signal and distortion
where for high signal levels the distortion
rises, there is aform of modulation noise
added to the signal. However, as we know,
music consists of the superimposition of
many signal components where,
simplistically, some may be of high level
whereas the more subtle detail is well below
the dominant source. In these pages we
often reflect on the ' dynamic resolution' of a
system whether due to distortion or the
effects of local stored energy— in a
loudspeaker system for example. Clearly the
log compander is asure-fire contender for
masking low level signal detail. Imagine as a
primitive example alow frequency sine
wave with alow level high frequency signal
component superimposed. As the level rises,
the low level detail is subjected to
degradation in quantisation discrimination,
which must be undesirable. We could of
course apply arguments of masking theory
to excuse the technique but Ibelieve when
seeking ultimate fidelity such compromises
are to be deplored.
A secondary criticism is that the technique
does not inherently extend the ultimate
resolution of the analogue to digital
converter since we still face the same
instrumentation problems in attempting to
resolve the smallest quanta. A viewpoint of
29

the log converter can be taken where the
initial signal is converted to alinear law—
with all the current problems of resolution —
and the compander then throws away some
quanta in order to realise areduction
in transmitted data. This would represent a
true mechanism for the loss of information
and is precisely what is done in the
telephone channel.
If one is seeking areduction in data for
digital audio, therefore, the instantaneous
log converter is not the way to do it. There
are, of course, many other more efficient
methods of data reduction which have been,
and are being, researched. However, I
believe the true application of these
techniques is where there is aset limit in
data rate, as found in telecommunications
networks. This is currently not amajor
problem of digital audio, whether stored on
video cassette or compact disc. Hence I
believe the decision for linear quantisation in
local storage systems to be correct, together
with the vehicle for extending the resolution
beyond 16 bits. Once this criteria has been
met, then methods of data reduction can be
inve\stigated with aknown reference for
comarisons, though any process would
appear after initial conversion to alinear
format and should only be used when
circumstances dictate. One simple process,
however, Ido feel to be (temporarily)
worthwhile is the use of pre- and deemphasis. This not only reduces
quantisation noise but will also effectively
reduce dynamic tracking errors which occur
when the ADC and DAC are vigorously
exercised, no doubt amajor reason for the
superb transparency proffered by the PCMFl.
Finally, as atechnical comment on data
reduction, I
feel that if techniques of log
companding are to be investigated, then
non-linear differential PCM forms amore
interesting mechanism. In this system the
first derivative of the signal is quantised
using anon- uniform quantiser ( possibly
logarithmic), though absolute error drift is
eliminated by enclosing the process within a
feedback loop. However, please note, Iam
not advocating such systems for local
storage.
We must at all times strive to maximise
dynamic resolution, thus allowing speakers
such as ATC ( dome midrange), Quad ( ESL63) and Celestion ( SL600) to do the job for
which they were designed, and to maintain
the excitement and realism that is so often
lost in reproduced music due to secondary
signal coloration.
Yours faithfully

. . . about British cars
From: Douglas N. Thomson, Edinburgh,
Scotland
Dear Sir, As along time fan of British cars
(no boring Japmobile or Eurobox for me,
thanks), Isuppose it was somewhat remiss
of me to compare the Linn System with the
German Porsche and not the British Jaguar
('Views' June) and thus came arebuke from
Mr Tiefenbrun ('Views' August). In defence,
however, Ihave to say that although Jaguar
have designed and manufactured some fine
cars combining grace, pace and space with
generally impeccable road manners, they
have in recent years gone through abad
time due to poor build quality and chronic
unreliability.
Happily ( hopefully), thanks to Sir Michael
Edwards, that time is now over, but in
contrast, Porsches have always been pretty
well screwed together. If the Linn system is

now established as the Jaguar of the hi-fi
world, who will lay claim to the Porsche
title?
Yours faithfully

. . . about choice of motorcar
From: Mike Solomons, London Sound,
Ruislip, Middx.
Dear Sir, Apart from your kind publication of
my words of wisdom ( or rather, of
puzzlement), Inoticed that your August issue
included some words from Mr Tiefenbrun, of
Linn Products. Ispeak without rancour, as it
is now many years since Ichose to cease my
connection with his company ( was I
the
first?).
In his letter, he alludes to his choice of
motorcar, some sort of Jaguar. Igave up the
Jaguar some years ago, when Ipurchased
my second Bentley. Iimagine, from
examination of the second-hand car
advertisements, that it is generally accepted
that Jaguars usually suffer an earlier demise
than Bentleys. Might one infer, from our
respective choice of motorcar, our respective
standards for our, and other's workmanship?
I've had eight years of reliable service from
my Bentley so far, and it is twenty-five years
old. Quad owners often relate similar
experiences. How does Mr Tiefenbrun's
Jaguar compare— and how do some other
amplifier manufacturers compare? ( Iexclude
turntables and loudspeakers from the
discussion out of politeness.)
Yours faithfully

. . . about revived valves
From: BWadsworth, London SW1
Dear Sir, Iwas interested to note that Ken
Kessler in ' Classical Glass' is going to try to
revive readers' interest in valve electronics. It
is still possible, given time, persistence and
(not least) alittle money, to assemble one's
own valve amp from ' scratch'. In my
experience, the most troublesome parts to
track down are high voltage electrolytics, HT
transformers and — hardest of all — decent
quality output transformers.
Nevertheless, Irecently managed to put
together aWilliamson 15 watt triode
amplifier— partly in commemoration of the
design's 35th anniversary ( April/May 1947 to
1982), and partly out of straightforward
curiosity— to see how this hi-fi legend would
perform. For the amplifier circuitry, I
followed Williamson's original design
closely, the only concessions to modernity
being: double triode input and driver stages
(6SN76Ts instead of the obsolete L63 single
triodes); printed circuit boards; 1% metal
film resistors; and plastic film capacitors. I
also used more modern output transformers
(with better core construction), which were
custom-made by the very helpful and
obliging firm of EA Sowter in Ipswich.
However, Idid modernise the power
supplies comprehensively. The original
design used an expensive choke/capacitor
'ladder' to achieve reasonable regulation
and alow impedance, as there was then no
alternative. Today, using much greater
values of capacitance, and high voltage
transistors, it is readily possible to achieve
better performance at lower cost. Iadapted a
capacitance multiplier design to suit the
Williamson. Ialso installed rectified and
smoothed supplies for the valve heaters, to
eliminate 50 cycle noise.
The subjective performance of the
resulting amplifier ( which uses MO KT66s)
seems extremely good, even by today's
standards. Using high quality modern

source equipment ( Linn, etc), there is no sign
that the Williamson is limiting the quality of
the overall result. It gives: great midrange
clarity, even on complex operatic and choral
program; fine stereo imaging; firm bass,
without the 'flabby' quality of some valve
equipment; and an HF performance which
does not sacrifice extension to achieve
'sweetness'.
Unfortunately, Ido not possess
sophisticated test gear, so Iam unable to
report on the technical aspects of the
Williamson's performance. A comparison
(technical and subjective) might be
interesting ...
Yours faithfully

. . . about a question of ethics
From: Peter W. Mitchell, Mystic Valley
Audio, West Medford, Massachussetts, USA
Dear Sir, Barry Fox is well known as one of
Britain's best hi-fi journalists and my friends
at NAD's UK office have told me of their
respect for his work. Iparticularly applauded
his published discussion, acouple of years
ago, of the ethical conflict- of- interest
problems that arise when ajournalist tries to
serve two masters, writing product reviews
for amagazine with one hand while
providing private consulting services to a
manufacturer with the other hand. Fox's
remark that ' It hardly seems fair for someone
who has been involved in the design of a
product, then to review its performance'
strikes me as aclassic bit of British
understatement. I
would put the point more
strongly: it is absolutely impermissible for a
private consultant to publish reviews of his
client's products. And if ajournalist/
consultant finds himself writing about
products that compete in the marketplace
against those of his client, he must make his
private interest known to the reader. In my
view, these rules are essential to honest
discourse.
Since Mr Fox and Ievidently have similar
views on this important issue, Iam both
surprised and puzzled by his attack on me
(June p.29), in which he accuses me of
hopping across the ethical fence by acting as
aspokesman for NAD at apress conference.
In his attack Barry Fox committed one of the
cardinal sins of journalism, laziness—
leaping into printwith assumptions and
accusations without bothering to ascertain
the facts of the case.
First abit of background. To describe the
theory of the new turntable to the press,
NAD obviously required someone who was
both articulate and familiar with the
product's design. Engineers are notoriously
inarticulate, of course, and in the case of this
product the principal engineers are
Czechoslovakian, which compounds the
problem! Ihad been present during some of
the turntable design meetings, had read the
engineering descriptions and test data, and
had used the turntable while writing the
instruction booklet for it. So, as Ihappened
to be in Europe anyway ( for the Festival du
Son and the Eindhoven AES Convention),
NAD asked me to delay my return home to
assist with the introduction of the turntable
to agroup of my colleagues in the hi-fi press.
Iam by profession afreelance technical
consultant, writer, and recording engineer.
Precisely where, Mr Fox, is the ethical sin in a
writer acting as aspokesman at apress
conference? Would you really prefer an
uninformed PR flack? At least aprofessional
hi-fi writer brings to the affair the advantage
of knowing where the hype leaves off and
the genuine innovation begins. ( As you may

recall, for example, during my speech I
mentioned that while some aspects of the
NAD turntable's design — such as its threepoint 4Hz suspension — are uncommon by
the standards that prevail elsewhere in the
world, they are rather conventional by
British standards.)
If Iwere areviewer expecting to publish a
report on acompany's product, then of
course it would be ethically impossible to do
any private work for that company. But the
simple fact— as Mr Fox could easily have
learned by asking me or by looking at my
published writings— is that Iwrite very few
product reviews. As an ex- scientist Ichoose
to do mainly tutorial writing — interpreting
technical jargon and specifications; helping
confused consumers to distinguish hypedup claims and myths from reality. ( A
wonderful example of the myth- making that
corrupts the hi-fi field is to be found in the
same June issue of HFN/RR—the Linn
analysis of the PCM-F1, apiece that is
shamefully ignorant of elementary principles
of physics and psychoacoustics!) In my work
ethical conflicts of interest are easily avoided
since Ichoose to write mainly about general
principles and only occasionally about
specific products. Ichallenge Mr Fox to cite
even asingle case in which my published
writing has been inappropriately influenced
by my consultancy.
With respect to ethical conflicts Mr Fox
says, ' Obviously in America they have a
different set of values'. What, precisely, is
the evidence for this accusation? It may be
that afew American hi-fi journalists have
allowed their private and public work to mix,
but be specific; it's hardly accurate or fair to
smear us all with the same moral sleaze.
Isuggest that Barry Fox owes me apublic
apology, and owes his readers ahigher
standard of journalistic accuracy and
fairness.
Yours faithfully

. . . about the FBA Awards
From: Sue Sharp, Chairman, Federation of
British Audio
Dear Sir, Iam responding, on behalf of the
Federation of British Audio, to your criticism
of the choice of awards in the first FBA
Industry Awards Scheme (' Comment', July).
First and foremost, it is indisputable that in
every category the winners richly merited
their awards and the content of this letter
should in no way be interpreted as
detracting from their recognition. As to the
selection procedure, the ' Awardees' in each
category were chosen by an independent
panel of six judges, each an expert in a
relevant field. A member of the Design
Council advised on design, arepresentative
of the British Overseas Trade board assessed
export achievement, the editor of Marketing
Magazine evaluated marketing and
advertising strategies. A free-lance technical
journalist, ahi-fi dealer and the editor of a
hi-fi trade journal completed the team. The
whole panel was chaired with scrupulous
impartiality by the Director of BREMA.
Furthermore, winners were selected
according to precise criteria formulated long
before the event. Entry to the Awards
Scheme was open to the entire British Audio
Industry, FBA members and non-members
alike. Companies were invited to submit
product or reports of marketing and export
successes to the panel by acertain date.
Sadly, however, the response to this
invitation was disappointing— yet typical of
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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the British Audio Industry, made up as it is of
small, highly idiosyncratic companies to
whom the very thought of collective action is
abhorrent and the idea of meeting aspecific
deadline irksome.
The adjudicating panel could only select
the winners from those companies who had
submitted entries and alas, some wellknown brand names were not represented.
However, in defence of both the Industry and
the Federation it should be said that this was
a 'first effort' and we are willing to learn as
we go along. Perhaps the best way to
overcome the inertia endemic in our industry
is to call for nominations from public, press
and even rival companies rather than relying
on submissions from the entrants
themselves. This is apoint currently under
discussion by the Federation's Executive
Committee.
On the positive side the Awards provide
the Industry with apublic showcase for its
proudest achievements'. We are confident
that the 1984 Awards Ceremony will be a
bigger, better and more broadly based affair
and that those companies who were perhaps
sceptical of the idea in 1983 will be
encouraged by its undoubted success to
support it in 1984.
Finally, let me say that the FBA is doing its
utmost to make certain that ' the man in the
street' is not only aware of the existence of
the British Audio Industry, but also of its
surpassing excellence. Constructive criticism
is welcomed from any quarter but in the end
it is only the entire Industry's active support
that will give the Awards the prestige they
need to be effective. And it is only through
this universal support that the FBA Industry
Awards can avoid degenerating into that
kind of ' self congratulatory occasion' you so
rightly deplore.
Yours faithfully

. . . about Surround Sound &
Alvin Gold
From: William Sommerwerck, Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, USA
Dear Sir, Ihave finally done what Ishould
have done 10 years ago— subscribe to
HFN/RR. It is one of the most interesting
audio publications ( there's more of real
substance in one of your issues than six of
most others), and certainly the most
civilized. You even argue politely.
I'd like to correct amistaken impression in
Barry Fox's article on the Dolby MP
surround- sound system ( July p.23).
Although the decoder does use Tate
circuitry, the encoding is not SO. Given the
proper coefficients, the Modifying Matrix
Multiplier chip can decode any 4-2-4 matrix.
The one used in MP is aversion of the Hafler
'diamond' matrix. There are four channels —
Left, Centre, Right and Surround. As with the
Hafler system, the Centre channel is encoded
as equal- level anti- phase signals. Unlike
Hafler, this is done not with simple phase
inversion, but with + and — 90° phase shifts.
This overcomes two problems, the first of
which is patent infringement. The second
revolves around what happens when the
sound track is played in atheatre with only
stereo, and no surround decodin facilities.
If simple polarity reversal were used, a
sound panned from Centre to Surround
would appear, in stereo, to move from front
centre, to either the left or the right, and then
back to the centre, while growing
increasingly anti- phase ( depending on
whether Surround is encoded as L- Ror R- L,

respectively). This is aesthetically ridiculous.
With 90° encoding, the Centre and Surround
signals are always in quadrature, so no
cancellation occurs. A Centre to Surround
pan gradually changes the sound from in- to
anti- phase, amuch more pleasing and
plausible effect.
Although millions of innocent words have
had their blood shed in the battle of digitalvs- analogue, Isee no reason why Ishould
not contribute to the massacre. And Alvin
Gold's letter ('Views' July) seems fair game.
As with most reviewers, Mr Gold's reactions
to the Compact Disc seem to be those of
someone who has never made comparative
live recordings with analogue and digital
equipment — or for that matter, any live
recordings at all. His remark that it is often
difficult to tell ' purist' from ' multi-miked'
recordings ( with which Ihappen to agree)
suggests that he has no experience with the
'other' kind of purist recording — homemade.
Sure, it's alot of trouble to make live
recordings. But the sound! In transparency,
attack, detail, dynamics, and that indefinable
sense of ' life', ' amateur' recordings put to
shame all but aliteral handful of commercial
recordings. It's no surprise; there's less
signal processing in home recordings, and
they are spared the indignity of amechanical
rape from the gramophone disc and pickup.
To the best of my knowledge, there are
only two audible reviewers in the US who
ever bother to make live recordings — myself,
and J. Gordon Holt, the editor of The
Stereophile. It appears that we were the only
two American reviewers, either above- or
under- ground, who tested the PCM-F1 via
live recording. For this reviewer, the Sony
system proved superior to the analogue
machines tested ( Nakamichi 680 and Otani
5050) in two significant areas. It not only
revealed more detail, but had far lower
coloration. Instrumental sound — particularly
that of strings and woodwind — was
rendered far more realistically, without the
euphonic sweetness that even good
analogue recording imparts. In short, the
digital recording sounded much more like
the sound Iheard when Istood behind the
microphones. Could it be that this removal of
colorations produces the ' threadbare' sound
that Mr Gold, and others, claim to hear?
The argument that analogue recording is
open-ended, and susceptible of continued
improvement, while digital is limited by the
restraints of the sample rate and
quantization chosen, is not complete. The
laws of nature limit everything, and it may be
that the curve of analogue improvement is
so nearly asymptotic to ahorizontal line that
further improvements become sonically
insignificant. Moreover, even aso-so 16- bit,
44kHz digital system may be better than any
possible analogue system. On the other
hand, Idon't care howwe achieve accuracy;
if digital were superseded by FM systems ( à
la Beta Hi Fi), Iwould be quite content.
If it is any consolation to Mr Gold, Ido
agree with him on one point. It is appalling
that the development of digital recording
(like that of surround sound) has been driven
by the exigencies of the marketplace, rather
than by careful psychoacoustic studies.
Digital recording is supposed to be ' perfect';
if it turns out that we need to wait afew years
for improved hardware to achieve that
perfection, I, for one, would be more than
happy to wait.
Yours sincerely rather than faithfully
(I see no connection between fidelity and a
letter to an audio magazine.)
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ACTIVE QUESTAR
Questar Electronics are a small
loudspeaker company who took
the bull by the horns. They went
'active' from the beginning with
their £ 599 QA2 MOSFETpowered two-way speakers. This
has now been joined by an active
bookshelf speaker, the £399 QA3.
Using a Scanspeak hard- dome
tweeter and aSEAS 61/
2in. doped
paper woofer, each QA3 incorporates 100W of amplification —
65W driving the woofer and 35W
the tweeter — mounted on an
aluminium rear panel, with an

QUAD OWNERS'
CLUB
The phenomenon of the ' user
group', for whatever reason,
seems to be exclusively the province of the computer enthusiast.
Problems shared are problems
halved, they say, and computers
certainly generate more immediate headaches than does hi-fi. But
for exchange of information and
hints, such groups can't be
beaten, which is why we are
puzzled by their relative scarcity,
considering the time hi-fi has
been around. New York tube
enthusiast Harvey Rosenberg has
also been puzzled by this lack,
exarticularly concerning the
sP akers he regards as the
WOr '
sfinest, those made by the
Acous
I Manufacturing Company of
"• don, England. A

integral electronic crossover.
Questar have also introduced a
matching preamp for their active
speakers, the QP-3, which uses a
modular construction in order to
cater for both m- m and m- ccartridges. RIAA accuracy is claimed
to be within ± 0.2dB and the output stage is said to be suitable for
driving the long cables most
often used with active speakers.
Details from Questar Electronics
at their new address, 129
VValham Green Court, Moore
Park Road, -tbndon SW6 2DG.
Tel: 01 381 0108.

man of action — it is he who has
taken on the mammoth task of
manufacturing the Futtermans
OTL valve amps — Harvey has
started the ' Quad Owners' Club'
for those who feel, like him, that
both models are unduly neglected by the cognoscenti.
The club newsletter intends to
publish as much useful information as possible on getting tbe
best results from Quads, as well
as descriptions of enthusiast's
systems, and contributions , are
invited. The first issue is particularly worth getting hold of as it
reprints Peter Walker's classic
1955 Wireless World articles as
well as the AES paper explaining
the principles behind FRED.
Address for information is 33
North Riveridé Avenue, Crotonon-Hudsoli, New York 10520,
USA. rel: ( 914) 271 5147.

profile significantly. The normal
V is now also available at £ 195 for
Chicago's Consumer Electronics use in Technics-style P- mount
Show in June saw the introduc- arms.
The heart of Shure's new range
tion of acomplete range of pickups from Shure. The now-estab- are attractive slimline models,
lished V15-V, which was their first ranging from the £ 12.50 M92E
model to feature awide diameter and £23.50 M99E — which can be
but very thin-walled beryllium used both in P- mount and in 1
/ in.
2
tube cantilever, to give as stiff a centre arms — to the ML120HE at
structure as possible — cf the Ittok £120 ( telescoped aluminium cantonearm — remains in the line at tilever, hyper- elliptical stylus,
£205, but is joined by the V- MR at dynamic stabilizer, and ' BIFOLD
£260. This uses a new stylus PARAFLUX' humbucking coil
profile, similar to that on the new cores) and the ML140HE at £ 152Dynavectors and Technics, where 50 ( as the 120 but with MASAR
a minute vertical ridge is polish to the stylus and thin-wall
machined/carved out of the beryllium cantilever). Details
diamond. As well as ensuring from HW International, 3-5 Eden
excellent tracing, it has the virtue Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01that wear shouldn't change the 607 2717.

NEW SHURES

GRIFFIN/MICROACOUSTICS
Birmingham- based hi-fi company
Griffin, probably best-known for
their inexpensive and effective
'Anacoustic' turntable mat, are
now the UK distributors of the
American Micro-Acoustics range
of pickup cartridges. These use
an electret generator rather than
the usual coil- magnet motor,
which confers the benefits of low
gross mass — 2.5gm. in their
System II range — and a fast
risetime. The top two models use
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a narrow profile stylus, called by
M-A Micro- Point II, and a lowmass beryllium cantilever. A
complicated damping system is
used to optimise le performance, and the output is said to be
purely resistive, giving afreedom
from cable/input capacitance
effects and, by shunting the
preamp input, giving low noise.
Details on the new M-A range, as
well as on Griffin's amp, speakers
and turntable, from Griffin Loudspeakers Ltd, Siddons Factory
Estate, Howard Street, West
Bromwich, West Midlands
B70 OSU. Tel: 021-556 6823/5.
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TASCAM 4- CHANNEL CASSETTE

many of the mixer features of the
244, the 234 appears to be an
ordinary cassette deck — apart
With the exception of recorders from having four meters on the
from Fostex, Teac's Tascam divi- front panel. It actually offers the
sion would appear to have the basic multitrack facilities — 4-2
world of the home multitrack and 4-1 mixing, simul-sync, pitch
enthusiast well sewn up. Their control, remote record drop- in,
144 and 244 ' Portastudios', com- mic/instrument inputs — with the
bining a versatile mixer with a four channel, 33
/ in./s, dbx noise
4
four-channel high-speed cassette reduction equipped, 3- motor pPrecorder with a sync dubbing controlled tape transport of the
facility, gave arelatively inexpen- M244. Details from Harman
sive way into the world of crea- (Audio) UK Ltd, Professional Protive recording, and anew model, ducts Division, Mill Street,
the 234 ' Syncaset' gives even Slough, Berks. SL2 5DD. Tel:
cheaper access. Doing away with 0753 76911.

THE MONSTER'S
BACK
Rumours have been flying
around for a while that Monster
Cable products will soon be available again in the UK, the only
question being who would be
bringing them in. Well, the HFN/
RR show in August saw the
answer to that question, as Natural Sound Systems — Yamaha and
Nakamichi distributors — were
showing off the complete Monster line, including the ' X-Terminator' locking banana plug and the

NEW
GRAMOPHONES
While the rest of us are arguing
about whether CD is a step forward or backward, The Vintage
Gramophone Company of Warwickshire are quietly taking what
they believe to be the optimum
course for domestic music reproduction: making wind-up gramophones- For £ 185 ( which
includes delivery by Securicor on
the British mainland), the pur-

multi- gauged conductor
balanced ' Interlink Reference'.
Full report on the latter next
month, but an additional surprise
was the entry of the cable company into the audiophile pickup
market. The Monster 'Alpha 1' is
a low output moving-coil with a
hollow boron cantilever and a
dual damping system, and has
already earned itself a rave
review in the US underground
mag The Absolute Sound. Monster details from Natural Sound
Systems Ltd, Cousteau House,
Greycaine Road, Watford, Herts
WD2 4SB. Tel: 0923 27737.
chaser gets a pre- 1914 model,
complete with brass horn,
french- polished cabinet and
spare needles. As far as possible,
original spring motors and
soundboxes are used, but the
rest is constructed using the original patterns with authentic
materials. The company also deal
with 78s and spares and service
for acoustic gramophones.
Details from The Vintage Gramophone Company, 21 Station
Road, Studley, Warwicks B80
7HR. Tel: 052 785 4062.

important task of trying to work
out which way round their
cables should be. However, as
real jigsaw freaks solve (?) jigNo, not an accessory to make it saws with the picture face-down
easier for you to construct your in any case, perhaps the preown Linn Sondek floppy table, ponderance of black does not
but what Russ tells us is an present areal problem. The 1000impossible puzzle. A photo of a piece jigsaw is available for
Linn lttok tonearm, its disting- £4.99, inc. VAT and p&p, direct
uishing feature is that most of the from Russ Andrews Turntable
area of the picture appears to be Accessories, Edge Bank House,
black! That is enough to send the Skelsmergh, Kendal, Cumbria
HFN/RR team back to the more LA8 9AS, or from dealers.

RUSS ANDREWS
JIGSAW
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SERIES III
I- PACs
Micro tip- mass, low mechanical
impedence and high compliance,
features once confined to
moving magnet cartridges are
now found in the best MCs. The
forces reacted are thereby
decreased, minimising the
excitation of unavoidable
resonances in the deck, record,
cartridge and arm. Reproduction
is more delicate, and stereo
imaging more precise, with a
marked lessening of spurious
low frequencies to spoil the
quiet moments.
SME Series Ill and IIIS
precision pick-up arms provide
the refinements needed to
realise the full potential of such
cartridges. They are true low mass
designs in which low inertia and
fluid damping ensure the
necessary motion control when
following vertical and lateral warp.
Why not write to us? We shall
be happy to send you details
and the name of your nearest
SME dealer.

SOME MORE
NEW ARRIVALS
MERIDIAN
We are pleased to be associated
once again with what has to be the
most elegant of hi-fi systems. We
are of course referring to the
diminutive MERIDIAN M2 and M3
interactive speaker systems. How
can such tiny units produce such
breathtakingly beautiful (and where
necessary, powerful) music? Why
not book a demonstration and discover how for yourself.

NYTECH
In our continuing policy of trying to
bring you the widest possible choice
of the best in hi-fi, we are happy to
welcome our recent NYTECH franchise. The established CA2 52
integrated amp ( recently given a
"face-lift"), CP112 preamp ( also
given a recent revamp) and CA602
power amp, are now joined by the
exciting new CA202 budget
integrated amplifier.

ONIX
Remember how, a year or so ago,
we announced that " ONIX WAS
COMING"? It has now well and truly
established itself as one of the
"unsung" stars of our amplifier
range! Built with very little
compromise, bereft of any but the
most essential of controls and
switches, its main appeal is to the
enthusiast who wants a little more
power than the usual 35 to 40 wpc offered on the majority of £200 British
amps. Boasting avery conservative 60 wpc power rating and available in
m/m or m/c forms, all attempts to persuade the manufacturer to submit
this beauty for review has been resisted, consequently, hardly anyone
knows it exists. But it does!! A demonstration is definitely recommended.

STOP PRESS

A day or so before this copy was submitted, we had the privilege ( and
very great pleasure) of being able to very briefly audition the new
CELESTION SL600. Advance reports do NOT exaggeratel IThey are
UNBELIEVABLE!!

-lighly regarded US magazines, the Absolute Sound and High
Performance Review are amongst many who use Series Ill
arms regularly for test purposes.

SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex BN4 3GY, England
Steyning ( 0903) 814321
Telex: 877808 SME G

.4

READING HI- Fl CENTRE, 6, HARRIS ARCADE,
FRIAR ST., READING, BERKS, RGI.IDN. TELE (0734) 585463
Tu es-Sat : 9.30am to 5.30prn. (LUNCH: 2to 3pm, EXCEPT SAT.)
DEMONSTRATION APPOINTMENTS ADVISED!
Closed all day Monday
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NEWS
QED DIRECTIONAL
CABLES
If there is one topic that has upset
the experts, it is that of cable
'directionality' ( see ' Comment'
p.27). Accessories manufacturers
QED have gone in where others
fear to tread and produced anew
signal interconnect which is
unashamedly marked as directional. A twisted pair rather than
coaxial design, the new cable is
said to have ' the grain of the
copper aligned'. A graphite-

BRUSH
CLEAN

CONTACTS

Dirty electrical contacts are the
easiest way of degrading the
sound of your hi-ft. Although
pulling plugs in and out of sockets regularly should be sufficient,
if you have an old piece of kit that
hasn't been used in a while, the
phono sockets, in particular,
could have oxidised to a dirty
grey colour. A little device we've
been trying around the office for

KITDEC
GUARANTEE
A Bjqleswade firm has acquired
tfté stock of Input Design Ltd, the
turntable company who ceased
trading in November last year.
Manticore Systems Engineering,
whose primary interest i
sin microprocessor- controlled test
equipment, say they will uphold
the guarantees on all Input
Design turntables. This must be
very good news for Kitdeck and
ID600 owners who were con-

NEW WALKER_
DECK
One of our favourite mid- priced
decks is Colin Walker's suspended subchassis CJ55.
Although this mainly wooden
design has come in for a bit of
stick from the flat-earthers for not
conforming to their dogma, we

screened twisted pair version will
be available later in the year, but
the unscreened interconnect is
quite competitively priced at
£8.50 for a 1m phonotophono
stereo pair, or £ 1/m unadorned.
QED say that they have found the
cable quality to dominate the
sound so have used relatively
standard nickel- plated phono and
DIN connectors rather than exotic
types. Details from QED Audio
Products Ltd, Unit 12, Ashford
Industrial Estate, Shield Road,
Ashford, Middlesex TW15 1AU.
a while offers an easy remedy:
called the ' Super Brush', it consists of a fibre- glass bristled
brush which can be controlled to
give hard, medium or gentle
abrasive action. It cleaned up the
sockets on Ken Kessler's beloved
vintage Dyna PAS preamp atreat,
and also worked wonders with
corroded battery terminals. The
'Super Brush' costs £2.29, inc.
VAT and p&p, from Eraser International Ltd, Portway Industrial
Estate, Andover, Hants SP10 3LU
Tel: 0264 51347/8.

cerned when Input faced the •
reaper last year.
Manticore have a number of
Kitdeck 2 turntables which they
are selling for £70 including post
and packing and a5-year guarantee. It is too early to say whether
new production of kit turntables
will begin but we hear that
demand and public interest has
maintained despite Input's
demise. Enquiries to: Manticore
Systems Engineering Victoria
House, Shortmead-Street, BiggleswadeCes;--inc. VAT, retains the more expensive design's Tufnol platter, suspended timber subchassis, and
two- speed belt-drive motor. The
savings have been made in the
cosmetics and construction of the
plinth, and by doing away with
the universal arm mounting facility. The CJ58 will take either the
new Mission 774LC or the Had-

NEW MORDAUNTSHORT
Following the success of their
budget MS20 speaker, MordauntShort introduced a new model,
the MS40, at HFN/RR's show in
August. The MS40 combines MS's established DSB208 bass/mid
unit with a new 19mm dome
tweeter in a reflex- loaded
cabinet. Intended for stand
mounting on the M- Spillar stand,
the MS40 will sell for around
£167 inc. VAT. Details from Mor daunt-Short Ltd, Durford Mill,
Petersfield,
Hampshire
GU31 5AZ. Tel: 073080 721/2.

STOLEN GEAR
Some people are just heartless:
in April thieves broke into the
Folkestone premises of Global
Radio — who produce a talking
magazine for blind and disabled
people — and stole all their gear,
£7000 worth. If you come across
any of the following items, or are

MAIL ORDER CD
Those of you brave enough to put
your money where your beliefs
are and buy aCD player [ including me — Ed] might be interested
a mail order Compact Disc

UDI0jUMBLE
The next one of Ed Lord's
Audiojumble rummage sales,
where enthusiasts can look for
gold amongst old gramophones
and hi-fi, will be held on Saturday
8th October at St. James' Hall,

NEW DEAN
The £ 150 Dean Alto speaker has
been getting good reviews in
some of our competing magazines since its introduction
almost two years ago, and the
man behind the company, Brad
Loscher, has told us of an
updated version, the Alto II. The

SCOTTISH SHOW
Edinburgh dealers Hi Fi Corner
are holding their 7th annual hi-fi
show at the end of this month at
the Post House Hotel, Corstorphine Road, Edinburgh. HFN/RR

DAHLQUIST BACK

have heard it sounding particularly good when used with suitable ancillary equipment. Colin
has now introduced a ' budget'
model, the CJ58, which, although
intended to retail for just £ 115
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cock Sound Tracer ( both
reviewed in HFN/RR in August)
and can be bought fitted with
either for £ 184. Details from C&J
Walker Ltd, Brentwood, Red
Lane, Frodsham, Cheshire.
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After a hiatus due to the disappearance of Profi Audio
Imports, the much- loved Dahlquist DQ10 loudspeaker is back in
the UK, distributed by Donnington Audio. The Dahlquist was
introduced in 1973 and bears a
superficial resemblance to the
original Quad ESL: however, it is
a dynamic design using HF and
mid units mounted without
baffles in a quasi time- aligned
manner above an IB bass bin.
Enquiries to Peter West, Donnington Audio, 16 Swan Street,
Kingsclere, Newbury, Berks.
RG15 8PJ. Tel: 0635 297479.

offered them for sale, contact this
magazine or your local police
station: Akai GX-650D ( serial.
20202-00808), Teac C3 ( serial.
28127), JVC DD7 ( serial.
14640049), and Marantz Superscope CD- 330 cassette recorders;
JVC KD-43; JVC A-33; custom ISE
mono mixer; and aRealistic 2000
linear-tracking turntable.
business recently set up. For
catalogue details, and for
information on their try- beforeyou- buy scheme, contact RO
Digital Supplies at 15 Mill Lane,
Alwaton, Peterborough. Tel: 0733
233577.
Gloucester Terrace, London W2,
from 1-5pm. Nearest tube station
is Lancaster Gate and admission
will be 90p ( proceeds in aid of St.
John's Ambulance Brigade):
details from Ed Lord, 67 Liverpool
Road, The Angel, London
N1 ORW

cabinet has been changed to give
a better bass response, while the
tweeter has also been changed,
said to give better stereo imaging. The price remains
unchanged. Details from Dean
High Fidelity Loudspeakers Ltd,
18 Southbury Road, Enfield,
Middx EN1 1SA. Tel: 01 367 2473.
intend to be there, and there will
be live-vs- recorded demonstrations as well as all the usual show
fare. Opening times are 1.308pm, Friday 28th, 11am-8pm,
Saturday 29th, and 11am-6pm,
Sunday 30th October.

CROSSWORD
SOLUTION
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Paul Messenger outlines the work by BASF
behind this month's cover gift

T

HE STORY BEGAN earlier this year when Bob Hine of BASF
called aPress Conference to expound upon the sweeping
advances that were happening in the prerecorded
Musicassette field, to us poor ignorant hi-fi hacks. His main
platform was that anumber of record companies were switching to
BASF Chrome tape from the nasty, cheap ferric formulations that
have done so much to damage the format's reputation with
the hi-fi fraternity since its inception.
When it came to giving technical reasons why Chrome offered big
advantages, Bob was preaching to the converted. This magazine, for
one, has shouted loudly enough over the years in an attempt to
dissuade record companies from using the sort of tape you or I
wouldn't even buy to send Auntie Maud her Christmas message in
Papua New Guinea ( check calendar for last posting dates!). But most
hi-fi journalists are vinyl-junkies at heart, and reckon that technical
specifications and marketing statistics are only apart of the story.
Bob then enlisted the help of Chandos Records to put on a
demonstration, and I
think everyone left the room that night feeling
that the state of the Musicassette art had advanced asubstantial
amount.
We duly reported the tale, and went back to pondering anew the
vexing question of whether or not or how to review the things. But
why should we be presumptious enough to tell you that
Musicassettes with Chrome labels have come in from the cold (with
all those lovely cassette convenience benefits like in-trainentertainment)? After all, would the cynical continue to see the
words Wolf! Wolf! cropping up on the page. We therefore persuaded
Bob to put his tape where his mouth is, found awilling partner in the
shape of Decca UK's Classical department, and sliced achunk off the
HFN/RR marketing budget, so that now you have achance to hear for
yourselves what the latest techniques and materials can bring to the
humble cassette medium ( at no extra expense— the 5p cover price
rise is entirely coincidental). Decca have chipped in further with a
special offer on their current Classical catalogue ( see p.45).
During the production of this special cassette, Ihad along chat
with Decca's Gurd Nathan, one of the most respected engineers
around in the field of tape duplication and mastering. It was an
interesting discussion, for Iknew very little about high speed tape
duplication. In asense it laid any myths that all you need is improved
tape quality, whilst at the same time showing that it does play a
significant part. Just as with LP production, the key to successful
Musicassette duplication lies in close attention to detail throughout
the operation. Only if this is followed punctiliously— and sensitively,
for there is still an element of ' art', compromise and value judgement
involved — is the potential of the medium realised and, for that
matter, the benefits of superior tape quality achieved.
Gurd laid to rest many of my fears regarding high speed
duplication per se. Providing that careful QC checks are made,
maintenance and alignment procedures are conscientiously carried
out, and assuming that the machinery itself is well designed, there
seems little with which one can argue. Tape head contact and flutter
effects are the main enemy, though this need not be aproblem if
correct tensions are applied to the tape path.
Chrome duplication differs from ferric in requiring asignificantly
higher bias current, though this is comfortably within today's
engineering capabilities, and is claimed to be responsible for the low
modulation noise which leads to enhanced clarity with chrome tape.
However, this does tend to mean that aplant will operate eitherferric
orchrome duplication, but not both, because the changeover with its
different electronic requirements is rather an elaborate operation.
One curiosity about chrome Musicassettes is that they are
replayed using normal ferric ( 120µs) equalisation rather than the
70µs equalisation which is standard for blank chrome record/replay.
The net result of this is to trade off alittle of the already good low
background noise for an improvement in the record level capabilities
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at high frequencies. The Chrome Musicassette ends up offering both
superior noise performance and superior high frequency ' headroom'
compared with normal ferric, whereas the blank Chrome record/
replay equalisation has been designed to ' balance' the tapes
primarily for improved noise performance over ferrics. For me, the
'squashing' of high frequencies has always been amuch more
pernicious problem for the cassette medium than background noise,
partly because it is less easy to pin down, so any move in this
direction is particularly welcome.
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In fact, the tape transfer engineer has considerable influence in
selecting how the signal is shaped to fit into the 'dynamic range/
frequency window', which is one way of describing atape storage
system. The advantage which Chrome offers over ferric
Musicassettes is that the size of this 'window' is increased, both by
using atape which accepts higher signal levels ( at high frequencies
at least) whilst also being inherently quieter. BASF reckon that the
average improvement is around 6dB at high frequencies, when
comparing the chrome and ferric alternatives which they supply in
bulk for Musicassette applications.
The music signal itself requires aparticular dynamic range to
provide the essential contrast between soft and loud passages. The
music storage medium (tape, vinyl, CD or whatever) needs to offer a
significantly wider dynamic range, so that background noise stays
well out of the way, and low level detail is clearly reproduced. Wide
dynamic range material already needs 50 or even 60dB to preserve
fidelity, so in this context the extra 6dB of ' noise headroom' offered
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by chrome is immensely valuable, and could help engineers avoid
some of the need for compression on recordings. Even compressed
Rock Musicassettes (which, incidentally, should benefit significantly
from Chrome's improved high frequency saturation performance),
will be further enhanced by the improved noise performance offered
by the Chrome tape over the normal ferric formulations.
The marketing aspects of this story are perhaps even more
interesting. BASF's Chrome campaign amongst the record
companies appears to be increasingly successful, and they claim that
70-80% of classical releases are now on Chrome, and about 16% of
pop/rock. There also appears to be fairly solid evidence that
Musicassettes are continuing to erode the vinyl disc's share of the
market (currently, of course, Compact Disc has hardly joined the
race). There are anumber of possible reasons for this, one of which
is likely to be the improved quality of the product. After decades of
overall decline in the standards of vinyl discs, with only minimal
improvement in certain areas, it is heartening — if ironic — to find
record companies prepared to invest in and back areal improvement
in their cassette product.
And it would appear to be paying off. Decca UK's Classical division
recently achieved an annual increase in volume of Musicassettes of
20%. The prestige end of the market still favours disc, the budget end
Musicassettes, with the 'crossover' in the mid-price area. The
introduction and marketing of Chrome is likely to accelerate this
erosion by offering apremium quality cassette— one wonders
whether some bright spark from ICI will start up aCampaign for
Virgin Vinyl in retaliation!
MOL/noise performance of Musicassette tape stock
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There's no doubt, in my mind at least, that Chrome represents a
thoroughly worthwhile improvement, and Iwould venture to
suggest that the Musicassette must now be taken much more
seriously. Bob Hine reckons they're now more than comparable with
LPs, and certainly they are free of some of the distortions and suface
problems that can plague discs. I
wouldn't go that far yet, but then
I've got abetter record player than he has— and he has abetter
cassette deck than II And there is no doubt about the transparency of
the tape transfer on our sampler. While Imust continue to express
certain reservations as far as digital recording is concerned, the
detail of these recordings is self-evidently impressive— right down to
the faithful reproduction of the infamous Piccadilly line on the
Kingsway Hall recording.
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Anew concept in human engineering.
This is the hi-fi system that does absolutely
everything in the way of making music. Including
things you have never even imagined, let alone seen
or heard before.
And it does them all superbly. Automatically. At
the touch of abutton. By remote control. From
anywhere in the house if you like.
With the Beosystem 5000, 'user-friendly' is an
understatement.
The only time you need go near the system is to
load the tapes and discs. Then sit down in comfort
with the miraculous Master Control Panel at your
side and program the receiver's microcomputer for
awhole evening's leisured listening.
Play arecord, acassette, aCompact Disc and up
to 9pre-set radio programmes — in any sequence —
without further instructions. Scan the tape or CD
for the tracks you like best. Repeat the record up to
7times. Set the timer to play any source at any time
on any or every day. Automatically.
The controls are all there at your fingertips.
At the receiving end of the Master Control
Panel's infra-red signals is the 2x55 watts

Beomaster 5000 tuner-amplifier. And connected to
the Beomaster by electronic data link is the
Beogram 5000 record deck and the Beocord 5000
cassette recorder. All this human engineering,
including Beovox S55 speakers, is yours to
command for around £1150.
Explaining all its features, functions and extraordinary benefits would take up almost as much
space as the Beosystem 5000 itself. But we have
compiled the main facts into a32 page Design
Story which you are invited to send for. This free
booklet also contains technical details of the
matching Beogram CD 50 Compact Disc Player
See, hear and try the new Beosystem 5000 at
your nearest Bang & Olufsen dealer. He can also
demonstrate our unique Master Control Link that
lets you enjoy and control your hi-fi from other
rooms in the house. Or contact us for full details at
Bang & Olufsen UK Limited, Dept HFN 1.,
Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE. Telephone
(0452) 21591.
*Beogratm CD 50 Compact Disc Player available April 1984.

Bang 8tOlufsen

NEWS FEATURE
MDEVMEIMMENIIIII'SL
Ivor Humphreys reports from Ortofon's base in Copenhagen

O

RTOFON, like their compatriots
B & 0, have long pursued a
commitment to quality before price.
Laudable indeed, but acommercial necessity
in any event, since any reduction in quality
would rapidly jeopardise their enviable
strongholds at home in Denmark ( some
35-40% of cartridge sales), in Europe
generally ( notably Germany, where they
control a25% share in anotoriously difficult
market) and especially Japan ( 10%) which is
their biggest single market. The latter is
remarkable considering the majority of other
brand cartridges which originate there. Not
surprisingly, Ortofon believe that if you can
sell to Japan then you can probably sell
anywhere! In the USA they cater for between
7and 8% of sales in an area where some
50% of turntables come minus arm.
Cartridges there are therefore considered
very much ' component' items rather than
replacements for OEM manufacturers'
products.
Back in April ( News p.31) we reported on
the new flagship Ortofon, the MC2000, this a
no- compromise m- cdesign based on R & D
which had shown asignificant correlation
between cartridges liked in listening tests
and those exhibiting awell-controlled phase
response. ( In this, Ortofon had covered
similar territory to B & 0 — see report in
News last December, p.33 — and had come to
similar conclusions.) Ortofon settled on a
prescription which provides closely defined

'TP4' (top) and 'Universal' versions of the new OM range

phase characteristics and yields aslightly
rising HF amplitude response which starts at
around 15kHz, peaking at approximately
30kHz ( 2dB up at 20kHz). Combined with
numerous other detail improvements, the
design has already been widely accepted as
providing remarkably fine transparency of
detail and superior imaging, results we hope
to substantiate in areview in these pages
before too long. The MC2000 costs £450 and
is partnered by the optional step-up
transformer, the T2000 at £475. Somewhat
more accessible for most of us, the MC200
and MC100 models followed at £ 145 and £79
respectively, these also benefitting from the
'Ortophase' concept, as Ortofon have coined
their new technique ( Orto meaning 'correct'
as in Ortofon: correct sound). The
'integrated' MC200 found favour with alot of
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m-cusers after its introduction last year, so
that market for its ' universal' equivalent
(standard 1/
2in. fixing) looks encouraging,
particularly as it retails for £26 less, at £ 119.
The ' 200 uses aboron cantilever and sports a
Fine Line stylus profile. At £65 the universal
version of the ' 100 uses aluminium and an
elliptical ( see Alvin Gold's review in
September for details).
In their universal guises, both these
cartridges exhibit the new body design and
adjustable mass characteristics sported by
the latest Ortofon models, the new OM ( for
Optimum Match) range of magnetic ( VMS)
designs which replace the highly successful
LM models. In essence OM refers to the
built-in weight which, as supplied, brings the
cartridge mass up to 5gm. Simply by
levering out the weight the user can reduce
the mass to 2.5gm to suit low- mass arms.
Allied to this, the glass reinforced Noryl
plastic body has been significantly modified
to provide greater structural rigidity, this
supplemented by the profile of the cartridge
top which is initially slightly concave, but
which ' levels out' against the headshell
when the fixing screws are tightened. This
stressing gives amore reliable coupling.
The OM range comprises three models
which, as mentioned, replace the LM10, 20
and 30. The new body design is both shorter
and higher, the latter feature eliminating the
need for spacers in fixed- height arms. Mumetal screening is carefully engineered to

The MC10 Super; oomph enough for normal m-cInput
stages

yield aclaimed 10dB better signal/noise ratio
than competing designs and, particularly
noteworthy, the new coil windings, using
fewer turns, have lowered the recommended
capacitive loading from that unwieldy 400pF
(remember ' CAP 210'? Ortofon UK dol) to a
more universal and less critical 200-250pF.
Al? three stylus assemblies are new, with
ellipticals for the 0M10 and 20 and aFine
Line for the 30. Equivalent tip mass has been
reduced and the suspension computeroptimised, so that the natural pivot point of
the moving system coincides exactly with
the centre of the rubber bearing. Mechanical
resonances have moved up from 16-17ki-lz to
above 20kHz and the combined electro/
mechanical resonances have been tailored
to eliminate the declining response between
7and 15kHz typical of many m-m ,designs. In

addition to all this, the so-called 'free height'
between the record and the stylus housing
has been increased to advantage. Other
improvements are to the channel balance
and separation figures and in increased
compliance. Of particular interest to LM
owners is that the new stylus assemblies are
compatible with the old-style cartridge
bodies, so the purchase of an OM stylus will
bring with it afair share of the improvements
noted above. The new OM range is priced at
£14, £35 and £ 55 recommended including
VAT for the 0M1, 20 and 30 respectively.
'T4P' versions of all three cartridges (the
plug-in format now widely adopted as a
'mass- market' standard by such deck
manufacturers as Technics, Sony, Pioneer,
JVC, Sansui, et an are available at the same
prices.
Finally back to moving-coil and the new
MC10 Super which has been brought in to
replace the existing MC10 II. Unlike the
traditional, exceptionally low output of
Ortofon m-cs ( typically 009m V) the Super
supplies around 0.3mV, making it
compatible with the majority of preamps
which have on- board facilities for movingcoil. This has been achieved by reducing the
airgap in between the two pole- pieces and
increasing the moving mass, and the thicker
gauge wire used has enabled the
characteristic 3- ohm impedance to be
retained, making the cartridge compatible
with existing Ortofon step-up devices as

You can only buy a 'used' Ortofon, since each has been
played on this computerised test rig

well. The cross-shaped armature gives better
channel separation since the coil angles are
more precisely defined, and the compliance
of the system has been increased by around
25%. Again, the natural pivot point of the
assembly has been optimised. An
aluminium cantilever has been used for its
strength/lightness versus inherent damping
properties. Stylus is an elliptical and the
design follows the Ortophase concept with
its attendant rising characteristic at HF.
Mechanical and electrical resonances are
safely far above the audio band. The MC10
Super costs only £45 inc. All in all, things are
looking increasingly lively for UK director,
John Reddington and his new team at
Ortofon Ltd, Denmark House, Tavistock
Industrial Estate, Ruscombe, Twyford, Berks.
Tel: 0734 343621.
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Now, two things about audio
are alot more satisfying.

Performance and price.
At Musical Fidelity, we have adifferent idea of what audio should be.
So we offer outstanding sound at arelatively modest price.
One result is reviews that are far from modest.
"On changing over toThe Preamp the improvements were stunning and
obvious ... Iknow of no other pre-amplifier at this price that could look at
The Preamp:'
Dave Berrienan, Practical HiFi Nov. '82
The Dr.Thomas"is aclean, sharp and very powerful-sounding amplifier
with tight, articulate bass, excellent imaging and clear, extended treble ... at
avery approachable price
J. M. Hughes, HiFi Answers, May'83
And how do people who own Musical Fidelity feel about this?
Satisfied.
Get satisfaction from The Preamp,Dr.Thomas or Studio Tpower amplifiers or
Synthesis integrated amplifier, at one of the dealers listed below.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
OUTSTANDING SOUND

Musical Fidelity Ltd., Unit 208,16 Brune Street, London El 7NJ. Tel: 01-247 3066.
Aberdeen: Holborn HiFi, 445 Holborn Street, 0224 25713.
Birmingham: Perfect Electronics, 504-516 Aluni Rock Road, 021 327 1497
Brighton:Jeffries HiFi, 69 London Road, 0273 609431.
Duxfortl: Aud iofi le 2,16 Petersheld Road, 0223 834038.
Eastbourne: Jefferies HiFi, 4Albert Parade, Green Street, 0323 31336.
Edinburgh: HiFi Corner, 1Haddington Place, 031 556 7901.
The Gramaphone, Rose Street, Pedestrian Precinct, 031 225 9535.
Exeter: Gulliford House, Kenton, 0626 863 604.
Falkirk: HiFi Corner, Cow Wind, 0324 29011.
Gateshead: Lintone Audio, 9-11 Park Lane, 0632 774167.
Glasgow: The Music Boom, 221 St. Vincent Street, 041 221 2527.
Grimsby: Sound Perfection, 138-140 Cleethorpe Road, 0472 50908.
Kingsclere: Donn ington Audio. Swan Street, Hampshire, 0635 297 479.

Leeds: Audio Projects, 45 Headingley Lane, 0532 789115.
Liverpool: W. A. Brady & Son, 401 Smithdown Road, 051 733 6859.
London: Grahams HiFi, 88 Pentonville Road, NI, 01 837 4412.
K. J. Leisu resound, 48 Wigmore Street, 01 486 8263.
Subjective Audio, 2-4 Camden High Street, NWI, 01 387 8281.
Unilet Products, 14 Bute Street, SW7, 01 589 2586.
Uni let Products,35 High Street, New Malden, 01 942 9567.
Norwich: Basically Sou nd,The Old School,School Road, Bracon Ash,
0508 70829.
Radlett: Radlett Audio, 141 Watling Street, 09276 6497.
Stirling: HiFi Corner, 73-75 Murray Place, 0786 5053.
Tonbridge: HiFi Consultants,19-21 Quarry Hill Road, 0732 366 767.

REPORT FROM

TECHNICS SEMINAR '83
Alvin Gold

S

OMETHING OLD, something new,
something borrowed, something
blue ... this year's gathering of
European press for the 1983 Technics press
seminar had elements of all these things,
plus alittle high comedy when the entire
British press contingent was left standing at
Heathrow Airport on the outward leg
because someone forgot to meet us with the
tickets. As an omen, it didn't seem
auspicious, but the matter was hastily put to
rights and the trip proceeded without further
hitch.
The press conference itself was,
superficially at least, much like the previous
years ( see HFN/RR August ' 82 issue) with its
mixture of slick audio-visual presentations,
impressively set-up static product displays,
reports from respective Matsushita
department heads on product plans and the
like. But Iwasn't alone in the feeling that this
year's effort lacked some of the edge of last
year's conference. Where were the policy
statements that so livened that meeting?
Where were the question and answer
sessions that traditionally follow these
events? Where was there anything other
than the most desultory of product
demonstrations— or the little technological
toys like the ( at the time) startlingly small
Way portable stereo cassette player and
technology like the low voltage dbx chip that
leavened last year's offerings?
This is not to say that the seminar was
without interest, or that Technics did not
have anything innovative to offer this time
round. But some of the ' innovations' were,
as implied above, slightly less than they
seemed. Others offered the promise of being
exciting long-term developments, whilst not
being for the here and now (
eg dual layer
Ângrom tape). And potentially the most
significant product that Technics may have
in the shops this year was conspicuous by its
absence ( see later). Overall there was a
feeling that the company was uncertain
about the way the market was developing in
terms of tastes and requirements, and that
their response was aclassic marketing
approach of trying avariety of new sales
angles with virtually unchanged products.
1983 is perhaps ayear of consolidation
rather than innovation, of marking time
while the European market is becoming
progressively more protectionist.
Systems
A good example of the marketing angle was
demonstrated with something that Technics
have dubbed ' New Audio'. This is Technics'
answer to what they perceive as a
realignment of purchasing habits in their
home market as, for instance— in their words
—young women take to buying component
hi-fi for use in bedrooms, kitchens and the
like. Citing their requirements as compact
size, easy operation, fashionable design and
high performance, they have, in effect,
reintroduced last year's ' young family'
315mm wide systems practically unchanged
bar the addition of strong colour themes. I
couldn't help thinking that these
components, whilst relatively compact and
easy to wire up due to the use of ' direct
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connectors' in place of audio connecting
leads, are hardly easy to use, with their usual
surfeit of controls. Nor do the Technics
systems, after ( notably) B&O's more stylish
and homely offerings, look very fashionable
to my eyes. But alot of young women
obviously disagree: in Japan, Technics claim
alarge share of this new market that they put
at 40% of the total ( systems?) market. Either
way, the significance of the 315mm size is
that it's LP jacket size, which puts the
systems in perspective, and the turntables all
have linear tracking arms and T4P plug-in
cartridge fittings.

Tuners
The up-market ST- S707 is the key model
here. Covering FM and MW, and with the
standard slimline design, the 707 has DC
circuitry throughout, abuilt-in 32k
microprocessor, and anumber of control
options. Its most important feature, though, is
computer controlled switchable IF and RF
bandwidth. IF bandwidth is narrowed when
adjacent channel interference is detected
within ± 300kHz, whilst RF bandwidth looks
for potential intermodulation and adjacent
channel interference over a ± 6MHz range
from the tuned station. There are shades
here ( unacknowledged by Technics) of the
NAD Shotz circuit.

Amplifiers
Computer control also extends to the
amplifiers: microprocessors have been put
to the novel task of reducing transient
crossover distortion due to output stage
heating effects by controlling the bias
current according to feedback from signal
and thermal sensors. This is not the only
method that has been used for this purpose,
of course, and Technics did not quantify the
problem which Computer Drive ( allied to
their New Class-A output stage, familiar from
past products) is meant to solve in any
meaningful way. Because of this lack of
evidence — and because it wasn't

to the speakers. Almost all the models in the
range now use flat aluminium skinned
honeycomb drivers driven at the cone's
'nodal' point to minimise break-up modes,
and, in addition incorporate ' digital ready'
thermal trips. The brief demonstrations
suggested that the established UK speaker
manufacturers have little to fear from the
might of Matsushita — yet. A bright spot
though was ademonstration of the B&W
LM1-like SB-F30 miniature car/indoor 3-way
honeycomb diaphragm speaker. Given the
adverse listening conditions, it managed
very creditably, but unless I'm mistaken it
was demonstrated indoors switched to its
'in-car' response sensitivity position. A
similar model Itested for another magazine
last year sounded better when used this way,
so this might be significant.
Technics also showed arange of graphic
equalisers, some with spectrum analysers.
We were told that ' the sound can change
even if furniture is moved. In this sense there
is more and more need for graphic
equalisers'. Their thinking in this respect, too,
is presently several years behind that of
some US leg AR) companies and at least one
UK ( you'll have to wait until later this year)
company who are also concerned with the
speaker/room interface.

Tape
Ângrom has been discussed before— indeed
it has been on sale in asmall way for
microcassette recorders, for example. This
vapour- deposited tape has been developed
further by incorporating the deposited layer
on to an ordinary coated tape. The result is
called Ángrom DU tape, and it is said to have
the LF and MF MOL of conventional tapes
with the HF performance of Ângrom — which
should be considerably in advance of
anything presently available, metal included.
But don't expect to see Ángrom DU in the
shops until next year at least. There wasn't
even areview sample to be begged, stolen
or borrowed, more's the pity.
There is also another off- shoot — digital
Ângrom tape, which has been designed
specifically for cassette and microcassette
format digital recorders ( see later).

Turntables

demonstrated — it's impossible to make any
judgement as to its effectiveness or
otherwise. If you want to find out for
yourself, look for adealer stocking the
SU V303 ( 40 watts), 505 ( 60 watts, above),
707 ( 90 watts/channel) — or the 300 watt/
channel monster pre- power combination
that rejoices under the title SE-A3Mk2
(power amp) and SU-A4Mk2 ( preamp).
These are not minimalist products in any
sense of the word.

Loudspeakers
The magic phrase ' designed for digital audio
reproduction' appears again and again in the
Technics 1983 roll-call, and this applies also

The revolution was last year
T4P
plug-in cartridge system that needs no bias,
tracking force or geometrical adjustment
when changing cartridges. The system has
seen alarge measure of acceptance amongst
the world's larger turntable manufacturers,
but none whatever in the specialist arena —
perhaps because the cartridge/arm bond is
at best adequate, and at worst, poor. This
could change. In the meantime, Technics
have expanded the range of T4P models with
further computer controlled variants of both
pivoted arm and parallel tracking arm types.
Technics talk of 1million plus sales of jacket
size turntables and claim market leadership
in this area. They showed the latest version
of their moving- coil cartridge, the EPC305MC, which boasts aboron cantilever and
wide bandwidth. The Mk2, offered in 1/
2in.
and T4P mounting versions, has atapered
boron cantilever and a100kHz bandwidth.
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OK

If you've ever read a Hi Fi
magazine intro-rn
you'llHeybrook.
to
need no Our

that you know that what you
hear in the shop is what you'll
hear at home. Only one pair
of speakers should be in the
listening room since other
speakers will be excited by the
sound waves and seriously affect
the reproduction. Our dealers
must understand the importance of ensuring that the different components of asystem are
fully compatible. They must have in-store servicing
facilities.They must offer acomprehensive installation service

NICE IF
CAN GET IT!

products have been consistently
recommended for their ability to
reproduce music with all the
excitement and realism of the
original performance. Indeed,
Heybrook products often figure
in reviews as the accepted reference. Made in England to the
highest standards Heybrook equipment is superbly
engineered, easy to use, and beautiful to look at. And
although such qualities need to be paid for, Heybrook
represents excellent value in terms of the superb results.
It's precisely our concern for quality which makes us so
choosy when we appoint shops as Heybrook stockists. We
expect our dealers to have at least one demonstration room
where you can listen in comfortable domestic surroundings to
your own records on the equipment you are considering. So

in your home.
Since all this requires in-depth product knowledge and,
above all, time, it's not surprising that you can't buy
Heybrook in the average High street discount store. But as
our long-term reputation depends on your long-term
satisfaction we recommend you search out your nearest
Heybrook stockist and bring some real music into your home.
Amonitor quality loudspeaker. The
performance is best described as
exciting. The dynamic range and
extraordinary clarity allow the
listener to easily relate to the
musical performance. Now
convertible for active operation.

Atwo-speed turntable incorporating
amassive suspended chassis within
asubstantial solid plinth. The
resulting sound is clean and lively
with satisfying solidity and weight.
High quality engineering for high
quality musical reproduction.
£235

£429 per pair, stands extra
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HB3

HB2

HB1

Aclassic design. Highly acclaimed
for five years. The neutral spacious
and uncoloured reproduction is
enhanced by an amazingly extended
bass which gives music the realism
usually lacking in small speakers.

Alively new performer joins the
range. Easily driven by budget
amplifiers, yet possessing an open
dynamic quality capable of
reproducing musical subtleties
revealed by the very best systems.
£129 per pair, stands extra

£199 per pair, stands extra
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'VE BEEN LIVING with M-O's
KT-77s for acouple of months
now, and I'm pleased to say
that it wasn't just a case of 'the
thrill of the new'. The Radford
STA 15 was rejuvenated, and
handily outperformed its bigger
brother with the EL-34s. One
thing led to another and Igave
the Radford STA 25 an injection
of KT-77 to see if the upgrade
would work the same miracles.
The two Radford valve
amplifiers are near identical
except for the power ratings (the
model numbers correspond to
wattage) and one stage in the
circuitry. Valve aficionados have
long held the less-powerful amp
in higher esteem, describing it as
sweeter if less gutsy. Without
wishing to get as nit-picking as
the type of audiophile that sends
his telephone to Coventry, it
would appear that the STA 15
sounds better than the STA 25
because it uses a valve rectifier
stage ( GZ-34) while the bigger
amplifier uses — ulp! — diodes
[UV ... Ed]. If this miniscule
amount of solid-state componen try is enough to alter the sound
balance that much, then maybe
the pro-valve faction isn't that
crazy after all.
Either way, the STA 15 with
Gold Lion KT-77s produces more
output level than the STA 25 with
its standard complement of EL34s. The already-superior-sound-

ing STA 15 also showed improvements in just about every aspect
of its appearance; Iwas dying to
hear what the bigger amp would
do with the better valves.
In a nutshell, the performance
of the STA 25 improved by
exactly the same degree as did its
baby brother's, thus restoring its
status as the louder of the two
amplifiers. And although the
sound quality improved as well,
the STA 15-with- KT-77s was still
preferred to the STA 25 with the
better valves installed. As far as
the KT-77s are concerned, it
means that the same magic
worked in two separate instances. All things being equal,
though, the smaller Radford is
still the one to own.
What will be more interesting
is the substitution of the KT-77s
for EL-34s in a completely different amplifier. The two Radfords
are near-clones, and the same
criticisms held when comparing
the two units whether both were
in standard form or in Gold Lion
form. When Ivor ' Chooch' Humphreys decides that Ican have my
Dynaco Stereo 70 back from ser-

They also talked tantalisingly about the main
cause of analogue record noise being
surface roughness— of the order of 0.1
micron — on the diamond itself. Shure are on
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single chip dbx circuit. Intriguingly, two
models— the RS- 1M 315mm wide double
cassette model, and the RS-8R auto reverse
model — omit Dolby-Centirely. Could this be
astraw in the wind to suggest the direction
Technics are taking? Isuspect that if these
models are marketed in the UK there will be
significant market resistance,

CD and other Digital Topics

Technics invented the jacket' turntable — now they've made
it vertical!

_ ...
men la

Return of the music centre— the latest Panasonic

record with similar comments, the problem
being tackled in their case by the ' Masar'
finish on their latest V15 MkV.

Cassette decks

Once again, Technics continue to provide for
all requirements by offering Dolby- B, -Cand
dbx on most of their new models, using a
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

T.O. Supplies, 2A Westbourne
Grove Mews, London W11 Tel:
01-727 3421
M-0 tell us that their three
main audio replacement valves
are the KT66 (to replace 6L6GC,
the KT77 (for EL34s), and the
KT88 (for 6550A). A rough price
vice in his system ( reportedly guide, not counting VAT, is £ 12
doing an admirable job with for the kT66, £9for the KT77, and
Quad 63s), I'll plug in the 77s and £15 for the KT88.
In a display of largesse rare in
see what happens.
This valve- upgrading could the world of hi-fi, the tireless
become a habit, especially if my Mark Graves- Morris offered the
experiences with the two Rad - following pecking order:
fords aren't flukes. The M-0 1. British valves: M-0, Mullard
etc. Western European valves:
Valve Company has supplied me
with some information to pass on
Philips, Telefunken, Siemens
to like-minded readers who feel 2. American; Indian ( not American Indian)
their valve amps could do with
the Fountain of Youth treatment. 3. Hungarian
M-0 does not supply valves 4. Eastern European
directly to consumers unless they 5. Russian
can meet the minimum order of The lower down the list, the grea£50 plus VAT. It's easier all round ter the need for individual selecif you write to one of the firms tion of valves. With the better
listed below; M-0 valves should makes, this really isn't necessary.
To make this column more conbe in stock with all of them:
PM Components Ltd., Selec- troversial, in an upcoming issue
tron House, Wrotham Road, I'll be talking to some valve lovers
Meopham Green, Meopham, hooked on American valves. And
Kent DA13 OQY Tel: 0474- they're British designers, no less.
813225
With Yanks opting for Gold Lions,
Langrex Supplies Ltd., Climax and some English designers
House, Fallsbrook Road, opting for Sylvanias and RCAs, it
Streatham, London SW16 6ED smacks of the other man's ' glass'
Tel: 01-677 2424
being greener.
Colomar Electronics Ltd., 170
Or clearer, to mix the
Goldhawk Road, London W12 metaphor.
We'll see.
Ken Kessler
Tel: 01-743 0899
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Predictably, the meat of Technics' new
products were those directly concerned with
Compact Disc and other digital technology.
Mr S. Obata, in his farewell speech before
being kicked upstairs from his current
product development post, told us that ' my
pride wouldn't permit me to go to Polygram
or Sony, so we had to start our own CD
pressing plant. CD production is like largescale IC production, and using our
experience with IC manufacture and clean
room conditions, we have achieved the
lowest production failure rate ( aclaimed
10%!) of any plant in the world on our pilot
production equipment which is capable of
about 1.2 million discs ayear (
cf CBS/Sony—
3million, Polygram 6million in 1983). The
hi-fi industry is going to remain primarily
analogue for some years yet. The early
boom on the Japanese market in January
and February was fuelled by ashortage of
product, though sales came down severely
in March.
'Labels we are custom pressing include
Telarc, who are very happy with our results.'
(Sony are also pressing CDs for Telarc— Ed].
On CD hardware, he observed that 'we are
scared of the price. The more we sell, the
more we loser, which underlines the real
present cost of making players at the present
state of the art. Their SQ-CD10 CD player,

shown in prototype form last year is now
being exported, but there was no official
word about the rumoured low cost model
that is supposed to be available in the UK
this autumn (the 'conspicuous absentee'
mentioned earlier). Idid manage to ascertain
though that there will be two such models,
differing presumably in operating facilities,
but there is no word yet on price— except
that one at least should undercut most, if not
all, the machines currently available. Any
bets around the £400 level?
We were also shown aSony PCM-F1-style
portable digital recorder, the major
difference being that the Technics article is
14- bit only. And tucked away at the back of
the product literature but not discussed at
the conference was information on
prototypes of two digital recorders, designed
for use with digital Ángrom tape, one
conforming to the microcassette size, and
the other to the standard compact cassette
tape format. The former has abi-directional
45 minutes capability (at 4.8cm/s), using
32kHz sampling and anon-linear
quantisation format said to be equivalent to
14 bits of linear quantisation ( 10 bits?). The
compact cassette version seems the more
likely long-term proposition as it uses exactly
the same bit and quantisation format as
Compact Disc ( 16-bit linear/44.1kHz),
implying the possibility of recording directly
from aCD digital data stream without loss of
sound quality. The player records up to 30
minutes aside, and the tapes will take up
even less room than Compact Discs. Think
about it— you can record as well! Personally
though, I'm waiting impatiently for atrue
pocket digital microcassette recorder to
replace the current unsatisfactory analogue
type.
43
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Why Decca decided to put ti
OITI BASF chrome
Decca, as you may
th have guessed
from the stack on epage opposite,
have been releasing their pre-recorded
cassettes on chrome tape.
BASF chrome to be precise.
Before deciding on chrome, however, the
recording engineers at Decca put it through
its paces.
A special test was conducted at their top
duplicating plant.
The recilltc are nirtiired ahnve

It shows afrequency spectrum analysis c
a15 i.p.s. studio master tape (Dolby A)
compared with the same passage on ahigh
speed duplicated chrome cassette.
As you can see, the frequency spectrum so
the chrome is remarkably close to that of the
original master tape.
çn rince in fart that The Gramnnhnne

!-

instrument can be picked out with unrivalled
clarity.
Bass response is full enough for the most
resonant bassoon.
While background noise (which always
used to be the big drawback of pre-recorded
cassettes) is virtually inaudible.
And because all the tapes are recorded at
an equalization setting of 120 ps, you don't
need aspecial 'Chrome' switch to get these
dramatic improvements.
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ir recordings
escribed achrome cassette as "making one
[link one is listening to the master tape - a
!markable achievement:'
Even the engineers at Decca were suitably
upressed.
"BASF chrome tape:' said one, "at last gives
sthe flexibility to accommodate wide
ariations in energy spectra and dynamic
ange, without significant loss at higher
.
equencies:'
Low modulation noise ensures that every

Decca chrome cassettes, in fact, are
specifically designed to be replayed at the
normal playback setting.
If you'd like to hear one of the new
cassettes for yourself, just fill in the coupon
below and take it to your usual record dealer.
It gives you 50p off the cost
of any full price Decca classical
cassette or LP
HROME
And it gives our chrome
cassettes achance to prove their
CHROMEFORCIARITY.
mettle.
CUSTOMER
Name
Address
DEALER
Name
Address
No. of cassette or record pun liased
Closing date 31st December 1983.
TO THE DEALER: Please return this coupon to the
following address where it will be credited to your
account. Classical Sales Office, Polygram, PO Box 36,
Clyde Works, Grove Road, Romford, Essex.

As nature intended...

d
ifn
loo
The superb Di:ton 100 takes sound the
way it finds :t. And keeps it
that way - as nature intended. No 'Ticks.
No surprises. Except the price
-simply, great value for money.

Celestion International Ltd, Ditton Works, Fo:dlall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk, England.

0473 73131.
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Y THIS TIME next year Hugo Zuccarelli
will either be ahousehold name
renowned for what The Times
described ( May 30th) as 'the latest
breakthrough in surround-sound' and
respected in the scientific community for a
radical new theory on human hearing, or
forgotten as just someone else who reinvented the hundred- year-old idea of
binaural or dummy head stereo. Either way
it's worth putting afew facts on the public
record.
Hugo Zuccarelli was born in Buenos Aires
in 1957, went to Italy in 1978 and ended up in
Britain last year. Here he teamed up with
Mike King of the London recording studio
Advision. Together they used aSony F1 and
dummy head to record some sound effects
in binaural stereo. To be precise, Zuccarelli
and King say they aren't using adummy
head and the technique isn't binaural stereo.
But their recordings have all the tell-tale
characteristics of binaural and as they won't
say what they are doing, it's not
unreasonable to keep calling it binaural until
they come up with some hard facts to the
contrary. The results produce an impressive
surround of sound when heard through
headphones, and areasonable effect when
they are heard through loudspeakers spaced
apart on each side of the head, like giant
headphones.
With all binaural stereo there is, for most
people, amarked absence of imaging in the
front. Everything seems to come from the
sides and rear. This is why some dummy
head recordings, released when the idea was
last re- invented ten years ago, used a
narrator to tell the listener where the sound
effects were supposed to be coming from.
Professor Peter Fellgett of Reading
University, best known for his work on
Ambisonics, suggested early on that
Zuccarelli was simply re-working the old
dummy head idea, possibly with some kind
of artificial enhancement. Others in the audio
business with memories of the last dummy
head spasm, when we were all suffering
from quadraphonic fever, reckon that
Zuccarelli may be using the kind of electronic
equalization technique suggested and
patented by several Japanese companies
over the last decade. This doctors the sound
to compensate for two journeys down the
ear canal, once to the microphone and once
to the ear drum. Zuccarelli's own vague and
sketchy patent application backs up this
theory. Also, by using adigital recorder,
Zuccarelli has been able to capture awide
dynamic range and good high frequency
response. Sensibly he chose to demonstrate
with sound effects, such as arattling
matchbox, which are rich in high frequencies
and best for directional clues.
All this makes the effect heard on
headphones impressive. So not surprisingly,
when Zuccarelli and King demonstrated their
system to journalists and showbiz folk who
had never heard adummy head recording
before, they were rewarded with
astonishment, praise and enthusiasm. Even
some normally level-headed journalists
were bowled over by Zuccarelli's
demonstration, because there's no disputing
that he has achieved abetter sense of height
than was heard from previous binaural
recordings. When Zuccarelli shakes a
matchbox up and down, and you listen on
headphones, the matchbox does seem to
move up and down. But as anyone who has
dabbled with dummy head stereo well
knows, there's all the difference in the world
between recording asound effect like a
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Barry Fox
matchbox which is rich in high frequencies
and transients, and recording afull
orchestra, with few transients, interwoven
musical lines and awide frequency range.
CBS Records were obviously so impressed
by the sound effects tape, that they decided
to release it on a12in. 45rpm single. Release
was originally scheduled for May, but held
over until the beginning of July, CBS had to
cut the record no less than seven times
before they could produce reasonable test
pressings. The dynamic range on the digital
tape was so wide that there was either
overload on peaks or an unacceptable noise
floor or both. One of the things that killed
binaural stereo last time round, was the
distracting effect of any snap, crackle and
pop from the disc surface. This time binaural
stereo may benefit from the technology of
45rpm, 12in. cuts. Also, thanks to the
Walkman craze, at least half the world is now
walking round listening to taped sound
through headphones. So binaural stereo is a
more feasible proposition than it was before.

isn't binaural, but refusing to say what it is,
Zuccarelli has also said that the established
theories of human hearing are wrong. The
outer sleeve of the CBS record tells the
proud purchaser to look inside for ' anew
definition of sound'. The inside sleeve note,
written by Zuccarelli himself, contains some
nuggets of pure lead. Iquote:
'If all of today's technology were to be
applied to the old Edison gramophone, the
sound would virtually be the same ... if we
ask an ant whether it likes the music, it would
probably reply " pardon me, what music?"
holophonic techniques do not record the
sound, nor the mechanical vibrations of an
acoustic phenomenon, but instead what our
brain requires in order to perceive the sound
... unlike all the previous stereophonic
recordings, this recording takes place and
has been produced on two channels ( right
and left) ... our laboratory is in contact with
the major manufacturers of earphones and
loudspeakers throughout the world, with a
view to gathering the know-how which will
lead to avery high holophonic standard...
holophonic recordings are not normal sound
recordings but pure information from the
brain.'
All this can be written off as pseudo
scientific, but harmless, claptrap. One
sentence, however, is very naughty. ' If you
feel it ( the sound of the matchbox) behind
you, Iam sorry, something has gone wrong
with your equipment or your headphones or
your ears', says Mr. Zuccarelli. It's ignorant
and irresponsible of CBS to print this. As
CBS engineers could surely have told the
company's publicity department, if only they
had been asked, most people who hear a
binaural recording through headphones will
notice amarked absence of frontal image.
They shouldn't be made to doubt their
equipment or their hearing by an inventor
who would prefer to think otherwise and
won't explain why.
The CBS press release on Zuccarelli and
holophonics is equally interesting. Again I
quote: ' Many academics and scholars in
Britain had sent invites for Hugo to continue
his work in their country', says CBS, adding

Hugo Zuccarelli

But, ( and here's the crunch) there has to be
something worth listening to. Although CBS
will doubtless sell some copies of the effects
record thanks to curiosity aroused by
publicity, it's hard to work up much
enthusiasm for the sounds of matchboxes
shaking, hair cutting, hair drying, balloon
bursting, ear whispering and bees buzzing.
Costing between £2and £3, it's an expensive
luxury unless you particularly like listening
to domestic sounds on headphones.
As well as maintaining that his system

that holophonics would be ' ideal' for use
with ' body scanners' and it may even be
possible to detect imminent earthquakes,
thereby preventing major casualties.'
Curiosity aroused, Iasked CBS if they could
name some of the ' many academics and
scholars in Britain' who had invited Hugo
Zuccarelli to work here. CBS couldn't name
one. Iasked how holophonics would be used
in abody scanner or to detect an earthquake.
CBS couldn't say. CBS also admitted that
they didn't pretend to understand the sleeve47

ARE HER
SPECIFICATIONS
JUST ANOTHER FORM
OF DISTORTION?
You may be puzzled as to why Hi Fi with apparently superb
specifications often doesn't sound quite right.
Well, the human ear is not apiece of electronic apparatus. It is
sensitive to subtleties and colours that are unappreciated by amachine.
As our reviews have shown, A&R equipment transcends specifications. Ta ke the time to listen to A&R. You'll find it well worthwhile.
Return the coupon to receive copies of our reviews, data sheets
and dealer lists.
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EAR JAPAN,
lgot adocument from you recently,
complaining about the European
intention to increase the import tariff on
Compact Disc players. It was asimple and
cleverly constructed lobby in which you
pointed to your recent abolition of the
Japanese import tariff, and suggested we
should take up your example of free trade
policy.
But isn't it rather too late to protest now?
The European Commission has already
made up its mind to increase the tariff from
9.5% to 19.5% and there's nothing you can
do about it! As asmall consolation, can Igive
you some idea of why it was done, and also
satisfy your customers that it's not going to
make much difference to them?
Each of the ten member states of the EEC
has alocal association of manufacturers who
make TV sets, video recorders, radios and
hi-fi equipment. Together, they have ajoint
'club' called EACEM — the European
Association of Consumer Electronics
Manufacturers. For the past five years, the
EACEM has seen its members gradually
forced into one corner after another as you
have taken over dominance in one product
area after another. True, the TV market is still
controlled by Europeans, but that was
largely due to the restrictions on imports of
large screen sets brought about by the PAL
licensing agreement.
Naturally, this is enough to worry anyone.
So it should be no surprise when the EACEM
protests to you and its various governments
about the situation.
Now it's no use wriggling and saying that
the EACEM members are just complaining
about good healthy competition. To be fair,
they did ask themselves why you had been
so successful up to the moment. They
discovered that you have afew distinct
advantages over your European
competitors. Advantages that could never be
enjoyed outside Japan.
For example, your wages are about 75% of
European wages. You have agreater
note text written by Hugo Zuccarelli. Iwas
left with the impression that if someone had
claimed that holophonics cures cancer, CBS
would have put it in the press release
But the record sleevenote, signed by Hugo
Zuccarelli, contains what is for me the
iénouement of the whole holophonic saga
'For our part', writes Zuccarelli 'We shall be
pleased to offer our experience in the field of
holophony by issuing aholophonic
guarantee certificate for all the products
which we shall be marketing under our
.
egistered trademark of Zuccarelli Labs Ltd'.
Just afew lines later, comes Zuccarelli's
omment that if the listener hears sounds
pehind instead of in front 'something has
one wrong with your equipment or your
leadphones or your ears'.
CBS's press release quotes Zuccarelli as
>aying that ' Iam currently speaking to a
lumber of companies who would like to
ievelop holophonic loudspeakers and
leadphones'. Bear in mind that Pink Floyd is
Ilready paying Zuccarelli aroyalty on every
:opy of their album The Final Cut, because it
:ontains afew holophonic sound effects,
Ind you start to see the money spinning
)otential of it all!
But before the money starts to spin,
oudspeaker and headphone firms will have
oconsider it worth signing with Zuccarelli to
woduce and pay aroyalty on whatever it is
hat he's offering to license, and the record
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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LETTER...
from
Basil Lane

freedom to determine how and when you
will invest in new equipment or products.
This is because each of your major
companies is usually funded from vast
internal funds directly controlled by
yourselves. In Europe it has been the custom
for companies to have lower reserves and to
rely on the money market for this kind of
investment. It's difficult to change this kind
of custom and practice, as you know
yourselves.
Finally, you have an unusual backing and
coordinating service provided by your MITI,
the government body that guides your
trading and development. All this builds in a
natural cost advantage for your products.
Add to this the difficulties we Europeans
have in getting our products into your vast
market and you can begin to see why we all
worry about the future.
Of course, Iknow you will protest that you
have removed the tariff on CD players
imported to Japan. But who will import
them, when your market is dominated by
shops owned by your own manufacturers?
Your own defence is simple. You believe in
'free trade policies' and have pointed out
that Europe was asignatory to the GATT
(General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs).
Isn't an increased tariff against the spirit of
free trade? But you forget how, within the
terms of Article 19 of GATT— the one that
deals with this kind of business— you took
companies will have to produce music
recordings in holophonics. So far Zuccarelli
has refused to let any recording engineer
handle his equipment. To preserve secrecy it
has to be hired, along with aZuccarelli
engineer. Anyone who knows the record
industry will know that producers and
engineers are unlikely to take kindly to
compulsory delegation of their duties and
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Zuccarelli's dummy head
from the patent. Apart
from the attention to
,there is•
nothing
detail
•
out of the ordinary.

creative contribution in this way, whatever
the results may sound like. There's an
important parallel to be drawn here on a
point that Idon't think has ever previously
been raised in print. The commercial success
of Dolby noise reduction, both in the
professional and amateur fields, relies far
more on the strategy for licensing the
company's trade marks than on the legal
strength of its patents. Both JVC and Sony
have, over the years, built noise reduction

measures to protect your ski- boot industry
against Europeans afew years ago! But I
digress...
For the past five years the EACEM has
been trying to find away of balancing things
so that its members can work on an equal
footing, with equal advantages. The results
you know. Protests to your manufacturing
associations on topics such as video cassette
recorders and hi-fi have failed to move you.
The result had to be one of three tougher
approaches within the terms of the GATT.
The first is to increase tariffs; the second to
limit quantities; the third to invoke price
minima. The latter is acrude 'tool' and
doesn't serve the consumer. Limiting
quantities of imports was possible with
video cassette recorders since the market
was mature and prediction of the next year's
sales quite feasible. In the case of Compact
Disc players, sales predictions are
hazardous, to say the least, and applying
limitations could either be of no value, or
strangle the market!
This left tariff increases. Remember, in this
case the purpose is not to limit your sales,
but simply to put your manufacturers' costs
up to match more closely those of European
manufacturers. As asmall comfort, the
arrangement only lasts for five years and will
add about £ 10 to the cost of a £500 player.
Interestingly, the Europeans Ihave spoken to
believe you will absorb this increase at the
beginning, so your customers won't suffer.
So, like most political lobbies, yours didn't
tell the whole story. Of course, Ido blame the
EACEM for not putting its case to us Press
people properly, particularly when poor
Philips have been catching quite awhacking
for what looked like Machiavellian protection
of their market! To be truthful, they have a
vested interest, but then so do the other
European hardware licensees.
Dear Japan, there is acase to answer don't
you think? It really is about time you realised
you can't pull the oriental wool over our
European eyes.
Yours in truth,
systems that work in the same way as Dolby,
but steer asafe course round the Dolby
patent claims. For years JVC marketed its
almost- Dolby circuit as ANRS. But eventually
the company had to buckle under and take a
Dolby licence, for the simple reason that the
public wanted to buy arecorder with Dolby,
not arecorder with ANRS. Sony took a
similar decision, much earlier on, and
without ever coining aname for its own
almost- Dolby circuit. So although agreat
deal has been written about the patent rights
which Zuccarelli may or may not have, this
could be irrelevant if holophonics wins a
widespread reputation comparable to that of
Dolby noise reduction. And every time a
journalist, who has never before heard
dummy head stereo, raves about
holophonics, the potential value of the
Zuccarelli trademark climbs alittle higher.
A final point: after seven cuts, and several
test runs, CBS did finally come up with avery
clean and quiet white label pressing.
Dynamic range, with the modulation depth
and wide groove spacing available from a
12in. 45rpm cut, is impressive. If CBS can do
this on asound effects record, perhaps they
can now use their acquired expertise for
music pressing. Even if Mr. Zuccarelli and his
holophonics system are soon forgotten, we
shall at least have him to thank for creating a
precedent that proves CBS capable of
pressing decent discs, if they want to. le49

high fidelity
equipment

excellence
in sound

MISSION
ACCOMPLISHED

Mission have taken great strides in
improving the general performance
standards of the vital "front end" sound
through their top-of-the- range 775SM
turntable and 774SM/773Sm tonearm
and MC cartridge combination.

So now, not only do we recommend that
you include Mission loudspeakers in your
hi-fi shopping list but we strongly suggest
that you audition the Mission front-end
components as well. We think that you
will be pleasantly surprised.
Other pick-up arms stocked and available
for comparison include Syrinx PU3, Zeta, Ittok and Alphason.

1312ADY'S 1312MS1-1
MISSION CAMBRIDGE SYSTEM
ONE

YOU HAVE NEVER
HAD IT SO GOOD!

— If you are in the market for agood budget hi-fi system

In recent years, many British firms, including Linn, Rega,
A&R and KEF have brought down the real cost of owning
well made, long-lasting hi-fi; Mission Electronics noted for
their innovative flair have now introduced acomplete disc
playing system of outstanding capability for only £499.
Two components of the system, the 70 MkIlspeaker and
the 774 LC arm have already enjoyed great
success in their own right. And the
reputation which they have already
established this year will be
consolidated by the introduction of
the 775 turntable and the Mission
Cambridge 778 integrated amplifier,
completing the Mission low cost
system.
As always, we invite you to ring or write
to book your own demonstration here,
where you can find all that's best
in hi-fi from home and abroad.
Also stocked: Reg& Oak,
Dunlop Systemdek, Linn,
Logic,Da is and
Pink triangle

"And from the U.S A

... the Superb SPA- 8Pre- amp"
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COMPLEAT RECORDIST
Tony Faulkner's
column for the tape
recorder enthusiast

T

HE BIGGEST PROBLEM in
writing regularly for a hi-fi
magazine is the occupational hazard of being tempted to
buy interesting products which
happen to pass through your
hands for evaluation. For the past
three years or more Ihave concentrated almost exclusively on
utilising digital audio recorders
for my commercial work, but nostalgia reared its head when Ihad
the opportunity to try out aRevox
PRO99 tape recorder. In amateur
and semi-professional circles the
analogue tape-deck still reigns
subreme for most applications,
not least for the relative flexibility
and ease of tape editing and
splicing. The very first tape recorder Iused for serious work was a
Revox, an old valve G36, and it
was fascinating to see in the
direct contrast between that and
its latter-day equivalent the great
development in range of facilities
over the intervening years. Not
unexpectedly the price has risen
quite dramatically; nonetheless I
consider the latest incarnation
very attractive to the serious
recordist dissatisfied with less
than the best.
For most of the hi-fi 'fraternity',
the compact cassette, with or
without the various possibilities
of noise-reduction systems, has
taken over from the reel-to-reel
tape deck. For live recording,
though, particularly of concerts
of music, I have never found
compact cassette as satisfying as
agood open- reel. There is a lack
of stability and a feeling of constraint hard to quantify, which
may be a function of my own
prejudices. However, I am not
alone in this belief, and would be
reluctant to recommend using
cassette unless funds are
obviously very limited.
The PRO99 was delivered in a
console-trolley, and also incorporated a modest mono loudspeaker ( intended for crude
monitoring) in the rear of the
wooden cabinet protecting the
recorder's main chassis. As such,
this particular model option was
the most expensive ' Rolls Royce'
of the range, suitable for small
studios as well as more serious
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

or wealthy amateurs. To ears the more esoteric recording
grown more accustomed to the equipment to pass through my
lack of hiss and compression with hands in recent weeks, Ireceived
digital recording, the second recently on loan a pair of the
quality of the Revox was charac- latest Bruel & Kjaer studio capaciteristically 'analogue', and often tor microphones. The name of
flattering to the qualities of some B&K is very highly respected in
less than wonderful recording the field of audio test equipment
locations. It is a curious phe- and instrumentation, and for
nomenon that an analogue tape- some years there has been an
recording can appear to repro- increasing number of recording
duce a 'friendlier' sensation of engineers around the world
room ambience. When digital using their calibration test micrecorders first came into the stu- rophones ( such as the 4133) for
dios, some critics frowned upon recording sessions. Whilst qualtheir apparent inability to emu- ity was obviously good, the
late the warm reverberation die- laboratory series of microphones
away of their old and trusted was less than ideal for many
analogue tape-decks. The great practical recording applications,
surprise to me came when I some of the models being a bit
took a digital master-tape and noisy for music recording, and
copied it on to my old Studer: lo the necessity for the expensive
and behold the friendly rever- accompanying B&K laboratory
beration reappeared. Whilst Iam preamplifier/head-cables in order
aware that improperly adjusted to use the microphones often
digital gear can produce curious proved cumbersome. The new
side-effects, there are many other studio microphones are a range
factors at work, not least what the
listener may be used to or even
hoping to hear.
The PRO99 includes transformer-balanced inputs and outputs
which interfaced without difficulty with the rest of my step-up,
although the Cannon XLR connectors might prove strange to
those more familiar with domestic phonos. One especially attractive feature was a pair of front
panel switches to select preset or
variable gain settings for record
and replay levels. The microphone input circuitry seemed
good, although Ithink it is about
time manufacturers like Revox
recognised that many users
would value the addition of
switchable 48V phantom-powering for capacitor microphones in
a recorder at this price.
A point worthy of making at
this stage concerns the choice of
blank tape for live recording.
However much you spend on a of completely new products,
tape- recorder the performance averaging over £300 each, which
will always be influenced by the incorporate backelectret technichoice and quality of the reel of ques not dissimilar from those
tape. To invest in an excellent adopted by Sony and Shure
recorder like the Revox PRO99 or (unless I misunderstood the
B77 and all the accompanying instruction booklets). The calibraaccessories is pointless if you do tion curves which were delivered
not use the best tape. The num- with the mics showed that agreat
ber of dissatisfied would-be deal of thought had gone into
recordists includes a large pro- optimising the acoustical and
portion of enthusiasts who insist electronic qualities, but when I
on using the cheapest tape they tried them out on some live
can buy, or else re-using old reels recording I was a little disof tape when abrand new reel of appointed. The high frequencies,
a decent brand for which the particularly at EHF, seemed a bit
recorder was properly aligned too much to my ears, and did not
would bring vastly superior flatter string-quality. Many proresults.
fessional studio microphones
I used the PRO99 for many exhibit a rolling- off in their
hours while Ihad it, and it was extreme high- frequency
only with great reluctance that I response and Isuspect the parhad to return it to its rightful
ticular models I tested (4006)
owners. To move on to some of would sound sweeter with some
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taming of the response in the EHF
region. Whilst I am sure it is
desirable to squeeze the last
ounce of performance out of a
piece of laboratory equipment,
the ear can sometimes react to
finer effects in acompletely different way from a measurement
meter or pen-chart recorder. The
new mics are apparently in the
pipeline.
The greatest disaster area as
far as product evaluation is concerned is undoubtedly that of
loudspeakers. I have been
temped to invest in so many
different types which take my
fancy that Icurrently enjoy the
company of no less than six different pairs, spanning from Quad
ESL-63s, through to Linn Seras.
The latest additions are Rogers
LS7s, which Iconsider worthy of
mention in 'Compleat Recordist'
since they are ideal for live
recording. They are not overpriced (£250 or so the pair), are of

comparatively high sensitivity,
giving high output, and are an
ideal size for recordists using a
family car or estate for moving
their gear around on location.
The response is not perfectly flat
(a little forward, and slightly bass
light), but they are well suited to
monitoring creative recording
without straining the budget
unreasonably.
In the next feature ( December)
Ipropose to go into the rudiments of analogue tape-editing.
There are many occasions where
some skill in editing is indispensable in the creation of a top
quality finished tape, and for this
the 'equipment' list is minimal: a
sharp single-edged razor blade, a
proper editing block ( not an
extruded one, or one with the
rabbit-ear clamps), some splicing
tape, and some spare spools. ,
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There's a
tremendous gap
between Meridian
and its closest
competitor

Between the power and pre- amp section can be
plugged aseries of modules to meet your specific
needs. These modules are technically the very best
and can extend to include up to 12 units selecting
from FM tuner, headphone amplifier, tone controls,
tape inputs, magnetic or moving coil cartridge and
compact disc. As new technology is developed it will
be incorporated into amodule which you will be able
to add to your system.
No one else offers this quality and flexibility.
It you'd like to know more about this or Meridian's
other outstanding audio products, just fill in and
return the coupon.

Please send me more details on Meridian
amplification and speaker systems.
Name
Address

Freepost
Soothroyd Stuart Limited
13 Clifton Road
Huntingdon PE18 7BR

BOOTHROYD STUART

ERIDIAN

The Rega RB300 Arm
After many years of using Japanese
manufactured and assembled arms on their
turntables, Rega are now making their own,
for fitting to their more expensive Planar 3
model, uprating it in both price and
performance. Though intended for the ' 3' the
arm is bound to attract attention as a
separate item, and will be retro-fittable by
existing ' 3' owners. And because Planar 3
production volumes are quite high compared
with those normally found amongst
specialist component arms, the £90 price is
well below some of today's exotica.
Ihave had afew weeks in which to enjoy a
pre- production sample, but by the time this
is published there should be limited supplies
at the ( rather limited number of) Rega
dealers. And enjoy is very much the
operative word. Rega shun publicity,
regarding media attention as largely
counter- productive, though they grudgingly
accept that they cannot avoid it entirely.
They are assisting me in preparing amore
detailed examination of this most interesting
piece of engineering for next month's issue,
so Iwill delay such discussion until then.

In the meantime Ifeel obliged to advise
readers to go and hear it for themselves: £90
or so is not alot ofmoney for what may well
be found to give aworthwhile improvement.
Words of caution: this has not yet been fully
engineered as acomponent for universal
mounting, so set-up may need alittle care
(Sondek users will find the Grace 707 and
Rega RB200 arm boards geometrically
compatible.) And don't forget that the quality
of the turntable and condition of set-up can
be more important than the arm itself in
terms of the overall sound quality.

Audan 4
If Tannoy's Westminster ( see p.92) provided a
substantial horn- loaded main course in this
month's listening, the Audan 4has proved to
be afascinating near- horn- loaded dessert.
Perhaps together they comprise asurfeit, or
sufficient indigestion to warp my
perspectives, for both are offbeat in our
conventional bextrene world. Even though
they are based on technology and
engineering from twenty or thirty years ago,
both have given unusually pleasurable
experiences, despite being far from ' right' in
the accepted sense of the word.
Iwas about to talk about flying in the face
of tradition, until Iremembered that the
Lowther PM6 drive unit used in the Audan is
very much in the tradition of hi-fi!
Furthermore Imust also acknowledge—
somewhat shamefacedly — that it is a
tradition of which Ihave no previous
personal experience: the Audan 4has been
the first Lowther-driven speaker to come into
my hands.
The principle of using asingle drive unit to
cover the whole audio frequency range has a
long and illustrious history, though it has
been out of fashion for acouple of decades.
Like the valve amplifier it retains its
adherents despite apparent rational
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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SUBJECTIVE

SOUNDS
Paul Messenger

engineering objections to the modus
operandi. Such adherents have to adopt the
stance that our current ' objectivity' is
irrelevant unless it can also deliver the
subjective goods. It remains asad testament
to the credibility of the industry that
subjectivism remains such apowerful tool,
and objectivity often such ablunt
instrument.
Lecture over! The Audan 4is amedium
sized floor- standing enclosure which is
visually unobtrusive and attractive, being
only 10 in. wide, 27 in. high and 14 in. deep.
The single Lowther drive unit is mounted at
the top of the enclosure, and aport at floor
level augments the bass output. The cabinet
is described as a ' multi-cavity system', with
the implication that this has something in
common with horn loading, though it might
be better described as amultiple acoustic
resonator system where different air masses
are tuned to augment the output of the main
driver at different frequencies. The unusual
Lowther drive unit has two lightweight paper
cones which are entirely undamped. The
small inner cone combines with the
characteristic centre ' plug' to provide hornloading for the high frequency vibrations of
the voice coil. This theoretically augments
the output of the unit at frequencies above
those at which most of the cone has become
mechanically decoupled.
One key characteristic of Lowther drive
units has always been the extraordinary high
power of the magnets involved — often two
or even three times the norm, and 20,000
Gauss in the case of the PM6. This approach
fell from favour in the post horn/post valve
era as much as anything because it didn't
suit the engineering criteria for gaining flat
frequency responses from small boxes.
(Which may prove to have been a
fundamental flaw in the last twenty years of
speaker design; but that's agratuitously

inflammatory remark from the dormant
heretic inside me.)
The trouble is that an evening spent with
the Audans has again forced me to ask the
question, ' What price flat frequency
response?' The Audan throws it right out of
the window, and then comes up grinning
mockingly! Yes it does sound ' wrong', with
little real bass weight and an exaggeratedly
prominent and projected midrange,
imparting an almost ' shrieky' coloration. But
it doesn't seem to matter all that much,
because the wretched thing is so involving to
listen to, even at vanishingly low ( 2am)
volume levels.
It would be convenient in terms of the
status quo to dismiss the Audans out of
hand, but this runs counter to the evidence
of my senses. Is it therefore necessary to
throw out the status quo by corollary? Ithink
and hope not, though this is further proof
that there are more ways of killing acat than
by slugging it with inductors and resistors
and painting it with PVA. It brings to mind
some of the more outré theories of hi-fi
engineering, and forcibly reminds one that
we still have only avery cloudy idea of
where we are going, particularly with
loudspeakers, as shown by the profusion of
alternative approaches on the market, all
presumably in search of the lost something.
Speculation on what may compensate for
the response defects of the Audan has
several possible starting points. The
mechanical singularity of the drive unit is
almost unique ( Bose and Jordan Watts use
multiple singles; more on Pinfold's speakers
— described in May— next month), as is the
absence of crossover network. The claimed
midrange sensitivity of 96dB is amassive
10dB over the norm, equalled only by the big
Tannoys and other horn- loaded rarities. The
power/weight ratio of the drive unit is, in
motoring analogy terms, more like dropping
in asupercharged methanol-fuelled dragster
engine rather than asimple turbocharged
tune-up. In view of the fact that the speaker
requires much less electrical energy input to
achieve agiven acoustic output, one can not
only comment that this makes life very easy
for even alow- powered ( valve?) amplifier,
but the load is even easier because there are
far fewer resonances which need to be
driven. The lack of energy input also makes
life easier than usual for those distorting
parts of the speaker system, ie everything
which is connected to but not part of the
drive unit cone ( cabinet etc.).
An overall checklist shows that the Audan
4has adistinctly weird frequency response,
but offers good dynamic range and
exceptional midrange detail, some of which
is illusory due to the response anomalies. I
found it possible tu adjust to these balance
aberrations, which are perhaps akin to the
Linn Kan but taken afair bit further;
nonetheless Ido not suggest that they will be
widely acceptable. A plus point is to be
found in the stereo imagery, which is
immensely coherent and solid, though
warped in terms of perspectives. Negatively,
tape hiss and surface ' swish' are
exaggerated significantly by the response.
In the end the Audan 4is tantalising. At
£270, almost atenth of the price of the big
Tannoys, it offers some of the same exciting
qualities of immediacy. It is perhaps alittle
too far off the beam to be generally
acceptable, and yet Idid enjoy it very much,
and can't help feeling Ishould maybe keep a
pair around for reference, which is quite a
compliment. +
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PHONOGRAPH
now offer private
demonstrations of
active systems from

EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23. with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and Acc.
Ang. down to 15 Degrees or have a
"one off" special built, up to 32
elements.

Atilt

CAMBRIDGE

/MERIDIAN
together with
conventional stystems
from
AUDIOVOIS
HEYBROOK
KORD
P.S. AUDIO
and others,
using high quality
analogue turntables.

GALAXIE

CIRCULAR 17 ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9dB E. to B. 33 7dB. L.74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM. arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 136 element.
* British built and designed to withstand our weather for 5guaranteed
years.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range
of masts, brackets, rotors, cables, and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 150 mile
radius of LUTON. Full details of this service available on receipt of a
large S.A.E. which will bring you our complete "Aerial Guide" which
is much more than just alist of our products and prices, and carries
details of all our services, including MAIL ORDER and site surveys.

60a Erpingham Road,
Putney, London SW15 1BG.
(01) 789-2349
by appointment, please.

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL

RON SMITH

10am-lpm: 3.30-8pm. Sat. 10am-6.30pm.
Equipment delivered and installed free of
charge.

AERIALS
98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS.
Day— Luton 36561 9.0 to 6.0 Eve — Luton 29560 after 7.30 pm
Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wednesday
5Minutes from M1 Motorway. Turnoff No. 11

You can't be serious
You Can't be serious about hi fi if you haven't
istened to Stax Lambda earspeakers.
The earspeakers that Alvin Gold in Hi Fi
riswers described as. truly remarkable
leadphones by any standard.•
He wrote. The Stax Lambda remains perhaps
he most satisfactory headphone known to me —
and stakes afair claim to the title of the Best
-leadphones In The World.'

Enthusiastic words about the semi- panoramic
sound of the famous Stax electrostatic ear
speakers.
Yet the Lambda is not even the top model in
our range. That honour goes to the Sigma which
is afull panoramic earspeaker. Truth to tell,
Alvin Gold prefered the sound of the Lambda.
We can only comment by again quoting from
Alvins article.

SIGMA
Electrostatic Earspeakers

And finally, the unique nature of
the Lambda and Sigmas means —
even more than is normally the case
—you should audition both carefully
for yourself.'
STAX EARSPEAKER CENTRES ____
Audio Aids 52 George Street. EdInburgh 031 2263979
Audio T 190 West End Lane. London NW6 01-794 7848
Cosmic Radio 246- 256 Station Road. Addlestone.
Weybridge. SJrrey 0932 51753
Donnington Audio 16 Swan Street. Kingsclere. Hants
0635 297479
Eulipion Audio 81 Wilmslow Road. Rusholme.
Manchester 0612254448
The Gramophone Wireless & TV Company
The Pedestrian Precinct. 121 Rose Street. Edinburgh
031 2259535
KJ Leisure Sound 48 Wigmore Street. London W1
01-4868263
Lintone Audio 7-11 Park Lane. Gateshead
0632 774167
Midland Hi Fi Studio Royal London Buildings.
Wulfruna Street. Wolverhampton 0902 771774
Reading Hi Fi Centre 6Harris Arcade. Friar Street.
Reading. Berks 0734 585463
The Music Room 221 S1 Vincent Street. Glasgow
041 221 2527
Unllet 35 High Street. New Malden. Surrey
01-942 9567
linnet 270 High Street, GuIldford. Surrey 0483 71534
Unilet 14 Bute Street. London SW7 01-5892586
W.A. Brady 401 Smithdown Road. Liverpool.
Lancs 051 733 6859

STAX
Sole U.K. distributors. Wilmex Ltd, Compton House. 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey. 01-949 2545

We speakthe truth

I

HAD BEEN LOOKING forward to this
year's Proms from the Royal Albert Hall
for months, but judging by the sounds
from the first two weeks, Imust admit to
being just alittle disappointed. With all the
new equipment that the BBC now has, they
still seem in the main to be using old gear at
the Hall, including noisy Sony ECM5Os in the
gallery ( changed, Ibelieve, to quieter mics
just before Isent this report to the Editor),
and the inevitable C414s as main pairs, but
with one AKG C422 suspended rather too
close for comfort. One gains the impression
that the BBC have just copied last year's mic
positions, which were acopy of the previous
year, etc., rather than positioning at least the
AKG stereo mic further back than before, to
give some more bloom and reverberation
from the Hall. Ihave asuspicion that an EMT
250 reverberation unit has been used more
often than perhaps the BBC would like to
admit, its output mixed in with that of the
closer mics, which would be apity. At best
there have been some magnificent sounds,
although hiss, presumably from the gallery
mics, has been far too evident.

The Proms
A mainly enjoyable concert on July 27th with
the BBC Symphony Orchestra, conducted by
Mark Elder, started off with Haydn's
Symphony 49. This middle period work
reproduced at times with rather anarrow
image, which was abit too smudgy, but
Richard Strauss's Also Sprach Zarathustra
was amarvellous listening experience
almost all the way through, other than the
hiss. The well-known opening reproduced
with just the sort of sound balance that I
would like to hear from Compact Disc, for
nothing was too far forward, yet everything
could be heard, the brass being particularly
excitingly positioned with almost pinpoint
accuracy. The timps on the left at the back
had just the right perspective, but the organ,
whilst at the right volume, unfortunately
lacked the bass register at the end of the
climax. The audience did seem alittle noisy
in the quieter passages, but this must be
suffered as, after all, the BBC are relaying a
public occasion.
The main work on the first night was
Beethoven's Mass in C, with the BBC
Symphony Orchestra, Choirs and soloists,
conducted by Sir John Pritchard. The choirs
sounded as good as ever, the positioning of
each section being accurate, and the
perspective just as Ilike it. Ifound the
orchestral sound rather puzzling, though,
since at times it seemed somewhat distant
and reverberant. The fiddles were far too far
to the left, and much of the cello and double
bass tone too muddy, as it often had been
last year. Every now and then the soloists
seemed to have amixture of direct sound
with an injected bathroom on top; hence my
comments concerning artificial
reverberation and insufficient ambience
picked up from the hall itself. For whatever
reason, the acoustic didn't sound like that of
the Albert Hall, and yet there were long
sections which were most impressive. This
was all rather odd and Icannot put my finger
on the problem.
One of the greatest occasions was the
stunning performance of Penderecki's St
Luke Passion on 31st July, in which the
composer conducted the BBC Symphony
Orchestra and Chorus and the Choristers of
Christ Church Cathedral, Oxford, and
soloists. Ifound the broadcast adeeply
emotional experience, feeling everything
from terror to complete exhilaration. Almost
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Angus Mckenzie
throughout, the balance was well nigh
perfect, and here were the cellos and basses
reproducing with all their natural bloom in a
wide expanse. The soloists sounded clear,
and in total rapport with the orchestra and
choir. What apity we didn't have asimilar
sound in the Beethoven Mass. Fortunately, I
made adigital tape of the relay, which is one
that Iwil play again and again.
On Tuesday, 2nd August, the Prom began
with two magnificent performances of organ
music played by Simon Preston. Mozart's
Fantasia in FMinor, written for mechanical
organ in the last year of his life, was well
reproduced, although claray was slightly
lacking, particularly on the mixtures, and

transmitters. Icontacted H&M Electronics in
South London, ( see ' News' July) and they
promptly came up to my laboratory with
their domestic stereo transmitter for me to
test. Primarily intended for export, but also
supplied for closed loop distribution
systems, their unit, which is still at development stage, gives an output of around
150mV into adipole, or load, the inputs
being on phono sockets, and the output on a
S0239 coax connector. On the front panel is
an on/off switch, astereo ganged gain
control and three coloured LEDs indicating
supply on, 50% modulation, and just under
100%. It is supplied in amoulded plastic box,
and operates from 240VAC.
In our subjective tests the transmitted
quality was excellent, with good crosstalk —
35dB at lkHz — and response, but
background noise was definitely too high,
which would seem unnecessary. The signal/
noise ratio was similar to that of awell
recorded Dolby- Bprocessed cassette, and it
was clearly slightly noisier than Wrotham
can be at best. Bearing in mind that the BBC
manually compress their transmitted
dynamic range, many good discs or live tape
recordings of wider dynamic range will
suffer from this machine's hiss, which Ithink,
ideally, should be at least 6dB lower.
The maximum input sensitivity for full
normal deviation is 100mV, and Ithink this is
far too sensitive, but this is not necessarily
the reason for the hiss. We measured
distortion, using aMarconi TF2300B
deviation meter, which can read below
0.02% (we have specially tweaked our one!).
The distortion at full deviation was all
second harmonic, at 0.12%. At 45kHz, again
with lkHz modulation, the distortion fell to
0.08%, and at 22.5kHz, it was 0.04%. This is
an amazing performance on adomestic
encoder, at least as good as most broadcast
types, although my Radiometer SMG40 with
its transmitter is much better. The carrier
frequency was 103.361MHz to 18kHz
(adjustable)!

reefox

Martin Collomi reviews the Revox 8251 amp in this issue, so here is their 8261 tuner, the worthy successor to the
8760.

much hiss was audible again. The Reubke
Sonata on the 94th Psalm was equally
exciting, but the hiss caused me to have a
listen to some Ace of Diamonds Decca
releases of Ralph Davier playing the same
organ over 10 years ago, which Ihad
recorded. The hiss on the discs was perhaps
8dB lower, showing that the BBC must have
been using some very hissy microphones.
Here Ishould perhaps admit that ! too used
gallery mics, AKG C452s (cardioid), but only
asniff of them, the main reverberation
pick-up being from abackward facing pair of
Calrec 1050s— rather quiet mics. Ihad the
feeling that the BBC organ mics were not
optimally placed, and that the canopy might
have masked some of the sound.

Home broadcasting
Irecently suggested that it would be agood
idea for the Ministry of Trade and Industry to
allow achannel at the top end of Band 2for
very low power domestic stereo encoder/

The noise, however, measured by filtering
all components of the multiplex waveform
from the de-emphasised output of the
deviation meter was — 69.5dB, CCIR/ARM
weighted, ref. 75kHz deviation. This is not so
hot, as it is equivalent to the background
noise generated in an average, but not very
good, tuner. This noise was subjectively
most annoying at mid frequencies, the tuner
de-emphasis greatly reducing the HF
component, thus implying that the noise was
generated after re-emphasis, and within the
modulator itself. We found that the red LED
came on at around 72kHz deviation, which is
only slightly too low.
Summing up then, this little unit will most
usefully get you going, but Iwould rather
wait for aMark 2version. If you wish to
connect it to an aerial and use it legally, then
you'll have to install aFaraday screen right
over your house, and these are rather pricey
(available from Belling- Lee, if your house is
very small indeed!).
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Logic are building a
superb reputation as
one of Britain's leading
manufacturers of esoteric hi fi equipment.
Following the famou:
DM101 turntable and
the launch of the new
Tempo budget frontend combinations,
Logic now introduce
two new, low-output,
moving-coil cartridges.
Claro Black and
Claro Gold.
As you would expect
from a company with
reputation for innovative design they are
very special indeed.
At £215 Claro Black is
truly a Connoisseur's
Cartridge. Fitted with a
new micro-ridge stylus
and a Beryllium cantilever of exceptional
high rigidity but low
mass, it promises
optimum levels of
performance and
tonal reproduction.
Claro Gold has an
integral elliptical
diamond stylus on a
tapered Aluminium
cantilever. Retailing at
just £95, it offers
excellent value for
money and is compatible with most medium
or high mass arms.
Both cartridges
feature a rigid, die-cast
Aluminium body—rare
at the price—which is
shaped to fit snugly
onto any tonearm.
It means that whatever
\,/our system you can
enjoy the benefit of
Logic's research and
development. Fill in the
coupon and we'll tell
you where to go for a
test run.

Please send me more information on your Claro cartridges

cipc

Name
Address
Clip the coupon and send it to Logic Limited, 19 Hurlbutt Road, Heatheote Inch tctriril

iciritca Vt/e-on.iint, C" /'
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LISTEN TO LOGIC
AND YOU WON'T THINK

I

MAGINE YOU'RE SITTING in apub, and a
stranger approaches. He's heard that
you're well up on the vagaries of British
hi-fi. The stranger immediately identifies
himself as amasochist, having stated that
he's interested in manufacturing hi-fi
equipment; he wants your advice.
The man wants to make amplifiers.
You stop laughing long enough to hear his
questions: What are the design features that
give amplifiers instant credibility in the UK?
What should Iput in or leave out, thus
avoiding hatchet jobs by influential
journalists? In short, what qualities must an
amplifier have to gain access to the Flat
Earth Society, the Hi Fi Mafia, and therefore
become acommercial success?
Probe abit further and you find that the
chap hopes to produce an amplifier that will
really make waves without having to sell for
the kind of prices commanded by high-end
US offerings. But he wants to join the ranks
of the Truly Great.
You don't have to work hard to come up
with an answer. ' Give it apower supply
worthy of Battersea. Make it mono, and sell
'em in pairs, or put two isolated mono units
into asingle chassis. Make it stable into
cretinous loads to appease wayward speaker
designers. Give it gold-plated phono sockets.
Provide it with speaker binding posts that
could keep Trigger captive. Make it solid. If
you want it to look ultra-British, make it ugly;
you can always say it's ' utilitarian'. Use
high-grade components. Make its heat sinks
adesign feature. And although
specifications are now regarded as
meaningless by the word merchants, keep in
mind that deep down inside they're all
numbers freaks - so make damned sure that
it tests out like ' astraight wire with gain.'
Or you could save your breath and just tell
the fellow to study Harman Kardon's Citation
12 power amplifier.
Vintage 1970.
Just don't tell him it came from the
USA...
There's astandard procedure that major
hi-fi companies, the heroes from the Golden
Days of Audio, tend to follow, with very few
exceptions ( notably Quad). They find
themselves swallowed whole by megacorporations, usually of Oriental persuasion,
which see acompany's worth only in the
goodwill associated with its name. Within a
year or two of the takeover, that company's
products are reduced from near-state-of-theart personal statements to mass- market
anonymity: Scott, Fisher, Leak, Marantz,
Phase Linear, Harman Kardon. But once in a
while, the Audio god looks down and says,
'Enough of this! Return to your former
glory.' So we find companies redeeming
themselves: in Marantz' case - for example they've gone from producing average
receivers to the manufacture of divine little
Class-A units.
After adecade of undistinguished gear,
barely worthy of the Harman Kardon name,
we find the once-admired company
regaining favour with excellent mid-priced
amplifiers and the revival of the Citation
label - only this time with cost- no-object
designs of genuine merit. Hi-fi buyers under
the age of 30, though, resist these new H- K
items, because ' Harman Kardon' means
nothing to them. So the company has to
re-educate the public and make up for all the
time lost while it made undesirable
hardware of the mass- market ilk. They've got
to remind the public that Harman Kardon
was to hi-fi in the ' 50s and ' 60s what Krell is
today.
Back when HK made amps like the
Citation 12.
To give you an idea of what sort of
revelation this amplifier was when it first
appeared, try to recall what late '60s
transistor amps were like. Early transistor
designs suffered all of the solid-state ills,
only magnified ahundred times in
comparison with today's average offerings.
If they could produce asymmetrical
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Ken Kessler
squarewave, they were the exceptions. And
to make these weaknesses even more
aggravating, bear in mind that most of the
audiophiles in the late ' 60s grew up to the
sound of valves. For aprivileged few, amps
like the Citation 12 and the Quad 303 were
their first tastes of solid-statehood. Others
were like the buyers of today braving the first
CD players.
Anyone selling high-priced solid-state
gear with audiophile pretensions) 15 years
ago had ahard act to follow, namely a
generation of all-valve equipment.
Would it mean anything to you if Isaid that
one influential publication, in 1974, reckoned
that the Citation 12 was the first solid-state
amp made that withstood comparison with
valves? Perhaps it would mean more if Ialso
told you that the Citation 12 cost less than
the Phase Linears and Crowns and all of the
other high-end amps on the market at the
time.
Would it mean more if Itold you that the
Citation 12 is rated at only 60 watts per
channel, yet it didn't clip as readily as aNaim
250 into those demanding and unforgiving
Stax electrostatics?

This amplifier, which has just passed Bar
Mitzvah age, sold for £ 179 in the UK in 1973.
During that same year, you'd have paid £58
for aQuad 303. To equate the cost to 1983
terms, let's say it's now equivalent to a £600
amplifier. Not cheap, but then it's nowhere
near what we call really esoteric gear, and
it's imported as well. In terms of its native
land, it's more like a £400 amplifier.
Ireckon that if it hit the shops today at
£750, it would be called abargain.
In absolute terms, the specifications are
merely excellent, as opposed to the kind of
figures that baffle test equipment. At rated
output, at any frequency, the total harmonic
distortion remains below 0.2%. The hum and
noise, again at rated output, is ' better than
-100dB'. The phase shift is less than 5° at
20Hz. Rise time? Better than 2µs at 20kHz.
Those, of course, are lifted straight out of

the manufacturer's literature, and are
therefore open to examination; no consumer
in his right mind would ever trust a
manufacturer's word. But Harman Kardon, it
turns out, used what is now arathre NADlike approach: they were conservative. Idug
out some old test reports and found that the
Citation 12 wildly surpassed all of the listed
specifications. None of the tests I've read
showed distortion figures above 0.08%.
Hum and noise turned out to be two or three
dB better than stated. And every tester fell in
love with the thing.
I'm learning to curb my hysteria, so I'll
make no wild claims for the Citation 12
amplifier. Compared with the best of today's
solid-state amps, its bass is abit soggy ( or
soft, or whatever term is used to describe
valve- like lower registers). The Citation has a
warm sound, avoiding the ' hi-fi' sound of
ultra-clinical, over-detailed units- the nasty
edge that causes listener fatigue. It's asepia
photograph compared with today's
Hasselblad screamers. I'd call it arelaxed and relaxing - amplifier.
If the above paragraph sounds exactly like
adescription of atypical valve amp, Idon't
intend it to be so. There are immediate
differences apparent if one switches to the
Citation after listening to acompetent valve
design. As with most transistor amplifiers, it
sounds ' congested', something I've noticed
with transistor amps of even the highest
pedigree and price tag. Its soundstage is
very good, but nowhere near as threedimensional as that of any of today's top
valve amps (Audio Research, for example) or
of yesterday's best ( like the Radfords or
Dynacos). Width is no problem; it's that
elusive front-to- back depth which valve amps
provide ( artificially, say some) that's lacking.
It's not utterly two dimensional, mind you there is noticeable depth; it just doesn't have
the ability to remove the room's boundaries
for your listening pleasure.
The Citation 12 was designed by Morris
Rausch, aman about whom I'd like to know
more because he certainly knew - 13 years
ago- how to avoid transistor nasties. The
amplifier was in production from 1970 until
1978, and the USA is just full of them waiting
to be snapped up at rock- bottom prices. Part
of the appeal of the amplifier was its
availability as akit, which knocked 60 bucks
off its $295 price tag. Helping it shift from the
shops, though, was the HK name.
In the UK, it was adifferent story. Rabid
chauvinism didn't prevent early '70s British
audiophiles from buying 'foreign' as it does
today. Back then it was more acase of
money. With competent amplifiers like the
Quad 303 selling for athird of the cost of the
Citation, it would have been hard for any hi-fi
salesman to convince acustomer of the
American unit's worth. Don't forget: back
then, before Martin Colloms' earth shaking
197506 group amp review for Hi-fi for
Pleasure, all good amplifiers in the UK were
supposed to sound the same.
There are probably no more than 200
Citation 12s in this country, but I've seen at
least three listed in the classifieds since
January, each selling for under £ 100. Since
there isn't an amp on the market today
below £500 that comes near it, I'd say that it
must be one of the best second-hand buys
around. It sounds just fine, it looks good in a
functional way ( lucky owners bought it with
the optional wooden sleeve and elegant
fascia), and Harman UK still services them.
Best of all, its owners can utter all of the
buzz-words readily mouthed by possessors
of fashionable UK favourites: separate
power supplies for each channel, true mono
construction for each channel, massive
binding posts, gold-plated sockets, ad
infinitum.
Luckily for Harman Kardon, it doesn't have
to create aheritage for its new Otaladesigned Citation XX. With the Citation 12 as
its great-great-grandaddy, the current
brochures won't have to exaggerate...4157

ARE YOU EQUIPPED TO CROSS
HI-FIS FINAL FRONTIER?

We refer to the advent of satellite broadcasting.
An occasion to which few tuner and amp
combinations will be able to rise.
And which very few indeed will positively
relish
Of the latter we'd single out the ST-S7OZ a
quartz synthesizer tuner with microcomputer
control of unparalleled sophistication.
To ensure optimum reception even on
programmes bounced through space, the ST-S707
microprocessor can switch between normal or
supernarrow lF bandwidth, and regulate RF bandwidth in the event of distortion or interference.

MPX demodulation guarantees exceptional
stereo separation
And a25 kHz reference frequency instead
of the usual 5kHz further improves the
performance.
Add auto-scan tuning arandom access
memory for pre-tuning on up to 16 FM/AM
stations, amulti-function 2-colour digital readout and you have amachine that's practically in
aleague of its own.
Had it not met its match in the SUV707
This 90 watts per channel stereo integrated
DC amplifier is Technics' answer to the demands

of near-flawlessness that satellite transmission
will make.
It features arevolutionary distortion-eliminating technique known as

Linear Feedback, which guarantees atotal harmonic distortion of no more than 0.003%.
Coupled with the dramatic level of clarity
assured by aComputer Drive New Class A circuit,
this makes the SUV707 aworld-beater in its own
right.
Together with its tuner it's ready to take on
the heavens.

Technics

ST- S707 tuner and SU-V707 amplifier

300-318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks SL16JB. Tel: Slough 34522.

Times cIange..à Values don't

3is one of arange of five cassette decks - offering
outstanding soni
lormance, reliability and simplicity of operation.
Designed
hDenon's Sendust/Ferrite combination heads,
Dolby B & C:* sophist ted audio electronics and advanced mechanics,
the DR- Series represe ts the very best in cassette recorder technology.
In recent revie sGordon King in Hi Fi for Pleasure ( July 83) said
of the DR- M3 "... it was difficult to determine with such source whether
the output was direct or via tape:' and of the DR- M2 "... with top quality
source material and metal tape the dynamic range was most impressive
for acassette deck:'
Of the DR- 170 Ken Kessler said in Stereo - The Magazirremiru...4.. •
(August 83) "... while the Denon offereneaudibly superior bas ( ofpllt
things) and - more importantly - asmoother top end:' and "At £ 100,,ts
abargain. At £99.95 - it's astear
If you enjoy music there is only one choice - Denon.
'Dolby B-CNR is aregistered trade mark of Dolby Laboratories.
. ......

..

DR-M3 Cassette Deck

Design Integrity
For details on all Denon products see your local hi-fi dealer or contect'f Hayden Laboratories Limited, Hayden House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 9UG. Telephone: Gerrards Cross 10753) 888447

NUGGETS
ALVIN GOLD
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AMPLIFIERS

'VE JUST COME ACROSS this quotation from Woodrow Wyatt,
concerning opera. Or should that be Opera? ' Opera: it is asham
art. Large, plain, middle-aged women galumph around posing
as pretty young girls singing to portly, plain middke-aged men
posing as handsome young heroes.' A pretty astute observation that,
I'm sure you'll agree, almost as astute as Frank Zappa's celebrated
comment that ' most people wouldn't know good music if it came up
and bit them in the ass'. Or Igor Stravinsky's remark in Twentieth
Century Music to the effect that ' agood composer does not imitate —
he steals'.
Isuppose Iought to mention that Ilike the music of Frank Zappa,
Stravinsky— and quite alot of opera too. But when you stop to think
about it, what activity is more absurd than sitting at atypewriteu
pontificating portentously on the merits and demerits of some
anonymous lump of finely sculpted aluminium filled with
incomprehensible but prettily coloured refugees from some obsolete
computer arranged like aminiaturised piece of art nouveau
architecture? ( Phew!). Product reviewing, except insofar as it tells of
size, price and application really does seem to be absurd, during my
more cynical moments, but Ijustify this by remembering that there
are not many other occupations that would allow me free rein to earn
aliving spending half of my time listening to music. Ilike music, you
see, and the only acceptable alternative would be to actually play the
stuff. Be,ng wholly and completely untalented in this area, Ihave to
manage as Ican, and despite the fact that Ilive, eat and breathe hi-fi
at least 26 hours aday ( and well into the night), reviewing remains
the nearest thing to not working for aliving I've yet found.
If there is apoint to these ramblings, it is this: most of the time
when I'm doing my job, Itend to forget the absurdity cf what I'm
doing, and reading the work of others, Ican see the same applies to
them — in most cases. When reviewers get together in one of those
strange, exotic European cities for what has been labelled as a press
conference' but is actually meant to be 2-3 days of pleasant
sightseeing intended to remind one of the sponsor's generosity, they
tend to do strange and incomprehensible things. Instead of enjoying
themselves or seeing the sights, they — we, that is— tend to huddle in
hotel lobbies talking about hi-fi. The earnestness is apalpable,
almost asolid thing. The absurdity of it all is only striking in
retrospect.
Unfortunately, someone out there takes us seriously. Ihear be
most frightening tales from dealers who have to deal with customers
who walk into their shops, magazine furled like alifted crutch under
arm, minds already decided on the latest ' flavour of the month'
product and quite disinterested in any of the very real experience
and expertise that the dealer may be able to bring to bear on the
subject. The trouble with accepting the written word as the truth is
the same as with any other pseudo- religious dogma — it exchanges
belief for truth, passive acceptance for finding out for one's self. It
also takes all the fun out of choosing hi-fi — and that should be fun.
Worst of all, it encourages reviewers like myself to take themselves
even more seriously. And there's nothing more dangerous than that.
As you will by now have realised, all this is apreamble to a
discussion on amplifiers. What else indeed could it be apreamble to?
The ' truth' as Isee it on amplifiers is that the market- place has spent a
period of lime in just the sort of self- laudatory and seff-satisfied state
implied above, with the ' better' makes convinced of their own
superiority, and the public— well alot of them — equally convinced in
this view, bolstered by the scribblings in product magazines such as
this. I'm talking about makes like Naim ( one of whose products I
own) and NAD, but the unpalatable fact is that whatever may have
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been wrong with products like these, they really were as good as the
market aspired to provide.
They still are, Isuppose— especially if you're talking about the well
known ' super compatible' record playing systems that Martin
Colloms talked about in relation to Compact Disc. The situation is
changing, though, and changing fast. As usual, it will probably be the
reviewers who get the message last, but c'est la vie! At last count,
there were just three ( give or take) amplifiers worth having. Now
things are not quite as clear cut. Except about one thing: where the
market was going through astate of something akin to somnolent
auto-euthanasia just afew months or ayear ago, there is now a
growing feeling of optimism, of manufacturers getting their acts
together, of real choices again being made available. About the only
people complaining are the older established amplifier
manufacturers, who suddenly find themselves facing the chill winds
of competition where they previously had their segment of the
market to themselves.
For astart, the NAD3020, doyen of the sub-£ 100 amplifiers, has
gone up in price to £ 109, and has suddenly sprouted ahost of
apparently quite feasible alternatives. True, not one of them actually
sounds much like a3020, but anumber of them ( all right, avery small
number of them!) are quite able to put on the kind of show that
would do credit to a3020. Never forget that the 3020 was the
Amplifier That Bought True Hi Fi to the Proles— it actually worked
where its competitors demonstrably didn't.
It isn't exactly legless now, either. In my last bitch at amplifier
des ... sorry, my last column on amplifiers, Iremember writing that
there would be ( and Iquote since I've found the magazine) ' an
improved, higher specification variant of the 3020 ... as ahigher
price alternative. It is going to lose some of the tone controls and
other useless paraphernalia ... in favour of asimpler circuit .. . and
consequently better sound quality. It will also have an m-cinput'.
Well, it didn't happen quite like that. What did happen looks
suspiciously like acommittee decision ('The magazines are all telling
people to buy amplifiers without tone controls. Let's get some of that
business ... don't be daft, who but afew ' flat earthers' are going to
spend perfectly good money on an amplifier like that? We'll just
revamp the current model abit, see if that does the trick'). The
amplifier that emerged wears an 'A' suffix, and sports an m-cinput, a
mono switch in place of the muting one ( hurrah!), and has aslightly
rationalised preamp circuit which uses anew input transistor with a
very low noise figure and less transistors later in the circuit.
Conceptually, the 3020A looks little more than ahalf-way- house, but
technically it is spot-on. Anyway, perhaps there isn't aNAD size
market for minimalist amplifiers. Maybe that was just another
reviewer's conceit...
Idon't want to labour the new 3020A much further, since it is
already one of the best known products there is— and one of the
widest owned. The most important thing to know is that the 'A'
sounds just alittle tighter and cleaner than before, with abass end
that is just that little bit drier— no bad thing, given the known
characteristics of the established article. The m-cinput is a ' piggyback' switch option on the standard m- m input, and although it is
(naturally) noisier than the latter, it is in fact more than quiet enough
—the m- m one being unusually so. The amp is also very free of hum,
but there is more than just aquiet, hum-free performance to explain
the success of the NAD —though there are British amplifiers that
could learn afew lessons from what they have accomplished here. It
is simply the only cheap(ish) amplifier not to sound cheap, or
mechanical, or transistory ( insert your favourite euphemism here).
Correction, it was the only amplifier to do its job so well at the
price. I've already chronicled the story behind two of the new Rotel
amplifiers, the RA- 820 and 840, and these ( the 840 especially) have
rapidly established themselves on the market, sufficiently so, in fact,
to rattle some of the powers-that- be in the opposition camp.
Unnecessary, really — there's nothing especially healthy about a
market so completely dominated by just one product, and it is my
fond hope ( wishful thinking?) that the new Rotel amplifiers will serve
to expand the market for budget hi-fi, not divide it. The two products
are, after all, quite different in sound, and share very few common
dealers. ( News on some developments at Rotel next month — Ed].
But the market has continued to develop. One of the newest
amplifiers Ihave heard in recent months is the Quantum IA100.
Who? Well, Quantum is asmall UK manufacturer of amplifiers,
established afew years ago by one Tim Nind, ex of Crimson. He was
adesigner there, and brought his talents to bear initially with arange
of worthy but not outstandingly successful modular kits. The move
to the production of complete amplifiers was relatively recent.
Distribution — always aweak point with many of the smaller British
companies— is now under the more professional marketing umbrella
of Terry Holt's Sound Marketing, acompany which
will market good, specialist hi-fi to middle ranking specialist hi-fi
dealers ( cynics's definition of middle ranking specialist hi-fi dealer is
61
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Stratec SLC2
Mid Range/High Frequency
Film Diaphragm Driver
SPECIFICATIONS
Efficiency: 86db for 1watt input at 1metre.
Frequency Response: 400 HZ to 20 KHZ ± 3db.
MRHF possesses exceptionally wide bandwidth
"When used in multiples of 2or 3units per side in
conjunction with correct baffling the crossover
point can be as low as 175 HZ."
Distortion: Is reduced in the MRHF FILM
DIAPHRAGM DRIVER through the combination of
the push-pull drive concept with the uniform driving force distribution experienced by the
diaphragm. T.H.D. is less than • 8%.
Power Handling: The conducting elements while
being remarkably light, have high current handling
capacity. In addition, the MRHF FILM
DIAPHRAGM DRIVER configuration guarantees
high rates of heat dissipation.

ELECTROCOMPANIET

Suggested for use with amplifiers or receivers of 30
to 100 watts per channel RMS.
Impedance: Purely resistive, proportional to
coupling transformer turns ratio D.C. resistance of
conductor strip is 0.5 Ohms.
Dimensions: Overall: 130 x590 x50 mm.
Mounting: Hole diameter, 7.0 mm14
of f
1.
Hole pitches, 105.0 and
567 mm.
Weight: 3.3 Kg.
Input Terminals: Brass M4 screw ( 2off).
TYPICAL FREQUENCY REPONSE CURVE
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Mid RangelHigti

DT NAUDIO®
AUTHENTIC FIDELITY

THE LOUD SPEAKER
TECHNOLOGY OF THE FUTURE

Frequency Rim Diaphragm Drive

* DOME TWEETER
* SUPER DOME
TWEETER
* DOME MIDRANGE
* WOOFER
* CROSSOVER
NETWORK

1
9

* DO IT YOURSELF
CABINET
* VARIOVENT

COMPONENT
LOUDSPEAKER KITS

Series

80

MSP 100

MSP 200

MSP 300

MSP 400

CONSEQUENCE

HAVE YOU CONSIDERED WHETHER OUR SPEAKERS ARE THE PROPER ONES FOR YOU?
PERHAPS THEY ARE TOO AUTHENTIC!

415

SOLE IMPORTERS Et DISTRIBUTORS IN U.K.

Strathearn Audio Limited
11 Bachelors Walk, Lisburn BT28 1XJ — 101 8462 71272

one without Linn/Naim/Rega agencies. Address for letters is on p.27).
The Quantum IA100 isn't going to set the audio world alight. It isn't
that sort of animal. It does not boast clever modern technology (what
British amplifier, apart from Meridian, does?), an especially high
output, adramatic sound, or afashionable name. Instead it's a
straightforward, purposeful amplifier that lacks all but the basic
minimum of facilities— and it works. Dynamically soft, it nevertheless
gives an involving and satisfying sound. Although lacking drama, in
the sense that it won't scale the greatest peaks or descend the
darkest chasms of the recorded repertoire, it happily drives any kind
of speaker without changing sound (though it prefers relatively
efficient ones— the Quantum has more brains than brawn — it
reproduces much of the detail without smearing or loss. It does this
without inserting many of the trademarks of an amplifier into the
output to the speakers. It conspires to sound pleasingly natural. What
more can you ask for £ 119?
Another challenge to the status quo comes from Creek, with the
now fairly well known £99 4040 integrated amplifier. Ispent afew
days with one of the earlier samples afew months ago, with rather
inconclusive results. Idid like it in most respects, but felt that it

Above, the neat Creek: below, the latest contender from NAD, the 3150

wasn't, somehow, fully developed. It seemed to change in sound
according to the way the music was changing, so that loud passages
tended to make the Creek sound congested. But that was then, and
even when that amplifier was being picked up by the manufacturer, I
was told of changes to the output stages of the power amp that were
then being readied for production. I've not heard the 'after' version,
but two things make me think this would be avery good thing to do.
One: the amplifier, even as it stood, was clearly well on the way to
being something alittle special. Two: I've just had atelephone call
from afriend and hi-fi dealer whose opinions I
trust implicitly (with
good reason, Ishould add), who tells me that the amp has gone
through several stages of improvements ( not just changes) and that
the current amplifier is now at least as good as the best at the price.
Hearsay, Iknow, but I'll come back to it in afuture column.
The next important rung up the amplifier ladder is the £200 slot,
dominated as always by the A&R A60. Dominated but not
conquered, that is. A&R may have had the market more or less to
themselves up to now, but like the NAD in the £ 100 plus range, there
are now some very solid and viable looking newcomers. First is a
revamped version of NAD's own 3140, now called the 3150. In reality
this is quite adifferent beast to the 3020, being not just louder, but
also more overtly detailed and positive in many ways. Ican see the
3150 being unhappy in many an average quality system, because
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this model can't really pull off the trick the 3020 manages so well:
covering its tracks, sounding unobtrusive if you like. It goes loud, and
can give the impression of working hard to accomplish this, but the
3150 is still agood deal better than the model it supplants. In some
systems, it is clearly superior to the 3020, too.
But this is far from being the extent of the competition to the A&R.
Naim's little NAIT ( 6watts per channel, but clean . . . or was that 8
watts?) really works, judging only from having listened in shops. It
will find anatural market amongst Linn owners ( the only people
they're being sold to at present, Iunderstand) who are effectively
being offered a £ 179 package that sounds just like agrown-up Naim,
but with less poke and less finesse. The point is, though, that Naim
seem to have cracked it again. For sheer, unadulterated music
making, with all the important musical aspects left intact and never
mind the outside gloss or the cosmetics of the sound, the Naim
follows in its daddy's footsteps. It would have been surprising if the
NAIT had been anything less than good at its job, Isuppose. Iheard it
driving KEF Coda Ils and Ills, and also Linn Kans, and in each case I
could not believe Iwas listening to acheap amp. Even the Kans
didn't sound like Kans, but the dealer tells me they've developed alot
over the last year. Ah well, blink and you're out of touch....
All of this leaves me little space to tell you that Harman Kardon's
PM650 £200-odd monster is another good amplifier. Isay this almost
with some surprise, since name apart, you could scarcely imagine a
less purposeful and more gadget- bedecked amplifier than this one.
It's enormous, too, and extremely heavy. There's always the
possibility that if you don't like the sound, you can sell it for scrap
and still make aprofit. Ican't see this happening too often, though, as
the PM650 has avery strong, impressive sound ( in the right sense of
the word), embodying the ideals of vast reserves of power and
adequate control in one, easy to afford package. In its way, the
concept is about as far from the NAIT as is possible to get, yet there
are parallels in the way they both produce asolid, almost tactile
sound, free from level dependent effects as the volume changes, and
therefore easy for the ear to follow and make sense of. There's a
suggestion of awall of sound about this one, and certainly the
frequency extremes are less than completely convincing — indeed the
top end can be alittle fierce. It's quite definitely one of the good guys,

though. [ And see what Martin Colloms feels, later this issue — Ed.)
All this time, the A&R A60 has not been standing still. There was a
time when Ifound the A60 smooth and inoffensive rather than being
especially competent in the musical sense, but A&R are another of
those manufacturers who show that rarest and most important of all
traits: they are self-critical, and at times even willing to listen to
others. My respect for the company has increased enormously with
the progress that the A60 has made from being merely amore
expensive alternative to the NAD3020, to being in every way its own
product: aneat, unobtrusive performer which sounds lucid, detailed
and crisp. For the first time, the head amp ( now a £24-odd option that
sits inside the case) works as well as the standard phono input and
the A60 is now arguably the best all-rounder in its category.
Ironically, this is perhaps the first time it's really deserved this
accolade.
I've got to go now. I've covered some of the best amps I've used
recently, but this is not meant to constitute ashopping list, merely a
list of suggestions. Let me finish with acouple more Stravinsky
quotations that you may like: 'To listen is an effort, and just to hear
has no merit. A duck hears also'. And: 'Too many pieces ( of music)
finish too long after the end'. What goes for music often goes with
hi-fi criticism too. Stravinsky was always one of my favourite
journalists.
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leaders in tape technology. The ultimate deck for your hi fi system is only available from these specialist stockists.
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IT FACES ITS TOUGHEST
FMAL BEFORE IT
LEAVES THE FACTORY

TEAC

V-909RX Auto

Reverse Stereo Cassette

Deck
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TEAC's V-909RX is an exceptional cassette deck.
It reverses tape so quickly that you'll scarcely notice abreak
in the music.
It boasts Dolby Be Dolby Ce and dbx® noise reduction
systems.
It can select your favourite track or tracks, repeating them as
often as you want.
It even speeds past sections of blank tape, automatically
switching to play the next section of music.
Best of all, the TEAC V-909RX reproduces sound so faithfully,
you'll hardly believe it's acassette deck. But then, as makers of
some of the world's finest open reel machines, we have some high
standards to aim for
Our own.

TEAC

Dolby is atrademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp. dbx is atrademark of dbx Inc.

NAD 3020A Amplifier
"This latter day classic takes another step forward"
HI-FI ANSWERS

OA £ 102.00

And now the NAD 5120 Turntable
"Sonically, the 5120 is in aclass of its own"
POPULAR HI-FI
"Rumble was also virtually inaudible ... good dynamic balance and control"
HI-FI NEWS

NAD

NAD 5120 £99.50 Complete with tonear7r7. Cartridge extra.

The most acclaimed HiFi in the World
To. NAD Sales, Cousteau House, Greycaine Road, Watford WD2 4SB. Tel 0923 27737.
Name

Address

Please send me literature on the full NAD range
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TIS JUNE 1982; Compact Disc is still more science fiction than
fact ( although both sides have carried out their groundwork and
preliminary skirmishing); the scene is the restaurant of Boston's
classy Copley Plaza Hotel; ahandful of British hi-fi journalists,
fresh from the Chicago CES, are dining with Ron Fone, the ( English)
President of Teledyne Acoustic Research; and over dessert, as these
things are wont, arises the subject of turntables; and, as has
happened before, the question is asked, 'Why doesn't anyone— apart
from Rega, or Thorens— produce agood mid- price mass- market
deck?'
The answer, of course, is agreed by all present to be complex, and
significant comments are made concerning the fact that all
pretenders to the Linn crown end up costing in the same region.
Nevertheless, the assembled hacks, fortified no doubt by the
Copley's brandy, point out to Ron Fone that his company produced
for some 17 years aturntable that would fit the bill extraordinarily
well, aturntable featuring belt-drive from an AC synchronous motor
and a3-spring suspended subchassis that set the style for the
present generation; and in addition, surely such aturntable could be
competitively priced as AR must still possess all the tools and dies
required?
Ron, of course, has all the facts and figures at his fingertips to
show that the decision to discontinue the AR turntable was awise
one financially; that, given that the tonearm which had been fitted to
the AR was its weak point, the costs of retooling the subchassis to
accept modern arms would be uncompetitively high; that although
hi-fi enthusiasts might not have forsaken common-sense
engineering solutions to the problems of turntable design, the massmarket had voted with its credit cards for the solid- plinth, direct-drive
concept that had fuelled the Japanese onslaught on hi-fi markets
worldwide; that those markets would not be particularly receptive to
the introduction of an analogue turntable with Compact Disc just
around the corner; and that he needs the extra grey hairs that go
with product diversification in atime of recession like he needs a
hole in the head!
We notice, however, that the conversation the following lunchtime, in AR's factory canteen, returns cyclically to the subject of disc
players, and that there is aglint in Ron Fone's eye.
The next scene is set almost exactly ayear after that Boston
meeting, in the Acoustic Research room on the mezzanine floor of
Chicago's McCormick Inn. ' Remember that discussion last year?'
asks Ron Fone, 'We did it!' And there, in production prototype form,
is apretty belt-drive, suspended subchassis turntable with a
universal arm mounting system. Two months later, it is sitting in my
living room, graced with Paul Messenger's Scottish-built black Ittok
and anearly new Asak, waiting for that first disc.
But Iam getting ahead of myself...

The History
Of all the hi-fi companies that have the word ' research' in their title, a
case could be made for it being most appropriate in the case of
Acoustic Research. From their foundation back in the ' 50s, going
some of the way to finding the reasons 'Why?' would appear to have
been as important as the making of money-spinning products
incorporating the results of that research. Such workers as founder
Edgar Villchur, Roy Allison, and latterly Bob Berkovitz, have realised
that knowing what question to ask is even more important than
being able to answer it, alesson the Japanese have demonstrably
still to learn.
Thus, when AR decided that they would introduce aturntable, back
in the early '60s, Villchur and his co-workers first looked hard at what

STATE OF THE

would be the necessary design strategy, at what it was an LP
turntable would be required to do. Their conclusions were as true
then as they are now ( and it is one of life's true mysteries exactly why
so many designers forgot them in the mid ' 70s).
The only relative motion between the moving parts of the pickup
cartridge generator must be due to the modulation in the record
groove. The perfect motor has still to be invented, so the groove/
stylus interface must be isolated from motor noise: the platter
rotating mass and the compliance of arubber belt form an effective
low-pass filter so that only the drive to the platter is conveyed from
the motor; all higher frequency noise is absorbed by the filter.
Turntables are used in soundfields and are placed upon supports
capable of transmitting structural vibration: by mounting the arm
and board and bearing/platter assembly on asubchassis and
suspending the structure on springs from the top plate, the spring
compliance and floating mass form another low-pass filter to reject
such disturbances. High frequency noise from the motor mounted on
the top plate also has to fight its way past that filter.
Putting aside the question of the contribution to sound quality of
structural resonances in the subchassis and the damping/reactive
properties of the mat, that leaves speed stability and rumble from the
bearing transmitted directly to the stylus. The first is optimised by
choice of motor and tuning of the CI of the belt/platter filter, the
second by good engineering practice and choice of materials. If that
all seems so obvious, just reflect on how few turntables today fulfil
those essential criteria.
It is hard now to realise the impact the introduction of the AR
turntable had. In those fondly remembered days, enthusiasts still
thought in terms of separate components and mass = quality: if you
wanted ahigh performance speaker, you bought one or more
drive- units and put them into as large and heavy abox as was
domestically acceptable. For your turntable, if you aspired to the
great, you bought aGarrard 301 idler-wheel drive chassis and
mounted it in your own large and heavy plinth, otherwise you bought
aconventional chassis— and put it in your own plinth.
AR had already done it to the speaker boys with the original AR1,
the first mass- market acoustic suspension speaker where size was no
longer equated with bass extension; in 1962 they did it to the front
end manufacturers with their turntable. The AR — manual operation
only and originally single speed — was introduced in 1962, complete
with arm and asecond motor to provide starting torque. It slimmed
down to just one motor after 66,000 units had been produced, and by
the time of its demise in 1979, 345,221 had been made, mostly the XA
model which lacked arm cueing, but also around 50,000 XBs, which
didn't! ( Figures courtesy of AR freak and staff anachrophile Kessler.)

The Design
The core of the ' new' AR turntable is virtually unchanged — acast
alloy tee- bar subchassis is suspended on three foam-damped coil
springs from ametal top plate, the only difference being a
modification to the long arm of the 'T' to take an arm- mounting
board. The plinth is constructed from chipboard, but immaculately
veneered in walnut in the manner that only American wood-workers
appear to be able to achieve, the veneer following the plinth's
attractive rounded corners.
Drive is by aground belt from an American Philips synchronous
motor and two speeds — 33 and 45 — are possible with adual
diameter motor pulley. Bearing is ahardened point to the platter
spindle and the platter is like that of aLinn or Thorens in being
compound, asmaller alloy sub-platter taking the belt drive and
supporting the platter proper, a1.8kg cast alloy component with a
The new and (inset) the old
AR turntable

JR

The AR turntable is back!
John Atkinson looks fit listens . .
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B&W DIGITAL MONITORS

LISTEN AND YOU'LL SEE
The new DM110 and DM220 are built to the same DM2Mi. you now have aperfect excuse to upgrade
exacting standards as the monitors we supply to your equipment to digital standard
major digital recordingstudiosthroughoutthe world.
A4
- to hear them soon
They are, happily. truch more affordable.
Close your eyes and listen
At around £ 100 for theDM110, and £ 200 for the
Then you'll see.

M •unle

AS USED BY DIGITAL STUDIOS WORLDWIDE. AND SOON, WE HOPE, BY YOU

LISTEN HERE AND YOU'LL SEE
The prool of our two new Digital Monitors is in the listening. Pop into your
nearest El&estockist and ask to hear them lot yourself. You11 be convinced.

AVON
BATH Paul Green Hi Fi 102251 319197
BRISTOL Absolute Sound hVideo 102721 24975
Audio Bristol 102121 291931
Laskys 102721 20421
John Lewis 102721 279100
BEDFORDSHIRE
KEMPS TON Bedlurd Audio 102341 1354133
LUTON laskys 105821 38302
Technusuund 105821 30919
BERKSHIRE
NEWBURY BOB Eh Fi 106351 32474
READING BOB Hi Fi 107341 583730
Heelas 107341 55955
Laskys 101341 595459
SLOUGH Laskys 107531 24401
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
AYLESBURY Chiltern Hi Fi 102961 31020
CHESHAM Chiltern Hi- Fi 104941 786494
HIGH WYCOMBE BOB Hi- Fi 104941 35910
Hughes Hi Fi 104941 30138
MILTON KEYNES Technosound 109081 604949
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
CAMBRIDGE University Audio 102231 54237
PETERBOROUGH Hi Fi Consultants 107331 51007
Laskys 107331 313513
ST NEOTS AN Audio 104801 72071
CHESHIRE
CHESTER Laskys 102441 317667
WARRINGTON Cobalt Hi Fi 109251 36215
WILIVISLOW Swdr ol Wilmslow 106251 526213
CLEVELAND
MIDDLESBROUGH McKenna OBrown
106421 246644
REDCAR McKenna bBrown 106421 483829
STOCKTON McKenna bBrown 106421 69995
CORNWALL
CAMBORNE Camborne Audio 102091 714286
CUMBRIA
WHITEHAVEN H.L. Dion 109461 3671
DERBYSHIRE
CHESTERFIELD Hi Fi Habit 102461 34923
DERBY RI Putts 103321 043469
DEVON
EXETEELHomesound 103921 72814
Pete' Scott ( 0392) 73309
TOROUAY Peter Scott 108031 22884
DORSET
CHRISTCHURCH HATV 102021 473901

GREATER LONDON
BEXTETHEAIH Muffles 01 303 2339
BROMLEY laskys 01 464 7829
CROYDON Spalding Electrical 01 654 1231
HARROW BMV Hi Fi 01 863 4410
KINGSTON Laskys 01 546 12/1
Sedan Park Radio 01 546 5549
\kiwi Slum 01 546 8974
N7 Bouloirs lig Fi 01 607 2296
N22 &emus 01 888 0077
NEW MAIDEN Undo 01 942 9567
SAD Piercys 01 821 0333
SW/ Peter Junes 01 730 3434
SWI6 Praos 01 769 4450
SW19 M O'Brien 01 946 1528
WI Laskys 01 636 0845
John Lewis 01 629 7711
Iwo House 01 637 1601
Derek Smith Hi Fi 01. 631 3328
VVelheck Audio 01 486 3783
W2 Laskys 01 229 6425
HI Smith 01 ,723 5891
MERSEYSIDE
LIVERPOOL Laskys 051 236 2828
George Henry Lee 051. 709 7070
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
KETTERING Sound Oualny 105361 83833
NORTHAMPTON Listen Inn 106041 37871
HG Rankin 106041 37515
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
ATTENBOROUGH John Kirk Hi. Fi 106021 252986
MANSFIELD Peter Anson 106231 26315
NOTTINGHAM Peter Anson 106021 783312
OXFORDSHIRE
OXFORD Absolute Sound bVideo 108651 60844
H011e ul OxIord 10865165961
SALOP (SHROPSHIRE)
SHREWSBURY Avon Hi Fi 107431 55166
SOMERSET
TAUNTON Hoinesound 108231 73321
YEOVIL Yeovil Audio 109351-25430
STAFFORDSHIRE
NEWCASTLE Clement VVain 10782) 613119
SUFFOLK
BEYTON Anglia Audio 103591 70212
SURREY
FARNHAM Hemmings Hi. Fi 102521 721424
GUILDFORD Mellow Sound 104831 33224
LEATHERHEAD ¡ru Fi 103721 378780
REDHILL ¡ru Fi 1073/1 66128
WOKING Merrow Sound 1048 621 66600

ESSEX
CHELMSFORD C,anielec Hi Fi 102451 84444
COLCHESTER Laskys 102061 62636
EPPING Chew 8Osborne ( 0378) 74242
HAOLEIGH Essex Hi Fi 104731 558339
SAFFRON WALDEN Cliewh Osborne 107991 23728

SUSSEX (EAST)
BRIGHTON Laskys 102731 725625

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
CHELTENHAM Absolute Sound hVideo
102421 583960
GLOUCESTER Laskys 104521 22675

TYNE & WEAR
GATESHEAD Lintone Audio 106321 774167
NEWCASTLE JG. Windows 106321 321356
SUNDERLAND Saxons 107831 57578

GREATER MANCHESTER
ALTR1NCHAM Sound Centre 061.928 3195
MANCHESTER Laskys 061- 832 6087
ROCHDALE JKoczur 10706) 42107
STOCKPORT Fairhotham 061- 480 4872

WARWICKSHIRE
LEAMINGTON CTS 109261 29265

HAMPSHIRE
ALDERSHOT kii. Fi 102521 26390
BASINGSTOKE Audiovideotronics 102561 24311
PORTSMOUTH Hopkins Hi- Fi 107051 822155
VVINCHESTER VVIutwains 109621 65253
HEREFORD & WORCESTERSHIRE
WORCESTER Johnsons Sound Service
109051 25740
HERTFORDSHIRE
HITCHIN The Record Shop 104621 4537
LE TCHWORIH Spectrum 1046 261 79571
ROYSTON ANAudio 107631 45860
ST ALBANS David Payne 107271 64231
WATFORD Laskys 109231 47488
!gems 109231 44266
HUMBERSIDE
GRIMSBY GEMenders 104721 51391
KENT
MAIDSTONE Laskys 106221 678165
11)NBRIDGE Siandens 107321 353540
TUNBRIDGE WELLS Goulden hCurly 108921 30151
LANCASHIRE
PRESTON Laskys 107721 59264
LEICESTERSHIRE
LEICESTER Eastwood Television 105331 760011
Mays Hi- Fi 105331 58662
OADBY Eastwood Television 105331 719174
LINCOLNSHIRE
BOSTON Addys 102051 62454
LINCOLN Critics Choice 10522) 38718

SUSSEX (WEST)
BOGNOR REGIS Jaysound Audio 102431 826355
HORSHAM Merrow Sound 104031 69329
WORTHING Bowers Et Wilkins 109031 64141

WEST MIDLANDS
BIRMINGHAM Norman Field 021.622 2323
Five Ways Hi Fi 021.455 0667
Grillin Radio 021. 692 1359
STOURBRIDGE Downing 8Downing 1038 431 71747
WOLVERHAMPTON Millwards 109021 28980
WILTSHIRE
CHIPPENHAM JD. Equipmeni 102491 654357
MELKSHAM PR. Sounds 102251 708045
SWINDON Absolute Sound hVideo 107931 38272
TROWBRIDGE Ouality Hi Fi 1022 141 66441
YORKSHIRE
CASTLEFORD Eric Wiley 109771 553966
DONCASTER Torn Jaques 103021 65565
HALIFAX Tape Recorder Centre 104221 66832
HUDDERSFIELD Huddersfield Hi Fi 104841 44668
SHEFFIELD Cole Brothers 107421 78511
Laskys 107421 750971
MICI011 Audio 107421 360295
YORK Laskys 109041 641221
SCOTLAND
ABERDEEN Telemech 102241 574248
DUMFRIES IN McKay 103871 54117
DUNFERMLINE Andrew Thomson 103831 24541
EDINBURGH Audio Aids 031 226 3979
Audio Aids 031 667 2877
The Gramophone 031 225 9535
Hi Fi Corner 031 652 1885
FALKIRK Hi Fi Corner 103241 29011
GLASGOW James Kerr 041 332 0988.
INVERNESS Nairn Hi El 104631 220440
STIRLING Hi Fi Comer 107861 5053
WALES
CARDIFF Laskys 102221 374893

B&W LOUDSPEAKERS LTD WORTHING ENGLAND TEL. (0903) 205303

sloping edge. The mat, now, is felt.
There will be two models available in the UK. Basic at £159 comes
with ablank armboard, while the £199 version comes complete with
aJapan-sourced medium-mass ( 13gm) arm with asingle-screw
carbon-fibre reinforced headshell, not dissimilar to that of the ADCs.

The Review
The sample AR shipped over for HFN/RR was pre-production and
lacked alid (though it did possess friction hinges). It did have,
however, an excellent manual covering setting up both with the AR
arm, and with separate arms. Full instructions include the tuning of
the spring tension and levelling of the platter, as well as ensuring
that the belt rides on the crown of the pulley.
Although the review sample was fitted with the AR arm, I
thought
that in the short time available for auditioning it would be preferable
to find out exactly how good the motor unit was on its own.
Dismounting the arm, therefore, Idrilled the plastic armboard —
standard board will be of Medite —to take an lttok and mounted one
fitted with an Asak. No problems were experienced, but as with all
suspended subchassis turntables, care had to be taken to get
everything working as it should. A good bounce was established, the
springs adjusted ( as with the Linn) by turning the retaining nuts and
ensuring that the arm lead didn't foul the isolation — not forgetting to
include arecord to get the mass right— and the armboard was
centred in the plinth cut-out by twisting the springs but not the nuts.
The way the belt rode on the pulley was checked, again as with the
Linn, by inverting the outer platter on the inner.
Isolation to shock was excellent in the vertical plane but not so
impressive horizontally. The stability of the suspension was good,
however, as quite sharp taps to the label while the record was
playing didn't dislodge the stylus from the groove, the suspended
structure tending to move as awhole.
Iused the AR over aweekend on avariety of recordings, from rock
to opera ( it even enabled me to dig out my neglected 12in. 45s).
System was Celestion SL6 speakers (the stands fitted with
Ouadropod spikes), driven via QED C38 cable by aKrell KSA-50
power amp; preamp was the latest, very low noise Exposure VI-VII
combination, and interconnect was unscreened Archer cable.
The first record I
tried gave the only problem: the AR spindle was
slightly over-sized and Icouldn't get the record over it.
(Paradoxically, it was only with American records that this
happened.) Piano recordings didn't reveal any wow/flutter problems,
rumble was negligible, and the initial impression was
overwhelmingly one of déjà vu. Remember the sound of aLinn circa
1976, awealth of low level detail revealed, with superb image depth
and an upper-bass 'fatness' adding an impressive ambient ' bloom'.
That, in anutshell, was the AR sound, coupled with aeuphonic
softness in the presence band that tamed even the aggressive salsa
track on Malcolm McLaren's eclectic Duck Rock album. (All that
scratch really made me itch!)
Isuppose that with the similarity in concept between the two
decks, the sonic resemblance was only to be expected. But what a
price difference!
Comparisons with anew Valhalla'd Linn showed that the Scottish
deck had both better LF extension and afreedom from the lower
middle confusion that on the AR slightly obscured the definition of
bass instruments. In fact, the difference in overall tonal balance and
definition between the two was analogous to that between atypical
valve amp, say, and aNaim 250, the extra money and additional
technology giving improvements in definition and bass extension/
clarity rather than balance.

The Conclusion
'Why doesn't anyone produce agood mid-price mass-market deck?' I
asked at the beginning of this piece. The revived AR deck shows that
it is possible to produce asuperb-sounding almost no compromise
product at amass-market price. It may not, for me, have quite scaled
the Linn heights, but to come close — at £ 159— is near miraculous.
Obviously, my using it with an lttok/Asak is not going to be typical —
Iam sure that some have already thrown up their hands in horror at
my apparent lack of knowledge of the ground rules of system
matching — but the AR should give excellent results with any of the
new generation of mid-price arms. Iwish Icould have compared it to
the established competition, in particular the Ariston RD80, Walker
CJ55 or Rega Planar 3, but Iwould particularly love to hear it with
Roy Gandy's new £90 Rega arm — Isuspect that this combination will
be the one for those who fight shy of spending over £400 on an
analogue player.
Some may regard AR's relaunch as something akin to British
Leyland reintroducing the Morris Minor— but wasn't the Minor a
great car? Not as good as aPorsche 911, of course, but still aclassic —
and that's what the AR turntable is, aclassic!
Here's to your grey hairs, Ron.+
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Chorale III 8( Cantor III. More ICU innovations.
KEF, the speaker specialists, complete the highly
successful 'C range with two new speaker systems, Chorale
III and Cantor III. Together with Coda III, Carina II and
Carlton III the range offers sensible options of price, size and
performance to any serious listener, be his choice Duran
Duran or Dvorak.
Chorale III and Cantor III are compact systems,
suitable for stand or shelf mounting. They incorporate
many proven KEF technical developments. A 25mm soft
dome tweeter, Ferrofluid cooled, eliminates the risk of
thermal damage due to overload. Liquid cooling also
helps control the compression effects caused by voice coil
heating, thus reducing variations in HF level at high
volume. Chorale III and Cantor III share a common bass
unit whose extra large magnet provides the control of bass
frequencies necessary in speakers which are likely, in
many instances, to be used close to a wall.
The Cantor III system includes an entirely new KEF
designed and built passive radiator which, combined with

the long throw bass unit, provides bass extension, with low
levels of overhang and colouration, more than adequate to
cope with the stringent demands of digital programming.
Cabinet finish is simulated walnut with a brown
cloth grille. Terminals are 4mm binding posts which will
accept 'banana' plugs or any low loss high quality
connecting cable.
KEF Electronics Ltd, Tovil, Maidstone, Kent ME15 6QP.
Telephone: Maidstone (0622) 672261. Telex: 96140 KEFEL G.

Canna II

Coda ! II

Carlton il!

The Speaker Specialists

SONY
Martin Colloms listens to
Joni Mitchell under water

A

S A FAN of the general ' Walkman genre' Ihave kept in touch
with the many developments in this area, and have found
these pocket stereo systems both useful and entertaining.
Long rail or plane journeys are made more pleasurable ( if
such athing is possible) by ajudicious choice of cassettes, and
likewise on foreign holidays, they can fill in agap when absent from
the old homestead system.
From the appearance of the first Sony WM1 it was clear that these
devices would play loud, clear headphone stereo, despite anumber
of other technical weaknesses. A comparator test which Iran at the
time showed up anumber of factors which were all important to a
successful model. Sony then had aclear advantage with respect to
their headsets: not only were these lighter and more comfortable
than the opposition, but they were also sensitive and offered good
fidelity— that is they played louder and sounded better. The power
demand from the player was thus reduced, and the high level
distortion improved — at least half the Walkman magic is due to the
good clarity and ambient noise- reducing effect of their headphone
reproduction.
Sony have continued to improve their Walkman series, and have
also paid great attention to their headsets, culminating in one of my
recent all-time favourites the MDR50, now also supplied with ashort
cord for use with the ' Pro' Walkman, the WM-D6, ( reviewed HFN/RR
Feb. ' 83).
Their latest Walkman is the upmarket £90 WM-F5, more popularly
known as the Walkman Sports. Illustrated in the promotion as
suitable for beach use, including windsurfing, the unit is not in fact
intended for prolonged underwater use, but is sufficiently sealed so
as to provide ameasure of water and grit resistance. Windsurfing
hazards include frequent ducking, so the Sports should be capable of
salt water immersion, and as prolonged exposure to sunshine could
mean arise in temperature to something like 70-80°C for its black
casing, this outdoor player should also be capable of resisting large
temperature variations. However, Iwas not able to put it fully to the
test, lacking either beach or windsurfing facilities and even, at the
time of writing , much sunshine! Accordingly the next best thing was
substituted: alocal swimming/sauna facility.
Much to the amusement of the other pool users, the player stayed
with me in the sauna playing tapes at 90° relative humidity and 80°C
air temperature for some 20 minutes, interspersed with cold
showers, and culminating in adive into the pool to adepth of around
2metres, with further surface swimming. We then followed Sony's
recommendation of aclean water rinse for both player and headset,
which event created not alittle interest in the changing room! The
sound level was by then poor due to the earsets having become filled
with water, but after gently drying them out they recovered their full
sensitivity and seemed none the worse for their treatment.
Careful inspection of the case seals and the player interior
confirmed that no water had entered the mechanism, and while Ido
not recommend prolonged swimming to any depth with the
Walkman, it can clearly withstand temporary immersion. It was most
mysterious swimming underwater with Joni Mitchell in stereo still
clearly audible, and indeed before the headset became too wet,
immersion produced aconsiderable increase in both bass and
volume, the surrounding water producing atemporary sealed back
for the otherwise open back earphones. Earphones is in fact an
appropriate description for these tiny inserts which are devoid of
headband or earpad, but simply rest in the first ear cavity and may or
may not fit well, depending on individual anatomy. A vestigial soft
plastic clip can be fitted to aid retention but did not seem much use,
and for me at least, the earphones fitted quite well as supplied.
FM Stereo in central London was fine on the surface but was lost
underwater, the radio signal failing to penetrate the depths.
Leaving aside the special tests, the unit was tried with avariety of
tapes, and found to give astrong well-balanced sound with good
clarity and predictably strong stereo effect. It could play extremely
loud — almost dangerously so, Isuspect— and high volume levels
should not be used indiscriminately. In contrast to some of the
simpler and earlier Walkmans which used abelt drive from motor to
transport capstan, the Sports claims DD — not Direct Drive as one
might suppose but Disc Drive. Here the motor spindle rests in
frictional contact at right angles to the capstan flywheel or disc.
Power transfer is effected by arubber facing on the disc, and an
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extraordinary resistance to wow arising from acceleration or
movement of the player is thus conferred. Wow is in fact aparameter
which varies greatly between different models of this portable type. I
found the normal wow level of the earlier Walkmans — around 0.6%
DIN Pk— barely adequate with some program, and was pleased to
find that here it had been reduced to inaudible levels, both as regards
moving and static conditions.
The player was non- Dolby but seemed none the worse for the
omission, and experience with anumber of other players has led me
to wonder whether it is in fact aworthwhile inclusion. If atape
sounds bright due to Dolby- B encoding, setting the replay switch to
'chrome' before playing helps to redress the balance.
Using the FM stereo facility, some care was needed with the
position of the player and the orientation of the earphones lead, as
the latter forms the aerial. This done, the stereo was impressive
particularly at higher volume levels, while at very low levels in quiet
surroundings some mild background hiss was apparent on both tape
and radio settings.
The addition of the rugged external casing and watertight seals
means that this is amore chunky and substantial model than
previously encountered, and by all appearances it should survive
hard use. The controls are well thought out, and it feels well built. All
in all Iliked it and can recommend the Sports even if you take it no
further than your bath or shower!
NB These new style headphones are expected to retail as separate
items soon, type MDR- E252 NUDE.!

Technical Details:
Battery life:
9hours for 2penlight AA alkaline cells 3V ( better
than average)
(large battery pack 60 hours or AC adaptor)
Weight:
370gm
2x20mW
Output:
Response:
40Hz-15kHz metal
40Hz-12kHz normal
Wow and flutter:
0.25% DIN Pk.
FM:
88-108MHz stereo/mono
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HIGH
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AMPS

rOL OWING

MARTIN COLLOMS
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ON FROM LAST MONTH'S batch of moderately
priced integrated amplifiers costing under the £200 mark, a
batch of recently introduced, more advanced models has
been chosen for this project. Amongst the integrated
mo , the new Mission 778 ( Mission Cambridge) represents the UK
contribution (£240), The Harman Kardon PM650 combines Japanese
and American design (£250), while the two European contenders are
the Tandberg TIA 3012 (£500.) and the Revox B251 (£900 plus £45
remote controller). All four models have moving-coil as well as
moving- magnet input facilities.
Two separates complete the survey, comprising along overdue
report on the Burmester 785 preamp (£800), as well as alook at
another new UK model, the powerhouse P128 from Sugden, adual
'monoblock' power amplifier. (£395)
A surprising result that emerged from last month's survey was just
how good some of the cheaper amplifiers could be. In particular, it
will be very hard to ignore the high sandards set by the Naim NAIT
and the Linn Linnk m-cequaliser when assessing any future group of
amplifier models. Within its modest dynamic range limits the NAIT is
clearly avaluable yardstick, and inevitably becomes areference for

the lower price category.
As before, each model was subjected to atest programme
designed to establish the basic performance and accuracy, as well as
exploring some of the more subtle factors often missing from
specifications, but which may also influence sound quality. Power
and other parameters such as noise and distortion are scaled in dB to
improve the mental correlation between hearing response and
numerical data: dBs are tidy and suit awide dynamic range system
like the human ear, thereby removing asuccession of confusing, as
well as error-prone, zeros and decimal points from the data tables.
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For reference, the OdB power level is equivalent to 1watt/8 ohms,
with 20dBW as the standard 100W pointer; 200W to 23dbW — yes, it
really is only 3dB louder! And almost all decent-sized amplifiers fall
into asurprisingly narrow 17-23dBW power range.
One can take power ratings too seriously; what actually makes
more sense is how an amplifier's power is delivered. A typical
multi-way loudspeaker system may represent acomplex reactive
load with an instantaneous impedance well below 8ohms, so an
amplifier only designed to drive an 8ohm resistor can be agreat
disappointment in the ' real world'. Let us suppose that agiven
amplifier is designed to produce an apparently healthy 100W of
power into both 8and 4ohm loads. This implies that its peak current
capability before any protection cuts in is 5amps. The output level of
20dBW for 8ohms falls to 17dBW for 4ohms and just 14dBW into 2
ohms. (These still 100W powers, but with output voltage falling with
reducing load value)
The loudspeaker is no respecter of volts and amps as amultiplied
power input, as all it can respond to is voltage level. A tricky speaker,
demanding the reactive equivalent of 2ohm peak current, will force
down the undistorted output level of our example amplifier by 6dB,
making it sound no louder than 25W. Conversely, a50W amplifier
with ample current capability may well hold its level ( 17dBW) into
such aload, and in practice will provide asound level 3dB higher
than the nominally bigger model.
We mentioned briefly in an earlier report ( Celestion SL600/
Spendor SP1 review HFN/RR May '83) that research into loudspeaker
impedance carried out under the aegis of Matti Otala* has provided
some important results for some noted loudspeakers. This work
gives further indications of the variables that are involved in
amplifier usage, and also helps explain why some designs when run
at amoderate power level with simple 8ohm speakers will perform
very well, yet will show serious subjective faults in adifferent
arrangement if run at higher sound levels.
The AES paper concerned calls into question the conventional
methods used for specifying loudspeaker impedance. Traditionally
the speaker is usually fed avery small constant-current signal, often
via aconvenient high resistor of 2/k-ohms or so. The test signal
comprises asingle sinewave frequency swept slowly over the audio
range, 20Hz to 20kHz, while the voltage across the speaker terminals
is measured using agraph recorder. A phase meter may also be
connected, to plot the phase angle and thus record the reactive

(capacitance or inductive) contribution over the same range. In
theory aspeaker should present anominally uniform resistive 8ohm
load to an amplifier, resistive meaning that the power input, the
product of volts and amps delivered by the amplifier, has apower
factor of unity, aterm that simply denotes that the volts and amps
move together, or ' in phase', and that by implication one does not
* 'Input current requirements of high-quality loudspeaker systems'. Ilpo
Martikainen and An Varla with Matti Otala. AES 73rd Convention Paper, March
1983.
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LUXYI

A

DEDICATED

PURE
See the pure, white picture below?
Please empty adirty ashtray over it.
You'll have soiled it just as effectively as inferior
audio equipment soils the quality of the music it plays.
Now, please visit your nearest Luxman dealer.
Ask him to let you hear the latest range of
Luxman Hi Fi equipment.

TO

AUDIO
He won't be able to.
That's because with Luxman you hear the music,
and not the equipment.
And that's because Luxman Hi Fi is so free of the
impurities that mar the performance of ordinary Hi Fi.
So if you're dedicated to pure music, you now
know who's dedicated to pure audio.

- .1.111111re,

-.1ST4

Pictured above: from Luxman's new 200 Series, the L23
.0 63 watts per channel Amplifier with matching
T230 Digitally Synthesized Tuner and K250 Three Head Cassette Deck featuring Dolby Band C Noise Reduction.
For full details of the Luxman range write to HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-607 2717

Ifyou can't tell whether it's aBechsi
When afamous concert pianist insists
on aBechstein rather than aSteinway (or
vice versa), we think you should hear why.
So it's not enough for our speakers to
get apiano to sound like apiano.
We've removed all traces of distortion
that would blur the differences between
one famous piano make and another.
Such attention to accuracy has made us

the leaders in modern loudspeaker desig
By using a laser beam to produ(
holograms of acone in action.
By using cumulative resonance spect
to provide athree dimensional plotting
the sounds aspeaker shouldn't make.
And by evolving these two techniqu
into something even more sophisticate
namely ascanned laser plot.

or aSteinway, it isn't aWharfedale.
Not surprisingly, our research calls for
.w ways of making speaker components.
)
we make most of them ourselves.
The result of our efforts is not only
.tter sounding speakers, but also better
lue than you'll find elsewhere.
The best example is our new Laser
nge. Four speakers that share the same
.ndsome design shown here.

But even the least expensive of them
will play back the differences between
concert grands costing thousands.
That's why you will hear the world's
most famous instruments, when you listen
to Britain's most famous speakers.
Wharfedale Loudspeakers. Highfield
Road, Idle, Bradford, Yorkshire. Telephone
(0274) 611131.

Why is precision away of life
at Revox?
Revox equipment presents much more
than meets the eye. Behind the
attractively functional exterior lies not
only amasterpiece of technology, but
also awhole philosophy. The Revox
total devotion to perfection. Revox has
created areputation for quality,
reliability, innovation, precision and
design flair that is the envy of the audio
world.
In product development and
manufacture, Revox simply does not
compromise. Which means that the
customer receives the very best that
money can buy. A Revox audio unit is
an enduring investment that will pay
sound dividends for very many years.
As existing Revox owners will readily
testify.
All Revox components and
assemblies undergo the most stringent
test procedures, and new features are
only adopted after their practical worth
has been thoroughly proven. Revox
products are manufactured alongside
one pf the most tried, tested and trusted
ranges of professional recording

equipment available in the world
-Studer - and the same optimum
standards of manufacture and reliability
apply.
Mechanics of tape handling have
been learned from the professional side
and applied to acassette transport of
European design. Two direct-drive
quartz-locked capstan motors and two
spooling motors guarantee smooth tape
motion and all controls are cleaz logical
and precise. The B710 Mkil allows the
enthusiast to realise the full enjoyment
of his musical taste.
For more details about the B710
MIX and the rest of the Revox range, just
send in the coupon.

Dedicated to excellence.

FWO Bauch Limited, 49 Theobald Street, Borehamwood, Herts., WD6 4RZ

Name

Post Code

Address

Telephone

R EVOX

lead or lag the other by any phase angle.
beyond (sometimes rather conservative) design limits for linear
Capacitors and inductors are reactive as opposed to resistive
diaphragm excursion and magnet/coil throw. At the extremes of
electrical components, and have apower factor that is much less
motor coil excursion the effective flux falls off rapidly, this
than unity and which imposes aphase shift between the voltage
nonlinearity producing the effect of much reduced instantaneous
applied and the current drawn. The greater the reactive effect the
system damping under heavy drive. And as mentioned earlier, low
more the amplifier is likely to be embarrassed, because essentially it
resonance damping increases the negative current demand.
is happiest with plain resistors. Reactive currents increase losses in
These two high level factors when considered with the lower level
the output stage and tend to produce excessive heating, and the
transient impedance results, indicate that amplifiers need to be
reative current is often wrongly assessed in the protection circuit as a assessed for peak current capacity as well as 8ohm power
true power demand, causing the protection to operate prematurely
equivalent level, and that analysis of linearity under these current
at alevel well below full power. In addition, the reactive current
extremes may prove rewarding. Our target standards for loop
phase shift may impair amplifier stability, adding to shifts present in
resistance to speakers, including internal wiring, quality of
the negative feedback system and degrading many factors, including
connectors binding posts at both speaker and amplifier, plus internal
recovery times and distortion.
amplifier contacts— relays, switches, headphone mute circuit, etc —
Real loudspeakers, even asingle moving-coil drive unit without a
as well as cable resistance, will all need revision if these are not to
crossover, exhibit reactive characteristics and deviate strongly in
.
represent significant unwanted variables in the amplifier-speaker
places from the 8ohm resistive ideal. For asealed box or infinite
interface.
baffle system the loading runs through alarge inductance of around
With 2ohms as aperfectly plausible minimum dynamic
60mH at low frequencies, with ahigh value resistor of, say, 40 ohms
impedance, especially under peak program drive, the total loop
at system resonance, becoming alarge capacitor of 200mF. In the
connecting resistance should not exceed 0.5 ohms. This is not too
midband the resistance of the motor coil reasserts itself at 6ohms,
easy to achieve, requiring that care is taken in design as well as
while at higher frequencies the motor coil inductance becomes the
expenditure made on copper. The audiophile's subjective preference
main factor at avalue of around 0.5mH.
for thick cable and straight line connectors with solid screw-down
However, the real problems begin when multiway systems are
binding posts would seem to have some justification in engineering
involved. Taking athree-way as an example, we might have abass
reality.
unit working to 500Hz, amid from 500Hz to 3kHz and an HF unit
beyond.
Mission Cambridge 778
According to classical theory the system should present aconstant
input resistance throughout the frequency range, but in practice this
Having indulged in some rather costly separate component
is marred by the reactive effects at the low frequency system
amplifiers over the years, Mission, under the name ' Mission
resonance. From the impedance curve, the loading on an amplifier
Cambridge', have now produced acomparatively inexpensive and
might look reasonably benign, but this may not, in fact, be the case,
surprisingly compact integrated model.
the fault lying in the use of asingle steady-state tone for analysis
This plays akey role in the company's objective to produce a
rather than amore music- related transient signal. The analysis must
complete high fidelity disc playing system for under £500. Intended
also be continued over aperiod of time sufficient to encompass the
to include aMission cartridge, tonearm, turntable, amplifier and
whole transient response.
speakers, this objective has recently been achieved by the company.
A step input moving from anominal level of '- 1' to '+ 1' and
While this is quite asubstantial amplifier in its own right, it does
remaining there for ashort interval (aheavy bass transient for
have one particularly interesting feature. A high power multi-pin
example), shows that on removal of the transient (
ie, back to the — 1
socket is located at one side, and an optional unit may be added here
level), aspeaker can generate anegative current which, under worst
at alater date containing amuch enhanced power supply to boost
case timing, can be in the region of — 2to — 3units; this, in asense, is
the current and storage capacity of the existing amplifier, should
the recoil of the low frequency tuned moving system. For the same
such an upgrade be desired. This model breaks new ground among
transient input aresistor would draw + 1and — 1current units, while
UK designs in its price cate9ory in another respect, by offering a
the speaker draws + 1and from — 2to — 3current units. Already the
substantial output stage using MOSFET output devices.
speaker can look two to three times smaller electrically than the
resistor.
If we now add the effect of afaster, negative-directed midrange
music transient, which happens to appear during the negative
current swing generated by the bass section, the midrange unit in the
system will draw its own negative current swing according to its
directed signal. The mid contribution can sum with the already
excessive bass negative transient to produce amomentary peak
current of — 3to — 4units (for an 8ohm system.) It is therefore not
inconceivable that awider range transient might also energise the
treble register, further increasing the peak current demand. Two-way
systems can also suffer from this effect.
Interpreting the basic results, it would appear that under
broadband excitation of not particularly unusual transient timing and
structure, amoving-coil loudspeaker system can draw peak currents
well in excess of that predicted by aconventional impedance graph.
With atypical system possessing reasonable damping at low
frequencies ( poorer damped systems draw higher overshoot
currents) one can anticipate apeak demand of three times that for an
8ohm resistor ie, the 8ohm speaker's minimum impedance looks
A fashionable ' straight line' design, the 778 has no tone controls,
more like 2.7 ohms, and for a4ohm model the picture may be poorer
still.
'loudness' or filters. Likewise balance, mode, and other inessential
features have been omitted. It does, however, have arear panel link
Otala's examples include the Yamaha NS1000, which is awell
plug which may be removed to allow interconnection of electronic
damped sealed- box system; analysed with adouble transient signal,
crossovers and the like between pre and power amplifier. (And if
it was found to draw apeak current corresponding to aload of 2.22
desired an equaliser could be fitted.)
ohms. A respected monitor system from Norway gave similar
On the input side it can cater for both moving- magnet and
results, while an early version of the Linn Sara, known in the trade as
a 'difficult' load, justified its reputation with atransient impedance of
moving-coil cartridges ( one set of terminals with amoveable plug to
change the facility), plus tuner, tape and CD. A asecond selector
just 1.5 ohms. ( No wonder it was also reputed to be sensitive to
switch responsible for Record Out is controlled independently of the
speaker cable differences, which it should be able to differentiate on
loop resistance alone!)
main signal passing through the amplifier, and an 'off' position
removes any connected ancillary from the signal path. At the rear,
To this increased range of required output currents, more of which
awkwardly located high power binding posts are used for speaker
may be demanded from amodern amplifier driven more often to
connection, while the remaining sockets are phonos. The stereo/
peak power and even into clipping overload on wide dynamic range
mono switch is also present here. The rear panel is conveniently
digital program, we have to add the problems of nonlinearities in
fitted to ahorizontal ledge, making connections easy, albeit at the
speaker system operation. Two factors are worth noting here. The
expense of cable neatness.
cored inductors in crossovers operated at high peak currents become
Scanning the specification, the unit is rated at 17dBW continuous,
more non-linear approaching saturation — afeature which comes on
20Hz to 20kHz both channels driven. On peaks aprogram delivery of
very rapidly. The onset of saturation means that the core magnetc
18 to 19dBW is to be expected, and apeak current rating of 20 amps
flux no longer rises with applied current and the component ceases
is apromising indication of load tolerance. Distortion is claimed as
to be an inductor. Parallel crossover inductors in shunt networks
typically — 75dB. Used as apreamplifier section only, it can deliver up
become momentary short circuits, while series inductors, as used in
to 10 volts output with distortion levels below — 80dB. The remaining
low-pass sections, revert to low value resistors, momentarily
specifications follow good audio design practice.
reducing their designed impedance by 2to 3times. Thus while a
given speaker/amp combination might behave quite well to acertain
level, things can deteriorate very rapidly above that point, with a
cumulative impedance breakdown on peaky transients.
Another factor is motor nonlinearity in moving-coil drivers under
heavy drive. With the bigger amplifiers, speakers are often driven
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Technical details
The auxiliary power supply facility has been noted, while the main
on-board supply employs asmall toroidal transformer feeding
6800µF reservoirs shared for the two channels. A separate supply is
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The NEW horn-loaded
loudspeaker system
from Tannoy

...the Japanese say so!
With the Westminster we set out to produce
the finest loudspeaker you can buy.
We took our renowned 15" Dual Concentric
drive unit and around it we built the optimum
cabinet design— acompound horn enclosure.
The combination of straight front horn and
rear folded horn increases the radiating area
of the drive unit by 21
/ times, giving anew life
2
and ' presence' to recorded music. With the
Tannoy Westminster, the overwhelming
sensation is of actually being there.
The excellence of the Westminster has even
been recognised in Japan. The prestigious
Japanese audio magazine ' Stereo Sound'
recently conferred their ' Golden Sound'
award for the best new audio component on
the Westminster.

Perspective drawing showing details of
Westminster folded horn construction

Visit one of our specialist Westminster
dealers and hear the Westminster
difference for yourself.
The Music Room
221 St. Vincent Street,
Glasgow. Tel: 041 221 2527
Fanthorpes
Hepwca-ths Arcade, Silver Street, Hull,
Humberside. Tel: 0482 223096
K.J. Leisuresound
48, Wigmore Street, London, WI
Tel: 01-486 8263
Midland HiFi
Royal London Buildings, Wulfrana
Street, Wolverhampton, West Midlands.
Tel: 0902 771774

Brinaincr Music Back to Life

double regulated to provide the 30V rail employed for the lower level
signal stages.
Starting at the moving-coil input, the loading here can be varied to
suit different cartridges. The m-camplifier is single-ended at the
input, using an array of four paralleled low noise transistors with a
constant-current load output. Input impedance is nominally 120
ohms, 6.8nF, and the signal then joins the normal moving- magnet
line ( 47k+150pF). The amplifier/RIAA equaliser is aconventional
four-transistor circuit with adifferential input and constant current
load output; single stage feedback equalisation is employed.
Unusually all the line inputs have rather low 15k-ohm terminations, and at this stage these signals join the equalised line at the
selector switch. A 50k-ohm volume-control leads to the line
amplifier, which comprises athree-transistor stage, again with a
constant current load.
Finally we come to the power amplifier, adirect-coupled
complementary design with alow 19dB of overall negative feedback.
2SK 135/2SJ50 power FETs are fitted, their operating areas such that
no protection is required bar supply fuses. Under drive it will
withstand acrowbar short circuit for some time until the fuse blows!
The power amp circuit follows full complementary symmetry from
input to output. Used as adirect power amp bypassing the preamp,
0.7V input is sufficient to generate full power, while input impedance
measured 23k-ohms, which is low enough for direct feed from aCD
player via apassive 10k volume control.
Examination of the interior revealed avery high standard of
construction, with fine components and high rigidity using doublesided military grade boards. External finish was also very good.

Its unusual facilities ( or perhaps more accurately alack of frivolous
extras), plus auseful combination of input facilities means that the
prospective purchaser should give careful consideration to the level
and matching of the ancillary cartridge and speakers.
Summing up, it seems to me that it is quite an achievement to
produce afine quality, high dynamic range amplifier with good
sounding moving-coil facilities at such areasonable price. Even
more surprising, perhaps, is its entirely British manufacture. The
Mission Cambridge 778 is clearly amodel that must be tried.

Tandberg TIA 3012
The 'Tandberg Integrated Amplifier' number 3012 is a20dBW ( 100W)
per channel device, attractively styled in aslimline case with very
clear legends. It costs around the £515 mark, is comprehensively
equipped, and in asense represents an attempt to provide the
performance standard of the established 3000 series of pre- and
power amplifier separates in amore economical package.
Surveying the front panel, and reading from the left, we have the
power switch and indicator, followed by the headphone jack socket.
Speaker switching offers 'off', 'A', ' B' and 'A+ B' combinations. Peak
clipping indicators are provided for left and right channels. The bass
and treble controls are versatile, with 100Hz and 200Hz turnover
points for the bass and 3kHz and 6kHz in the treble, and they can be
bypassed altogether by the defeat switch. A loudness button is
present ( for what it's worth).

Sound quality
This was clearly astrong performer. Not perfect of course, but the
778 was still sufficiently good to raise doubts over the musical
superiority of the more expensive 777/776 combination, the 778's
strength seemingly associated with marked advances in preamp
performance.
Fed CD program, the sound was characterised by asweet, neutral
balance, with good clarity, detail and depth. The bass was powerful
and well extended, if slightly softened in terms of percussive attack.
The stereo 'focus' was only slightly behind that of our costly
references, while the mid was very pleasant and the treble quality
judged to be well above average.
Via disc ( m-m) the sound quality was almost as good, with slightly
less stereo precision, but the musical mid and treble were still in
evidence. Switching over to the moving-coil input the deterioration
was minimal, and the easy musical quality was confidently
maintained.
Much higher levels were possible than the rated 17dBW output
with Spendor SP1s and it fought off the more difficult speaker
loading successfully, though with some reduction in peak loudness.

Lab report
This amplifier showed evidence of aparticular design approach,
namely high peak power at the expense of the continuous ratings.
This makes sense in program terms, but the 778 still showed some
reticence in driving awkward loads to full level. Since protection was
not afactor here, it would suggest that the output characteristic
became alittle ' soft' towards full power.
While the continuous ratings were around 17.6dBW, the peak
rating was rather higher at 20dBW. A 1.8dB fall into 4ohms is still
well above specification, but by 2ohms the total fall approached
4.5dB. Against the specification, in all fairness, this could be viewed
as just a1.5dB loss.
One can regard this either as aload tolerant 50W amplifier, or
alternatively as amore load sensitive 100W model according to your
standpoint. Transient recovery was rapid, and slew factor fine, while
at a10W output, the output impedance could be considered
negligible.
Total harmonic distortion was quite satisfactory and only alittle
poorer at high frequencies, typically measuring — 75dB. The two-tone
intermodulation test gave somewhat below average results, though
these were still quite reasonable, while on noise intermodulation the
figures became poorer towards full power. The 8ohms plus 2pF load
was not handled particularly well, with some premature reduction in
level.
Disc overloads were fine, though the digital disc input was rather
sensitive at 18mV IHF in view of the 2V delivery of most players.
Moving-coil sensivity was sufficient for low output types, this high
gain reflected by only average results for m-cnoise. Noise levels,
however, were satisfactory for other inputs. Stereo separation held
up well, though the balancing of the volume control could have been
better, and DC offsets were higher than I
would have liked to see,
measuring 60mV or so.
The disc equalisation followed the IEC rolloff and met 0.3dB limits,
rolling off at high frequencies to — 16dB, 100kHz. The aux frequency
response was + 0, — 0.5dB 10Hz to 15kHz, falling to — 0.8dB at 20kHz.

Technical details
Though requested, no circuit details were provided in time for the
review. However, from the construction, this amplifier is clearly built
to afine, almost professional, standard.
Energised by amassive low- profile transformer, the power
amplifier output is direct-coupled complementary, employing high
current Hitachi output devices. The case is elegantly constructed to
provide good through-flow ventilation for the centrally mounted heat
dissipators.

Sound quality
Auditioning commenced with digital program feeding the CD line
input. Initial results were pretty good, and the standard attained was
considered to be not too far out of touch with the price and
build-quality equation. Minor criticisms were made concerning a
'softer' and less controlled effect in the bass, with amild loss of
spatial accuracy and depth in stereo images. It also seemed less able
than some to separate solo instrumental lines from the backing, but
this was only noticed after reference to more costly alternatives. Via
the m- m disc input, the effect was one of slight ' hardness' and
'forwardness', with good clarity; vocal lines sounded atrifle 'thin'
tonally, while the treble was atouch 'electronic'. The bass was again
of good depth and power but sounded slightly ' soft'.
The moving-coil input was less well favoured. Compared with the
m- m, afurther loss of bass definition was evident, while stereo
images were less well focused, and aloss of both ambient detail and
transparent attack was felt during the auditioning.
The amplifier sounded powerful enough into the standard speaker
loads, providing aloud delivery. More taxing loads gave rise to
increasing subjective ' hardness'.

Lab report

Conclusion
This compact amplifier can produce high peak sound levels into easy
loads. Rescaling it to a17dBW model, it then carries on to drive more
difficult loads as well, but either way, it performs well for the price,
delivering above average sound quality.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Separate signal selectors are provided for ' record out' ( including
tape to tape dubbing) as well as for normal source selection, with the
following options: phono ( m-cor m- m but not both simultaneously),
tuner, tape 1tape 2and digital disc. The balance control is concentric
with the volume control.
At the rear all signal socketry is phono, while the speakers are
linked via 4mm socket/binding posts ( note that the sockets have little
removable caps.) Two mains outlets of the unshuttered type, have
been plugged for safety, and mains input is via a2pin Continental
socket fitted to the lead.
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Capable of agenerous output, the Tandberg will cruise on easy
program into 8ohm loads at 22dBW, with 20dBW avalid figure over
the whole bandwidth using more difficult speakers. Current limiters
(a fast-acting trip) prevented exploration of the 8ohms plus 2pF
79

output, which was limited to just 11.2dBW, hinting strongly that
electrostatic loudspeakers may not be well suited.
The amplifier showed signs that it was not too happy in clip, or
when heavily loaded; for example, the clipping was asymmetric into
2ohms, where the 14.8dBW level developed was over 7dB less than
the 8ohms pulsed result. Conversely, the recovery time was very
fast, and the slew factor beyond my measurement limit.
The output impedance was negligible even at 20kHz, while total
harmonic distortion was also very low via all inputs, levels and
frequencies tested, sufficient to be judged negligible. High frequency
intermodulation tests were well handled, but the amplifier came
unstuck on the reactive load portion of the noise intermodulation
sectors. Even at afew watts RMS, the trip operated on this transient
noise signal.
Via pickup, the overload margins were exemplary, and input
sensitivities were as specified. In view of the higher sensitivities, noise
levels were pretty good, and channel balance and separation were
well maintained. The RIAA equalisation followed IEC practice with a
rolloff at 20Hz, the rest of the curve appearing respectably accurate,
with rolloff above 50kHz. DC offset at the speaker terminals was held
to arespectably low level.

Conclusion
While the TIA 3012 undeniably gave agenerally good performance,
its achievements at £500 must be set against the fine subjective
attainments of other, less expensive, models.
It is powerful, yet at the same time some doubts exist concerning
its ability to handle practical 4ohm-rated speaker systems. Finish
and construction were to ahigh standard, which must be included in
the value equation, but on straight value for money criteria, the
design is atrifle expensive, albeit sufficiently capable to warrant
serious consideration.

Revox B251
At close on £900, the B251 is one of the most powerful and costly
integrated amplifiers ever built. It represents atriumph of system
engineering, microprocessors and digital memories being harnessed
to provide extremely versatile signal handling. Every input and
output in this comprehensively equipped design may be precisely
matched for level and sensitivity, and these pre-programmed
settings are stored in anon-volatile ( permanent even when switched
off) digital memory. Complementing this highly organised system,
there is an optional infra-red remote control which allows command
of most of the front panel functions.
This amplifier forms part of the forthcoming Revox system, which
also comprises the new 200 series tuner and Revox' CD player. The
same infra-red control unit will operate all this equipment. The
open-reel B77 tape deck, plus their cassette deck and analogue
turntable, can all be controlled from the B251 via small adaptors. The
entire Revox line therefore falls under one command. This integrated
approach contrasts interestingly with that of B&O, whose
corresponding system uses alarge receiver as the control centre
under the command of the remote control: here subsidiary units are

energised via asimple digital ' bus' or communication link to the
receiver, and without the latter the remote control is ruled out. This is
probably amore economical approach, but the Revox format will
offer the greatest flexibility in terms of individually purchased units.
In reviewing the B251, my approach to the product proved to be a
thorny problem. Was it intended to be acostly audiophile unit with
tacked-on fashionable consumer appeal? Or was it merely aversatile
consumer dreadnought following in the established Revox tradition?
Moreover, what type of customer was likely to buy it? A purist might
be suspicious of the multiplicity of functions offered. Possibly the
most likely customer is an already satisfied Revox owner
appreciative of the conveniences provided, or perhaps someone like
aQuad owner wanting to move upmarket in convenience and power.
As it happens these latter suppositions appeared to be borne out
quite neatly by the results obtained during testing.
A brief rundown of the specification is revealing of the capabilities
of the B251. At around 22dBW (approx. 150W/8 ohms), it is certainly
powerful, while the power spec. also covers 4ohm loads. For
program peaks, the output level is claimed to be maintained into the
go

lower impedance, which bodes well for the load tolerance. Two sets
of speakers may be connected, used separately or together, or they
may be switched out, leaving the headphone socket with its separate
level control.
Seven signal sources may be connected in addition to an external
graphic equaliser if desired ( parametric or 1
/2
octave type perhaps).
The line level inputs, labelled tuner, tape, auxiliary, CD, tape 1and
tape 2, all have sensitivity settings variable from 1.6mV to 2.3V.
Moving-magnet covers a1.6mV to 23mV sensitivity range, with a
47k-ohm input impedance and parallel capacitances variable from 68
to 400pF. The moving-coil input ranges from 1001.1V to 1.2mV
sensitivity, with a100 ohms resistive input impedance.
Outputs include tape 1and 2, variable from 100mV to 1.7V, plus
tape copy (fixed 500mV nominal), external filter, and headphones.
Almost any conceivable audio component can be matched
successfully with the 251!
Tone controls can be switched into circuit, providing maximum cut
and boost at 30Hz (+ 12, — 12dB) and at 15kHz (± 7dB). An 18Hz,
18dB/octave subsonic filter is also available, and may be assigned via
amemory entry to any source input as required. The switch-on
volume level of both pairs of speaker outlets may be separately
programmed to come on at apreset level.
The description would not, however, be complete without mention
of the LCD back- lit two channel power/level indicator. This widerange true peak-reading meter has many functions, these
automatically set during the various operating modes. Normally it
acts as astereo power output meter, but may also be used as a
program meter for accurate monitoring of record level output.
Selected automatically, other scales provide the calibration for input
sensitivity as well as output level programming and channel balance.
While it would take some time to set up this amplifier, once done
many of the minor annoyances incurred when running acomplex
system with numerous ancillaries would be removed. Record/replay
levels would always be right, and all sources would play at
approximately the right level, over adecent range of volume control
travel.

Technical details
Internal examination gave the reason for this unit's unexpected light
weight. The interior is dominated by alarge array of heat fin
dissipators and no mains transformer— the major weight factor
involved in most amplifiers —is visible. The B251 dispenses with this
component by employing the off-line converter technique, whereby
the mains supply part is contained in an isolated section, and is
directly rectified to around 360V DC, being stored in alarge reservoir
capacitor. This raw power feeds ahigh frequency power oscillator
running at 23kHz (which needs very careful screening to prevent it
from entering the audio circuits). This oscillator drives asmall high
frequency transformer, which for the same power rating may be
many times smaller than that required at the mains frequency of
50Hz. Multiple supply rails are generated for the various sections of
the amplifier, and for the most part are subject to regulation and
stabilisation.
The power amplifier section is compact, with short link
connections from transistors to the boards, achieved by using alarge
single heat pipe to couple both power amp channels to the one
heat dissipator. A direct-coupled complementary design with full
symmetry right from the input, the power stages employ atotal of six
output transistors per channel to improve the current capacity.
Despite this, electronic protection is also fitted, of the type which
chops out the signal to the driver transistors on output over-current.
The operating area of this protection is crucial to the adverse
load-handling capcity, and it was hoped that Revox would have
provided sufficient margin here.
The heart of the amplifier is the microprocessor-controlled gain
and volume controls. Here volume and gain settings are stored as
digital numbers, and translated into analogue factors via DIA (digital
to analogue) converters arranged in the feedback paths of the
various gain amplifiers. By this means awide operating range is
attained with converter nonlinearities partially suppressed by
negative feedback.
Following the m-chead amplifier (afairly simple push-pull stage
using two pairs of parallel-connected low- noise transistors and an
integrated circuit output buffer), the signal is led to the RIAA
equaliser, comprising adiscrete op-amp circuit. The moving-magnet
signal is separately amplified in an input buffer, using adifferential
FET input circuit.
Every other input is also equipped with its own buffer amplifier to
provide conditioned drive to the FET type series-parallel electronic
selector switches. IC amplifiers are extensively used for record level
and output buffering, while the signal paths are highly convoluted as
well as fed via anumber of unbypassed electrolytic capacitors.
The signal after equalisation (astandard single-stage feedback
configuration with IEC bass rolloff of — 3dB, 20Fiz) passes through the
tone control amplifier, whose frequency shifting action may be
cancelled but not bypassed. The digitally controlled active volume
control follows, finally leading to the power amplifier, the latter
having dynamic biasing to minimise crossover distortion and to
maintain alow quiescent current. An idea of its complexity may be
gained from the transistor count for one power amp channel alone: a
rather high 48. As far as complexity and component count is
concerned the customer undoubtedly gets value for money!

Sound quality
Icannot avoid the truth, painful though it is. The B251 just did not
sound like £900's of audiophile amplifier, my first reactions being
that my audio system had taken astep backwards in time, of several
years at least.
Looking at the positive features first, on normal speaker loads this
amp seemed graceful and effortless in its power delivery, was hard
to clip and also sounded clean enough when momentarily clipped.
No trouble of any kind was experienced, such as overload, noise or
hum, with the wide variety of signal sources we tried.
However, although it was reasonably balanced in atonal sense,
the sound produced by this amplifier was remarkably bland,
particularly via digital program. There was anoticeable loss of stereo
depth, and aworrying proportion of dynamic information, both of
impact and ' excitement', was lacking. Some masking of finer detail
was also apparent in the midrange, while the bass register appeared
'defocussed' and 'softened', as well as less articulate and 'tuneful'.
Via disc ( m- m) the treble register came in for additional criticism,
showing a 'thin' and mildly ' leaden' quality. Tambourine and small
bells did not seem to ring properly with the usual open sparkle, while
some vocal sibilance was heard. Via m-caslight further loss of
expression and detail was noted.
Bluntly, this sound quality is more reminiscent of models less well
equipped and less powerful, but costing in the region of £300 to
£400, not the elevated £900 we are considering here.

cycles of 1kHz separated by 0.5 second rests, which is intended to
simulate musical peak transients.
With the ' 650 selling at the £250 level, what do you get for the
money? Well, in addition to the 18dBW highly load-tolerant basic
output, the unit also includes amoving-coil head amplifier, switched
on the front panel, and two turntables ( m- m and m-c) may thus be
used. The moving- magnet input has avariable capacitance option,
also on the front panel, while other facilities include two sets of
speaker outputs, which can be energised either independently or in

Lab results
While this amplifier did produce aconsiderable output of over
21dBW into reasonable loads and over awide frequency range,
continuing to fire up a4ohm resistor to almost the same level ( over
220W of heating power per channel), it was just not designed to cope
with reactive loading.
For example, the 80 + 2pF test ( a4ohm reactive load) brought
down the output level by amassive 10dB, and likewise on pulses the
2ohm load level fell by 9dB compared with the 8ohm output.
Despite its specification, these suggest that real 4ohm speakers
cannot be driven to full level without premature current clipping.
Conversely, however, slew factors and recovery were fine, while the
output impedance was negligible, and likewise the measured total
harmonic distortion throughout the power and frequency range.
Crossover effects were also well controlled. The two-tone IM results
were good, but the amplifier was less happy on the music-equivalent
/2
1
octave noise signal. Here the reactive loading was disastrous at
peak power ( only 20W or so RMS), and still showed impairment at a
reduced 10dB power level.
Careful, conservative, design was reflected by the input- related
results. Input overload margins were fine, the sensitivities versatile,
as discussed previously, while noise levels were exceptionally low.
Stereo channel separation was also very good throughout the range.
Every other parameter worked to spec, inspiring confidence in the
constructional quality.

Conclusion
Whether or not you consider purchasing this sophisticated ' system'
amplifier with its optional remote control, will depend on whether
you feel that you are committed to sound quality first and foremost,
pursuing stereo depth, transparency and subjective involvement
above all other considerations, or, alternatively, whether you regard
reproduced music as aless ' intense' hobby. If you fall into the latter
category, you like tape recordings, and have the taste for other Revox
equipment such as the cassette and open- reel machines, the B251
should be worth considering, as it does most things it claims with
commendable Swiss accuracy and precision.
However, for the audiophile Ifeel it lacks character, and
somewhere in its complex stages the life and immediacy of good
program becomes diluted. In addition, it was clearly not very happy
with more demanding multi-way speakers of 6ohms or less, and
both NS1000s and Linn Saras could not be powered to rated
program power on broadband material. Personally, Iwas
disappointed with the sound of such an apparently prestigious
product.

Harman liardon PM650
This unit demonstrates the input of Matti Otala's professional advice,
and Harman Kardon are firmly flying the high peak current banner
for their new amplifier range. The 650 forms its key component, and
is built in Japan by Silver ( part of the parent company), to aspecial
set of load-tolerant parameters.
HK show an up-to-date knowledge of reactive load demands, and
make extensive use of comparative data to show how their designs
maintain strong voltage-source output level, regardless of loading.
Carefully specified, HK have stated in apress release that while this
model is rated at a17dBW ( 50W 8ohm) level, which corresponds to a
peak current of 3.5 amps, in fact it is possible for the amplifier to
sustain its output level up to amaximum of 30 amps peak, which by
HK's data corresponds to the worst dynamic case or transient
impedance of a4ohm rated speaker ( full level of 18dBW into 1.4
ohms minimum reactive.)
No attempt has been made to supply such currents on a
continuous or FTC basis, and the test signal employed consists of 8
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unison, and which are not affected by the headphone socket. Bass
and treble controls may be bypassed by means of 'tone defeat', while
the ' mode' rotary switch covers stereo, reverse stereo and mono.
Two nearby buttons are responsible for subsonic and high frequency
cut filtering; both are 12dB/octave types, and operate at 15Hz and
6kHz respectively. Next is placed the tape output selector, followed
by the loudness button and the large volume control. Many of the
functions selected are signalled by illuminated legends on along
grey window above the controls themselves. Input selection is via a
neat row of soft touch buttons, while at the rear— the connections are
in phono, with the speaker cables appropriately joined by high power
binding posts. Styling and lettering were both simple and clean.

Technical details
Examining the interior, the build quality was good, and while several
printed circuit boards are used, the interconnecting wiring is minimal
and tidy in layout. Good quality components were in evidence, and a
long life can be expected.
Starting at the mains transformer, this is alarge, high current
component, rather larger than usually found in amodel of this rating.
It feeds separate bridge rectifiers and reservoir capacitors for each
channel, the latter chosen for their current capability rather than their
nominal capacitance A total of four 4700pF units are fitted, and
further regulators provide isolated stabilised lower voltage supply
lines for the preamp and the headamp sections.
The output is the now common bipolar transistor direct-coupled
complementary configuration. Massive Sanken 2SA1160/2SC2773
output transistors are fitted, these bolted directly to the centrally
mounted multi-finned heat dissipator.
Early stages of the preamp are relegated to ascreened separate
section mounted vertically on the right hand side of the chassis. By
this means switching and associated wiring connected with the input
stages can be located nearby and screened from power amplifier
interaction. Discrete transistor power amp circuitry is employed
throughout, and the RIAA equaliser is toleranced to high standards.

Sound quality
Judged by its sound quality and in view of the price level, the PM650
is an impressive product; most certainly, this is no ordinary
integrated amplifier.
Using digital program, the 650 was felt to be quite powerful with
excellent control. Awkward loads were driven hard without
hesitation to full level, while the bass was above average in depth,
attack and 'tune playing ability'. The mid was quite neutral, with a
decent clarity and promising discrimination of solo from chorus, and
while the treble showed amild aberration in the form of a 'feathery'
quality, this was not an 'edge' but more aslight blurring, high in the
frequency range. Stereo images were stable, well-focused and
showed apleasing depth.
Via the moving- magnet input, the sound quality changed very little
from the above, the unit therefore showing good consistency here.
Continuing to the moving-coil input, the inevitable loss incurred was
rather less than normal, and the result here was quite good. Some
loss of stereo focus and bass precision were noted via m-c, while the
delicate treble moved somewhat in the direction of less desirable
'grain', asound which can be likened to the substitution of a
cartridge with slightly poorer treble tracing and aless pleasant top
end.

Lab report
With an output typically at the 19dBW level, the PM650 was in
practice little removed from the 20dBW ( 100W) class of amplifier.
Moreover, the unit demonstrated an impressive power bandwidth to
support this contention. In accordance with its claimed load
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114 toleránce, it almost, enjoyed, the normally troublesome 8ohms plus
21IF loading at 20kHz! ( Extended drive tripped the relay after several
seconds). 4ohms gave hardly any drop in level, and 2ohms resulted
in areduction of only 1.7dB from the peak 8ohm level. In fact, the 2
ohm peak level still beat this amplifier's nominal 50W level,
indicating asurge ability of 250W per channel into 2ohms. Peak
current here was around 16 amps minimum, and even lower value
resistors would be required to draw higher currents.
It demonstrated very fast overload recovery, while the slew factor
comfortably exceeded the measurement threshold. Output
inpedances were negligible over the frequency range, and harmonic
distortion, while not exemplary, was nonetheless satisfactorily low
via all inputs and over awide frequency as well as power range.
Crossover effects were mild.
On the more important transient distortion tests, namely the high
frequency and two-tone intermodulation analysis, very good results
were obtained. The 8ohms plus 2µF figure on the 1
/2
octave noise
band was particularly good, showing that reactive load tolerance
was maintained up to high frequencies, so this model is definitely a
prime candidate for driving electrostatic loudspeakers.
Pickup overloads were ample, and sensitivities in line with normal
practice, although rather high on the CD input at 20mV for OdB IHF
output ( 1W). Noise levels were good ( note the high m-csensitivity),
while separation and balance were both fine. DC offset was
negligible, very wide frequency responses were measured, and close
tolerance equalisation. No rolloffs occurred at high frequencies on
RIAA, and I
would have preferred to see afilter at 50kHz.

Conclusion
This is avery worthy product, possessing acompetitive sound
quality — open, neutral, and demonstrating good clarity. The bass
was above average and the amplifier is clearly rather more powerful
than the spec. suggests; moreover it can sustain that generous level
with confidence into any good speaker that Iknow.
With its versatile set of facilities as well as durable construction,
this integrated amplifier is agood all-rounder, and comes well
recommended.

Burmester 785
Burmester Audiosystems is asmall audiophile company based in
Berlin. Designer and company founder Dieter Burmester professes to
arare dedication in the audio field, and in particular takes great care
over an aspect often neglected by other similarly sized organisations.
While committed to the production of the best designs he can
produce, he intends to ensure that every production unit sold meets
or betters the standards of the original review models and design
prototypes. With aliberal interpretation of their two-year guarantee,
and the obviously high standard of construction involved, a
Burmester owner can probably anticipate adecade or more of good
service from the product, even if he may have accidently misused it.
At aprice that nears £900 for apreamplifier only, it needs to offer a
top class performance in subjective sound quality, as well as
sufficient matching versatility to provide the best results from awide

fine-tuned, while aside mounted switch ( internal on the black
sample supplied) changes the moving- magnet gain from 1to 5mV
sensitivity. In practice, lmV is sufficient for the direct connection of
higher output m-cs such as the Koetsu, thus bypassing the m-c
headamp and providing possibly the best sound quality. In addition
to this gain- matching versatility, thelinput phono sockets for both
m-cand m- m are doubled up, not as one might suppose for second
cartridges, but to facilitate the fitting of arange of high quality input
matching plugs, which offer the following combinations: 47k with
56pF, 150pF, 270pF and 390pF, as well as 24k-ohms (for the Decca).
For m-cthe basic input is 1.5nF in parallel with 1k-ohm, to which
reduced resistances of 240, 100, 68, 39 and 22 ohms may be
paralleled. These may easily be added to the main input also, if this is
to be used with ahigher output m-ccartridge.
The phono sockets are marginally oversized hard silver plated
devices, as the designer feels that gold in its commercial plating
thickness is not sufficiently durable. A good shove is required to
make connection.

Technical details
The 785, as viewed as asystem, has some interesting points.
Surveying the circuit diagram, the central element is the input
selector and source/monitor switch. The subsidiary ' level' control is
followed by apowerful gain block/buffer. A low resistance passive
level control follows, placed at the final output. While loading figures
are not given, the 785 is claimed to be capable of driving long cables
as well as multiple power amp inputs. A 2dB resolution is present on
the level control stages, covering atotal of 20dB. The 22 detent
volume control is configured as afairly constant output impedance
attenuator, with steps ranging from 1dB to 3dB depending on the
setting. 1% metal film resistors are used to provide abasic channel
balance within ± 0.1dB right down to — 80dB attenuation.
Using selected high speed integrated circuits in all stages ( bar the
moving-coil input, where the commonly employed large area chip
low- noise headamp circuit is fitted), the 785 has avery clean looking
and open internal layout. In fact, the case seems pretty empty owing
to the circuit simplification and reduced component count it offers.
To achieve low input noise levels, four selected low noise
integrated circuits are used in parallel for the main phono input. RIAA
equalisation is atwo-stage affair, with the HF section then in a
position to roll off the noise and distortion from the preceding
stages. One minor weakness in the design is the monitor line, which
is afixed- level unbuffered feed from three input sources. Undue
loading, from connected equipment switched off for example, could
affect the prime signal, as could the buffered, variable level ' record
out' terminal.
Very few coupling capacitors are used and where present they are
top quality film types. The output is direct-coupled to the attenuator,
but no DC is present on this component. The constructional quality is
excellent. The power supply is adual- rail type, using afairly high
power double integrated circuit regulator with subsidiary smoothing
from aluminium and tantalum electrolytic capacitors.
Common mode rejection by the IC circuits is so strong that
separate left and right channel power supplies are not considered
necessary. At present the internal mains wiring is of good quality,
but is not shrouded, and the mains lead must always be
disconnected before removing the top cover ( does not meet the BS
standard).

Sound quality

combination of signal sources. All too often products with clean
sonic performances are flawed by clumsy interfacing as well as poor
gain matching. Finally, one must regard such an expenditure as a
sizeable investment which must be expected to endure both in
performance and appearance. Can the 785 meet these requirements?
In appearance it is sensibly conservative, and should age well as a
result. It can be ordered with three different front panel and control
finishes to aid matching furnishing schemes or ancillary equipment:
gold ( brass), chromium plated, and satin black are the options, the
latter proving the least obtrusive.
All the controls are switched, and comprise two levers and four
rotaries. Reading from left to right we have the source/tape monitor,
then the input selector providing moving-coil, moving- magnet,
tuner, plus tape 'one' and 'two'. Independent sub-gain controls for
left and right channels are next, these used to set channel balance as
required and adjust overall system gain setting. The main multi-step
switched gain or volume control comes next, with the line-up
completed by the power switch and LED indicator.
Essentially a 'straight-line' product, no tone controls or filters are
provided. The level/balance controls allow the system gain to be
84

Both after our initial trials and following extended listening over
some weeks, there seemed little doubt over the high subjective
standard offered by this unit. A key feature was undoubtedly its
unusually high levelof neutrality. It showed very little character of its
own, and compared with many less worthy contenders, it can sound
positively clinical.
Tests commenced via the line or auxiliary socket, with PCM
masters and commercial CD program. It handled the latter very well
—apromising result — so we were assured of the accuracy of the line
and control section, afinding which is less common than one might
expect.
Moving onto the phono input, both the m-cand the m- m options
were evaluated. Of the two, asmall loss in quality was noted via m-c,
this more or less inevitable regardless of apreamp's cost ( also see
Sony Esprit review, HFN/RR Oct'82). Set to lmV via m-m, aKoetsu
Black had no trouble in driving the 785 to acomfortable level, and •
with this combination ( using aZeta tonearm on arebuilt PD300) a
very fine analogue disc performance was obtained.
Descriptions of sound quality at this level tend to be platitudinous,
but Ihope they will nonetheless be of some help. A welcome feature
was the subjective ability to separate complex musical strands,
themselves disassociated from background noises, such as ticks,
swishes and LF recording rumble. The latter seemed more subdued
than normal, and were easier to ignore.
Tonally the midrange sounded accurate with precise, well-focused
vocal lines. Stereo depth was to ahigh standard with agood
measure of ambience, space and perspective on the appropriate
recording. In the bass, ataut, crisp, well defined impression was
given, with good extension and weight, and only in the treble was a
mild deviation noted — ahint of mechanical or perhaps more
accurately ' electronic' sound was heard, but this was neither
obtrusive nor fatiguing — it was just less neutral here than over the
rest of the range.
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Nobody gives you
more sound deals.
SPEAKER

Price

CELESTION DITTON 1QQ
Suitable for amps 10-40W_ 69.90
B&W DM10
Suitable for amps 10-75W 99.90
KEF CODA
Suitable for amps 10-50W_ 89.90
KEF CAR INA
Suitable for amps 15-80W_ 129.90
MISSION 700S
Suitable for amps 20-100W 119.90
MISSION 737
Suitable for amps 15-100W_ 199.90
PIONEER 363
Suitable for amps10-30W_ 59.90
"WHARFEDALE E30
Suitable for amps 15-75W _ 129.90

RADIO CASSETTES
STEREO

Price F,

TOSHIBA 170S
FM/LW/MW/SW auto
reverse radio cass. rec. _ _ 79.90
AIWA CS 600
FM/LW/ MW/SW Full auto
89.90
stop
*SANYO M7880
FM/MW/LW/SW. 3pos
amss. Metal tapa Soft
touch
119.90

RECEIVERS
JVC RK11
2x35W RMS. FM/AM
Auto qsc
SANSUI R303L
2020W RMS. FM/MW/LW
Twin speakers facility__

MUSIC CENTRES
PANASONIC SGX10
2x1OW RMS. Belt drive
auto 1/1. Slide load CID.
FM/MW/LW

99.90

IffeW111115à1
SANYO MG12
Personal stereo. Metal tape
SONY WM4
Compact lightweight unit inc
MDR1 h/phones
JVC COF2/FiD2E
Stereo cass. player inc. FM
radio pack. Dolby MRS.
Tone control and auto stop

Everything at Laskys
Interest Free*
Providing your purchases
total £250 & over.

LASKYS
GUARANTEE
AU goods are coveted by 2year
FREE guarantee on parts and labour
and lot amodest extra payment
covet can be extended to 5yea's
Plus any goods may be exchanged
within 14 days of purchase

LaskysPRICELEADER • Nobodysells abetter!

*SANSUI CP5L
2x15W FM/MW/SW/LW.
AMPS & Dolby
*SANSUI CP7L

159.90
199.90

Laskys PRICELEADER Nobody sells it better!

49.90

69.90

TURNTABLES
JVC OLA 51
Quartz direct drive. Semi
automatic
*PIONEER PLX 50
Cartridge, direct drive.
Fully automatic

99.90

69.90
79.90

Laskys PRICEL EA PER • Nobody sells abetter!

119.90

MINI SYSTEMS

TUNERS

AIWA M808
2x50YV. SAP 80 amp. SIR
80 tuner. SAC 80 CID.
SOL 80 T/T. RKC61 rack 399.00

59.90

L TheRetaililviston 01 the ladtmOke Group
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RACK SYSTEMS
JVC GR13L
30 Wreceiver, cass. deck.
Viable in LK044 rack.
229.00
JVC GRi2L
30W receiver, cass. deck,
Vtable in LK242 rack
249.00
SONY S2L
30 Wamp, tuner. Liable.
cass. deck, rack.
389.00
SANSUI IS777
55 Wamp, tuner. cass.
deck, utade in GXS1 rack._ 439.00
JVC G406L
60 Wamp, 5band graphic
indicator. Auto tune radio
tuner. Cass. deck & auto
direct drive. Viable
459.00
AI. In ¡ lock el Legates AKG
Acouscce. A L A Gart.0 9.
Acoustic Research. AIM., Ake
Aneton. BASF, Crimson. Dual.
Ft/reunion, Goldring, Goodman*.
Haile, Hitachi. Koss. Luz. Moronic.
Mae.. Pregeoka. Ortoton,
Panasonic. mama. Sanyo. Sharp.
Sanntacker. Tandberg, Toshruss.
TOK, TEK, Osad.
•
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LONDON bHOME COUNTIES
42 Tottenham Court Road. W1
257 Tottenham Coo Road. WI
7.9 Oueensway. W2
COLCHESTER 13 Trity Square
471-473 Oxford Street. WI
CROYDON 77181 North End
382 Edgware Road, W2
KINGSTON Eden Street
152 Fleet Street. EC2
LUTON 192 Arndale Centre
Goiders Green Road, NW1I
READING Friar Street
BROMLEY 20 Market Square RICHMOND Hill Street

ROMFORD South Street
SLOUGH Oueensrnere Centre
WATFORD Charter Place
SOUTHERN ENGLAND
BRIGHTON 151-2 Western Road
BRISTOL 1620 Penn Street

159.90

Laskys PRICELEAVER • Nobody sells it better!

29.90

Laskys PRICELEADER • nobody sense better!

99.90

Lask ys PRICELEADER Nobodysells abetter!

Laskys PRICELEADER • Nobody sells it better!

Laskys PRICELEADER11000dy M Sabetted

*JVC TX3
FM/MW. Auto tunilg hold_

JVC KDD30
Metal tape. Dolby Csystem.
Logic control _ _
*JVC DDSS
Dolby C/B. Built-in MPX
filter. 2motor full logic
control transport

AMPLIFIERS

SANSUI Al
2x50W RMS. Twin tape
monitor
*JVC AX4
60W per channel

89.90

*JVC PC3L
2xl5VV. FM/MW/SW/LW.
Metal tape. Dolby B__. 179.90

119.90

Laskys PRICELEADER Nobody sells it better!

Laskys PRICELEADER • Nobody sells it better!

99.90

COMBINATION
STEREO UNITS

Laskys PRICELEADER • Nobodysells it better!

"WHARFEDALE LASER 120
Suitablef or amps15-120W_ 119.90

Price

SONY TCFX 33
Metal tape. Auto tape
selector Logic control
99.90
SANSUI D55M
Metal tape.Auto tape select.
Soft touch controls
69.90
*JVC KDD50
Metal tape. Spectro
analyser. Dolby Csystem 119.90
LaskysPRICELEADER•Nobodysellsitbetter!

Laskys PRICELEADER Nobody sells it better!

*SANYO M7950
FM/MW/LW/SW. 3pos
amss. Metal tape

CASSETTE DECKS
Price C,

CHATHAM 8The Pentagon
GLOUCESTER 25 Eastgate Street
MAIDSTONE 79.81 Week Street
SOUTHEND 205-206 Churchill West
MIDLANDS AND NORTH
BIRMINGHAM 19-21 CospoeabooSi

CHESTER 7The F
EIPJM
LEEDS 28-34 Abon Strew
LEICESTER OS Market Place South
LIVERPOOL 33 Dale Street
MANCHESTER Arndale Street
lAdj WH Srndhi

NEWCASTLE-UPONTYNE
6Northumberland Si
NORTHAMPTON 78 Abington Street
NOTTINGHAM 1-4 Srmthy Row
OXFORD 16 Westgate
PETERBOROUGH Oueensgale Centre

PRESTON Guildhall Arcade
SHEFFIELD 58 Leopold Strew
WOLVERHAMPTON 20 Wallin Square
YORK 10a Coney Strew
SCOTLAND
EDINBURGH 4St James Centre
rClosed tor refurbishment)
GLASGOW 6670 Buchanan Street
WALES
CARDIFF 122 Cunee Sirew

THE FINEST BRITISH BUILT AMPLIFICATION EVER PRODUCED,
IS NOW AVAILABLE FROM SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD.
As B.S. Meridian's most successful retailer in Europe, we are proud that this famous
company have chosen us to be the first critical ears (apart from their own of course)
to audition this magnificient new achievement. We knew of course that the external
design would be nothing short of extraordinary and that the quality of construction would
be second to none — but we had not anticipated the astonishing and delightful quality
of the sound produced. It came as areve l
ation; it was thrilling, subtle, accurate and
smooth.
We are confident that this unit has established the level below which all other British
amplification, yes, including the NAIM, must be judged. Devoid of frills or spurious
specifications but with the ability to drive difficult loads with ease, this unassuming equipment will quickly become a "classic" — and deservedly so.
Our enthusiasm however should not be taken as asubstitute for sensible comparative
auditioning. Your confidence can only be increased when the inferiority of competitive
products are clearly and simply demonstrated. Our 3individual single-pair speaker
demonstration
roomsogive
you'
an unrivalled opportunity to audition the Modular System
through
the cream
ftoday
s passive speakers including ATC, ETUDE, HARBETH,
HEYBROOK, MAGNEpLANAR

and LINN.

Why not bring along your current amplification to see just how far musical accuracy
hasoffer
beenyou
improved,
through the
use of
the latest technology.
We may
evenoutdated
be able
to
A SUB STANTIAL
PART
EXCHANGE
ALLOWANCE
for your
equipment.
And of course there is our famous and still unique "REFUND IF NOT SATISFIED WITHIN
7DAYS PLAN" which enables you to audition any item of equipment in your own home
and bring
it cr
back
questions
being
asked
— dealer
and getbe
your
money
back
(not a
edi twithout
note!) ifembarrassing
you '
re not entirely
happy.
Would
your
prepared
to do this?
And finally, we believe that the choosing of HiFi should be FUN — by which we mean
ENJOYABLE. We know the difference between fun and flippancy and never tolerate
the latter — but we are surprised at the attitudes facing potential customers when they
visit alternative establishments It seems that many audio consultants are motivated by
self interest and gratification rather than solving the REAL NEEDS of the customer. Write
to us now, requesting our literature pack, that fully explains our enlightened and
thoughtful attitudes. It will be sent by return post, 1st class!
ACCESS/MASTERCHARGE
BARCLAYCARD/VISA
AMERICAN EXPRESS
DINERS CLUB
INSTANT CREDIT' TIP TO £1000.00 (subject to status)
INTEREST FREE CREDIT — ON SELECTED ITEMS

Subjective Audio
Audio Consultants

ANSWERED WITHIN 48 HOURS OF RECEIPT

2-4 Camden High Street
London NW1 OJH
England

Remember

Tel: (01) 387 8281

EXPORT ENQUIRIES WORLDWIDE

The choosing of audio equipment is too serious

— to be serious!!
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Lab results
The Burmester has an output level sufficient to drive any known
power amplifier, measuring just over 9volts. At 8volts, midband
distortion was better than 100dB down, worsening to astill fine
—80dB at 20kHz. Reducing the output level to 1V brought a10dB
improvement, while high frequency intermodulation figures were
equally good, and generally distortion may be regarded as quite
negligible.
At full gain, pickup input overload levels were just satisfactory at
+20dB referred to IHF 5mV, but the ' level' controls allowed
improvement to afine 38dB when required for higher output phono
levels. The output impedance was very low at typically 60 ohms,
capable, as claimed, of driving virtually any type or combination of
power amplifier. Aux noise levels were very low, and appropriate for
digital program, though the phono noise was not as impressive, if
still satisfactory at — 66dB CCIR ARM. Some hum was present on the
phono inputs of around — 50dB IHF, and this could be also improved
to advantage (we hope to check another sample soon). Stereo
separation could also have been better, with the midband figures of
around 45dB improving to 50-60dB at 20kHz (These results relating to
the phono input).
Frequency responses were very wide, + 0.2 — 0.3dB 10Hz to 30kHz
via phono, and + 0, — 0.2dB 10Hz to 40kHz via aux. The latter finally
rolled off above 70kHz, falling to — 18dB at 160kHz. Channel balance
was well maintained.

Conclusion
With very slight reservations over the phono noise level and
separation ( if possible try your chosen cartridge with it first), the
overall performance of this unit otherwise met very high standards in
the laboratory.
Its high sound quality rating makes it eligible for inclusion in the
élite audiophile group of products, and it can be recommended for
upmarket purchasers seeking avery high standard of build quality,
versatility and finish, as well as fine sound and an immediate
compatibility with digital master program.

Sugden P128 power amplifier
The Yorkshire-based company of JE Sugden have long followed a
traditional approach to both amplifier construction and finish,
although with their recent use of aNextel suede- like coating on all
external components, one might be forgiven for thinking that they
had modernised their style. However, in the case of the P128 this was
not to be, and this product shows only too clearly how important
external form is to the visual appeal of aproduct.
Supplied as apair of complete, cased monaural amplifiers
strapped together under asingle detachable top cover, it is hard at
first to determine which is the front and which is the back of the unit.
Large black finned radiators— usually afeature of amodel's rear

were used, two for each channel, each 47V AC secondary individually
supplying one of the two main power rails. Reservoir capacity was 2
x 6800µF at 80V rated.
Circuit details include aTL071 IC op-amp at the input bipolar
stages, leading to asingle-ended voltage amplifier, this driving the
output stage proper. The latter was direct-coupled to the load and
comprised acomplementary arrangement of MOSFET output
devices connected as parallel pairs, with atotal of four of the high
power Hitachi devices used for each channel.
Another surprise resulting from the odd layout is that two finned
heatsinks are present; one on the front and one on the rear of each
mono block. Long wires are needed to link the FETs ( which are
attached to the heatsink) to the circuit boards, apotential cause of
instability. To suppress FET oscillation with their lead wire
inductance, it has proved necessary to put rather high 2.2k-ohm gate
stoppers wired directly onto the FETs, and with an input capacitance
of around 1000pF, this will set arise-time limit for the design in the
2.2ps range. Certainly, with amaximum output rise-time of possibly
10V/Ms the P128 cannot be said to belong to the 'fast' group of
amplifiers.
The supply rails are individually fused, with quick-blow 5amp
25mm links. Heavy duty 4mm binding posts are provided for single
speaker pair connection. Signal input is via gold-plated phono
sockets.
Supplied as asingle case unit, the P128 in fact simply comprises
the two monoblocks physically strapped together. All connections
including mains supply and switches are separated. The overall
constructional quality must be regarded as good commercial
practice, rather than aspiring to the higher semi-professional
standards often encountered with more costly models.

Subjective results
The P128 proved to be an effortless performer in power terms. It
showed good behaviour into clip, maintaining an essentially 'soft'
character in the upper frequency range, not too far removed from
that of alarge valve amplifier. The overall tonal quality was
pleasantly balanced with anice midrange. It sounded atrifle 'filtered'
•in the Quad 405-2 mould, and also betrayed asimilar 'band limited'
effect, as if the frequency response limits were just audible at the
band extremes.
On transient performance the bass was felt to suffer from aslight
loss of attack, the lowest octaves rich rather than crisp. The mid was
clear enough, while the treble, of apleasant and essentially musical
nature, also showed amoderate loss of 'sparkle' and 'openness'.
Stereo images were well presented, with agood standard attained
as regards depth and focus. The image quality was in fact little
removed from our current reference in this price range (the A&R
SA200).
The Sugden proved tolerant of more awkward loudspeakers, and
hence should give aconsistent sound in avariety of systems.
Maximum sound levels suggested that on program peaks ashortterm rating of 24dBW (approx 220W) per channel would be
appropriate, making this avery big amplifier for the price.

Lab results

furniture— are here present both front and back, and one has to look
closely for the signal and speaker connectors to determine finally
which side is which. A well ventilated cupboard is agood place to
locate this model in my opinion.
Performance-wise the spec. indicates that Sugden aims high. Each
monoblock is rated at 21dBW into 8ohms, and acontinuous 4ohm
rating of 170W is also given, which is equivalent to 19dBW. Midband
distortion is typically better than — 66dB, while both gain and input
impedance represent agood match for the direct connection of CD
players at anominal 0.5V (20dBW output) at 300k-ohms. Power
bandwidth for a20dBW reference specifies — 3dB points at 12Hz and
35kHz.
Individually the amplifier blocks are fairly tidy, measuring 10cm
high by 22cm wide and 10cm deep, with Sugden suggesting that
they should be located adjacent to the speakers if possible, thus
exploiting the virtues of short cable runs.

Construction and technical details
The inside of the P128 was rather asurprising sight. It looked
somewhat old-fashioned with more srbp printed circuit boards than I
have seen in years, and with acomplicated structure using
numerous metal brackets, to which the two main circuit boards were
none to rigidly secured. Traditional open-frame mains transformers
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Atypical continuous rating for this model would be 22 to 23dBW,
while on transients it could almost hold that level into 4ohms, the
recorded figure being 21.5dBW. 2ohm loads caused more trouble,
and here the loss was significant, amounting to a6.4dB fall from the
8ohm peak power level. Ican hear objectors pointing out that
17.6dBW is equivalent to 200W of continuous power into 2ohms, but
Imust emphasise that loudspeakers respond to level and not watts.
The peak current found was 16 amps ( not very symmetrical for + ve
and — ve transients), which is quite healthy, if not sufficient to exploit
the voltage headroom into the most difficult class of loads, such as
those discussed in the introduction.
The onset of distortion limited the level into 8ohms + 2pF to
19.5dBW at 20kHz, 1% max., although this is still apretty good figure
and no fuses blew. The low frequency load was handled admirably (4
ohms at 451, and the amp showed afast recovery characteristic.
Slew factor was disappointing, rising distortion with frequency
providing aweak figure of 1.5 ( most amps these days have factors
well in excess of 5). Higher than average, the output resistance was
around one quarter of an ohm, but still low compared with most
cable runs.
Total harmonic distortion was typically — 75dB, but rose
considerably at full power towards the higher frequencies, reaching
—50dB (0.3%) at 20kHz. This, however, was considered relatively
harmless due to both its low harmonic order and its freedom from
crossover effects.
Supporting this judgement the amplifier gave good intermodulation performance, the 19/20kHz full level signal giving afine — 90dB
result, improving to — 100dB at 20dB down in power output. Likewise
the noise intermodulation results were particularly good, even under
reactive load.
Sensitivity was slightly poorer than spec at 0.7V for 21dBW, or
50mV IHF, OdB, but still ideal for direct passive volume control use.
CCIR ARM noise ( 1kHz ref) was — 62dB, which was not particularly
quiet, and corresponded to — 85dB relative to full power — not good
enough in view of CD sources. Unweighted, a — 69dB IHF figure
resulted, close to the spec of — 93dB ref. full power, though —110dB is
not uncommon for the quieter power amps, and the good sensitivity
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of the P128 is partly to blame for this result. Iwould like to have seen
less noise from this design.
Separation was excellent due to the double mono construction,
while channel balance was fine. DC offset was satisfactorily low, and
the frequency response — 1dB points were 20Hz and 23kHz; — 3dB at
11Hz and 45kHz. With an 8ohm plus 2pF load the 45kHz point peaked
at + 2dB, an overall rise of 5dB, while the 20kHz point tipped gently
up to + 0.4dB — adifference which should not affect subjective results
much on electrostatic speakers.

Conclusion
Costing somewhat under £400 the P128 has acquitted itself well.
Offering agenerous power capacity it is one of the largest load and
clip tolerant power amplifiers in current production. The sound
quality is pretty good and it should give long service, representing an
obvious choice for more spirited working with aQuad ESL-63
electrostatic for example, while it will also drive most moving-coil
speakers well. The P128 clearly represents good value for money and
can be recommended.+
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RICHARD BAKER'S MUSIC GUIDE by Richard Baker. Paperback edition of the 1979 David & Charles book, comprising
cheery and helpful notes on awide range of music under
various basic headings, written ( as the author says in his
'Prelude') '
notfor thosewho al ready knowtheir way around
the musical repertoire; it is for those who " know what they
like" and would like to know a bit more'. Price £ 1.50, 144
pages — but of rather poor quality paper. Published by
George Allen & Unwin (
Unwin Paperbacks), 40 Museum
Street, London WC1 1LU.

LEOS JANACEK, LEAVES FROM HIS LIFE
edited and translated by Vilem and Margaret
Tausky. Hard covers. 159 pages including music
examples and 8 photographs. Price £ 4.95.
Published by Kahn & Averill, 25 Thurloe Street,
London SW7.
It is a mark of the truly great that throughout
their lives they retain untarnished the
innocence of childhood, and continue to
wonder at and be excited by the little daily
miracles — birds, flowers, animals, even their
fellow human beings — the rest of us take for
granted. Janacek retained this awareness,
and as he grew older and more famous found
greater and greater solace in the contemplation
of his youth and the pleasure of simple things.
For several years hecontributed acolumn to
the Brno newspaper Lidove Noviny in which
he jotted down all sorts of ideas about all kinds
of things: about his boyhood in Hukvaldy and
sliding down the roof of the schoolmaster's
barn; about falling in love as astudent with an
unknown girl from the Tatras; about how the
sight of two young women on a railway
platform and their conversation gave birth to
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Good
£900

£395

20dBW = 100 watts

t Asymmetric limiting and poor clipping waveform

May be improved to 380dB via ' set level' control

central theme running through them, and in a
curious fashion they seem to mirrorthe way in
which Janacek developed his musical ideas.
To the cynical citizen of the late 20th century
some of these notions may seem abit naive,
but Vilem Tausky, who was Janacek's pupil
for a short while before the composer's
death, and his late wife Margaret, seem to
have caught their accent faithfully though
robbed of the speaker's intonation we may
wonder how much of Janacek's direct
sincerity we are missing. The book remains a
delight, nonetheless, and is supplied with
many music examples, some in Janacek's
own spidery hand. Where these have proved
too difficult to read, the editors have
transcribed them. They have also added
intereting and valuable observations of their
own which show that Janacek the composer
and teacher was very far from being asimple
philosopher. In the face of laziness and
incompetence, he was a stern critic and a
fierce defender ot his work against the
uncomprehending.
The photographs are mostly well known,
the opera The Beginning of a Romance. But
which is just as well since they have been
most valuable of all are the pieces which desreproduced on the same matt paper as the text
cribe how Janacek heard all the sounds of
and are smudgy and ill-defined.
Nature in terms of music, and how he notated
This is the first comprehensive English
the twittering of birds, the sounds of water in
translation as far as Iam aware, and from
river, sea and well, the harsh noises of motor
these charming little feuilletons there
cars and, of course, the rise and fall of human
emerges the picture of a nice, kindly, sincere
speech in all its moods.
These short sketches often read like a and very great man.
Kenneth Dommett
ragbag of ideas, yet most of them have a
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Announce atotallg new
generation of cartridges

Now there's .a new generation in sound generation. The totally
new Shure cartridge range. A series of cartridges so advanced,
they have to be heard, to be believed. Incorporating features
only made possible through Shure's years of experience and
the aid of the latest computer technology.
Like the extraordinary new Micro- Ridge Tip for flawless,
distortion- free, sound reproduction and remarkable tracing
ability. The patented MASAR TM tip polishing process, to reduce
groove and' hence record wear even further Our exclusive
Dynamic Stabilizer, to eliminate groove skipping, wow' and
wear And the unique low- mass MICROWALL/Be Tm Stylus
Shank, for a super- flat frequency response and
incredibly accurate high frequency trackability.
In short, a totally new generation of cartridges
— 12 in all, designed, developed, and thoroughly
quality tested (as you'd expect from Shure) to
bring out the full sound in any record —
from yesterday's cherished albums to
HVV International
today's sophisticated digitally mastered
London N7 8EQ
recordings. Fitting is fast and easy, with
lightweight, snap- on P-mount adaptors or
standard half inch fixing.
Shure has always been in front in the
field of cartridge design. But now, withour
latest computer technology, we're not just
in front — we're generations ahead.
Hear the new Shure range for
yourself at your nearest dealer today. Or
send for full colour literature.

3-5 Eden Grove
Tel: 01-607 2717

MUM
in
THE ULTIMATE
CARTRIDGE TECI-IFIOLOGY

THORENS

THE JUBILEE LINE

H

UMAN NATURE DECREES that age warrants special
consideration. Being the eldest provides seniority, being
the first at something yields extra credibility. I'm not
suggesting for amoment that Thorens' credibility is based
solely on the firm's age, but — by George! — it must be nice to know
that you've been at it for far longer than most.
1983 marks acentury of Thorens products; as far as Ican tell, no
other manufacturer of audio components can make that claim. There
may well be companies out there that pre-date Thorens as
manufacturers of devices which reproduce music in the home; if so,
please step forward so we can let the world know.
Unlike other companies who proudly promote their longevity —
presenting it now in ahi-fi context — this Swiss manufacturer has
genuinely been in the home music business for acentury. Were
Lloyds, who now measure their age by the century, suddenly to go
into the manufacture of hi-fi, it wouldn't qualify. Thorens' first
products weren't life insurance policies or pencils or snuff boxes, but
music boxes— surely the last century's answer to hi-fi if ever there
was one. ( Idon't want to put too fine apoint on it, but the player
piano also qualifies as a ' home music reproduction unit', but Idoubt
that the player piano pre-dates the music box. ..)
Yes, there really was aMr. Thorens — and there still is. It's always
nice to think that acompany's name was inspired by its founder's
monicker rather than by some crafty marketing type. Thorens would
have aproblem today if the young Hermann had decided to be witty
instead of using his family name. To think that the company might
have been called — were he of Madison Avenue temperament — the
E—ZWind-up Company, or 'Tinklers'. Thankfully, when Hermann
Thorens established his music box company in 1883, he registered it
as Thorens, thus sparing his company the shame of suitability for
puns and jokes.
The original Thorens company was located in Ste-Croix, asmall
village in the French-speaking part of Switzerland. Hermann was
quite canny in locating his company in this part of the country, for it
was the centre of Swiss watch manufacture, thus providing the
young firm with asource of skilled craftsmen. Imagine the fun had he
set up shop in the cheese or chocolate regions.
The Swiss are astrange lot, probably all Virgo to aman, what with
their hang-ups about money and banking and an overpowering
devotion to matters of fine detail. This has resulted in asuperiority
complex not unlike that of their neighbours, the Germans. But
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Hermann Thorens must have been above all that, because he
allowed himself to be influenced by developments outside of the
mountain kingdom. When Edison invented the cylinder player—
surely the world's first linear tracker? — Thorens began
manufacturing these devices. When Emil Berliner created the disc
player, Thorens followed suit — which must make the company the
longest surviving manufacturer of turntables. Old Hermann knew a
good thing when he saw it.
As with all things Swiss, Thorens built its reputation on high
quality, reliability, and sane design practices. (We'll get to the
TD224 ..) In addition to music- making devices, the company also
produced lighters, shavers, and mouth organs, but music machines
were the first and have always been the company's main interest.
There are some important firsts to which the company lays claim.
Way back in 1928, Thorens produced the first electric disc-playing
gramophone, removing hand-cranking as part of the price one had to
pay to listen to records. They followed this ayear later with the first
electric pick-up system, also patenting direct-drive that same year.
(You'll note, however, that the company remains firmly committed to
belt-drive in the 1980s.) In 1943 — ahell of astrange year to come up
with bright ideas for home entertainment — Thorens gave the world
the CD30, the first record changer, not knowing that ' CD' would come
to mean something entirely different in 40 years' time. For all of you
audiophiles itching to enter the modern era, note that Thorens
introduced their remarkable TD124 in 1957. Again upholding the
earlier tradition of not ignoring the world at large, Thorens saw the
wisdom of emulating Acoustic Research, adopting the suspended
subchassis belt-drive system in 1964 with the TD150.
If Thorens never made another thing, their place in audio history is
assured adozen times over.
In between those milestones, Thorens has produced such
admirable devices as the TD135, abudget with-arm version of the
classic 124, and Publisher Messenger's first-ever turntable. There
was the TD125, an electronically controlled belt-drive deck still to be
rediscovered by anachrophiles. Hundreds of thousands of hi-fi
addicts got their first taste of the real thing with the TD150, adeck so
unashamedly copied that it's awonder Thorens hasn't sued half the
hi-fi manufacturers around. Then there was Thorens' prime
contender for the Golden Turkey, the TD224, with its multi-play
facility of jukebox likeness.
Throughout its long life, the company's main virtue has been the
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durability of its products, with only one or two exceptions. Ican
attest to their goods' longevity, as Iown one or two of the units well
past their majority, and they'll give most other manufacturers'
current models arun for the money. The company has apolicy of
keeping spares available for 20 years or more, which is why TD124
users don't contemplate suicide as do Garrard 301 owners. The
estimable Charles Trayhorn, possibly the world's Number One
Thorens expert and Cambrasound's ( the UK importer) ace- in-thehole, still sees Thorens decks of the Macmillan era, and his magic
touch usually prepares them for another decade or two of service.
The current range of Thorens turntables includes models from the
budget spectrum up into the £4000 category, yet the company has
chosen to commemorate its first century by dressing up one of the
middle models. It's awise move, because an anniversary model
costing afew grand wouldn't be too popular with those of us with
normal wages; the very successful TD147, on the other hand, is quite
affordable by today's standards.
The TD147 Jubilee, to give it its full title, is alimited edition
turntable differing only in aesthetics from the standard model. Its
heritage can be traced back to that TD150, which sired the TD160,
which in turn led to the ' audiophile' version called the TD160S. Based
on the classic formula of three-point suspended subchassis and
belt- drive, the standard 147 is a160S (' S' for ' Super') with an arm. It
sells for £299.95 plus VAT. In this price range, putting on an arm is
something of ano- no. People who buy £300- plus decks tend to be
audio hobbyists, and generally prefer to choose arms rather than
settle for the choice of the deck's manufacturer. Face it: casual
listeners don't drop that kind of money on arm/deck combinations,
and those who do always fancy themselves as critical consumers. But
although the arm at first appears to be aliability, the response
generated by the TD147 shows this not to be the case.
The Jubilee's aesthetics and the exclusivity of owning aturntable
limited to an edition of 500 are the only reasons for buying it in
preference to the basic 147. While the TD147 is all in black, the
Jubilee offers agolden- hued top- plate with its name in script. The
plinth is finished in amacassar veneer, and the platter is black with a
silver edge. ( The standard TD147's platter is unpainted.) The Jubilee
is aguaranteed eye-catcher; the TD147 is ano-nonsense exercise in
severity.
The sound is the same.
Iwas quite shocked to find that the Jubilee sounded so good. I've
played with many a160S, but have always shied away from
integrated Thorens decks with their fiddly tonearms. Moving-coils
are not my cup of tea, but even Icould see the perceived
undesirability of an arm with adetachable tube ( called a ' wand') and
what has to be the most miserable cartridge- mounting system in
existence. Summing up all of my prejudices, Ijust knew it couldn't
work.
Once Igot over my initial loathing of the arm, Isat back and
challenged the deck to seduce me.
But that ridiculous arm ... A mish-mash of plastic and metal, with
aheadshell that swivels for vertical adjustment— horrors! And that
cartridge mounting set-up. Fiddling about with different sized screws
and plastic height compensators, detachable finger- lift and overhang
adjustment with avague jig. It's aprime pain in the neck, obviously
designed by some anti-Semite who knew I'd be reviewing it.
The arm is alow- mass design, so Ifigured I'd stick with
high- compliance cartridges. Except for one particular Denon
moving- coil of the low-compliance variety, Idon't let low- compliance
m-cs into my house any more. Hell, Itry to keep as far away from
m-cs as Ican at the best of times, but my known abhorrence for the
things makes me anatural when it comes to reviewing them: if Ican
listen to one without feeling queasy, it means it's agood one. I
happened to have alow- mass, high-compliance m- con hand — one
of those rare coils with which Icould live if forced — so that was the
choice.
It worked! This arm, so loathed by the stiff'n'massy brigade,
performed beautifully with Denon's DL301. ( As you might have
guessed, Denons are among the few moving-coils Idon't equate with
athlete's foot and toothaches ... or is it teethache?) It was clean, and
detailed, and ' musical' ( is that adjective still in use?). It tracked
perfectly. It seduced me. Cartridge mounting aside, it was really quite
good. It might just be that Iprefer its magnetic bias to the falling
weight types, and I've got to admit that the auto- lift at the end made
me feel like an utter masochist for suffering with wholly manual
designs for so long. It cues without drifting, the arm rest is sensible,
and — once the cartridge is in place — it's abreeze to balance.
The bottom line, though, is its suitability with the turntable.
TD160Ss have been mated with everything from Syrinx PU2s
down to Basiks. I've seen them with AT1100s, various SMEs, Infinity
Black Widows, and Hadcocks. Naturally, they all sound different,
some good and some bad. With the Thorens TP16 Mk Ill arm, it
simply sounds ' right', in just the way that aLinn LP12 sounds best

with an Ittok or an Oracle with aSumiko. It just matches. Lord knows
I'm not trying to suggest that there aren't better arms; I'm talking
about synergy. The problem is, you're limited to whatever cartridges
work best in an arm with an effective mass of just under 7gm.
Is that an insurmountable dilemma? Ithink not ( because the
Garrott Decca sounds swell in it). If you so desire, I'm sure that mass
can be added to make it suitable for other cartridges. And I've figured
out how one can do away with that despicable cartridge mounting
system. Before you whip out your XActo knife, I'd suggest that you
buy aspare arm-tube ... just in case you foul up. By cutting away the
lower plate of the ' headshell', you're left with aflat platform. Before
chopping it away, though, mark out where the slots of the bottom
plate correspond to on the upper section. Once the bottom plate has
been removed, carefully drill out the areas on the top plate that
corresponded with the slots. You now have something that
resembles afixed headshell arm. Unfortunately, it also leaves you
with arather flimsy platform, so it's up to you to reinforce it with
some rigid plate— again drilled out to make way for the screws —
which you can glue in place. Idon't expect that Thorens wants to
hear about savage methods of altering their handiwork, but then I've
yet to hear anyone from that company offering avalid excuse for the
nasty design. It's not just ahair shirt; it's ahair truss.
The turntable itself is ostensibly without fault, needing only a
decent mat. Now I'm not the kind of person who would spend hours
auditioning mats, an activity Ifind to be even less enticing than
plucking chickens, but Ihave long preferred flat mats to sculpted
ones. Why Thorens even bothered with the one they've provided
with the 147 Jubilee is anyone's guess. It was supposed to be an
improvement over the older mat— the one with almost as many
grooves as an LP ( not forgetting that an LP only has one groove ... )
— but it's really not much better. Also, it's as hard as arock ( asoft
rock, anyway), and Icouldn't resist experimenting with one or two of
the mats I've got kicking around from my pre- sensible days.
No doubt about it, the standard mat is pretty lousy. Ifound the
Platter Matter to be wonderful, the Griffin Anacoustic to be almost as
wonderful, and afelt mat to be horrible. But that's just my ears, and
mine aren't yours, so it's up to you to spend hours plucking chickens.
When you think about it, adding abetter mat and playing Christian
Barnard with the headshell is minor stuff compared with all of the
tweaking you've got to do to get most turntables into working order.
Aside from the cartridge mounting, which will take as long as your
abilities for micro- mechanics determine, aTD147 Jubilee will be out
of its box and making music in 30 minutes. The suspension was set
up perfectly at the factory, requiring only the loosening of two transit
screws to free it. The belt and platter went on in seconds, and even I
can fit amains plug without working up asweat. ( The Thorens uses
an outboard mains adaptor, which upset some reviewers. Ididn't
give it asecond thought.)
Operation is abreeze, the on- off and speed select consisting of one
knob, cueing another. And that auto- lift is poetry in motion. Imust
repeat: manual turntables are for masochists, especially when the
auto- lift is attached to something that sounds as nice as the Jubilee.
Gone are the days when the fanatics could insist that the auto- lift
mechanism fouled up the arm's performance. The Thorens lift is via
an optical device.
The TD147 Jubilee represents higher value-for- money in its
standard form than in its limited edition version, but only you can
decide whether or not agold top plate and rarity are enough to justify
the extra £ 57. If you're of the basic collector mentality, it's definitely
worth it, not that collecting hi-fi will ever rank with collecting
paintings or Dinky Toys in the investment stakes.
As aturntable rather than an objet d'art, the TD147 fills aniche that
no-one else seems to know exists: this is the perfectturntable for
audiophiles who have outgrown the willingness to suffer for their
hobby. Aside from the limitations of cartridge choice due to the
arm's design, this deck will make alot of people very happy,
primarily those who don't want to sacrifice credibility, yet have no
desire to suffer the shabby construction, fiddly nature, and
antagonistic operation of ' approved' decks.
To be able to leave the room while adisc is playing, knowing that
there won't be afurrow at the lead- out groove upon returning. To
know that the deck doesn't require fortnightly visits from factorytrained alchemists to keep it
tune. To know that one will probably
be able to will it— in perfect working order— to one's grandchild.
Maybe that's why Publisher Messenger bought that TD135.
Thorens could have whipped up some bizarre creation to
commemorate its first 100 years, some totally impractical beastie of
nothing more than curiosity value..Thankfully, they've chosen
instead to dress up what is aperfect example of their craft, agoodsounding turntable that just has to be the Volvo of hi-fi.
Come the snows, I'd rather be in aVolvo than aLotus. +
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TWAS AT Harrogate in 1982 that JA and Ifirst caught sight of
these monsters. ' Are they for real? They've got to be kidding!
Isn't this 1982?' were among choice phrases which came to
mind. Then we remembered about Tannoy's success in
Japan, and about the Japanese market's fondness for horn loudspeakers. Sure enough, the current take-up rate in Japan is an
extraordinary 800 per annum, reportedly sufficient to have given
JBL food for thought in their best export market. 'We ought
therefore to give them apukka review, seeing as there's nothing
remotely like them around today, and the concept comfortably
antedates even this venerable journal', Iopined, thoughtlessly
planting both feet firmly in open mouth.
As we wandered away, lightly considering to which of our
reviewing team would fall the honour, the full import of our
rashness started to hit home. Getting one Westminster into the
house is marginally easier than agrand piano, marginally more
difficult than adouble bed. The mere sight of them would send the
spinal column of many aloudspeaker reviewer into toxic shock,
and you need abig, big room to make them look, let alone sound,
sensible. The thought of sending them up on Jimmy Moir's
hydraulic mast for measurement does not bear contemplation.
In the end it was obvious that either JA or Iwould have to do the
review. And as Iwas the mug who had suggested it in the first place
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(and had the larger room), it finally fell to me to make my debut as a
loudspeaker reviewer for HFN/RR. It will, however, be asubjectivèreview only. Listening to these monsters is one thing: moving and
measuring them quite another.
The characteristic of the Westminsters is that they are entirely
different to anything else on the market. They make no concessions
whatever to domestic discretion, each being alittle larger than two
three-drawer filing cabinets bolted together— about the size of two
stacked Victorian writing desks— and each weighing 21/
4 cwt! The
reaction of most visitors could be plotted along ascale which
extended from ' horror' to ' hysteria', partly because of the sheer
size, but also because of the currently unfashionable ('40s/'50s)
styling. But many of these would have enthusiastically filled their
front rooms with similar- sized ' 50s Wurlitzer juke box objets d'art,
filled with 45s from their years of lost innocence, so Isuspect a
double standard of taste and aesthetics.
However, on practical grounds Ifeel aminimum room size of
20 x30ft is indicated, and acorner horn rather than free-standing
design would be amuch more practical proposition for those
without stately homes to fill. Corner horns, particularly the GRF and
Autograph designs, were what made Tannoy famous. Although the
Westminster format is well suited to the Japanese market, offering
avery superior looking alternative to the big Sony, Pioneer,
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Technics, Electrovoice and JBL designs, perhaps Tannoy can be
persuaded to revive the Autograph as an alternative.
Whatever the aesthetics and practicalities, the standard of
craftsmanship in the cabinetwork is exceptional, as well as highly
complex. One complaint was directed against the 'orrible smell of
putty', which lingered for some weeks after delivery, but to me this
was but atimely (June) reminder of Cricket Pavilions ( lost
innocence again?), Linseed oil clearly being part of the finishing
process. The finish was impeccable, but the embellishments
definitely OTT, with ascribed brass plaque, gold key for securing
the grille, agold Coat of Arms on the driver cone, and ( more
practically) ajar of special polish for the cabinet.

The Technical Bit

Why so big? What is acompound horn? What is adual-concentric
driver? Those who have no wish to know, or who already know the
answers can skip this bit; the others will have to bear with
explanations which may be too simple or too complex. Adrian
Orlowski's article last January gave apretty heavyweight analysis
of horns and their current relevance, so Ishall not attempt to cover
similar ground.
In essence ahorn-loading system improves the energy
conversion between the drive unit diaphragm and the air. The horn
acts as an 'air transformer', loading the diaphragm of the speaker
and reducing the mechanical impedance mismatch between the
heavy (-ish) diaphragm and the very light air molecules. This
dramatically improves the efficiency of the speaker, so you get
much more sound output for the same electrical input.
Attendant disadvantages include the huge physical size needed
to reproduce bass frequencies from ahorn. Even alarge folded
horn like the Westminster does not offer particularly extended low
frequencies, and the most successful horns in this respect are really
only those which are built in as part of the fabric of the listening
room.
To construct any sort of folding horn within the confines of even
alarge loudspeaker cabinet requires very complex and expensive
carpentry. This confers advantages in making the whole structure
rigid, but provides plenty of different pieces of wood to vibrate and
produce colorations. Horn theory itself is sufficiently complex that
all practical solutions involve significant compromises.
Notwithstanding this, the mass- loading effect of the air on the drive
unit cone is most useful in damping and controlling unwanted cone
movement. It is therefore obvious that aworking horn design will
offer aquite different set of compromises to those found with more
conventional loudspeakers.
The term 'compound horn' merely means that in fact the speaker
system is built up from three separate horns, analogous to using
three drive units for aconventional direct radiating system. The big
bass horn is taken from the rear of the driver, the shorter midrange
horn can be seen coming from the front of the driver, while the
tweeter actually uses the flare of the drive unit cone as its horn.
Though straightforward enough in concept, this is complicated in
practice, requiring the careful integration of acoustic and electrical
crossovers.
The Westminster superficially appears to possess only one 15in.
drive unit, but in fact this is one of Tannoy's famous and unique
'dual concentric' designs, which cleverly incorporates ahorn
tweeter down amongst the magnet assembly, the horn-loading
being partly provided by the main driver cone ( see diagram). The
drive unit used in the Westminster is specifically the heavy-cone
version of the 15 in. DC unit, as used in the M3000 Classic
professional monitor. This drive unit concentricity is very
ingenious, and does offer certain benefits, giving asymmetrical
dispersion pattern and aiding driver integration.
The published specification ( not checked for practical reasons)
makes fascinating reading, particularly when compared with more
conventional loudspeakers. The fundamental justification for this
design lies in asensitivity rating of 96dB/W, which Tannoy suggest
is 8dB better than comparable conventional designs, aclaim that
would appear substantially justifiable. Couple this with power
handling of 120W RMS/500W peak and you have amaximum SPL
of 117-123dB, giving similar or even bigger advantages in
maximum loudness over practically everything else on the market.
Tannoy's spec. for the Classic Monitor shows the latter loses 4dB of
sensitivity compared with the horn, plus perhaps alittle low
frequency extension as well.
Comparing the Westminster's spec. with Colloms' results in HiFi
Choice: Loudspeakers offers some perspectives. His data for
Tannoy's SRM12X 'Super Red Monitor' Professional model, which
uses a12in. DC driver without horn-loading, confirms that the
Westminster offers substantial sensitivity gains, and ( assuming
Tannoy's frequency response graphs are correct) significantly
improved bass extension. Indeed the bandwidth of the
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Westminster seems roughly comparable with the big reflex-loaded
JBL150A. The Tannoy costs two and ahalf times as much as the
JBL ( in the UK!), but occupies five times the volume to give 6dB+
more sensitivity for an equivalent bandwidth! A fair enough
exchange when one considers that the Tannoy requires only one
quarter of the amplifier power for the same loudness, and a
positive plus for those who prefer to use low powered (voltage
swing) amplifiers, such as Mark Levinson, Electrocompaniet, Krell
and other Class-A designs, the Naims, and of course various
venerable but valued valve designs. In this instance the quote
attributed to Chrysler: 'There's no substitute for cubic inches'
applies as well to loudspeaker sensitivity as to motor engines.

Setting up and use

One thing about speakers of this size is that they take the
decision-making and experimentation out of siting. The former
because there probably is only one possible configuration in many
rooms, at the most two, and the latter for health reasons. Naturally
enough these are free-standing designs, and stands are neither
expected nor available. Castors extend fractionally below the plinth
'skirt', but these are sufficient to clear quite ordinary foam-backed
domestic carpeting. It was apity to note that the cabinet was by no
means firm on its bass when standing on carpet, asituation which
can certainly mar performance, so perhaps Tannoy might
investigate methods of improving carpet/floor coupling.
One minor practical disadvantage in using the Tannoys is due to
amplifiers being designed with less efficient speakers in mind.
Unless you plan to use the enormous headroom offered by the
Westminsters for most of the time, you may find that your volume
control remains close to its low end-stop. Depending upon the
design and quality of the components, practical problems may
arise: some amplifiers produce more residual noise at low volume
settings, which can be annoying with highly efficient speakers. The
'law' ( rate of change) of avolume control is never constant, and
sometimes making small adjustments at the very bottom of the
range may be fiddly, may cause balance shifts, or in the case of a
'stepped' control, may not be possible at all.

Sound Quality
Enough of these footling, minor, practical considerations. What do
these monsters sound like, and do they in any way justify their size,
price, and elaborate construction? Seeing those massive cabinets
and drive units, Isuppose Iexpected a 'big', ' blowsy', somewhat
'coarse' sound. In fact quite the reverse was true, the bass in
particular showing excellent control. The overwhelming
impression left by these speakers was effortlessness. At anything
like normal listening levels they had so much in reserve, and were
working so gently, that one set of loudspeaker distortions seemed
notably absent. Iam sure that this is amajor contributing factor to
the impression of superior real dynamic range which this speaker
gives.
Another major strength of this design lies in the high standard of
drive unit integration — the only speaker which perhaps behaves
better as a 'point source' is the Quad ESL-63. Therefore, despite
their vast size, the Tannoys are able to provide pinpoint-sharp
stereo images, provided one is carefully seated in afavourable
position. And again coincidentally like the Quad, one of the prices
paid for this precision is that choice of listening position: ensuring
that one is seated at asimilar angle to the axis of, and at asimilar
distance from each speaker, becomes critical. Constraints of
this sort, unfortunately, always seem to apply in direct
proportion to the precision of the stereo performance, and the
Tannoys are of course less suited than most models to being
shifted around for the benefit of the listener's seat; the reverse is
more likely!
While the Westminster offers extraordinary loudness
capabilities, splendid dynamics and driver integration, it does also
have its weak spots, which some may find easier to accommodate
than others. Levels of coloration in different parts of the spectrum
are somewhat worse than in many competing hi-fi speakers,
though to my ears this is apretty acceptable sacrifice for some of
the benefits offered.
Specifically, the treble does have acertain 'spitchy' quality, and
this tends to exaggerate surface noise effects from disc, for
example. Iam inclined to suspect that the non-ideal nature of the
square-section midrange horn contributes some of the 'honk' and
'wooden' type colorations of the midrange. Though these are by no
means insignificant in degree, Idid not find them difficult to
accommodate. The mid-bass is both somewhat prominent and
coloured, the latter Isuspect due to the contribution of the many
panel resonances. The low bass does not have quite the clarity or
extension, 'weight' or 'authority' that Ihad quite expected from the
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pedigree, size and specification. That said, Isuppose Ihad perhaps
expected too much, anticipating that the Westminsters would
comprehensively destroy any competition rather than merely
acquitting themselves with considerable honour. Iwonder to what
extent the poor floor coupling may have taken the edge of
definition and weight from abass which is powerful, extended and
substantially even — quite lacking the usual ' resonance corner'
which colours many simple closed box designs— but with ageneral
'warmth' and ' richness' probably provided by the cabinet itself.
It so happens that while the Tannoys were with me Iattended one
of those few exceptional rock concerts where the PA was actually
working, with avengeance. The splendidly polyrhythmic Robert
Palmer used his equipment to the best advantage, turning in a
memorable performance. But the less artful support band went a
little over the top, and Ihad the rather less pleasant experience of
feeling what appeared to be my sternum happily resonating along
with the bass at one position in the hall. Interestingly Iwas able to
reproduce asimilar effect with the Tannoys ( after ensuring that the
area was cleared of family and neighbours of course). Like the PA,
one of the Tannoy's big strengths is its sheer capability of
delivering energy through the mid and upper bass. However, this
seemed to have been achieved somewhat at the expense of the low
bass power, which may only have amarginal effect upon actual
instrument timbre, but which does appear to play arole in defining
the overall level of realism and degree of information transmitted
by the system. The Westminsters do have some of the
characteristics and character of an excellent PA system, but they
work as hi-fi speakers too, so this is an extra bonus which lends an
unusual degree of realism to rock material, whatever the
philosophical implications of such astatement.
One further subjective aspect of the Westminsters is their very
revealing nature. It is no accident that Tannoys are popular as
monitoring loudspeakers, and it's not just amatter of the high
levels they can produce. These speakers do give aruthlessly honest
account of the recording, which from the user's point of view may
be either fascinating or ablasted nuisance. The fact that a
substantial slice of the rock catalogue is likely to have been mixed
down on some form of Tannoy loudspeaker, is in itself some
justification for choosing them for replay.

Conclusions
It is difficult to make any dogmatic value judgements on a
loudspeaker such as this, or indeed to put it into any sort of market
context. Certainly the Westminster is unique amongst products
with any real availability on the UK market, though there are afew
rarities like Klipschorns, Vitavox and ( so Ibelieve) Lowther designs
available in some markets. The UK price of £2,500 is by no means
excessive in terms of the sheer volume or mass of the speaker,
though it must be adebatable point whether any design is worth
this sort of money.
For the fortunate few for whom £5,000 or so for asystem is an
acceptable level of expenditure, the Westminsters are avery viable
option, with certain unassailable advantages which in my opinion
more than compensate for the few weak points. Plus points are the
wide dynamic range, extraordinary sensitivity and loudness,
generally good bass control, and well focused stereo. On the minus
side there is adegree of coarseness and coloration present, and
subjectively the bass could be alittle more extended.
The rather directional character and slight 'fierceness' of the
horn- loaded tweeter means that each speaker is best listened to
slightly off- axis. To give the widest area for reasonable stereo
imaging, it is preferable to point speakers inward so that their axes
cross alittle in front of the listener. This cannot really be
aesthetically compatible with adesign like the Westminster,
whereas arevival of the corner horn like the GRF Autograph would
be more practical for many listening rooms, and rather less visually
dominating. Iwas also disappointed in the lack of effective floor
coupling, and feel quite strongly that aspeaker ought to have the
option of active operation: Tannoy offer this with an appropriate
electronic crossover for the studio- oriented Super Red Monitors, so
why no similar package for the significantly more pretentious
Westminsters?
As afinal parting shot, Iam forced to admit that Ihave enjoyed
these big Tannoys sonically very much indeed — perhaps more
than any other ' guest speaker' — and will miss them and their
version of events when the time comes for them to be collected. My
enthusiasm is sufficient for me to order up apair of the M3000
Classics for afollow up review, and Iam looking forward with keen
expectations to trying this cheaper non- horn variant..vt.
famous 1808 performance of ' The Creation'
is to be saluted. A further comparison — with
the Haydn entry in the previous edition of
Grove— indicates the superb advances in
Haydn scholarship that have been made in
the last three decades. This is avery valuable
book in what promises to be anotable
series.
Peter Branscombe

WHITE BOY SINGIN' THE BLUES by Michael Bane.
Paperback, Price £2.50. Published by Penguin
Books Ltd.
Since 1967 or thereabouts, when some
clever little university graduate discovered
that rock music was the only art form
unsullied by highbrow criticism, we've not
been spared the type of criticism that forgets
rock's roots. Idon't know how we can
reverse this trend, but someone out there
has to tell these people that rock is meant to
be fun. The mere existence of awork like
White Boy Singin' the Blues is a
contradiction: rock was never meant to be
academic, or intellectual. What's worse is
that Bane's book is one of those classic ' How
we ripped off the black man' efforts that
succeeds only in making us white folk feel
lousy for something done by our ancestors
that we couldn't alter no matter how hard we
tried. We already know that white culture
owes more to blacks than it cares to admit,
especially the debt that American whites
owe to American blacks, but Idoubt that
Bane's book will cause even one redneck to
go up to ablack and say ' Thanks'. Bane's
heart is in the right place, but it's best to treat
his book as agood history of rock's gestation
rather than the post- or late- Sixties sociology
doctorate that it really is.
The book can be recommended, but only
to those of you not of slave owning descent.
Ken Kessler
THE NEW GROVE HAYDN by Jens Peter Larsen
with George Feder.
237 pages; illustrated. Price £7.95 ( hardcover),
£3.95 ( paperback). Published by Papermac, 4
Little Essex Street, London WC2R 3LF.
Nothing is likely to make the ordinary reader
more impressed by the sheer scope of New
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THE NEW GROVE SCHUBERT by Maurice J.E.
Brown with Eric Sams.
186 pages; illustrated. Price £7.95 ( hardcover),
£3.95 ( paperback). Published by Papermac.

Grove's coverage of the major composers
than the realization that the articles are big
enough to permit their being republished as
sizeable monographs. The doyen of Haydn
scholars was the obvious choice to write the
article on the composer for New Grove, and
splendidly he has accomplished the task.
Quite as valuable is the authoritative worklist, compiled by the editor- in-chief of the
New Haydn Edition, Georg Feder ( this
section runs to 87 pages; the bibliography
runs to afurther 26 pages, and there is also
an index). Comparison between this
handsome little book and the Dictionary
entry suggests that fewer changes have
been made than with the Schubert volume
reviewed below; the addition of a
reproduction of the Wigand painting of the

The New Grove entry on Schubert has been
extended by some new material as well as
an index; parts of it have been revised in
layout too. It is awise, humane, sensitive
study, packed with information lucidly and
stylishly presented. A special feature of
these volumes is the admirable and
exhaustive work- list, which runs to no fewer
than 60 pages. New in this is the additional
column with page- references to guide the
reader to mention in the text of the individual
works. New in the text itself are valuable
chapters on ' Church and other choral music'
(14) and ' Song cycles' ( 16). In general, the
text has merely been economically adjusted
at the start of chapters as dictated by the
changed layout of the headings. A few
proper names are oddly spelt, one or two
slips were noted in the index. One other
criticism: despite Stanley Sadie's prefatory
statement that ' an effort has been made to
bring the bibliography up to date', that task
has been unevenly tackled: flattered as Iam
to find Schubert Studies: Problems of Style
and Chronology (
Cambridge, 1982), at least
four major books ( three from the anniversary
year of 1978, and one from 1979) are not
listed.
Peter Branscombe
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irrespective of price.., overall performance is
well above the standard of its class.
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Both the LS5 andLS'7 have asmooth, clean,
well- integrated, 'seamless' %dud of sound. ..Clarity
is good and notes start clean lY and sharply with
little apparent hangover or smearing.
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When Rogers set out to design anew series of loudspeakers
es pecially for use in the home they were determined to keep to their own
self-imposed high standards.The result was that the superb
crystal crisp clarity of the LS.315A BBC monitor, the Studio 1and the rest
of the professional range is now captured in the LS1, LS5 and LS7.

BRITISH ffl. IiIGH.FIDELITY

Swisstone Electronics Ltd. 310 Commonside East, Mitcham, Surrey. Tel: 01-640 2172.

Tape Levy?
While the European Commission considers
changes in the copyright laws, the blank tape
levy debate gathers momentum as
consumer groups and the record and tape
industries lobby to protect their interests.
The recession-hit record industry is pressing
for alevy on blank tape at the point of sale as
ameans of reclaiming losses suffered, they
say, as aresult of illegal home taping and
tape piracy. However, groups like Britain's
Consumers in the European Community
(CECG) have condemned these proposals as
'unfair and unworkable'. Jill Moore,
Chairman of the CECG has stressed that an
'across the board' levy would penalise
legitimate users, and she accused the record
industry of 'trying to protect its own interests
not by improving its product or
competitiveness but by attacking amore
successful rival, with the consumer picking
up the bill'.
The current copyright laws are an effective
blanket ban on home taping from records
and prerecorded tapes. But not all such
taping threatens record sales — consider for
instance the compilation of tapes by record
owners for additional use in their in-car
systems— and the many currently legitimate
uses for blank tapes cited by the CECG such
as education, business, aids for the blind,
etc., would be penalised by ablank tape levy.
At the same time, the Tape Manufacturers
Group is opposing government proposals
for anon-selective £1tax on all sales of blank
video recording tape. This would be
introduced as an extension of the film
industry's now almost negligible Eady Levy
which is part of the price of acinema ticket.
The Tape Manufacturers Group warn that if
this tax, which they claim will penalise the
consumer in asimilar way to any audio tape
levy, is introduced, it will set aprecedent for
alevy on blank audio recording tape.
Some factors that the Commission may
also consider to have influenced the fortunes
of the record industry without doubt, include
the reduced spending power of today's
record buying generation, the popularity of
portable music systems,.indifferent record
pressing quality (with afew exceptions) etc,
etc.. .. the list could go on. Clearly some of
these factors are beyond anybody's control,
and while adding weight to the anti- levy
arguments they also suggest that the record
industry is using the home-taper as a
scapegoat. Alternatives to avideo tape tax
such as more direct government aid have
been suggested as ameans of saving the
British film industry, but as far as we know,
no such proposals have yet been put forward
as asolution to the troubles of the record
eto loo
industry, so perhaps they wi
elsewhere for salvatiGn

CS Musical Weekend
Onc again agalaxy of musical and technical
tale twill foregather at Torquay's Palace
Ho el, over the November 18-21 weekend, to
tak part in the Torbay Gramophone
So iety's 14th annual weekend.
mong the many presentations will be the
firs public audition of anew EMI/KEF Elgar
reco ding, introduced by Joan Coulson ( EMI)
and Raymond Cooke ( KEF), atribute to Sir
Adria Boult by Robert Hardcastle
(Disco ses), Adrian Farmer on Nimbus
develop ents, John Borwick relating the
'Romance • the Gramophone' from
cylinders to C
avid BurnettJa
the perils of arecor r
r, ormac Rigby

(BBC Radio 3) on ' Music from the 'Wells',
with other record company contributions
from Ray Burford ( CBS) and Brian Couzens
(Chandos). Antony Beattie talks about the
Welsh National Opera from the inside, and
the closing session on Sunday evening is a
harpsichord recital/lecture on Francois
Couperin by Jane Clark.
Booking details from Administrator John
Davis, 17 Beechwood Avenue, Milber,
Newton Abbot, Devon, TO12 4LJ. Tel: 0626
66903.
Donald Aldous

Rodrigo for Romero
As afollow-up to our recent features on
classical guitarists, we bring you news of a
recent guitar concerto by Joaquin Rodrigo
written especially for Pepe Romero, brother
of Angel who was interviewed in July's issue
of HFN/RR. The new work, entitled Concierto
para una Fiesta was premiered earlier this
year in Dallas, Texas and recorded in July by
Philips at St John's, Smith Square, featuring
Pepe Romero as soloist with Neville
Marriner conducting the Academy of St
Martin-in-the- Fields. Recording of anew
concerto by Moreno Torroba and Celedonio
Romero ( Pepe's father) — Concierto de
Malaga— also took place. Record buyers will
be able to judge for themselves how the new
concerto, scored for chamber orchestra and
single wind, compares with the ever popular
Concierto de Aranjuez, next Spring.

Ravel/Varèse
In collaboration with the Royal Opera House,
the London Sinfonietta is to present aRavel/
Varèse festival in London between
September and February. A successor to the
highly acclaimed Stravinsky festival ( 197982), the new venture will present the
mplete works of both composers,
b inning on September 19th with the first
ever performance at Covent Garden of
L'en ant et les sortileges in adouble bill with
Stra iisky's The Nightingale. Both
produ tions are by John Dexter with designs
by Da ' dHockney. Also notable are a ' Day of
Ravel' • nJanuary 8th, during which most of
the inst umental works and all the songs
with pi no will be given, and on January
17th t 'Complete Piano Music of Ravel'
from aul Crossley.

Tippett for Bream
Sir Michael Tippett recently completed a
new composition for solo guitar in response
to along-standing request from Julian
Bream. The work is called The Blue Guitar

after apoem by Wallace Stevens, which was
itself aresponse to the famous Picasso
painting. The piece was commissioned by
the Ambassador International Cultural
Foundation in Pasadena, California, and will
be given its first performance there by
Bream in November. London will have its
first chance to hear the work next January.
Sir Michael has accepted acommission
from the Hong Kong Arts Festival to write a
short piece for Brass Band. This will be
completed in time for the visit there by the
Fairey Engineering Band next year and will
begiven in the presence of the composer.
Hong King begins aworld tour for Tippett
next spring, which will embrace the Far East,
Australia and the USA, culminating in
Boston with the World Premiere of his new
large-scale work for soloists, chorus and
orchestra, The Mask of Time. The UK
premiere of that work will be at next year's
Proms on July 23rd.

Liszt Grand Prix
Philips Classics have won three awards in
the Liszt Society of Budapest's Liszt Record
Grand Prix 1983. A total of six Grand Prix
were awarded to entries from 17 companies.
The prize recordings are Liszt's Faust
Symphony played by the Concertgebouw
Orchestra under Antal Dorati ( Philips 6769
089 2recs), Transcriptions from operas by
Wagner for piano, played by Zoltan Kocsis
(Philips 9500 970) and the Sonata in Bminor,
played by Brendel ( Philips 6514 147,410
040-2). The ceremonial presentation of the
Grand Prix will take place on October 22nd,
the 172nd anniversary of Liszt's birth, as
part of afestive Liszt concert at Budapest's
Academy of Music.

Illei 50 Years' Celebration
IFPI is the International Federation of
Phonogram and Videogram Producers,
registered in Zurich as aSwiss Association.
Founded late in 1933, its aim is to protect the
interests of the recording industry
worldwide, particularly with the impact of
new technical developments, as well as the
special problems of piracy, copying
recordings, negotiating rights for
broadcasting and public performance
leading on to today's challenges of cable and
satellite broadcasting.
IFPI has some 615 members in 69
countries, and what can be called its
sovereign organ is the General Meeting,
which is held every three years.
Coen Solleveid, formerly President of
Polygram, was elected President of IFPI in
1982, and today's Board consists of 21
members from many countries, with Anders
Holmstedt as Chairman of the Council.
To celebrate this anniversary, IFPI have
published an attractively produced 80 pp.
book The First Fifty Years. Compiled and
edited by John Bonniick, assisted by Peta
Stuart-Hunt, it includes articles by leading
figures in the recording industry. For any
gramophile/audiophile, the contents have a
fascination such that one has to go on
reading it through to the end, which is, in
fact, a50 years' chronology of the IFPI's
highlights.
Now for the bad news. Because of my links
w;th those old recording days, I
was
privileged to get acopy of this text, but it will
not be published through normal channels,
only to members of the IFPI. Perhaps afew
copies could be placed in important national
and public libraries for reference?
DA
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Yotive either got it,
Acoustic Feedback, can happen in your
living room. And when it does, as you know,
the effect on your music can be disastrous.
The cabinetry picks up the vibration from
the speakers, then passes it on to the pick-up arm.
The result? Your records just don't sound
as good as they should.
The answer is Independent Suspension,
and it's to be found on the new L-A100,
QL-A200 and QL-F300 record decks fromJVC.
Both pick-up arm and motor float •

freely inside the cabinet on independent
sub- assemblys, thus effectively isolating these
sensitive parts from outside vibrations.
All of which gives lower intermodulation
distortion, for better sound quality
Clearly asound improvement.
The QL-A200 and QL-F300, both have
coreless D.C. Servo Motors with Double Servo
Quartz control for greater running accuracy.
Wow and flutter are reduced to ameagre
0.025% (WRMS).

or you haverit.
All models have up front controls,
that can still be operated even with the space
efficient dust cover down.
And the top of the range QL-F300 has
the added facility of fully automatic operation
with repeat.
All you have to do is enjoy your music.
The new L-A100, QL-A200 and QL-F300
turntables from WC.
The only thing they're missing, you just
won't miss at all.

JVC TURNTABLES
QI=F300

QE-A200

Independent Suspension System

•

•

Double-Servo Quartz Control

•

•

Coreless DC Servo Motor

•

•

Lightweight Straight Tone Arm

•

•

Fully Automatic

•
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THE CHAMBER MUSIC
Kenneth Dommett concludes his survey with a look at the chamber
music with wind instruments
N THE FIRST of these two articles
we lcoked at the current recordings
of Mozart's chamber music for
strings with piano and for strings
alone. In this we shall attempt a similar
exercise on the chamber music with wind
instruments. Again it is necessary to define
our limits. The great Serenade or Gran
Partita for 13 wind instruments ( K361) may
or may not be chamber music, but its sheer
size persuades us to leave it out. The decision to exclude its two companions, the
Serenades K375 and 388, is an arbitrary one
based on the opinion that all three should be
regarded as agroup. And if they are to be left
out, what about the various Divertimenti for
wind sextet? These clearly fall within the
generally accepted parameters of chamber
music as far as size goes though content and
style may be another matter. To exclude
them on those grounds seems unnaturally
high-minded, so we have included them and
the various miscellaneous pieces that are
hard to categorise.

Duos and Trios
here is only one true duo involving
awind instrument in Mozart's catalogue, the curious Sonata for cello
and bassoon, K292. It was almost
certainly written for Baron von Dürnitz, the
recipient of the Bassoon Concerto. It cannot
pretend to be great music, though the
ungainly participants are handled with considerable ingenuity. The latest recording, by
members of the Berlin Philharmonic Octet
(DG 2535 328), can be recommended though
it is no longer listed. An earlier one by
members of Collegium Aureum released by
Harmonia Mundi in 1979 ( 065-99 764 nla)
was also attractive, the bassoon having a
pleasant ' bite' to it. It was coupled with an
acceptable version of the Clarinet Quintet.
Mention of Duos reminds us that there is
another Mozart curiosity, the 12 Duos, K487,
for unspecified wind instruments. Most
probably they were intended for bassett
horns, but are frequently played on ordinary
horns. The only recording known to me is by
Ferenc Tarjani, double tracked on a mono
Qualiton issue of 1969 ( LPX 11354 nla) which
is reasonably well recorded. This is really
one for the specialist.
Mozart was less generous with Trios incorporating wind instruments than he was with
those requiring apiano. Indeed, there is only
the one, the Trio for clarinet, viola andpiano,
K498. Contemporary sources declare that it
was intended for members of the Jacquin
family, specifically for Franziska von Jacquin
who was one of Mozart's piano pupils. It is
one of the gems of Mozart's chamber music
and has an unusual layout, the slow movement coming first, followed by aMinuet with
a Rondo finale. Because of the legend which
maintains that Mozart wrote it while indulg100

issue ( TV 34417S nla).

Quartets

ing in dart shooting, one of his favourite
pastimes, it is often known as the ' KegelstattTrio'.
There have been several recordings over
the years and five are listed at present. Two
of these, by the jazz clarinettist Bob Wilber
(Artemis 7109) and one on Hungaroton ( FX
12298) have not been considered, the first
because Ihave not managed to hear it, the
second because it does not offer serious
competition to the remaining three on technical or aesthetic grounds. My first choice
would undoubtedly be the recently reissued
Brymer/lreland/Bishop-Kovacevich performance on Philips ( 6570 573) which is a model
of its kind and extremely well recorded. It is
coupled with an equally desirable performance of the Clarinet Quintet.
A much earlier ( 1960) recording by the
Melos Ensemble is still available, coupled
with Weber's Clarinet Quintet ( Oiseau Lyre
SOL 60020). The performance is a fine one
but the recording quality does not match
Philips'. The third alternative, by members of
the New Vienna Octet ( SDD 558) has to be
faulted on the grounds of poor balance and
an over- smooth clarinettist.
The five Divertimenti for a trio of undefined wind instruments, K439b, have been
heavily scrutinised by the editors of the
latest Kiichel but are still in. They may have
been for atrio of basset horns or for apair of
basset horns with either a clarinet or bassoon. They are also believed to have been
written for the Jacquins. Thea King and
Georgina Dobree have sponsored them from
time to time and it is to be hoped that they
will one day record them. Meanwhile nos. 1
and 5 have been recorded by Alan Hacker's
group Matrix ( Prelude PRS 2502, apparently
available to special order). Nos. 2and 4were
once available on a rather edgy Turnabout

he quartet music with wind instruments is dominated — numerically
if not aesthetically — by the four
Flute Quartets. The first of them,
K285 in D, is in three movements and is the
only one we can be quite certain about.
Mozart wrote it for De Jean, the commissioner of the G- major Flute Concerto. The
next two, in G and C, K285a and b, are in two
movements only, which suggests French
provenance. The second movement of the
C- major is more or less identical with the
variation movement ( no. 6) of the Gran
Partita K361, which casts some doubt on its
authenticity. There was also considerable
speculation about the last, K298 in A. This
reverts to the three movement formula and
in its finale makes reference to at least one
popular French air, while the elaborately
humorous and mocking tempo direction of
this movement also points clearly toward the
Paris visit of 1778.
All four fit neatly on to one LP and it has
consequently become normal practice to
record them as a group. There are five such
sets available at the moment. The best is
also the most recent: a ' period' style performance led by Barthold Kuijken, beautifully recorded ( Accord ACC 8225). Historic
instruments played in an authentic way but
without the roughnesses of intonation or the
smell of the academic lamp which mars a
number of similar experiments. Kuijken
made an earlier recording for Harmonia
Mundi ( 1C065 99653) with members of Collegium Aureum, but here the stylistic quality
is less consistent and the recording does not
capture the intimate atmosphere as successfully.
Of the ' modern' interpretations, the one
which attracted most praise was by Andreas
Blau with members of the Amadeus Quartet
(DG 2530 983 nla). This was only issued in
1978 and can be expected to return to the
catalogue soon. Of the survivors Aurele
Nicolet's polished performance with the
Munich Trio ( CBS 73019) is to be preferred to
the smooth, rather suave Bennett-Grumiaux
Trio version on Philips ( 6500 034).
Apart from these flute quartets the Oboe
Quartet in F, K370, is the only one to feature
awind instrument. Composed for the Mannheim oboist Ramm, it is a much weightier
work than the flute quartets, and it is acause
for regret that Mozart had no opportunity for
later compositions of the same kind. It has
attracted the attention of every oboist of
note, and there have been literally dozens of
recordings over the years. There are thirteen
at present on the domestic lists alone which
makes choice difficult, since many are of a
high technical and artistic standard.
In a shortlist, Sarah Francis' recent per1-1I FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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formance with the Cummings Trio ( UnicornKanchana DPK 9019) stands high, but for
value that by Gordon Hunt with members of
the Chilingirian Quartet on an excellently
engineered CFP issue ( 40377) has a commanding lead. Ian Wilson's earlier version
for the same company ( CFP 40356) is a
sensitive, unmannered performance. Robert
Still's recording with the prestigious trio of
Perlman, Zukerman and Harrell ( EMI ASD
3916) has not come my way but was not too
well received by PB who reviewed it in
March 1982. Meritorious versions are available from Neil Black with members of ASMF
(Phi 9500 772), a typically stylish performance from Holliger with a Dutch trio ( Phi
9500 397), and a polished, perhaps overpolished, one from Koch and members of
the Amadeus ( DG 2530 720). Collectors of
the genuine antique may find Michel
Piguet's reedy sound and the dryish string
tone of the Esterhazy Quartet ( Teldec AW6
42173) rewarding.
The unfinished Adagio for cor anglais and
a trio of two violins and cello, K580a, was
originally for cor anglais, two horns and
bassoon. One of the sketches that ultimately
resulted in the Clarinet Quintet, it owes its
present form and conclusion to a posthumous arranger. There used to be a fine
performance by members of the old London
Baroque Ensemble on a Parlophone 78. It is
presently represented by two admirable performances, one by the London Virtuosi
(Abbey PHB 722), the other by an ensemble
led by Harnoncourt ( Teldec AP6 42110).

ated from Valois in 1974.
Also included in that album is the Quintet
for horn, violin, two violas and cello, K407, a
miniature concerto with the horn part dominating the ensemble. It is relatively lightweight but thoroughly entertaining and difficult for the natural horn. Dennis Brain
recorded it with the Griller Quartet in a
classic version on two red label Decca 78s
(DK 1138-9) which mysteriously vanished
almost as soon as released. The performance of his now listed is of a broadcast
dating from 1956 ( BBC REB 175) which,
though it avoids the ' fizz' of the earlier
recording, lacks its charisma too.
The natural horn expert Hermann
Baumann plays it with the Esterhazy Quartet
in a version which seems to have been
issued twice, differently coupled ( Teldec
AW6 42173, with the Oboe Quartet, and
Teldec AP6 42321 as part of an unspecified
programme which, as Ihave not heard the
record, Icannot identify). This kind of performance is an acquired taste for the hand
horn is atemperamental instrument, and for
all his skill even Baumann cannot avoid its
uncertain intonation entirely. Walter Lexutts
version with Collegium Aureum ( H- M 1C065
99673) also employs the valveless horn, but
with even less success in its control of the
vagaries of the instrument.
Of the two surviving ' modern' performances, Seifert with members of the BPO ( DG
6570 147), and Timothy Brown with mem-

reticent version as runners-up. All three offer
Beethoven's Op.16 as coupling. Again the
Nash has the measure of the music, but
some may feel that Ashkenazy is more fitted
to Beethoven than Haebler's more tentative
approach.
Holliger's recording of the Oboe Quartet
contains an unexplained curiosity in the
shape of an arrangement for oboe and string
quartet of the String Quintet in C- minor,
K406, which in turn is an arrangement — by
Mozart — of the wind Serenade, K388. Kóchel
mentions a 19th century arrangement for
piano and winds, but says nothing about this
one which, notwithstanding that it is not
authentic Mozart, sounds very well.

Sextets
he Sextet as an established form of
chamber music did not appear
until the 19th century, and there
are no sextets in Mozart to compare with Mendelssohn's Op.110, say, or the
sextets of Brahms or Dvorak. There are,
however, six Divertimenti or Tafelmusik for a
sextet of wind instruments — a pair each of
oboes, horns and bassoons. They were all
written for Salzburg archepiscopal festivities, and though their intentions were modest their achievement was occasionally substantial. Some doubt was at one time cast
upon the authenticity of the last of them,
K289 in E-flat, though it is now more or less
accepted as genuine.

Quintets
few unfinished sketches from 1789
featuring Mozart's favourite wind
instrument, the basset horn, indicate that his first intention was to
write a quintet for it, a project lamentably
unfulfilled. Instead, as we all know, he wrote
the Clarinet Quintet, K581, instead. This, like
the later Concerto, was almost certainly
written with Stadler's special low register
instrument in mind, though it fits the modern
instrument exceptionally well. It is still one of
the few unchallenged masterpieces for the
clarinet and has been recorded more frequently than any of Mozart's other chamber
music works with wind instrument. There
are now no fewer than 15 rival recordings
and many others, including some very distinguished ones, that no longer grace the
catalogue.
Among these last was an old Brunswick
recording by Kell and a later, rather more
affectionate one by Keith Puddy and the
Westminster Quartet on a World Record
Club issue ( WRC T573). Among the British
performances that survive, pride of place is
shared between Antony Pay with members
of ASMF ( Phi 9500 772) and Andrew Marriner's superb version with the Chilingirian
Quartet on an exceptionally well engineered
CFP issue ( 40377) coupled with the Oboe
Quartet. Thea King's Saga version ( SAGA
5291) with the Aeolian Quartet is less satisfactory.
Another highly distinguished version
comes from Jack Brymer with the Allegri
Quartet which is coupled with his version of
the Trio referred to above ( Phi 6570 573), and
the older but sensitively played version by
De Peyer and the Amadeus ( DG 2530 720).
Guy Deplus' performance with the Danish
Quartet, included in Telefunken's five- record
set of all the Mozart quintets ( FK6 35017), has
its charm but is less well recorded. It originHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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bers of ASMF ( Phi 9500 772), my choice is for
the latter, an alert and lively performance
compared with the more mannered German
one.
Mozart's declared favourite chamber
music work, though, was the Quintet for
piano and wind instruments, K452, written in
1784, his annus mirabilis. It has never quite
captured the popular imagination to the
extent that the works with strings have,
perhaps because performances of it are
rarer. From the present small crop of recordings, an old and worthy one from Panhoffer
and the Vienna Octet ( SDD 289), Ingrid
Haebler with the Bamberg Wind Quintet ( Phi
6570 881), Ashkenazy and the London Wind
Soloists ( Decca SXL 6252), Peter Serkin with
Tashi ( RCA RL 12863) and the Nash Ensemble ( CRD 1067), choice is comparatively
simple. For sensitivity, fine ensemble playing and good sound the Nash recording is a
clear winner, with Ashkenazy's rather too
forward and spotlit concertante performance
vying with Haebler's fine-grained if rather

All six have been recorded by both the
Netherlands Wind Ensemble for Philips and
the London Wind Soloists for Decca as part
of multiple albums containing all Mozart's
wind music. The former is still available as
part of the Complete Mozart Edition ( 6747
379, 7 recs), but the latter, an excellent set
directed by Brymer and reissued as SDDL
405-9 ( 5 recs), seems to have vanished. As
performances and recordings the two sets
were much of a muchness, though taste
tends to favour the British group's sheer
elegance of sound and perfection of ensemble, as well as a slightly greater degree of
clarity in the larger scale works.
A welcome single disc by the Vienna
Philharmonic Wind Ensemble containing
K213, 240, 253 and 270 ( DG 2531 296) was
released in 1980, although it is no longer
listed. This is excellent in every way and the
omission of the remaining two pieces, K252
and 289, is not an insufferable loss, though
the former does contain avery rare example
of a Mozartian Polonaise. This ensemble,
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CAPTURE A NEW WAVE
OF SOUND
Pure sound reproduction is available from
five superb models. Choosing becomes adifficult decision. At the top of the range is the
DT880S — a unique experience in listening
pleasure — to capture just what you've been
missing from other headphones.
Designed for comfort, the DT880S is ultra
responsive ( 5-25000hz)
and
acclaimed
worldwide as one of the very best hi-fi headDT550,

DT660,

phones around. So get the most from your
sound system — listen with B*rDynamic
Headphones — and capture a new wave of
sound.
Available in both semi- open and closed
format.

beyerdynamic
DT880,

Excellence in sound
Beyerdynamic ( GB) Ltd., 1Clair Road,
Haywards Heath. Sussex. RH16 3DP.
Tel: ( 0444) 451003.

ABBEY ROAD
Ken Kessler ta kes a
magical history tour

the 172nd anniversary of Liszt's birth, as
part of afestive Liszt concert at Budapest's
Academy of Music.
who would deny individuals the freedom to
exercise personal taste. It is with great
pleasure that Ireport on an event that further
offers the stamp of respectability to aform of
entertainment which, thirty years after its
birth ( proof that it wasn't just alad'),
continues to be maligned by music- lovers of
the holier-than-thou variety.
What made this event so noteworthy —
easily as impressive agesture as that of
Leonard Bernstein writing aforeword to a
biography of the artists in question — is that
the company offering the tribute happened
to be one of the great classical record labels.
The artists being honoured by EMI were
Me Beatles, and the people in the company
responsible for this special recognition of the
group were the employees of Abbey Road
Studios. In particular, it was Ken Townsend —
long-time chief technical engineer and now
the studio's general manager — who
conceived the tribute, and saw his dream
.
through to completion. Townsend is one of
the very few individuals, along with George
Martin, privileged enough to have witnessed
the beginning andend of the Beatles' career
at EMI. He had long nurtured the idea of
creating some form of display to
commemorate the band which produced so
much great music. But as with all personal
projects, it took awhole sequence of events
to allow it to materialise, events outside of
any one person's influence.
Last year's Twentieth Anniversary
celebrations provided ample impetus for
devising some form of unique tribute. But a
far more mundane event made it all
practical: the control room in Studio 2,
where the Beatles recorded the bulk of their
catalogue, was due for are-fit. This meant
that the studio would be lying dormant for
two months . . . or just long enough for

I

Townsend and his fellow employees to stage
an audio/visual tribute.
The name of the programme was, simply,
'The Beatles At Abbey Road', and it was one
of the most tasteful, finely-crafted acts of
homage this writer has ever seen provided
by the world of entertainment. To make sure
that the programme would be truly
noteworthy, Townsend enlisted the aid of
Capital Radio's Roger Scott, Abbey Road's
John Barrett, and anumber of others expert
in the lore of the Beatles, and had them
create avideo-with-soundtrack offering
previously unreleased material with a
narrative exploding at least one myth.
Before going into the details of the film's
contents, it's worth explaining that Beatles
fanatics are abreed unto themselves, their
dedication rivalled by few, if any, other
cultists Requests for Beatles- related
memorabilia are daily occurrences-- right ,
down to requests for paint chips from Studio
2's walls by Japanese devotees. It's this type
of collector who searches out the most
obscure fact, the most absurd trivia.
The biggest pain in the neck for EMI
employees is the insistence by so-called
'Beatles experts' that the company is sitting
on avault full of unreleased material.
The video's soundtrack includes two of
these unreleased treasures, ' How Do You Do
It' and ' Leave My Kitten Alone', and the
narration firmly stated that there are but two
others. What no one has ever denied is that
there are hundreds of alternative takes in
EMI's vaults, but the company wisely prefers
not to release 27 takes of ' Strawberry Fields
Forever' or over 40 versions of ' While My
Guitar Gently Weeps'. To provide a
wonderful glimpse of the Beatles during the
creative process, the film's soundtrack
contains anumber of these out-takes, but it's
safe to assume that the public will hear little
else ; nthe way of alternative versions.
Among the most pleasant surprises were

alternative takes bearing little resemblance
to the final versions. George Martin once
explained that ' Strawberry Fields' was a
composite of two distinctly different takes;
we were privileged to hear aslow acoustic
version that any bootlegger would love to
possess.
One other legendary track was the early
Sixties rocking version of ' One After 909', its
existence long known, but its availability nil.
Add to this slightly different performances of
'Norwegian Wood', ' Hey Jude', ' Lady
Madonna', and ' She's A Woman' and you'll
understand why there were searches for
hidden tape recorders
The visuals were as thrilling as the songs,
for rare footage made up the bulk of the
presentations. It's not often that Beatles fans
are treated to showings of the ' Penny Lane'
promotional video, or the ' Hey Jude'
recording sessions. But...
Because the ' Beatles At Abbey Road'
programme only ran until September 11th,
and because there are hundreds of
thousands of people who did not get a
chance to see it, and because the entire
production is so near-perfect, will EMI find a
way to release it as aprerecorded video or
laser disc? There's little doubt that it would
sell well, especially when one considers how
successfully MGM/UA marketed their
decidedly weak Compleat Beatles video last
year. It's so tempting, so mouth-watering a
proposition.. . and so thoroughly entangled
in the web of problems that make the release
of any new Beatles product anightmare.
There's an amusing footnote to the whole
affair, one that shows in asmall way just
how viable the Beatles remain, 13 years after
they split up. Ken Townsend greeted the
members of the press by holding up an item
he'd received that morning from Japan: a
copy of the Beatles LP Abbey Road.
On Compact Disc. lit_

incidentally, recorded exactly the same programme for Westminster in the early days of
LP. For the curious, Dennis Brain played in
an arrangement of K270 by Anthony Baines
which is to be found in EMI's wide-ranging
tribute to Brain's artistry ( RLS 7701 3 recs).

in the nature of sketches for the infinitely
more profound Masonic Funeral Music,
K477, another work more usually regarded
as orchestral music. Both are in the Netherlands and London Wind Soloists' albums
referred to above, but there are also recordings of K411 by Concentus Musicus (Teldec
AP6 42110) and in the Matrix recital ( PRS
2502) referred to above.
Mozart's music for clock movements is no
longer realisable in its original form and is
now usually heard as organ arrangements.
Possibly the various versions for wind instruments come closer to the original sound, but
whether those used by the New Vienna Wind
Soloists in their recital ( SOD 576) do so is
questionable. Their Haydn and Beethoven
items sound better, but the Mozart ones, the
Adagio and Allegro K594, the Fantasia K608
and the Andante K616, strike me as being
rather shrill.
A unique but tendentious masterpiece is
the Adagio and Rondo for glass harmonica,
flute, oboe, violin and cello, K617. Written for
Marianne Kirchgassner in mid- 1791, its only
true modern interpreter is the indefatigable
Bruno Hoffmann who has recorded it at least

twice. His latest version, on a well
engineered Philips disc ( 9500 397) is something of atriumph in the way it captures the
elusive quality of the instrument, albeit with
some audible rasping of the player's fingers
as they rub the glasses. Nicanor Zabaleta's
version using the harp ( DG 2535 188) is a
commendable but unsuccessful attempt to
rescue the work from oblivion since it completely lacks the flavour of the original. It
does, however, help to unravel Mozart's
ingenious counterpoint. Hoffmann has also
included the 28- bar Adagio, K617a (formerly
K356), in which the glass harmonica's unique sound can be savoured to the full.
These two pieces were the last chamber
music Mozart wrote, and make afitting end
to these two necessarily brief surveys of the
gramophone's involvement with it. This
began in the earliest days of recording, and
there is little of note that has not been
recorded at one time or another. New
recording techniques have yet to encounter
Mozart's chamber music, but when they do
the endless voyage of discovery into one of
the greatest and most catholic of musical
minds will begin all over again. .14_

Miscellaneous
here is bound to be some argument about what is or is not chamber music in such acontext as this.
Many would argue for the inclusion of the various divertimenti for wind and
strings on the grounds that they were
intended to be played by solo forces, but the
fact that they tend to be performed as
orchestral works precluded me from discussing them. And what of the Divertimento
K188 for 2 flutes, 5trumpets and 4 drums?
Surely this isn't chamber music?
Some miscellaneous works and single
movements can, by their nature and intent,
be legitimately included, among them some
items Mozart wrote for use in Masonic lodge
meetings. The two Adagios K410 and 411,
for 2 basset horns and bassoon and for 2
clarinets and 3basset horns respectively, are
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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HE SITUATION is marvellous,
because here we have an orchestra
which is young and improving at
the beginning of the digital era. A collaboration between the players, myself and Decca
with a new sound — and Ansermet, so
important to Swiss musicians of the time,
there in the background as an example, a
great man and a humanist who would try
and relate everything to everything. Itry to
keep in touch with this.'
Thus spake Lausanne- born Charles Dutoit,
in London last May to conduct Faust at his
Covent Garden debut. Collectors will already
have noticed the parallel: just as Ansermet's
Ravel and Debussy prolifically graced the
Decca catalogues of the early LP and stereo
eras, so, with the advent of digits, Dutoit is
similarly busy in Montreal. There have also
been distinguished issues of Stravinsky
(with the Suisse Romande Orchestra), Lalo,
Mendelssohn and Tchaikovsky (' Iwas the
one who persuaded Kyung-Wha Chung to
play the Tchaikovsky concerto without
cuts!') and Dutoit's principal conductorship
in Montreal is now five years old. As with the
Boston Symphony Orchestra, by tradition
French in wind and strings, there has been
much talk of the Montreal Symphony as
being 'the greatest French orchestra'. Certainly, its quality of refinement is highly
appropriate to the music of Ravel and
Debussy, and yet the French tradition, maintains Dutoit, is not entirely unbroken. 'We
musn't forget that there have been other
strong influences as well. After all, Zubin
Mehta was with them for seven years, and
then Franz- Paul Decker — an Indian and a
German — so there was a lot of Strauss,
Bruckner and Mahler, and not very much
French music. For that repertoire in any
concentration we have to go back to Munch,
who visited the orchestra from Boston in the
fifties. But when Iarrived in 1978 they played
the French Impressionists as if it was the
most natural thing in the world, and Ican
only attribute that to the flavour of the city
itself — very European, even down to its great
displays of wine and cheese in grocery
stores which, apart from New York, you
wouldn't find so easily in the States!'
Another factor, Dutoit is convinced, is the
acoustical properties — both atmospheric
and lucid — of St Eustache's Church, Montreal in which the Decca recordings are made
my next goal would be to have our own
Montreal hall with that kind of quality. By
some process of osmosis an orchestra's
surroundings can have aconsiderable bearing • on the sound of the ensemble itself.
'Look at just about all of the great American
orchestras. And it is also the case in Geneva
and elsewhere in Europe. How on earth it
works in London Ihave no idea, but even
there you can hear an individuality in the
sound of each orchestra! Jimmy Lock — who
is something of agenius— visited about forty
different places in Montreal to find avenue
where the orchestra would sound its best.
When we play there, everyone is inspired;
there is arange and acolour and an elasticity
which lifts everyone up. When we recorded
Daphnis, we had not played there before,
and we — myself and the orchestra — had not
recorded together before. And the record
was made in just four hours!'
That, apparently, is how they do things in
Montreal: the recent Saint-Saëns Third was
also completed with the minimum of fuss
and in the same number of minutes. In the
best sense, it sounds the product of limited
session time; long first takes, says Dutoit,
form the basis of everything (' there is editHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ing, but only from other complete takes')
and, with the integrity of the acoustic still
ringing in the mind, it comes as some
surprise to be reminded that Decca's recording of the organ is another of the twinlocation surgical operations that have
become increasingly popular in recent years.
'We recorded the orchestra first in St Eustache, in which there is an organ, but not
really agood enough one for the disc. Peter
Hurford used the marvellous organ in St
Joseph's down the road, a magnificent
instrument. We took all the equipment from
St Eustache to the other church, and Peter
recorded the organ part onto every take in
'real' time ... yes, he played it as many times
as we'd recorded the music. Which was
about twice! So when it came to the editing,
every take already existed in integrated form
as if everything had taken place at the same
time in the same hall.'
No doubt such efficiency helps to explain
the rapid super- abundance of recent
releases from Montreal. Dutoit's Ravel cycle
has now reached completion with Valses
Nobles et Sentimentales, Pavane pour une
Infante Défunte and Ma Mère I'D ye. He is
mock- indignant when asked whether the

latter has been recorded with all interludes
intact — ' Ido the whole thing of course!' —
though he adds a rueful, pragmatic rider on
the subject of playing-time restrictions, both
on Compact and black discs. 'We will record
it all, but maybe have to leave the little
interlúcles out.' Hopefully not: Decca, well
practised in the art of long sides, have
already served the MS0 handsomely in this
respect: both Daphnis and the disc of Alborada, La Valse, Bolero and Rapsodie Espagnole play for over an hour. So do the more
recent issues of three Respighi tone poems
and the coupling of Falla's Three Cornered
Hat and Al Amor brujo (
1only do complete
ballets nowadays ... Who shouts the &es in
The Three-Cornered Hat? All my percussion
players and the trombones!').
A glance at the relatively distant future
reveals plans for a complete Pearl Fishers,
the first operatic fruit of Dutoit's recentlysigned five-year contract with Decca. What
he has to say about his operatic work — a
relatively new departure, at any rate in the
opera house as distinct from the recording
studio — well reflects the practical wisdom of
a gifted ' late developer' whose experience
began with the viotin and viola (there was 1009
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NE OF THE undoubted highlights of
the Wigmore Hall autumn concert
series this year is the cycle of five
concerts being given by Howard Shelley ( 20
& 27 Sept, 4, 11 & 17 Oct). The concerts are
devoted to what is thought to be the first
ever complete canon of Rachmaninov's solo
piano music ( certainly it is the first in this
country) and they include a number of
British premiéres, among them the Three
Nocturnes of 1887-8, the Four Pieces, 1888,
and the Morceau de Fantasie of 1899, the
latter written in the period immediately
following the disastrous initial performance
of the First Symphony.
Due for release at about this time are the
latest additions to the Rachmaninov cycle
Shelley is recording with Hyperion. This
again will represent the complete music for
solo piano. Two records have been released
so far: the first coupling the two sets of
variations, the early 'Chopin' set ( 0p.22) and
the late 'Corelli' ( Op. 42), his last work for
solo piano, on A66009; and the second the
two sonatas, the Second given in its much
revised version of 1931, on A66047. The new
releases comprise a double album of the
Preludes, with the Morceaux de Fantasie Op.
3 — see reviews — and the two sets of Etudes
Tableaux Opp. 33 & 39 ( A66091).
The Hyperion connection is a happy one,
following the untimely demise of Enigma
Records, with whom Howard had recorded
the initial Variations LP. ' It was something I
was very keen to do. We recorded the
Variations at the same time as Imade the
Chopin Preludes disc ( K23530 nia). The Chopin was issued first but then Enigma collapsed before the Variations could be
released. Ieventually got the tapes back
from the parent company, WEA, and mentioned them to Ted [ Perry at Hyperion] who
had been asking me to record for him for
some time. He was excited when he heard
them and asked if he could issue them. We
went on from there.
'I've always been drawn to Rachmaninov,
yes. Iloved the concertos from the beginning
but was alittle daunted by his music initially
because each major work is such a huge
mountain to scale. Ifought shy of it at first I
suppose, but then Iwent to aconcert where
the Corelli Variations were played and Ijust
couldn't resist them. Iprogrammed them
myself [with agreat deal of success] and was
encouraged by people who said, " You know
this is very much 3'our sort of thing — why
don't you do more?", so Iwent on to do the
other set, the Chopin Variations. Then the
opportunity to record them came along and
it snowballed. I've come to love Rachmaninov more and more with each piece I've
learnt. Ithought at first that it was the sort of
music which might pall in time, that Imight
tire of working on it, but Ifound quite the
opposite.'
For his coupling of the two piano sonatas
Howard chose the later, substantially
revised, version of the Second. Although his
playing was greeted with deservedly high
praise in the reviews, there were afew raised
eyebrows at that choice, some critics questioning the idea of substituting what is
commonly misunderstood to be simply a
'cut' version for the real thing, as it were.
'Yes, there were one or two comments, but I
do feel that the revised version is acarefully
calculated improvement. I thought quite
long and hard about it when we decided to
make the recording, and personally my
preference is for the later version as a
performable piece. As happens in one or two
other Rachmaninov last movements, Ifind
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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that the structure doesn't quite hold together
in the original version — there's a patch
where the momentum flags. He rids it of that
in the revision. Ithink as aconcert work for
the average audience, the later is a better
structured whole.' Concert-goers will have
the opportunity to compare the 1913 and '31
versions of the Second Sonata themselves in
the Wigmore Hall series, 'though not on the
same evening!'.
... 'The Etudes Tableaux are rather more
substantial, certainly, and less immediately
accessible than the Preludes. One feels that
he was trying to pull himself away from what
he had been so much criticised for all along —
of writing 50 years behind the times. They've
got some terrific things in them, but also
some very unusual writing for Rachmaninov; it doesn't always pay dividends, but
there's alot of marvellous music in them. Of
the two sets the first contains eight and the
second, nine. The first group was originally
designed as a set of nine, but he withdrew
three before publication. One of them, the
A- minor, was altered slightly and became
No. 6 in the second set. The second group
are much longer and very difficult. Iwas
surprised when Igot down to learning them
just how much more difficult they were than
Iexpected. It's extraordinary, because Rachmaninov commented — and it must have
been before he wrote the first set — that "the
best piano music should lie well under the
fingers". He said, for instance, that the Third
Piano Concerto was much better than the
Second because it lies under the hands,
whereas the earlier one has awkward pas-

sages. One of the big problems with Rachmaninov too, of course, is the way he will
modify his repeats. Everything is different,
always! It drives you mad sometimes,
memorising a work — he will never make it
exactly the same. And being so chromatic
too it can be very confusing.
'I love some of his comments on his own
work. I'm not sure that Ican remember it
accurately, but when he was working on the
Fourth Concerto he wrote to friends saying
that because it was so long it would have to
be performed, like The Ring, on several
nights! And then of the second movement,
"I've suddenly realised it is the theme of
Schumann's A- minor concerto; why didn't
you point that out to me?"!'
With concert performances of his own
and other composers' music, Rachmaninov
used to talk about what he called 'tochka', a
culminating point in every piece which the
executant had to recognise, approach and
convey with 'absolute conviction' if the
music was to make its proper impact. 'Oh
yes; he came off the stage quite miserable if
he felt he hadn't achieved that in aperformance. He clearly had avery highly developed
sense of structure and form, and I'm keen to
try to refute the criticism that his own music
is somehow lacking in that respect. In the
last few decades the tendency has been
towards more and more virtuoso performances of Rachmaninov, and while that can be
very exciting to listen to, it does underline
the often quite episodic nature of his music
at the expense of an overall sweep which is
there if one looks for it and balances out the >109
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Audio, music and other specialists agree the less there is
between amplifier and listener in the way of multi- drive
units, cross-over networks, ' doctored' cabinets and the
like, the better. An uncluttered design approach above all
accounts largely for the phenomenal success enjoyed by
Lowther's Bicor 200. This is aunique folded horn
loudspeaker using but one single sound source,
Lowther's unique new PM.6 type ' C' drive unit to achieve
sound of such fine quality, range and detail, it captures
the ear of all who hear it instantly. Hence the rapidly
growing number of accredited hi-fi dealers where you can
go and judge the Bicor 200 for yourself.
Look at aBicor 200 and you will find it looking very little
different from other hi-fi speakers— slimmer perhaps, not
so high for aspeaker of its power and quality but much
heavier. You will notice the excellent finish and quality of
the cabinet. But when you listen, you will find the sound

OF YOUR LIFE

breathtakingly real over the whole audio spectrum from
below 40 smoothly through to 20,000 Hz. We have
eliminated standing wave patterns with their distorting
influences by the use of our own exclusively developed
balanced pressure twin horn system mathematically
matched to the high performance characteristics of our
unique drive unit. Results are startling.
At the price of £267.95 apair, including VAT., Bicor has
revolutionised the whole concept of buying loudspeakers
whether for the first time or replacement. There simply
isn't any need any longer to lay out alot of money to get
the kind of quality you know and have always wanted.
The Bicor is there, ready now at realistically challenging
price and it is so far ahead of the rest, it is the audio
investment of your life. Go to your nearest Lowther
stockist now— hear for yourself.
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various sections. It's difficult sometimes to
achieve. [Yet it has been commented on
regularly in regard to Howard's own recordings.] It's one of the most important aspects
of performance. Structure is one of the first
things Ilock on to when Ifirst look at awork —
a feeling for the overall pacing, which
doesn't necessarily relate, always, to what
one might work out from an analytical study
of the score — harmonically, and so on. It's
more a question of sensing the emotional
drive through the music, an emotional line.
'The first time Iread a piece of music it's
just for the sheer pleasure that it gives me;
very little analytical thought is involved at
that stage. It's rather like the way one might
look at the detail of a beautiful painting
before stepping back and taking in the
whole. I'll usually go through it and indulge
myself in the really luscious moments! Then
comes the work on its structure. Spontaneity
is important in performing, and what Ilike to
catch, in this way of working, is my reaction
to a work when Ifirst look at it. There's an
awful danger otherwise that with the learning process, which is so intense and repetitive, you can lose the spontaneity. It is very
difficult to put in once you've worked solidly
on apiece for days or weeks on end. So Ilike
to record my spontaneous reaction, as it
were, and then back it up with intellectual
reasons for doing it that way.'

... ' Enjoy recording?! Ido in asort of way
recordings from the Sonatas disc] is very
now, but Ididn't at all to begin with, and Istill
sensitive about that. And he sits there when
find it difficult. But I've been rather unfortunwe come to listen to the final master tapes
ate in having to record in some very noisy
and you can tell by his look that you've
places. My first record was made in Hornsey
missed hearing one of his edits!'
Town Hall with some workmen outside
With such high level concentration on the
dropping scaffolding poles on one side and a music of just one composer, or so it can
dog barking on the other! There were just
seem, it is easy to overlook the fact that
three sessions to get three popular BeethHoward Shelley regularly supports a large
oven sonatas in the can. Ifound Ididn't enjoy
corpus of the solo and concerto repertoire:
that at all. Just to get a quiet take was a Mozart ( notably the concertos with among
nightmare, let alone one Ifelt good about.
others, the London Mozart Players and the
Again, with the recordings for Enigma at the
ECO), Beethoven, the Romantics and agood
Conway Hall, aprinting press started up next
deal of contemporary music all figure in his
door every few minutes. It was freezing cold,
programmes. In the early '70s he did agreat
and for the Chopin pieces that was very
deal of playing for the BBCSO and Boulez,
difficult because they're short and you don't
and has had concertos written for him by
have a chance to warm up. Iwas literally
Brian Chapple, Edward Cowie and Peter
recording with an electric convector heater
Dickinson. ( He gives the first performance of
right under the keyboard, near my knees. For
the latter next year at the Cheltenham Festhe Preludes we ended up recording at 2and
tival.) Despite all this, though, the dangers of
3 in the morning just to get the quiet we
being 'labelled' are all too real. 'You know,
needed. So, although Idon't prefer studio
people are very quick to do that. There was a
sound, Ido prefer the studio set-up for my
time when Iwas pigeon-holed as achamberown peace of mind — silence guaranteed.
music pianist even though between 70 and
'I always like to lay down a complete
80% of my work was, and has always been,
performance. Ihate patching, but Irealise it
as asolo recitalist. Then Iworked a lot with
is necessary. Itry to do several long takes so
Boulez and became a "contemporary pianthat one can cover the other, and then if
ist". I
think you've just got to take it and hope
needs be do some specific patching. But I'm
that you don't get collared like it for life.
never really happy about that. Andrew
Now, of course, Ishall be a Rachmaninov
[Andrew Keener, who has produced all the
specialist!'

4 once aDutoit string quartet) and as adirector

Clearly, Dutoit needs little prompting to
return to his revered predecessor; a single
mention of the Firebird rehearsal disc ( SET
468, now deleted), and he was off, diplomatically shooting down my suggestion that
Ansermet had little sense of humour. ' It is —
please forgive me — a bit misleading to say
that. Yes, he did think with tremendous
clarity; Ihave not met a more gifted talker
about music. The meaning of everything he
said was instantly clear, and many people
interpreted that as a dryness of character —
they knew he was also amathematician. But
you should have heard his school broadcasts
—live with his orchestra, in the studio — every
Wednesday morning! I'll never forget him
talking of Schumann, explaining the Eusebius and Florestan sides of his character and
then illustrating with the Manfred Overture.
And he would often use examples and
images outside music. Iremember him at a
rehearsal of Boite ajoujou. He sang the tune
and swaggered up and down in time to it,
telling the orchestra "This is an English
soldier, gentlemen ..."' — the similarity
between Dutoit's imitation and the gruff
tones of the rehearsal disc was uncanny —
' ... and he marched stiffly up-and-down like
this!' Recording with the Suisse Romande
(Stravinsky's Symphony in Cand Symphony
in Three Movements) Dutoit was
immediately struck by the different quality of
the orchestra from the discs he heard in the
fifties as ayoungster. 'There was awonderful clarity, fantastic for Stravinsky. Now the
orchestra has been working for twelve years
with German conductors and this is also
good for them, as Ansermet neglected the
German repertoire. There are younger players who never worked with him, and the
orchestra makes a more European sound.
You might say that today they play awider
repertoire better, but whereas before there
was acertain segment of repertoire — Ansermet's repertoire — that was in the orchestra's
system and under their fingers, now you
have to work for the results in that repertoire.
Ido have to say, though — very quietly — that I
am quite pleased with those results!'„Ii_

acterised his approach to composition.
of the Lausanne Bach Chorus. ' It's difficult to
Erato also promise a set of Honegger's
say whether I'd feel or act differently if opera
symphonies which, like King David, have
had come first. The thing is that Idon't
been part of Dutoit's musical bloodstream
conduct much opera ' live'; when Ihad time
for many years. Recent performances of
to expand that side Ididn't have the 'opera
Symphonie Liturgique with the New York
image' or opportunities, and nowadays I Philharmonic and Montreal Symphony have
don't have much time! Which is perhaps
prompted warm critical reaction, 'and in
good, as it gives me no chance to jet around
Boston they love No. 2 — partly because
the place like so many opera conductors who
Munch used to do it so well, of course'. He
do a Trovatore one night, then aCarmen the
points the parallel in sound between Boston
next, and who don't even know where the
and Montreal — ' never bombastic, never
people should be standing on stage. Sooner
muddy. Both are from the same school.
or later that system will kill everything. But
'When Iwas young in Switzerland, Honegon the other hand, working with singers is
ger was rather fashionable — Ansermet was
the real thing; one breathes, one learns. Of
conducting it regularly — but sadly it isn't
course Iwould love to do more opera.'
today. There is avery dark message in much
The immediate prospect is, however, an
of his music, and although there is nearly
orchestral one. A Montreal Berlioz cycle is
always aredemption at the end, it's basically
under way; also aScheherazade as part of a
austere music, very much a product of its
project of Diaghilev-related works performed
time, which was the Second World War. You
or commissioned between 1908 and 1929.
know those interviews with Bernad Gavoty (
I
'As it is very important that Montreal sells
am a Composer, Faber & Faber, 1966P I'm
well, we will record commercially attractive
always fascinated by the combination of
repertoire for the time being. We have to
irony and wit, which are what you would
confirm the success of the partnership which
expect from listening to the music. Possibly
came at the right time for Decca as well as
it's this astringency which puts people off.
for us, and to show that it is a maturing
They hesitate because they find the polytopartnership. Then we branch out. For the
nality difficult. People nowadays accept
moment, though, the more unusual things I something like this as tonal ... ' — at this
will record elsewhere.' Elsewhere' has been
point awell-thumbed full score of Le Sacre
the flourishing Erato label, which celebrates
du Printemps was reached out from Dutoit's
its 30th birthday this month; the completion
voluminous travel bag and opened at the
of Dutoit's association with them has dovebeginning of Part ll — '... Look at all this
tailed neatly with the new Decca contract.
superimposition of D-sharp minor in the
Meanwhile to come are Chausson's King
woodwind and dark D- minor sustained by
Artus and Chabrier's Le Roi maigre lui, while
the horns. It's just the same with the syma set of Magnard symphonies is imminent.
phonies of Honegger; they have just as
'Marvellously interesting pieces. The Fourth
thorough a sense of tonality. No note is
symphony is good, the two first, written as a superfluous to his tonal plan and we always
very young man, maybe less so. But it's nice
know where we are. You don't need to look
to have them recorded for the first time. All
any further than the timpani Ds which close
of them are recognisable as Schola Caneach movement of the Fifth Symphony 'Tre
torum products, beautifully finished and true
Re' — three kings/Ds to realise that here is a
to that school's aims. If only he had lived
composer who thinks tonally. But what is
Magnard's story is indeed a sad one:
really incredible is that people also find
shot by German troops while defending his
Magnard difficult. You know the Ansermet
home during the last war, he died with the
recording of No.37... You have good culsame uncompromising idealism that charture!'
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sIT HAS BEEN four months since the
last QM, we have slightly more
records than usual to cover in this
look at records our team of critics thought to
have outstanding sound quality. Once again,
the small classical companies such as
Hyperion, and particularly Amon Ra, have
done well — it certainly looks as though they
are more prepared than the majors to take
the necessary care to ensure that every
release is as good as it can be. The
disappointing ratings typical of ' blockbuster'
releases from the big companies in last
month's 'Compact Disc Monitor' would
certainly seem to suggest that, as far as
classical recording is concerned, E.F.
Schumacher's 'small is beautiful' dictum is
not inappropriate.
To kick off with an orchestral chestnut, a
new Italian digital recording, from ISolisti
Veneti, of that most over- recorded of works,
Vivaldi's Four Seasons (
Erato NUM 75054),
was given arecording star by SD in June. If
you fancy yourself as apurist, don't let that
wprd 'digital' put you off. This has none of
the acidic HF sheen to be found on so many
PCM recordings, and has awarm, detailed
sound to rival that of the classic Leonhardt
analogue Brandenburgs on Seon. Nothing is
rudely thrust under the listener's nose,
instruments are clearly defined in space
without being exaggerated in scale, and
sufficient acoustic has been captured
coherently to give asatisfying depth to the
stage. In his review SD commented that this
was the most successful digital release he
had yet to hear: we have to agree and join
him in offering our congratulations to the
Erato team concerned. This recording is
apparently available on CD and we are told
that it is one of the few to sound convincing.
Following on from last month's 'CD
Monitor', we look again here at the
Ashkenazy/Haitink recording of Brahms
Piano Concerto 1, given an A rating for
sound quality in its vinyl format by CB in
April ( SXDL 7552 black, or 410 009-2 silver).
We have little to add to IH's follow-up
comments, concurring with CB over the
rather 'thin' sound which affects the upper
strings in particular. The piano is more than
generously catered for and is indeed
surprisingly clangy — the first effect of
suspect intonation (was no tuner on hand?).
In the light of this magnificent performance,
though, these qualms diminish towards
quibble status and the disc remains highly
recommended. A/B is our verdict here,
remembering that that indicates 'Very Good/
Good'.
A recording of great clarity and warmth
conveys the first appearance on disc of
Tippett's marvellous Triple Concerto (
Pauld
lmai/Kirschbaum/LSO/Davis) which appears
on Philips 6514 209. Double-starred by DH in
April, it is typical of the full, yet intricately
detailed recordings with which Philips have
served the growing Davisfrippett cycle so
well since The Midsummer Marriage in 1970.
It's no easy matter to balance three string
soloists against an orchestral canvas of
these dimensions and complexity, even
given the composer's imaginative textural
devices. Here it is judged immaculately,
incorporating great detail everywhere
against the bloom of the hall acoustic. Star
confirmed. Do be quick, Philips, with The
Mask of Time after its first performance next
year!
Three digitally mastered orchestral issues
offer some interesting differences in sound
quality— both within and between record
companies. Starting with Decca, AK gave a

QUALITY

MONITOR

qualified star in April to acoupling of ballet
music by Chopin and Thomas (
Les Sylphides
and Hamlet), where the National
Philharmonic under Bonynge produced
some '
big, sonorous, but not over- inflated'
sound as captured on SXDL 7583. This
Kingsway Hall recording is certainly very
good in afull-bodied, spaciously impressive
manner, but we noted atouch of (digital?)
edginess in the upper strings at times and
felt there was arelative absence of inner
orchestral detail. The latter is perhaps no real
fault in the presentation of such
unsophisticated music, but we really
couldn't enthuse unduly about sonic aspects
of this record, so we suggest that aplain A
would be more realistic.
Second in this digital trio is another
Kingsway/Decca production: Beethoven's
Pastoral Symphony with Ashkenazy
commanding the Philharmonia on SXDL
7578. Rating the sonics at A in his April
review, CB granted that while the sound was
good it was ' not as truthfully weighty as in
the best analogue recordings', and also
seemed to regret some weakness
(recording-wise) in the wind sections and to
disapprove of the non-divided strings. This
last is of course amusical rather than
technical matter, but we must report that in
our view the orchestral tone is more than
adequately 'weighty' — at least in terms of
bass fullness. Also, the woodwind balancing
seemed fairly natural, and despite the same
recording venue as for the above Chopin/
Thomas the orchestral impact and texture
seemed notably more refined here, and
often really excellent. Perhaps the different
Producer/Engineer teams account for the
contrasts (or the April and February
recording dates!), but we suggest aslight
uplift to A/A* for this Beethoven 6.
Uplift of an intensely exciting, hi-fi vintage
certainly came with the third of this little
group of digitals, an EMI recording of
Shostakovich's Tenth Symphony by LSO/
Previn (ASO 4405) which was unaccountably
reviewed in May without any rating added to
the report. However, ES did praise EMI's
engineers for 'their imposing, realistically
proportioned Abbey Road production', and
mentioned in passing the ' impressively
accommodated' brass. Impressive indeed is
this recording, in practically every respect,
with asmooth but incisive brilliance, natural
clarity, and tremendous dynamic 'punch' of
the sort which EMI manage to draw out of
the hat with sufficient frequency to sustain or

revive one's faith in the whole business of
domestic music reproduction. If there's one
tiny limitation it has to be the occasional
slightly 'small' feel of the Abbey Road studio.
But it is the very fact that such magnificent
sounds can be captured in aprofessional
studio that decided us to group this
recording with Decca's two Kingsway Hall
productions. The latter have more
spaciousness, to be sure, but this EMI
recording still somehow manages to be
more convincingly natural despite its tighter
impact Terrific stuff — and of course the
intended rating was A*.
Colin Davis' new accounts of Debussy's La
Mer and Nocturnes with the Boston SO/
Tanglewood women ( Philips 6514 260) were
double-starred by AK in August, who found
the performances 'cultured, considered' and
singularly apposite. We would agree in
general, but feel that this enthusiasm for the
music-making per se has possibly swayed
his assessment of the sound quality as well,
for although the recordings are good, they
are not in the superlative class indicated by
our star labelling. That of the Nocturnes, for
example, conveys considerably less detail
than the 1970 DG Abbado to which AK refers.
While low-level detail is always excellent,
anything above piano crowds the image and
makes little real sense of the obviously rich
acoustic setting. Climaxes are dominated by
violins and horns, while the lower register
strings remain submerged, sometimes
almost unheard. The women's voices in
'Sirens', right of middle, have an echo all
their own and are frequently just too faint. La
Mertoo has arather thin, lifeless sound
much of the time, at anything above a
hushed level. What is missing throughout is
the successful integration of myriad multimiked ambiences into acoherent whole. A/B
(ie, very good to good) would be more than
fair.
Philips' digital recording of works with a
Spanish/Italian theme played by the Dresden
Staatskapelle under Neville Marriner (6514
235) received arecording star rating from AK
in July. As with many other Philips digital
releases the sound is excellent: strings are
transparent and luxuriant, brass full-bodied,
and textures clear. The main work on side 1
is Ravel's Bolero and here it passed all the
tests: the crescendo was convincing but the
sound was never too soft or too loud, the
overall balance was credible, and the many
and various solos— particularly the constant
drum beat — seemed to emanate from quite
identifiable positions. Chabrier's Espana and
Tchaikovsky's Capriccio Italian deserve no
particular criticism. In Glinka's Jota
Aragonese, however, the sound levels
appear to have been artificially raised
occasionally and balance seems unsure. This
is most notable in the harp and violin solos
which AK likened to an eyeball-to-eyeball
encounter, so forward are they. Elsewhere,
the harp sounds unusually prominent for
such agentle instrument, which though
strictly unrealistic, is nice because it reveals
details in the inner parts. Despite some
reservations then, the star rating is
confirmed.
Philips' analogue recording of Stravinsky's
Symphony in Three Movements and
Symphony in Cby the LSO under Sir Colin
Davis ( 6527 127) was hailed by AO in May as
being good enough to show the door to
most of the early CD releases. However, he
conceded that the quality on side 2
(Symphony in C) was not all that it should be
and thus awarded asplit A*/B rating. The
second side did indeed disappoint, with its

slightly lifeless sound, lacking in sparkle,
which failed to hold the interest. In the light
of this, side 1did not, unfortunately, sound
remarkably better. Though the sound was
light and airy and the image detailed, the
latter seemed too narrow at the front, such
that the string sound felt 'concentrated',
while the brass were given amuch broader
perspective. And could we detect aquiet but
persistent hiss on side 1? Whatever becomes
of CD, there are plenty of other analogue
recordings which could rise to its challenge
with more confidence and we revise the
rating to A/B.
The 1979 EMI recording from the LSO and
Previn of Berlioz' Symphonie Fantastique
has resurfaced at bargain price on Classics
for Pleasure ( CFP 4001), and was given a
qualified star rating from JC in June. This is a
classic Christopher Bishop/Christopher
Parker EMI recording, with good dynamic
range, opulent low frequencies, and space
around and above the orchestra so that, in
the words of JC, ' it never gets spatially out of
gear'. The stereo stage is not over-precisely
defined — no telephone box violins here! — in
the manner of so many multi-mic
recordings, and although JC was bothered
by aslight over- bright quality to the string
tone, we didn't find it excessively so, unlike
the following disc. Rating confirmed.
ES was very impressed both by the
dynamics and by the bass weight on a
digitally- recorded Prokofiev album — Three
Oranges, Lieutenant Kije, '
Classical'
Symphony ( HMV ASD4414) — to which he
gave asound quality star in July. We would
agree with both those observations, but this
otherwise impressive Brian Culverhouseproduced disc is spoilt for us by exaggerated
instrumental separation, coupled with a
somewhat flat stage, both presumably due
to the use of many mics. Add to this a
chromium 'digital' sheen to the strings
which can become oppressive at climaxes,
and you can see why we feel astraight A to
be more appropriate. Splendid
performances, though, from the LPO under
Enrique Batiz.

Vocal
From orchestral music to the world of the
stage: the very first digitally recorded opera
from Philips was Karajan's Vienna version of
Verdi's Falstaff, which received enthusiastic
QM praise in August 1981. That was a
grandly conceived studio production in the
finest tradition of stereo opera recording,
combining vocal clarity of the sort one might
hope for in agood theatre seat, with the
expensive orchestral impact only normally
found in alarge concert hall. We mention
this to provide acontext for DG's live
recording of the same work ( LAPO/Giulini,
2741 020), starred by BS in April for ' aquality
which would do credit to the best studio'. If
the Philips Falstaff had not already appeared
we might have agreed that the DG team
deserved aqualified star for getting such a
clean, well balanced sound from astage
production — with negligible audience noise
even if the vocalists' moving feet are
sometimes rather too apparent. However,
when one compares identical passages it
soon becomes clear that the dead, small,
oppressive ambience in which Giulini and
his Los Angeles team had to work simply
emphasises the more ingratiating sound of
the earlier recording. The orchestra in the
new version is more intimate and fullbodied, to be sure, with the singers generally
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further back as would happen in atheatre;
but overall dynamics seem constricted,
while the deadpan acoustic permits no
opening up of the sound and soon becomes
irritating. Also, on the occasions when there
is indeed some semblance of space and
distance ( forest-wardens' horn calls in Act 3,
for instance) this is seen to be amore
off-stage theatre contrivance when set
against the glowing reverberance of the
Karajan version. So, we cannot really
support BS's sonic star and would suggest a
plain A for what is still avery good theatre
recording.
In his review in July of Philips' ASM/
Marriner recording of Rossini's Barber of
Seville (
6769 100), DH commented that the
singers were presented with 'great
immediacy, as though as in aroom rather
than on astage'. The sound is generally dry,
but not unmusically so and, as with the DG
Falstaff, follows what would appear to be a
trend to set recorded opera within astraight
theatre acoustic. This lays bare every detail
of what's happening, but Philips' engineers
have managed to steer clear of excessive
brightness. The off-stage effects and the
forte-piano recitative accompaniments are
well- managed. The balance between singers
and orchestra, however, is sometimes alittle
confused and there is some inconsistency
concerning the depth placement of soloists,
hence DH's qualified star rating.
Nevertheless, an enjoyable set, and rating
confirmed.
Yet another splendid recording in
Harmonia Mundi France's canon of preBaroque delights, Charpentier's Actéon with
Les Arts Florissants/William Christie ( HM
1095) was given asplit rating by RB in June.
'Great poise and bloom' indeed and the
presentation is so engaging that one is left
with afeeling of having been to the event
rather than merely eavesdropping via the
domestic replay system. Perhaps the stereo
stage is alittle too exploited for dramatic
effect, with the orchestra too left or right of
centre, but that may well have been the
actual disposition of the forces involved, so
cohesive is the overall image. A slight edge
to some of the more close-up vocal incidents
may have been due to the QM pressing,
since side 2was largely clear in this respect.
Surfaces are impeccably quiet as usual, and
ahighish cutting level means that what vinyl
background mush there is is extremely
subdued. Split rating confirmed largely on
account of the above- mentioned edge. Good
stuff, this.
A sparkling first recording of Holst's oneact 'opera' At the Boar's Head from aselect
group of British vocalists with RLPO and
Atherton on EMI ASD 4387, was awarded our
top rating by DH in April. We can only agree
with this assessment. Vocal clarity, superb
imagery, the creative use of the entire stage
width and abeautifully integrated orchestral
accompaniment, are the salient features.
Living up- north, DH knows the Philharmonic
Hall, Liverpool, from first-ear experience;
none of the QM team has had that
advantage, but we can only marvel at its
suitability for music of this scale ( no chorus
is involved) in the light of this offering.
Regarding DH's occasionally 'overpowering'
orchestral contribution we would cite this as
apositive virtue in context. Rating happily
confirmed. Do buy it!
To move on from the sound of the secular
human voice to that of the sacred, Pro
Cantione Antique recordings engineered by
our columnist Tony Faulkner have often
appeared in QM, so we were surprised when

his recording of the four-voice Requiem
Mass by late Renaissance composer Orlando
Lassus ( Hyperion A66066) was given an A/B
rating in August. As well as commenting on
aslight roughness to the voice sound,
reviewer PT found the level of the voices a
little high, necessitating areduction in
playback volume setting. We were not
particularly bothered by the balance chosen,
although it would have been nice to have
just alittle more of the glorious acoustic of
St. John's, Hackney, captured— crossed
figure-eights were used around 15ft. back,
we believe. There was, however, aslight
'phlegmy' coloration present, which we have
also noticed on some vocal CDs. Whether
this is due to ' digital' or to the mics used, or
to the OMM mastering process, only TF
could say, but it certainly doesn't detract
from the music and aqualified star would be
afairer rating, we feel, particularly
considering the silent surfaces.
Back in April, PT gave astar to another
choral record, the Service of Thanksgiving to
commemorate the centenary of the Royal
College of Music ( HMV Greensleeve ESO
7172). This collection of works by past and
present alumni of the RCM was broadcast
live last year, and we can remember being
bowled over at the time by the way the BBC
engineers had captured the wide dynamics
and coped with the problems of balance. The
sleeve of this EMI record credits the BBC for
the engineering, and the sound is as
magnificent as we remember— this version
puts the 1978 HMV recording of Parry's
climactic Iwas glad in the shade— and both
choir and organ are exquisitely balanced. A*
indeed— and at medium price!
A digital recording also engineered by
Tony Faulkner for Hyperion, coincidentally
produced by our reviewer Andrew Keener,
and given adouble star rating by JF in July,
was acollection of unaccompanied French
part-songs by Debussy, Poulenc and SaintSaens (
Tour de France, A66059). The allmale voices— alto to bass— are set alittle
further back in the acoustic of St. George the
Martyr than Pro Cantione Antique were in
the Lassus, with more ambience noticeable.
This doesn't protrude, though, and the
superbly silent DMM surfaces allow every
detail to stand revealed: although we found
the bass voice alittle weak at times, the
balance is excellent. Again, the slight
'phlegmy' coloration is present— almost like
apresence- band format— but we certainly
wouldn't disagree with JF's star rating.
Hyperion CDs, when they appear, are going
to give the DGs of this world astart.
'Mouth Music', adirect metal mastered
recording of works by Simon Emmerson,
Denis Smalley and Trevor Wishart,
performed by Singcircle received adouble
star rating from BS in May ( Hyperion
A66060). He noted that the recording is
'close, clear, and beautifully encompasses
the very wide dynamic range that these
pieces demand'. Recording quality is crucial
to the success of such works, which on this
record together form almost an
encyclopaedia of vocal noises, supported by
percussion. The deliberately close miking
not only captures the nuances of timbre—
sometimes painfully accurate — from
gurgling, breathing and clicking to more
conventional singing, but also picks up the
sound of harmonics from metallic
percussion, which literally ripple and fade.
Some sounds are ' altered' electronically or
fed through loudspeakers but this did not
detract from the sound quality— quite the
reverse, it simply enriched the fascinating
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Other 'artificial' effects include the
movement of sounds from side to side ( — in
Wishart's Anticredos this is areconception of
circulating sound in the live performance—)
and the use of stereo sound to underline
the concept of Ophelia as atrapped, divided
personality in Simon Emmerson's Ophelia's
Dream II. This is acaptivating recording, not
least because the ideas contained in the
music have been brought to life so
successfully by both performers and the
excellent sound quality. Rating confirmed.
The Weill/Brecht collaboration is still
perhaps too recent and too heavily loaded
with sociocultural connotations to accept
easily such aformal operatic treatment as
Rattle/Birmingham SO give it on EMI ASD
4402. The essential club/theatre atmosphere
was all too well caught in the Lotte Lenya
CBS release ( 1961, issued 1977 on 73657) —
the vocal all consonants and fire, with the
orchestra relegated to the next room! En
Suite ( vide Klemperer), Weill stands up well
to the full orchestral treatment, but the
Brecht lyrics do not sit easily with this new
release: whether the staging or the
recording are responsible, the soprano of
Elise Ross is soft, rounded and muted,
seemingly devoid of consonant and
emphasis. Superficially fine, if characteristic
of today's digital recordings, the
interpretative difficulty of the presentation
remains afirm obstacle to enthusiasm. BS' C
rating in May is therefore confirmed.

Instrumental
We were intrigued to see one of the classic
'Living Presence' recordings from the early
'60s, Marcel Dupre giving definitive
performances of Franck organ works
(Mercury Golden Import SRI 75059),
receiving alowly C rating from AK in May.
However, upon listening to it, we have no
choice but to agree that it sounds its age,
despite agood balance between the organ
and the church acoustic. Excessive tape hiss
and aflabby, ill-defined bottom end give the
game away, as does atendency to 'clog up'
on climaxes— Andrew referred to a
'hoarseness'. A classic performance,
certainly, but tape recorder design and
performance— and tape specifications —
have progressed considerably since 1961.
Rating confirmed ( and those who would
ascribe out-of-tuneness to digital, and digital
alone, should listen to the intonation of the
reeds in the Pastorale).
The 'flat-earthers' have never been quite
sure how to place direct-cut records— on
their scale of values, how can anything be
better than tape-derived analogue? And yet,
given that the excessive tension on the
musician due to direct-to-disc can give rise
to cautious performances, who could argue
that the lack of storage medium is anything
but agood thing? These thoughts came to
mind when we received acopy of Sheffield
Lab 18 for coverage in QM. This disc features
Richard Strauss' Op.18 violin sonata with
Arnold Steinhardt (yin) and Lincoln Mayorga
(pno) and was starred by KD in July. The
balance between the instruments is an
object lesson in how to match such unequal
'opponents' — leave it to the musicians. The
instrumental definition is superb, with an
almost unsurpassed musicality and astage
possessing convincing depth: what more
can be said? A star-worthy sound, matched,
despite direct-cut nerves, by the
performances!
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the small British Saydisc company, so
although an Alan Hacker recording on their
Amon Ra label ('Clarinet Collection', SARI 0)
was given astraight A rating for sound
quality, we nevertheless obtained acopy for
QM. Featuring the clarinettist on antique and
modern instruments, and accompanied by
appropriate keyboard instruments from the
Finchcocks Collection, this recital has awide
range of dynamics and agenerally natural
balance. As with the Clementi and
Beethoven records mentioned later,
however, the coherent ambience would
suggest that the recording was made in a
rather low-ceilinged room, leading to an
occasionally somewhat oppressive acoustic,
particularly when Hacker lets rip. Tape/mic
hiss is alittle higher than we would have
liked, but we would still up the rating to a
qualified star for the recording's honesty.
A collection of works for oboe and
harpsichord by JS, CPE, and WF Bach
(Harmonia Mundi 1C 069-99 939) received a
double star rating from SD in August. Michel
Piguet's baroque oboe and Colin Tilney's
excellent keyboard playing contribute to the
historical interest of the disc, but its overall
quality is enhanced by the unobtrusive
nature of the recording which leaves the
listener free to concentrate on details of
performance. A warm, natural sound is
afforded both instruments: the harpsichord
has ample resonance without this ever
obscuring the melodic lines, and the oboe is
never harsh or edgy. The instruments are
well-balanced and stay just far enough back,
afeeling which also applies to the
harpsichord solo numbers. Rating
confirmed.
Highly distinctive instrumental sonorities
and the effects of asimply mixed recording
in asomewhat lively 'period' room are the
dominant features of the splendidly
performed coupling of Beethoven's 'Spring'
and Op.30/2 Violin Sonatas from Ralph
Holmes and Richard Burnett on Saydisc
'Amon Ra' SAR 9. Whether this is ' atruly
great recording' as PT claimed in his June
review, or not (
pace Andrew Keener on
Radio 3's Record Review), is open to debate.
Our view is that it is afine and accurate
recording and that the question marks hang
more over the choice of room than the
instruments employed. Rather like the
Nimbus studio, the final verdict on that is a
matter of taste. We feel that the room is
rather too lively, that the reflected energy
builds up too much in the fast music and
exaggerates asomewhat hollow quality in
the violin sound. PT's split rating is
confirmed, therefore; but this is one to try.
Five piano recordings typify the problems
facing engineers when trying to capture the
sound of this most demanding of
instruments. Two 1821 sonatas by Clementi,
performed by Richard Burnett on an
authentic Clementi 'Grand Pianoforte' dating
from 1822 ( Saydisc 'Amon Ra' SAR8), were
given an A* rating by PT in June. Engineers
Gef Lucena and David Wilkins have recorded
the wooden-framed instrument, which lacks
the tonal immediacy and the sustaining
power of its modern counterpart, in anatural
manner in aroom which sounds very much
like the one used for their 'Clarinet
Collection'. The image is cleanly delineated,
but the recorded acoustic suggests a
moderate-sized room but with alow ceiling,
with almost aslap-echo effect. It doesn't
develop the slightly oppressive nature of the
clarinet or violin sonata records, however,
and fully deserves its star.

recording of Earl Wild playing his own
arrangements of Rachmaninov songs ( DBS
7001), AK spent so long enthusing over Mr.
Wild's performance that he hardly had room
to mention the sound quality. Although he
gave the disc astraight A, we feel that astar
would be more appropriate: the piano
image, though close, is unexaggerated and
is free from the hard, clangorous coloration
that seems to afflict so many piano
recordings. The Baldwin instrument used by
Mr. Wild has splendid low frequency weight
and extension on this disc: if the Amon Ra
above accurately portrays the slightly effete
classical piano, then this American recording
has captured theflavour of the full-blown
Romantic instrument into which it evolved
almost to perfection. And as for the playing..
The natural precursor to Rachmaninov, of
course, was Liszt and also given an A rating
in April — this time by ES — was aLiszt recital
from Jorge Bolet ( Decca SXDL 7596). Bolet,
like Wild, is at home in this heroic repertoire
and from the first note, the listener can sense
the power carved in the grooves. From the
first note also, it is obviously aKingsway Hall
recording, brought to us by the talented
Wadland/Dunkerley team responsible for so
many classic Oiseau Lyre discs. That hall's
generous acoustic sits alittle uneasily on the
direct, rather close piano sound presented
here. As ES noted, the sound, while
uncommonly clear, is brilliant at the top. We
would say alittle too brilliant, as the middle
registers of the instrument acquire aclangy
coloration which eventually becomes
fatiguing, and the bass doesn't have the
weight of the Wild disc. Ed was therefore
about right with his A.
In June CB awarded adouble star rating to
Stephen Bishop-Kovacevich's digital
recording of Brahms Waltzes, Op. 39, 2
Rhapsodies, op. 79 and 6Klavierstücke, Op.
118 ( Philips 6514 229). He commended the
disc's striking presence and precise,
unshifting focus and the drama, contrast and
emotional range of the performance. While
the breadth of tone is inspiring, its full
impact was, in our opinion, impaired by an
over-resonant and slightly syrupy piano
sound. The result of this was that the soft
passages lacked definition and forte sections
lost some clarity, suggesting the mic was
picking up too much reverberation. While we
would not take issue with the overall image
and range of this recording, the piano sound
demotes the rating to A.
Reissued (already) from 1980, Arrau's fine
performances of Debussy's Preludes and
Images with Estampes (
Philips 6768 357,
3-recs) were commended by CB in June with
the remark that they seemed to him
'supreme analogue pianoforte recordings'.
Initially, we thought this arather overcomplimentary claim, as the sound is rather
on the warm side, seeming to lack in HF
presence. Listening at length, though, we
tend to the view that it is an accurate
portrayal of Arrau's approach. His sniffing
seems closer than the piano image itself,
which is curious, and there is adisturbing
mechanical buzzing generated within the
instrument at the more urgent moments.
These add to the realism in away, and
cannot be levelled, as afault, at the
recording, although we wciuld prefer them to
be less apparent. Perhaps not quite as
open-sounding in terms of conveying the
acoustic setting as well as the instrument, so
not really in the supreme class. CB's split
rating will serve us well, too. For
connoisseurs. +
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DIGITAL AUDIO

To hear the new digital audio discs at their best, specify the
Sansui PC-V1000 CD Player plus a Sansui Super Feedforward Amplifier.
They make a perfect match both in performance and styling.
e PC- V1000 is a slim- line front- loading player with optional remote control,
and features Sansui's newly- designed digital filter which will not cause

aansui.

any degradation of sound quality, phasé inversion or time delay.
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J.S. BACH: The 3 Sonatas for Viola da Gamba and
Harpsichord in G ( BWV 1027), in D ( 1028) & in g
(1029)
Yo-Yo Ma (vIc)/Kenneth Cooper (hpd)
CBS D 37794 digital

It has become clear over the years that only
the very best cellists should seriously
attempt to perform Bach's Gamba Sonatas;
their virtuoso challenges are many and complex, and it is by no means easy for the
modern cello to combine effectively with the
solo harpsichord. However, the true mastercellists seem to revel in these most attractive
works, and players of the calibre of Piatigorsky and Casals have led the many promising young cellists of today to approach
.
these works as desirable — as well as necessary — repertoire.
Yo-Yo Ma plays them superbly well. He
has the ability to control all aspects of
technique even under strain, to shape the
implied melody or polyphony of Bach's lines
with relish and affection, and to combine
superbly with his harpsichord partner. Here,
he is most admirably served by Kenneth
Cooper — anew name to me, but one which I
hope we shall hear again in asolo capacity.
Only once or twice did Itrace minor troubles
in the most difficult high parts of the second
and third sonatas, and these only stood out
at all because of the true excellence of the
rest of Ma's playing.
The digital recording is clear and attractive
in sound, but Ifound the separation rather
emphatic and as a result the balance was a
little artificial. Lovely playing though — vintage Bach, this. [13:19
Stephen Dew

J.S. BACH: Partitas and Toccatas for Clavier, BWV
825-830 & 910-916
Glenn Gould (pno)
CBS 79409 (
4 recs)
Reissues from 1963-80

The Partitas were recorded some time ago,
the Toccatas more recently, but as far as the
actual sound is concerned there is little
difference to be found here between recordings spanning 17 years ( and most of this
material comes from 1966 and 1979). The
main problem is apparently the result of a
combination of the rather unusual tone of
Gould's piano with rather high recording
levels — and presumably close microphone
placements. The result is a rather violent
'kick' on each note played, and this is likely to
result in at least some distortion in playback.
Another problem, derived from the piano
itself, is its particular temperament ( je, the
fine-tuning of particular notes of the scale),
which is even less acoustically just here than
equal temperament.
The microphones were in all probability
placed below the instrument, or slung close
above inside the lid, so as to minimise the
late Glenn Gould's incurable habit of crooning
along with some lines of the music. Whatever the reasons, the style of recording
results in sounds that do not encourage
extended listening; this is apity, because the
performances themselves are such as to
intrigue and ( mostly) delight the listener so
that he may, indeed, want to hear more and
more. Glenn Gould had an ear for touch and
line that singled him out among Bach pianists, and the sheer basic musicianship of his
readings — perhaps less obvious than the
details and mannerisms — gives to his performances a spirit of compulsive authority.
The ' crooning' — which is occasionally audible on every side — does not bother me as
much as the actual recorded attack of each
note; but once one has become accustomed
to that, the effect of the playing is most
absorbing and poetic. [
B/C:1*/1/2]
Stephen Daw
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The sound is that of a mono recording
electrically reprocessed 'to give a stereo
effect'; the meaning of this will be understood readily enough, even if it cannot really
mean much. Actually, the common signal
issued through the two channels is completely agreeable up to middle-loudish
volume, the effect given being that of the
performer playing about twenty feet away
from one in a room of warm acoustical
character.
The playing is — hardly surprising — excellent; only the very greatest cellists handle
Bach's polyphonic melody so naturally, sing

the lower strings from Letter ' E' up to 330:
they form acomplete ' whole'. This sensitivity to balance always pervaded Kempe's
readings. [
A:1/11
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto No. 5 in
'Emperor'
Edwin Fischer (pno)/Dresden Orch/Biihm
EMI 2C 051 45660 C) (
Conifer)
Recorded in 1939

El',

Much less well known, but even more
memorable than the postwar Fischer/Furtwangler Emperor, this Dresden recording
was transferred to LP to mark Karl Biàhm's
85th birthday. The excellent Pathe Marconi
pressing has a typically high-flown note,
translated from the French, which talks of
Fischer's ' restive, feline, almost savage ...
energy ... a case of imminence of power'.
What Ifind so marvellous is the sense of
poetry, Fischer's subtle flexibility, yet avoidance of sentimentality. The Adagio is cleareyed, yet the slow slow trill at the end of the
first solo passage has all the mesmeric hold
of agreat story-teller closing aparagraph. A
few slips, the odd divergence of tempi
between B•lihm and his soloist are unimportant; the Dresden Orchestra provides arichly
glowing accompaniment and the sound is
amazingly clear and true to pitch. The gentle
overlay of surface noise is easily forgotten.
No collector should miss this Emperor, for
no-one today plays Beethoven with such
gentle warmth, such placidly concealed
authority. [H:1*1
Christopher Breunig

so sweetly in all registers, phrase and shape
the dances so tenderly, yet with such apparent spontaneity. The playing may be slightly
old-fashioned ( strong Casals influence ...),
the approach just a little too poetic and
unvigorous, but these characteristics inhabit
all Russian performances of Bach's music
that Ihave heard, and will still today prove as
much of adelight to many listeners as they
did to Benjamin Britten at about the time
when these vintage performances were first
taped. Not to be missed. [
C/B:1*]
Stephen Daw

BEETHOVEN: Symphonies: No.1 in C D No. 2 in D
D No. 4 in B D No. 7 in A D Overtures: Leonora 3
D Egmont
Munich PO/Kempe
CFP 4406/8 (
3 recs)
Reissues from 1974

David Mottley's quadraphonic cycle is to
replace Cluytens' Berlin series — except that
the evergreen 1962 Pastoral is to remain in
the CFP catalogue. Kempe's coupling of 1
and 2 is vital, robust without sounding too
weighty. The introduction to the Fourth,
taken very steadily, is one of the most
imaginative readings Ihave heard; the finale
has abubbling, joyful moto perpetuo. A slow
trio in the Seventh disappoints, and the
finale is not as cumulatively exciting as the
very fast tempo leads one to anticipate.
Again, the introduction is impressively measured. This interesting disc has an Egmont
reading of Furtwânglerian intensity, much
enhanced in the CFP recut. ( At the end of the
Fifth, the earlier transfer made the chugging
accompanying figures seem far less deeply
felt.)
Symphony 2is complete on one side, with
a little more congestion than the old SQ
copy; my pressing was rather noisy.
CFP4407 is very fine, typifying the spacious,
clean hall sound of this Munich set. Trumpet
calls in Leonora 3 are nicely distanced. The
following section is not as moving as under
other interpreters ( eg, Bernstein's), but it
does illustrate Kempe's special quality as a
conductor: he never dropped one musical
idea for the novelty of the next one. Listen to

BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto No. 5 in
'Emperor'
Youri Egorov (pno)/Philharmonia/Sawallisch
HMV ASO 1434331 digital dmm

'What are you doing there?' Klemperer once
asked Arrau, at his slow trill at the end of the
opening solo statement in the Emperor
Adagio. Egorov, too, makes aslow trill here
(25) — not as tellingly as Fischer in the above
1939 Dresden recording. But Side 2 of this
Abbey Road production does not fulfil the
promise of the first movement. Here one
would seriously question the bombastic
ritard Sawallisch makes ten bars before the
senza tempo marking at 371; oddly, the
second is taken so slowly that the sense of
forward movement is lost, and Egorov's
expressive pointing of semiquaver figures
sounds merely laboured. The Rondo is not
very persuasive, perhaps because by then
the blandness of the recording — strings
sometimes underbalanced, sometimes glaring ' digitally' bright — has begun to tire.
Turn to Suvi Grubb's 1968 Barenboim/
NPO cycle ( same studio) to hear how a
sympathetic producer can highlight his conductor's ( Klemperer's) approach to Beethoven. Or to the Telarc label, where Serkin,
with a lifetime's experience of the music to
impart, consistently illuminates the Adagio
by means of varying accents and pacing, at a
very similar basic speed to Egorov's. The
Lipatti like playing of this young Russian
pianist is in itself rewarding, but one feels
the Schumann would have made a better
concerto debut for him. [B:2/3]
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: String Quartets Op. 18/1-6
Gabrieli Quartet
Decca 0280 03 (
3 recs) part digital
Reissues ( partly) from 1974

Quartets 1 & 2 were recorded at Kingsway
Hall in 1974 ( issued as SDD478), and their
sound has been matched in quite well with
the acoustic of St Barnabas ( Nos.3 & 4
digital), bridging to the drier final Kingsway
digital coupling. Paul Myers produced these
115
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J.S. BACH: Unaccompanied Cello Suites in d ( BWV
1008) and in c ( 1011)
Mstislav Rostropovich (vIc)
Saga 5491 M
Recorded c1959, source unspecified

latter attractive 1981 recordings in which, at
a moderate replay level, the group is nicely
distanced, with good inner clarity and naturally spread imaging. The performances are
friendly and lively, yet restrained in scale:
without the possessive polish of the Italians'
Op. 18 ( the first disc of which has been
reissued on Philips 6503 059). Ihave not
heard the ASV Lindsay box, only the two
middle works — or should Isay 3 & 4? The
Decca album notes stress the uncertain
order of composition, whereas Bernard
Jacobson, writing for the Alban Berg set, is
firmly convinced that the sequence 3, 1, 2, 5,
4, 6 is the one enquiring listeners should
follow. The Lindsays characterise in a more
forthright manner; the Bergs Ifind too clever
by half! And the German EMI recordings are
poor tonally in relation to these Deccas.
(A/A*:•1]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Diabelli Variations, Op.120
Stephen Bishop-Kovacevich (pno)
Philips 6527 178
Reissue from 1968
With a reputation largely founded on performances of ,late Beethoven, Stephen
Bishop-Kovacevich recorded the Diabelli
Variations at twenty-seven. Close in spirit to
Schnabel's, his interpretation is most notable for its pianistic refinement and intimacy
of expression. Set directly against
Schnabel's, Brendel's, or Serkin's ( the classic
1958 version soon to reappear on CBS), it is
rather smaller- scaled, less powerfully compelling — perhaps the wrong sort of tensions
arising under studio conditions. The new
transfer improves the focus of SAL3676, but
the level needs to be set well up. David
Cairns' sensible analysis has disappeared,
along with afootnote that in the second half
of Variation 15 the left-hand part bars 6-9 is
played in the treble clef: still, Ithink, the only
recording with this emendation. For all its
idiosyncracies, Brendel's 1976 RFH performance on Philips 9500 381 most conforms to
ideas set out in Wilfred Mellers' book Beethoven and the Voice of God —to be reviewed.
[B:1/2]
Christopher Breunig
BERLIOZ: Fantastic Symphony
Utah SONarujan Kojian
Reference Recordings RR- 11 (
45rpm, 2recs) (Trim
Records)
The last two movements of the Fantastic
Symphony have been used for dem purposes ever since the coming of the LP, but
never before has the whole work occupied
three 12 in. sides and been offered with a
duplicate of the ' March' and 'Witches Sabbath' on the fourth side as a bonus for
enthusiasts. Recorded as a no-compromise
experiment in Symphony Hall, Salt Lake City,
and taped in both digital and analogue
formats, this 45rpm version of the analogue
master is most impressive. Apart from afew
vague instrumental placings of the sort
which might irritate stereo purists, the sound
is extremely natural and very clean. The
strings in particular are beautifully full and
smooth, the orchestra is given a sensible
middle-distance setting in an attractive
acoustic, there is a quite superb bass- drum
which packs terrific punch without being too
'loose', and the work's huge dynamics are
given a really free rein. There is no temptation here to ease up the volume for the last
movements, and my only grumble is that the
review set's surface noise was not really up
to the dynamic task during ppp passages.
Kojian's interpretation is mostly conventional, but with a touch of Barenboim's
wide-ranging tempi, much tasteful attention
to detail ( lovely pizzicato strings in the
Pastoral movement), use of Berlioz's
optional cornet part in the Waltz, and a
tremendous, rip-roaring finale of concerthall excitement. But of course the superb
116

recording has much to do with the latter,
which is what hi-fi is all about. [
A*:11
John Crabbe

BITTNER: Lute Pieces — 1682
Konrad Junghánel (Ite)
Accent ACC 8227 (
Harmonia Mundi)
Of the composer of these pieces nothing is
known save his name: Jacques Bittner, alias
Giacomo Bittner, alias Jacob Büttner; even
his nationality is in doubt — though the
annotator here plumps for German. All the
easier, then, to concern oneself solely with
the music. That consists of four suites, with
the usual airs, preludes, and dances, all
written in the French galant style then coming very much into vogue. The date reveals a
period just before the demise of the lute as
the foremost instrument, and the composer
clearly mastered the instrument and the
style. The sleeve- note description as ' one of
the minor masters of the end of the 17th
century' seems to me very just. How often
one will wish to take all four courses at one
meal, so to speak, is perhaps doubtful; but
this is well- made, charming, undemanding
music to which one might well turn after an
evening of more strenuous stuff.
Konrad Junghânel is an instrumentalist of
deserved renown, a technical master of a
notoriously difficult medium. Here, Ishould
have liked greater subtlety and more variety
— more exposition, if you like; but Junghânel
is not helped by the recording, which is close
and alittle overblown. Even with the volume
set well below one's normal, the sound is too
massive — though the instrument retains a
credible width. The lute is not powerful, and
should not be made to sound so. However,
the detail and articulation are there, and the
instrument more nearly itself than some bad
examples Ihave come across. [
B:2]
Peter Turner
BRAHMS: Piano Concertos: No. 1in d El No. 2in
8
Claudio Arrau (pno)/Concertgebouvv/Haitink
Philips 6527 181/2 (
2 recs)
Reissues from 1970
Listening to the two concertos in their ' Arrau
Edition' context, with the superbly
engineered solo works of Brahms, I was
perhaps dismissively critical of the sound
quality ( July). The identical transfers are
separately available as ' Sequenza' discs, and
with the volume well up they can be quite
impressively reproduced. With many
alternatives to hand, Iwould not often want
to hear these performances ( the D- minor is
the more valuable), in spite of Arrau's
integrity of approach and Haitink's complete
accord, the latter reflected in the fine orchestral playing. However, German copies of
Arrau's earlier Philharmonia/Giulini Brahms
—which Istill prefer— are not so easily found,
and these Dutch pressings are immaculately
quiet-surfaced. Other HFN reviewers have
found these Amsterdam versions ' powerful
and virile' ( B-flat) and ' heavy and accurate'
(D.H. of No. 1). [8:1/3]
Christopher Breunig

BRAHMS: String Quartets 1-3 CI Piano Quintet,
Op.34
Maurizio Pollini (pno)/Quartetto Italiano
Philips 6717 010 (
3 recs)
Reissues from 1968-71, 1980
Most reviewers were concerned about the
sound of the Piano Quintet when it appeared
as 2531 197 in 1980 — the piano aggiessively
balanced, strings lacking the customary
finesse of other Quartetto Italiano productions. Here the quality differs considerably
from the original transfer ( now part of DG's
'Brahms Edition'): not just a question of
levels, but rather subtle adjustments to the

masters to give a closer correspondence to
the Quartet recordings. Those have recently
been reissued as separate discs, the two
Op.51 together, Op.67 with the former Schumann coupling ( see August, p.60). In this
boxed set Op.67 occupies awhole LP, with a
gain in bloom and openness.
No reservations about the readings,
although equally Ilike the Prague Qt/Supraphon cycle ( March review); Inevertheless
find Pollini rather too forceful and thrusting
in the Quintet, regardless of engineering
perspectives. It would be good to have the
Rubinstein/Guarneri Op.34 back in circulation. Incidentally, if your system is very
capable, Ithink you will find the DG version
of Op.34 the more probable translation from
the master-tape. [
A:1/11
Christopher Breunig
BRAHMS: Piano Trios Nos. 1-3
Borodin Trio
Chandos DBRD 2005 digital ( 2 recs)
Ithought Op. 8was gloriously enjoyable, but
my listening notes for the two later trios
show that enthusiasm for the ' delightful
sense of movement, with eloquent cello in
the second meno presto' ( Op. 87 iii), or the
'light and atmospheric' Op. 101 ( ii) was
encountered by objections to the accenting
and ' very slavonic' feel of Op. 87 ( ii), the
'glutinous' cantando of Op. 101' ( i), or the
'husky string timbres militating against
Brahms' giocoso, so well caught in the
Beaux Arts version' ( Op. 87 iv).
The flavour of these performances may
thus be initially hard to accept. This was my
first encounter with the individual style of
the Borodins, notably the determined
espressivo of their violinist — far less sweet in
Brahms than Suk's. Their spacious tempi are
almost always markedly slower than on the
Philips. Yet, even if the Beaux Arts, or
Suk/Starker/Katchen discs ( both with an
additional coupling) are consistently more
idiomatic, these fresh interpretations are too
positive to ignore. The resonant Bloomsbury
church setting has the piano set well back. In
Op. 101 ( ii)/(iii) some studio or breathing
noises intrude; but these are nevertheless
beautifully engineered discs, with depth and
presence. [A/A*:11
Christopher Breunig

BRIDGE: String Quartet No. 2in g11 Cherry Ripe CI
An Irish Melody, 'The Londonderry Air' D Sally in
our Alley El Sir Roger de Coverley
Delmé Quartet
Chandos ABRD 1073 digital
Bridge's four string quartets divide neatly
down the middle, falling on either side of the
remarkable stylistic divide which the First
World War wrought in his music. Frustrating,
then, that at no time have all four works been
concurrently available on disc. At present,
with this newcomer, we are offered the
pre-war Bridge ( the Hanson have recorded
No. 1, superbly, on SHE 563) while the
Allegri's Argo account of the Third and
Fourth remains in limbo.
The effect of the war on Bridge is wellknown, bitterness and horror appearing dramatically in his music for the first time with
the Piano Sonata of 1921-24. Yet the effect
on his musical vocabulary is often exaggerated. Bitonality ( which he passed on to
Britten) and chromaticism were always part
of the warp and weave of Bridge's thinking,
and the Second Quartet of 1915 is rich in the
latter quality. It is afine work, rhapsodic and
beautifully crafted. Each of its three movements shares themes with the others, and
development throughout the opening
Allegro is ingeniously continuous for a
movement in sonata form. The Scherzo
cleverly invests an ostinato figure with
thematic relevance.
The shorter pieces are more familiar in
their orchestral colours, and Imust confess
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that Ihad not previously heard any of them
in quartet form. Iam glad to have repaired
this omission: their inherent charm ( each is
an imaginative and well- made fantasy on the
original tune) and intimacy of feeling is
heightened in this form. The performances
throughout the disc are first-rate, and so is
the recording, which is immediate without
being overbearing and as clean as awhistle.
Marvellously natural quartet sound. [
A*:1]
Andrew Keener

BRUCKNER: Symphony 4 in E
LAPO/Mehta
Decca VIV 53
Reissue from 1971
Mehta's account of Bruckner's Fourth did not
impress me greatly when Ifirst heard it a
dozen years ago, and it does not seem to me
now to be any more remarkable. It is afairly
sober reading, with no extremes of tempo,
and the playing of the Los Angeles Philharmonic is skilful though hardly ardent. Mehta
seems content to remain on the surface of
the score — preferable to emotional wallowing, perhaps, but there is little sense here of
deep commitment and understanding. The
recording too is rather generalized in effect,
neutral; and there is an unacceptable
amount of surface- noise on my finished
pressing. In as competitive a field as this,
Mehta's version ( of the 1878-80 score) is
hard to recommend. [
B/C:3]
Peter Branscornbe
BRUCKNER: Symphony 9 in d
Czech PO/Mataeie
Supraphon 1110 3179 (
Bond St)
Ten years ago Mateie recorded Bruckner's
Fifth Symphony with the Czech Philharmonic
using along-discredited version of the score.
There is mercifully nothing untoward about
this account of the Ninth, which was
recorded live at the House of Artists in
Prague on 5 December 1980. There is
remarkably little of the fidgeting and
coughing typical of most winter concert
audiences in this or any other country,
though the recording does have imperfections of other kinds — some lack of splendour
in climaxes, and distinctly noisy surfaces. To
some extent the great advantages of a live
performance — sense of occasion, and sense
of integrity — are reduced by Mateie's liking
for rather wide variations in tempo, which
are not always related to each other or to the
work's structure with the conviction that is
required. Thus there are impressive paragraphs — but the overall effect lacks poise
and inevitability. The Czech Philharmonic
play finely, with conviction; but entries are
not always unanimous, the horn-tone occasionally takes on a bugle- like quality, and
some of the violin configuration is lacking in
poise. This is a welcome tribute to the
veteran conductor ( he was 81 when the
concert took place), but not an obvious first
choice among existing versions of Bruckner's Ninth. [
B/C: 2/3]
Peter Branscombe
CHABRIER: Une Education manquée — operetta in
one Act CI Chanson de L'Alouette CI Chanson pour
Jeanne D L'He heureuse D Fileuse D Ballade des
Gros Dindons D Pastorale des cochons roses
Christiane Castelli (sop)/Claudine Collart (sop)/
Xavier Depraz (bass)/Orch/Bruck/Castelli (sop)/Boschi (pno)
Chant du monde LDX 78729 C) (
Harmonie Mundd
Set in the reign of Louis XVI, this comedy of
manners and youthful marriage makes
rather a quaint impression with its patter
numbers and two soprano leads (the orphan
'husband' appeals for advice to his equally
inexperienced grandfather). The operetta
was written while Chabrier was still a civil
servant and it displays a pleasant melodic
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gift, but there is little dramatic flair and only
moderate technical accomplishment. Sadly,
it needs abetter production than this to bring
it to life.
This thirty year-old French account, well
enough sung and played, sounds constricted, is erratically balanced and hamfistedly edited. The orchestra plays in the
next room, while we are brought eyeball-toeyeball with the singers. They loom larger
still during the spoken dialogue, but at least
the unsteady LF hum, so pervasive during
the music, recedes a few decibels for the
speech. No such luck for the songs, at the
beginning of which the hum booms forth
with the abruptness of a switched- on light.
There is tape hiss, and the piano sounds very
odd ( or is that an occasional double- bass
pizzicato Ican hear in Chanson d'Alouette
and Chanson pour Jeanne?). Christiane Castelli sings appealingly, if not with ideal
steadiness; but the poor girl hardly stands a
chance. All of which is a great pity: the
catalogue is all but devoid of these charming
little settings. The French- only sleevenote
spends seven column- inches on the plot and
the charm of the music; on when, where and
how either came to be written, it remains
silent. [
0:3/41
Andrew Keener
CHOPIN: Piano Concerto No. 2in fCl Krakowiak,
Op 14
Bella Davidovich (pno)!LSO/Marriner
Philips 6514 259 digital
Here, as in her account of Chopin's E- minor
Concerto ( 9500 889), Bella Davidovich is not
to be hurried. There is intelligence and
sensitivity behind the shaping and not a
clangorous forte is struck throughout the
disc. Clearly, she has her eye on the graziosamente part of Chopin's instruction for
the Allegro vivace finale, and the first movement sequence which begins at bar 224 is set
gently in motion instead of rattled off at an
unrelenting forte as many are. Orchestral
detail during this passage is all the more
telling as a result, though con forza is con
forza and Miss Davidovich's fingers trip
through that bar as if it were marked leggiero.
No harm, then, in opting for alyrical rather
than a fiery Chopin No. 2; look no further
than Emanuel Ax's delicately shaded and
shaped reading ( RL 12868) for reinforcement
of the point. However, whereas Ax is consistently absorbing and surprising, drawing
upon a sophisticated approach to voicing
and awide range of colour to keep his steady
tempi buoyant, Ifind several passages in the
newcomer lacking in energy. The LSO offer
respectable support, though several fleeting
instances of careless string portamenti suggest that, once again, these accompaniments have been a poor relation in matters
of rehearsal time. Ialso find Neville Marriner's reading of the dynamics at the end of the
first movement fussy. The Krakovviak, understated and leisurely, is much more enjoyable
and Philips' recording throughout is clean
and credibly balanced ( though the piano is
perhaps alittle close and wide). But is it good
enough to tip the scales against Ax or
Zimerman ( 2531 126)? Ithink not. [
A:2/31
Andrew Keener

CHOPIN: Piano Concerto No. 2 in f, Op. 21/
SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto in a, Op. 54
Tamàs Vàsàry (pno)/Northern Sinfonia
ASV ALH 931
The mind swims towards fantastic horizons:
a Brahms B-flat next, perhaps, or aTchaik. 1,
both directed from the keyboard. And yet
there is logic in Vásáry's double role on this
new issue. In Chopin's concerto the orchestra listens attentively but remains for most of
the time at a polite musical distance, and
Schumann's concerto confides as much as it
declaims; orchestral forces are such as to
demand achamber- like intimacy and mutual

awareness. Certainly the scale of these performances is uninflated, with an acoustic to
match, and Vásáry's account of the Chopin is
often touching: the A-flat episode at bar 204
of the first movement is tenderly addressed
and there are innumerable moments of
poetry elsewhere. In matters of ensemble,
soloist and orchestra seem to have reached
an intuitive understanding, and moments
which might be considered danger-spots
with one pair of hands controlling everything
are impressively unanimous. Just one small
regret: it seems a pity to allow the solo
balance to get the better of some important
woodwind detail.
About the Schumann Iam less happy.
Once again, Vásáry's intelligence and sense
of style are beyond question; what concerns
me more, however, is something Ican only
describe as a preoccupation with episode at
the expense of extended line. Tempi tend to
be flexible, but that is only the half of it; what
seems to be missing is the feeling of mobility, the sense of sweep that unifies a performance in the memory and makes one
eager to hear what is to come while the
record is on the turntable. Overall, the piece
sounds a mite cautious. But don't forget the
Chopin. [
13:1/3]
Andrew Keener
CHOPIN: Complete Mazurkas
Arthur Rubinstein (pno)
EMI 2C 151-01170/1 (
2 recs) (rDI ( Conifer)
Reissues from 1938-39
Throughout these pre-war recordings textural purity is remarkable for an artist born in
an age not overconcerned with such things.
And yet this is vintage Rubinstein, unmistakable at practically any point. The occasional
capricious rubati, the poise at reflective
moments, the absence of vulgarity in tone
and expression — all are here in abundance.
Few have rivalled Rubinstein's sense of
mischief in Op 6/3, his majesty in Op 41/1, or
the gently luminous quality of his left hand in
the central section of Op 7/3. Heard continuously, these performances seem less
varied of expression and in rather more of a
hurry than might have been expected; such,
perhaps, was the feeling imposed by the 41/
2
minute restriction of the '78' medium. Comparison with the later set reveals the
impression to be a real one, but the magic is
in the sound itself for all to hear. That sound
has been reasonably well preserved in these
French transfers, which seem to be from
commercial shellac pressings. A beguiling
set. [H:1]
Andrew Keener

DEBUSSY: Danses sacrée et profane* D Suite
bergamasque (trans Nancy Allen) CI Rêverie (trans
Allen) D Two Arabesques/RAVEL: Introduction
and Allegro** CI Ma mère l'oye — extracts (trans
Allen/Vera Dulova)
Nancy Allen (hrp)/LAC0*/Gerard Schwartz*/Tokyo
Ot**/Ransom Wilson (fit)**/David Shifrin (clt)**
HMV ASO 1866731 digital
Harpist Nancy Allen offers a swift, mobile
account of Danses sacrée et profane which I
enjoyed very much. There is not the range of
nuance which makes the Badings/Haitink
recording so memorable, but the freshness
and clear-eyed quality of her playing are
affecting in themselves. The sleevenote tells
us that Nancy Allen has made aspeciality of
transcriptions; she does them well, but she
cannot reproduce on the harp the variety of
sonority and shapeliness of phrasing which
are hallmarks of the finest piano versions, for
instance, of Suite bergamasque. Notwithstanding the novelty of the medium, the
music is the thing, and regretfully Ihave to
report that Nancy Allen's imagination is — as
yet — unable to bring an insight to the
Debussy pieces which is comparable with,
say, Gieseking or Livia Rev. The Ravel transcriptions, however, are considerably more
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ear-catching, with the sparkle of the harp's
upper register in Laideronette well able to
mirror the attractive effect of Ravel's own
orchestration. The new performance of Introduction and Allegro, spaciously paced and
evidently affectionate, is also highly enjoyable.
The recording is impressive throughout,
though Imust confess that Iprefer more
space around the sound for this music; more
than any other, Haitink's Danses sacrée et
profane seems to me to have achieved an
ideal blend of atmosphere and clarity. Of its
kind, however, this Capitol/EMI production is
alovely piece of work, with aclean, firm bass
line and rock-solid lateral placing. With the
help of first-rate mastering at Abbey Road,
the background is almost disconcertingly
silent. [
A:1/3]
Andrew Keener

DVORAK: Dmitrij ( excerpts)
Benackova/Dvorakova/Pribyl/Zitek/Horacek/Prague
RSO/Stych
Supraphon 1116 3040 (
Bond Street Music)
Depending whether one counts the two
versions of King and Charcoal Burner as
separate works, Dimitrij is either the sixth or
seventh of Dvorak's operas. Completed in
1882 and revised several times subsequently, it is ahistorical drama whose hero is
the same False Dimitry who features in
Boris, and whose story is based on an
episode in Schiller. The present recording is
of excerpts from a performance on Czech
television and features the voices of singers
already well-known in the West for their
appearances in recordings of other operas.
Though short in proportion to the complete four- act opera, the excerpts give afair
idea of the music, occasionally tinged with
Wagnerisms and echoing works like Smetana's Dalibor. In spite of much typically lyrical
writing, dramatic intensity seems to be lacking; the ensemble Oh God, 1am damned!,
for instance, misses the anguish one expects
from such adeclaration. Pribyl's rather high
tenor may have something to do with it: his
Dimitrij is more convincing in romatic situations. The two rivals for his heart, Marina
(Benackova-Capova) and Xenia ( Dvorakova)
are well cast and nicely contrasted, though
the former is not quite as mellifluous as
usual, while Eva Randova is more attractive
as the Kostelnicka in Decca's new Jenufa
than as Ivan the Terrible's widow Marfa here.
There is more variety in the score than is
apparent from this reasonably well
engineered and balanced record, but it is
unlikely that we shall hear more of it. [
A:B:11
Kenneth Dommett

FRANCK: Organ Works
Wolfgang Rübsam (org)
DG 2741 024 digital ( 3 recs)
César Franck's twelve major works are
included in this boxed set, played on the
Cavaillé-Coll organ in Sainte-Croix Cathedral, Orléans. Though its origins are unmistakeable, this instrument has aslightly ' raw'
sound, more so than one expects, even
allowing for the brassiness of C- C's reeds.
The odd note is afraction off pitch, and the
principal chorus is a mite ' breathy' — common enough matters in historic instruments,
though they may indicate a need for attention, particularly tuning.
Rübsam's interpretation is one of highly
detailed, in-depth consideration, in which a
sense of contemplation, aided by tempi
distinctly slower than typical current practice, is largely negated by his slightly
exaggerated freedom of inner tempo and
pointed phrasing, in which respects he
appears to lean toward the ' rhetorical'
school. He is faithful to the text in matters of
registration, but the total effect seems to me
to sacrifice warmth in favour of technical
detail. Aurally, the recording offers a wide
image — too wide for my taste — spreading
over the speakers, where it dissolves into
ambience. The general balance is wellchosen, and the sound is clean, with very
good extension.
A three- language booklet gives the same
information in German and French but a
different ( and shorter) English text, and it is
irritating to those of us who are not fluently
bilingual to struggle with translations in
order to find out what we may be missing.
One important item not revealed to any
nation is the specification, for which a few
well-known generalities about Cavaillé-Coll
are no substitute. [
A/B:1/21
Trevor Attewell
GIANELLI: Concerto No. 3in C, 'Military'/TARTINI:
Concerto No. 2 in G D Concerto No. 4 in G
Jean-Pierre Rampal (flt)/Cesare Montagna (bsn)/
Giordano Femi/Gianfranco Toscan (tpts)/I Solisti
Veneti/Scimone
Erato ERA 9255 (
Conifer)

This third Erato ' Disque d'or' of performances by Jean-Pierre Rampal contains three
flute concertos not currently available in the
catalogue. The Solisti Veneti with Claudio
Scimone have recorded other pieces by
Tartini elsewhere, and perform here ( in
diminished numbers comprising strings,
bassoon and keyboard) two of his Lute
concertos. As usual, Rampal plays with
beautiful tone and elegance, but is so closely
miked in both the Andante of Concerto No. 4
and the Largo-Andante of No. 2that glottal
clicks and grunts disturb the flow of the lines.
FAURÉ: Requiem, Op 48 D Pavane, Op 50
In the reverberant acoustic of the Villa
Sheila Armstrong (sop)/Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau
Simes, in Piazzola, the strings sound rather
(bar)/Edinburgh Festival Ch (CM: Arthur Oldham)/
harsh and trebly, the harpsichord adding an
Orch de Paris/Barenboim
even sharper edge. However, the addition of
HMV SXLP 1025681
woodwind and brass in the Gianelli concerto
Reissue from 1975
on Side 2softens the effect, making it more
acceptable. This ' Military' concerto is simple
Perhaps it was a gesture of faith in stereo/
and straightforward, making few demands
quad compatibility that ASD 3065 remained
on the listener, but is pleasant for all that.
available solely in SO format until its deleGianelli was himself a flautist and he has
tion three years ago. Played through two
given the soloist liquid melodic lines that
channels it certainly sounded well, if atrifle
show acomplete understanding of the flute;
over- upholstered in the nether regions ( I
it is not asked to ' prove' itself by showy
cannot report on quadraphonic reproducdisplays of virtuosic technique.
tion). Now, remastered, it sounds a touch
An interesting disc of otherwise unavailfresher chorally, allowing full appreciation of
able works, but with only nineteen minutes
the hackle- raising Oldham sound at full tilt
of playing time on Side 2, not exceptional
and of the equally characteristic pianissimos,
value for money. [
B/C:1*/21
remote but telling: the opening supplicaBarbara Jahn
tions of the Offertory are very beautiful.
More to the point, the re-emergence of this
loving, radiant performance is a cause for
rejoicing. A few things may annoy — an
GRIEG: Complete Sonatas for violin and piano —
occasional tendency for the chorus to veer
No. 1in F, Op. 8D No. 2in G, Op. 13 D No. 3in c,
flatward or one or two slower-than- average
tempi, for instance — but there never was a Op. 45
Zdenék Bra (vIn)/Jan Vràna (pno)
more rapt Fauré Requiem on disc. EA:1*1
Andrew Keener
Supraphon 1111 3164 (
Bond Street Music)
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Decisive, open expression with give-andtake between the performers produces some
fine music- making on this disc. The brightness of Brors violin tone is by no means
unrelieved and he and Vràna sustain a level
of musicianship that puts the listener at ease
to enjoy the music; only the final movement
of the 3rd Sonata seems less convincing in
its rhythmic accuracy. The awful pressing
(background noise, pre- and post- echo) disguises a pleasing recorded sound, without
harshness, undue resonance, or restricted
dynamic range. The miking exaggerates the
normal thrashing to-and-fro of aviolinist in
full flow, but in other ways clarity and
placing are fine. [
A/B:1*/1/2]
Doug Hammond

HANDEL: Choruses from Messiah
Ch of Christ Church Cathedral, Oxford/Acad
Ancient Mus/Hogwood
Oiseau -Lyre DSLO 613
Reissue from 1980
Judging from contemporary reports, audiences of Handel's time tended to divide the
overall structure of his oratorios into categories. The recitatives and, more especially,
the arias were used as avehicle by which to
assess the performing ability of the solo
singers — and little more. The choral movements, however, were expected to move and
to inspire the listener, and it was upon these
settings that Handel was himself assessed —
and in which he was judged to excel.
There are therefore good precedents for
this extracted anthology from Messiah, and
it is to be welcomed particularly since the
choral movements contain much of the best
of Christopher Hogwood's interesting and
refreshing 1980 performance on D189 D3.
However, it should also be noted that
Worcester Cathedral Choir also perform very
well, in a rather different way, in Malgoire's
rival period- instrument recording on CBS
79336. But this should prove auseful anthology containing well-balanced performances
of some magnificient music. [
A:1*/1)
Stephen Daw

HAYDN: Symphonies No. 83 in g 'The Hen' D No.
86 in D
BPO/Karajan
DG 2532 039 digital
Reissue from 1981
This coupling is the third and last singlerecord reissue from Karajan's set of the
'Paris' symphonies. Iwas, and Iremain, less
than wholly enthusiastic, yet it must be
recorded that Robbins Landon regards the
Karajan set as 'the finest recordings ever
made of these works'. Certainly there are
glorious features — large-scale, bold orchestral playing of exquisite refinement; detailed
yet broad and spacious recording; faithfulness to the scores in matters of dynamics,
repeats and phrasing. Balance is very sensitive, the articulation lithe and precise, yet the
sense of fun is absent. These are taut,
earnest performances, and in the minuet —
especially the trio — of 86, Karajan becomes
faintly ponderous. The quality of the recording is very high, though it coarsens in the
finale of 86. Here is akind of perfection; but I
do find it soulless. [A:21
Peter Branscombe
HONEGGER/IBERT: L'Aiglon — opera in five Acts
Boué/Depraz/Bourdin/Lovano/Peyron, etc/ORTF Ch
/Orch Radio Lyrique/Dervaux
Bourg BG 3004/5 g(
2 recs) ( Conifer)
'We shared out the responsibilities', Honneger and lbert would reply to those who
enquired which of them had set which part
of Henri Cain's adaptation of Rostand's portrayal of the last two years of the young Duke
119

of Reichstadt: ' One of us wrote the flats, one
the sharps.' Even when pressed by Bernard
Gavoty in his book of conversations with the
composer, Honegger swiftly changes the
subject. Truth to tell, there is little of either
composer in this pastiche of popular French
opera and Richard Straussian waltz melodies. But there is much. charm, and considerable tenderness, in the music which surrounds the young Duke's attempts to remain
true to his ancestry despite the efforts of
those around him to substitute Austrian
influences for French. That said, many will
find the equation of patriot and Christ figure
an embarrassing one. This 1956 mono
French Radio recording is more than serviceable; the men are generally more secure
than the women ( though Geori Boué in the
title role is an exception, if rather shrill in her
upper register) and the orchestral playing is
prompt and fairly expert, if not invariably
well-tuned. [
C/D:2/3]
Andrew Keener

JANACEK: Jenufa
Sóclerstreim/Mrazova/Jonasova/Randova/Dvorsky/Zitek/Ochman, etc/Vienna State Op ChNPO/Mackerras
Decca D276 03 (
3 recs) digital
In a largely unsung way Sir Charles Mackerras' series of Janacek operas has been
breaking new ground. This version of
Jenufa, for instance, is unique in restoring
the composer's original 1908 score which
has previously remained unheard. Janacek
took nearly ten years to write this, his first
successful opera, but was unable to get it
accepted by the Czech National Theatre until
1916. It appeared in a version prepared by
the Prague director Kovarovic, and it is
Kovarovic's glossily scored edition which
has held the stage ever since. The differences between his version and Janacek's are
explored in John Tyrrell's scholarly essay
enclosed with the album, and by way of
aural comparison Kovarovic's version of the
finale to Act 3 is performed as an appendix.
In common with earlier releases in the
series, Jenufa was recorded in Decca's
Vienna studio with a predominantly Czech
cast, though again as usual the leading role
is taken by Elizabeth Sóderstrám who
remains one of the finest Janacek interpreters of our time. But Jenufa boasts another
equally important female role, the Kostelnicka or Foster Mother, deus ex machina of
the tragedy. In this recording the part is
taken by Eva Randova who is in impressive
form. Wieslav Ochman also gives a memorable account of Laca, jealous rival turned
true love, though his characterisation is
matched by an equally searching one from
Petr Dvorsky of the playboy lover Steva,
father of Jenufa's illegitimate child. The
subsidiary parts of Grandmother Buryjovka
and the mill foreman are sung by Marie
Mrazova and Vaclay Zitek, who maintain the
high level of performance set by the principals.
It is scarcely worth stressing again the
insight Mackerras brings to Janacek or the
skill with which he conveys his understanding to orchestra and singers alike. And in
bringing that collaboration to the listener
Decca's engineers have supplied another
fine example of their craft in a recording rich
in felicitous spatial effect and in revealing the
unexpected delights of Janacek's scoring. At
a stroke, this version of the opera has made
all other recordings redundant. [
A*:1*)
Kenneth Dommett

LOUVIER: Canto di Natale D Et Dieu créa l'Enfant
Maîtrise de Radio France/Ensemble de l'Itinéraire/
Parrenin Onouvier
Erato STU 71514
The mixture of plainsong, quarter-tones and

lambent tone-colours which makes up Canto
di Natale was dedicated to the composer's
daughter, born on Christmas Eve 1972.
Clearly, dates and numeric configurations
mean a lot to this Paris Conservatoire pupil
of Messiaen: 'The conception of Christ having been placed about the 720,000th day of
the Christian era', he writes in his analytical
note, 'this number may only be divided by 2,
3 and 5, a rare property for such a large
number. This peculiarity serves as the origin
of the reading of the 253 days of pregnancy.
The numbers 720001 to 720253 are analysed,
regrouped by arithmetic families and
develop in order, slowly or in bursts, like
time past. In every passage on a prime
number, a melody is made of its reading'.
And he goes on to match the number to ' a
melody very close to the Gregorian puer
natus est'.
Just as well to know these things; at least
it keeps us occupied throughout some 27
minutes of gentle choral hissing, soft strummings on prepared piano, melismatic vocalisations in various registers, and snatches of
plainchant. But Ilose patience completely
with the dated radiophonics of the companion work, written in 1980. It's terribly twee:
'Having worked hard for six days, God rested
on Sunday ... But the next day, He realises
that He has forgotten lots of extremely
important things, since He is bored with
dying (
sic) before His work ...' Perhaps
others will derive more pleasure from this
'playful and amused view of the Birth' than I
did. However, the performances sound
accomplished, the production naturally
balanced and distanced, so ... [
A:1]
Andrew Keener

MAHLER: Des Knaben Wunderhorn
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf (sop)/Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (bar)/LSO/Szell
HMV ASO 1000981
Reissue from 1968
This deluxe Knaben Wunderhorn is now
taken out of the Angel series, remastered,
and allotted one of EMI's impossible new
numbers! The recutting brings one obvious
benefit — bands are more generously scrolled. Other changes are more difficult to
describe; there is asharpening of focus, and
the orchestral accompaniment seemingly
has more body. Even so, Ifound the vocal
climaxes expanded more easefully with my
original 1968 test pressings. In most other
versions the voices are given great prominence, as they certainly are here. The Concertgebouw alternative has a more natural
balance, but Jessye Norman's voice tends to
shift across channels. SzeII's brilliantly sharp
direction is at one with the pointful characterisation; here Schwarzkopf outclasses Norman, and if Fischer-Dieskau is unyieldingly
serious, his range of colour tells against
Shirley- Quirk's ' Matthew Passion'
monochrome style. One misses the deleted
Delyse ( with Janet Baker), or CBS/Bernstein,
but Walter Legge's production is pretty well
unsurpassable here. [
A:1*1
Christopher Breunig

MOZART: Nine Great Symphonies
Concertgebouw/Krips
Philips 6725 032 (
5 recs)
Reissues from 1972, 1973, 1974, 1978
Though a number of the late Josef Krips'
recordings of Mozart symphonies with
various orchestras — the LSO and Israel
Philharmonic among them — appeared here I
can find no record of the release in this
country of any of these Concertgebouw
recordings, so their emergence now is welcome, for Krips was one of the best Mozart
interpreters of his generation. He did not
always receive his due and his reputation
tended to be obscured by some of the more
skilfully publicised practitioners of his art.

One need not quibble about the title given
to this retrospective exhibition of his talents,
especially if one were inclined to regard all of
Mozart's symphonies as ' great', though the
inclusion of the attractive little A- major K134
at the expense of, say, the C- major K334 or
the better known A- major K201 might raise
an eyebrow or two. But let us be thankful for
what we have. The album gathers together
recordings of the Paris, the delectable B-flat
K319, and the rest of the series from the
Haffner on. Also included is a rehearsal of
the first three movements of K319 (the last to
be made, in 1978) but as this is conducted in
German its value to English speaking listeners will be limited.

Space prohibits detailed examination of
the performances, which, unlike some of the
rather plummy Concertgebouw recordings
Philips released during the 1970s, sound
remarkably good. Krips, Viennese by birth, is
particularly at home with Mozart and brings
to the music a balanced combination of
lively rhythm and tender lyricism devoid of
any hint of that not uncommon affectation,
Schwármerei or ' gush'. His performances
are in fact singularly direct and unaffected,
yet his account of the last four symphonies is
notable for the variety of expression he
brings to the music, the G- minor being an
especially good example of his controlled
direction. And it is agreat achievement to be
able to make us take afresh look at works we
are in danger of taking for granted, which is
precisely what this timely reminder of a
great conductor's legacy does. [
A:1)
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Symphony No. 38 in D, K504 'Prague' D
Symphony No. 39 in E. K543
Chicago SO/Solti
Decca SXDL 7588 digital
It would be impertinent to suggest that Solti
is slowing down, for he is much too ebullient
for that, but comparing this present version
of the ' Prague' with the recording he made
with the LSO in the early 1950s ( still available) suggests that some of the old aggressiveness has been replaced by a more
thoughtful, calmer approach. There is no
lack of vitality as the fleet-footed finale
demonstrates, but the first two movements
carry more weight. The same characteristics
are evident again in the E-flat, the slow
introduction, like that of the ' Prague', being
given the poise of an operatic overture. In
this symphony Solti comes into direct competition with Colin Davis' recent splendid
Dresden performance, and though such
comparisons must be invidious, Davis is just
that bit more flexible. Beside him Solti's
reading sounds slightly four-square. And
though Decca's digital recording is fine, the
Philips has more presence and clarity. Solti's
admirers will nevertheless be well pleased
with this return to a field the conductor has
left untilled as far as records are concerned

for quite a long time. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Symphony No. 41 in C. K551 'Jupiter' CI
Symphony No. 28 in C. K200
Dresden State Orch/Davis
Philips 6514 206 digital
As with the first of this new series of Mozart
symphony recordings, reviewed in August,
Colin Davis has combined alate masterpiece
with an earlier one. Although the A- major
symphony K201 is usually regarded as the
greater, the early C- major work recorded
here is full of enchantment. The performance
it receives is one of sheer delight, alert yet
delicate. The gulf which separates this
youthful and optimistic work from the ' Jupiter' is so wide that it is sometimes difficult to
imagine that they are by the same composer.
Davis has recorded the ' Jupiter' several
times before, and both he and the orchestra
must have played it hundreds of times, but it
still comes up fresh and magnificent.
However, its monumental grandeur is kept
within bounds. It is not possible for a
módern orchestra to aquit itself in an eighteenth century manner, of course, though a
sensitive conductor will keep the texture
light without sacrificing the power the music
generates, and Davis does this exceptionally
well. Anyone wishing to hear an approximation to a contemporary performance should
try the Academy of Ancient Music's recordings. But good as those are, especially of the
'Jupiter', they do not efface these brilliant
and brilliantly recorded new versions. [
A:1*j
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Piano Concerto No. 12 in A. K414 El
Piano Concerto No. 13 in C, K415
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)/Philharmonia/Ashkenazy
Decca SXDL 7556 digital
It is odd how some of the Mozart concertos
seem to be consistently overlooked by
recording artists. The A- major, once a great
favourite, has been recorded only twice
since 1980, while K415, an ambitious work
with trumpets and drums, was last issued in
1979. Of these two Ashkenazy performances
the latter is the more consistently satisfactory. For some reason not quite clear, he
plays the Andante of K414 so slowly that it is
virtually an Adagio, drawing out the piano
part quite unsupportably. The two outer
movements on the other hand have all the
spirit and finesse that we have come to
associate with this series. Mozart wrote two
sets of cadenzas and it is the longer and
showier second set that is used.
The C- major concerto, an essay in the
triumphal mood which in several respects
anticipates the popular K467, is altogether
better. The slow movement, another
Andante, is more up to the mark and the
work goes with plenty of swing. The use of a
link during the pause at the end of the
orchestral exposition just before the first
entry of the piano was unexpected. Most
pianists treat this as a rest, using it to
heighten the anticipation of their first utterance, and Iam not sure that this is not
preferable to Ashkenazy's solution. The
recording is clear-cut, spacious and well
balanced, in no sense stunning but perfectly
matched to the scale of the music. [
A:1/21
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Eine kleine Nachtmusik 12 Serenade in
D, K320 'Posthorn'
VPO/Levine
DG 2532 098 digital
The so-called Posthorn Serenade was the
last of the series of large orchestral serenades Mozart wrote in Salzburg. Its nickname derives from the use of a posthorn in
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the second of its two minuets, and aconcertante quartet of wind instruments is featured
in the third and fourth movements in place of
the solo violin usually employed by him in
such works. It is an altogether magnificent
score, spacious in its architecture and ambitious in scope, and the VP0 under Levine
give it a deft and telling performance in one
of its comparatively rare appearances on
record.
Perhaps the Posthorn's relative unfamiliarity dictated the choice of yet another Eine
kleine Nachtmusik to accompany it. Surely
this delicacy is in danger of losing some of
its savour from over- exposure, or is it that
every conductor feels obliged to put at least
one recording of it behind him? It is an
attractive performance and presumably
there is still someone about who has yet to
hear the work. Levine has been castigated on
several occasions for what some see as lack
of finesse in his Mozart. These two performances should allay any remaining fears on
that score, and as usual the Vienna orchestra's playing is superb. So is the recording,
whose digital sound offers natural perspectives and warm presence. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: String Quintet in c, K406 CI String
Quintet in E K614
Josef Suk (via), Smetana Of
Supraphon 1111 3159 (
Bond Street Music)
These sensitive performances and excellent
recording are a product of Supraphon's
co-operation with Nippon Columbia, though
all the credits are to the Czechs. Presumably
the Smetana Quartet with Josef Suk as first
of the two violas are producing all six of the
quintets, otherwise the choice of these two
seems unusual, fine though they are. Indeed,
K614 invariably receives less than its due, for
though it may lack the passion of some of its
predecessors it is a most original work and
full of felicitous touches. The C- minor, an
arrangement by Mozart of the wind serenade
K388, is much more dramatic.
In this performance the drama is strictly
controlled and never allowed to spill over
into rhetoric, and once again the Smetana
Quartet demonstrate their right to be considered among the first half dozen string
quartets in the world. Suk, who has frequenctly joined them as a violinist, settles
into the ensemble like atrue chamber music
player, and together they have produced one
of the finest versions of these quintets
currently available. The recording happily
reflects the quality of the performances, in
sound that is realistically distanced and
naturally balanced. [
A*:1*]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Violin Sonatas Vol 1 ( K296, K301-3,
K305)
Oscar Shumsky (yin), Artur Balsam (pno)
ASV ALH 930
In general this first instalment of what purports to be another complete recording of
Mozart's violin sonatas — only the mature
ones — follows the current chronology which
begins with K301 ( now 293a) and proceeds
through K302, 303 and 305 to K296. The
famous E- minor sonata ( K304) will appear in
the next volume, together with K306, renumbered K300e and 3001 respectively. With the
exception of K296 they are all two- movement sonatas of the type favoured by J.C.
Bach, and were presumably intended for the
Paris visit of 1778.
Oscar Shumsky does not appear to figure
in the current British catalogues and this is
my first encounter with his playing. Balsam,
of course, is very well-known and was
something of an arbiter of Mozartian style in
the early days of LP. He still favours the
delicate touch and his playing has apleasing
liquidity, though he is not always careful
over phrasing. In the first movement of K305

u

for instance Mozart writes legato passages
followed by staccato ones, though in this
performance the difference is undiscernible.
Shumsky's approach is also direct, and his
playing agile, though his tone frequently
takes on an edgy quality that may have
something to do with the recording. This
emanates from the Musical Heritage Society,
presumably American, and is rather hollow.
On balance Iwould still recommend the
Goldberg-Lupu performances on Decca as
first choice, though these new ones do have
sparkle. [
A/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Don Giovanni
Ghiaurov/Watson/Gedda/Ludwig/Berry/Freni/Mon tarsolo/Crass/Nevv Phil Ch & Orch/Klemperer
EMI SLS 1434623 (
3 recs)
Reissue from 1966
This reissue restores to the catalogue a
performance of considerable depth and
intensity. Compared with some of his rivals
Klemperer occasionally seems ponderous,
his expansive direction seeming slow in
comparison with their more mercurial
approach. It is a searching and dramatic
performance nevertheless. The cast is variable, though, as is often the case. The men
on the whole come out best, with Ghiaurov
making asplendidly vicious Don, offset by a
nicely contrasted Leporello in Walter Berry
and a spiky Masetto in Montarsolo. Gedda's
Don Ottavio too is less insipid than usual
with this luckless character. Claire Watson's
Anna is something of a disappointment and
she cannot carry the spite and vengeance
well. Ludwig's Elvira is much better, but not
quite the equal of Schwarzkopf or Arroyo in
rival versions. Iliked Freni's Zerlina for its
lightness, though she does lack a bit of the
compassion that lies behind the part. The
recording still sounds good, and it is nice to
have it back in circulation. [
A:1/21
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: The Magic Flute
Roswaenge/Hüsch/Lemnitz/Berger/Strienz etc/BPO/
Beecham
EMI RIS 1434653 ®, (
3 recs)
Reissue from 1938
Beecham's Magic Flute, recorded in Berlin in
1937, has some claim to be regarded as a
classic, though it dispenses with all the
spoken dialogue and the cast is not uniformly distinguished. Beecham's direction
is, of course, classic if not exactly classical —
the mannerisms which intruded so heavily
into his post-war Haydn and Mozart are less
in evidence here ( he is not the conductor in
the Queen of the Night's 0 zittre Nacht,
incidentally). Of the singers, the one unimpeachable performance is Gerhardt Hüsch's
classic Papageno; Lemnitz's Pamina and
Roswaenge's Tamino seem occasionally
bland and uncommitted, though the quality
of the voices remains magnificent. Berger's
Queen of the Night is, however, generally
splendid, though she is not entirely accurate,
and Wilhelm Strienz's Sarastro lacks power.
The mono recording has been remastered
skilfully and sounds fairly acceptable to ears
nurtured on modern hi-fi. As the first complete recording of the opera this is at worst
historic, though it is always something much
more than just a piece of history. [
H:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett

NIELSEN: Pan and Syrinx Op.49 U Saga-Drem
Op.39 CI Bohemian- Danish Folk Tune LI Andante
Lamentoso II Helios Overture CI Rhapsodie Overture (An imaginary Trip to the Faroe Islands) El
Symphonic Rhapsody ( 1889)
Danish RSO/Blomstedt
EMI ESD 1434471
Reissues from 1975
An excellent idea. This collection of orches121
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tral fill- ups from Blomstedt's boxed set of the
symphonies and concertos fits neatly onto a
single disc and signals, Itrust, other individual reissues. Dominant, of course, are
what one might call the three truly vintage
pieces: Helios, its allegorical rising and setting of the sun like a summation of all
Nielsen stood for — elemental and lifeassertive; Pan and Syrinx, highly evocative,
its strikingly individual use of percussion
foreshadowing the 5th and 6th symphonies;
and Saga-Drom with its unforgettably haunting, improvisatory woodwind cadenzas.
Nothing else here aspires to anything like
that level of inspiration, but then even an
early and only moderately accomplished
opus like the Symphonic Rhapsody has its
fair share of charm and vitality.
The warmth and immediacy of these EMI/
Danish Radio recordings ( the Denmark Concert Hall, Copenhagen) remains as appealing
as it was in 1975, while the performances,
notwithstanding some rather less than
immaculate string playing, exude commitment. [
A/B:11
Edward Seckerson

PURCELL: Songs and Airs
Emma Kirkby (sop)/Christopher Hogwood (org,
spnt)/Anthony Rooley (Ite)/Richard Campbell (via
gmbeCatherine Mackintosh (On)
Oiseau Lye DSDL 713 digital
This lovely record will surely dispel the
doubts of any who may still not realise how
great agenius was Henry Purcell. During his
tragically short life ( 36 years) he produced an
astounding quantity of music, from the
bawdy to the sublime. Listen, for example, to
0 let me weep or Sweeter than Roses from
this collection, and marvel — not that the
other songs are really less good. Assemble
some of the finest early- music interpreters
and scholars in the field, record them admirably, and you have a recipe for joy unconfined. Of the performances one need
say little, save that what one hears is what
one would expect: a sense of period style,
superb technical mastery, and a delight in
music- making which communicates
instantly to the listener. How fortunate are
those who can make music like this!
The recording is aworthy one. The level of
cut may be ashade high for some cartridges,
and Idid sometimes feel that the instruments are less well separated, and even
audible, than they might be. This is nitpicking really. The point is that one can listen
to this issue and forget the recording: the
music speaks ( or sings) for itself. The text is
provided; but, as always, when Miss Kirkby
sings it is not often needed. This issue is a
treasure. [A:11
Peter Turner

RACHMANINOV: Preludes CI Morceaux de Fantasie, Op. 3
Howard Shelley
Hyperion A66081/2 (
2 recs)
These masterly performances can, Ithink,
lay claim to being the finest, certainly the
most individual, that we have yet heard on
disc. (Yes, including the Ashkenazy set.) You
may at first raise an eyebrow at the daring
breadth and dramatic dynamic contrasts of
Shelley's C-sharp minor Prelude; I don't
think I've ever heard it slower. Yet, like
everything else he has to say about these
many-faceted pieces, it works, and in rediscovering, as it were, the massive resonances of that familiar opening page he
brings off something at once tremendously
imposing but utterly fresh, too.
Icould discourse at length on the many
instances where Shelley's sense of colour, of
tonal nuance, throws new light on these
works but more than anything, Ithink, it is
his instinctive response to their inherent ebb
and flow which sets this Rachmaninov apart.
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Free and uninhibited as his phrasing and
choice of tempi would seem to be, he never
imposes what one might call a pianist's
artifice upon the music in the pursuit of
character or individuality. And there is, as I
say, an abundance of both on display here.
The wit and swagger of Op. 23, no. 5 in
G- minor — its opening measures deliciously

pointed, the transition into the reprise brilliantly negotiated — is but one case in point.
The idyllic no. 5of Op. 32 is another: an ideal
blend of fragility and fluidity. Then there is
the tempestuous Op. 23, no. 2in B-flat major,
memorable above all for the way in which
Shelley positively melts into the heart- easing
middle section. How well he understands
Rachmaninov's transient shifts of mood.
Soundwise, Hyperion have not, alas, succeeded in matching Decca's superb Ashkenazy set, but they have nonetheless come up
with something vivid and immediate, if a
touch on the metallic side in the big fortissimos. NB: the inclusion of two tiny additional preludes in F- major and D- minor
makes this an absolutely complete collection. [
A/B:1*]
Edward Seckerson

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Scheherazade
Philadelphia/Muti
EMI ASO 4188 digital dmm
The efficiency is of course breathtaking, but
it seems to me that Muti forges his way
through Rimsky's exotic set- pieces with too
little confidence in their natural ebb and
flow, still less in their inherent drama and
excitement. Time and gain he overplays his
hard, driving the Finale, for instance,
uncomfortably close to the brink of brutality,
while at the other extreme lingering selfconsciously over the close of the second
movement. Not even the imposing sonorities of the Philadelphia in full sail can really
disguise the fact that his pacing of the
opening seascape is impatient to a degree.
Haud though it is to resist the voluptuous
string and woodwind playing in the third
movement, alongside the VP0 for Previn or
the RPO for Beecham, the Philadelphia begin
to sound a little too much like an extremely
well-oiled machine.
Notwithstanding atouch of rawness in the
brass sound ( secondary horn parts too often
assume an unwelcome prominence), EMI
have served Muti well here with a spacious,
eminently ripe aural image. Philips,
however, still dominate the field from both
sonic and performance points of view with
their splendid Previn and Kondrashin discs
(the latter reading especially impressive)
while Beecham, exuding magic from every
bar, remains in a class apart. [
A:2/3]
Edward Seckerson
SCHUBERT: Piano Sonatas in a. D 537 & A, D 664
Alfred Brendel (pno)
Philips 6514 282 digital
The latest in Brendel's series of records of

Schubert's piano music pairs the A- minor
Sonata of March 1817 with the famous
A- major work of 1819 or 1825. The minor key
sonata is presented as alarge-scale work, its
first movement swinging from an almost
jaunty opening to later anguish. Brendel
controls eloquently and impressively such
details as the fade from pp to ppp, but
elsewhere he does not always avoid abruptness of transition. The slow movement is
poised, affectionate, the finale urgent, nervous to the point of being jerky. The A- major
is overall more consistent. Like Arrau in his
version last year ( also from Philips), Brendel
has clearly pondered deeply the moods and
range of this Sonata; his first movement is
almost languid ( with some mannered phrasing and rhythmic freedom), his Andante
almost frisky, while his finale has something
of both qualities. Ihave not heard the Devos
coupling of these sonatas ( Nimbus, August
1981), which also finds space for two
interesting 'fillers', but it should be considered by prospective purchasers. Brendel,
always interesting, here Ifind rather quirkish. The recording is bright, even hard in
tone, though direct and probably faithful in
impact; surfaces are not entirely silent. [
A/
B:2]
Peter Branscombe

SCHUBERT: Sonata in a, D 821 ' Arpeggione/
SCHUMANN: Miirchenbilder for viola and piano,
Op. 113 11 Miirchenerziihlungen for viola, clarinet
and piano. Op. 132
Josef Kod'ousek (vIa)/Kvéta Novotna (pno)/Bohuslay Zahradnfk (c1t)
Supraphon 1111 3024 (
Bond St)
This is an attractive issue of three 19th
century chamber works that go very well
together. The Schubert sonata, written for
the obsolescent arpeggione, is nowadays
usually performed on the cello — in which
guise there are several attractive recordings,
including those most recently by Gendron
and most notably by Rostropovich. But it
also goes very nicely on the viola, as Josef
Kod'ousek here shows in a tender, relaxed
account of Hans Drechsel's arrangement.
The two late Schumann works, less frequently recorded than the Schubert ( and not
otherwise available in acoupling with it), are
charming — atmospheric and mainly brief
mood- pictures with, as their titles indicate,
fairy-tale associations. The performances are
agreeably undemonstrative and neatly
balanced, and when the clarinet makes its
appearance in the last of the works it blends
well with the viola. Throughout, Kvéta
Novotná is attentive and self-effacing. The
recording is of pleasing quality, with commendably trouble-free surfaces. [
A:11
Peter Branscombe

SCHÜTZ: Christmas Story
Soloists/PJBE/Heinrich Schütz Ch/Norrington
Decca SA 28
Reissue from 1971
This is a lively and beautiful account of
Schütz's late and great work. The outstanding feature of the performance is Ian Partridge's beautifully sung and deeply expressive Evangelist — an assumption of rare
dignity, poise and sensitivity. If the other
soloists are not quite on this level, there is
still much fine singing. And the instrumentalists play with a will — indeed, the brassplaying is at times ( especially in the Intermedium for Herod) too exuberant and forceful.
Roger Norrington directs his performers
with a sure and vivacious hand, and the
recording — immediate in impact, resonant
yet clear — reinforces the impression of an
unusually fervent reading. There is no textual insert, and only the French version of
Derek McCulloch's informative note even
directs the reader's attention to the New
Testament sources. Ihope we shall one day
be given aworthy Christmas Story that uses
123

period instruments, but even then the Norrington performance is likely to be complemented, not superseded. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe

SHOSTAKOVICH: Orchestral Transcriptions and
Film Music
Nesterenko/Ablaberdyeva/Borisova/Ch of Moscow
Conservatoire/Leningrad PO/Moscow PO/USSR
Symphony/Rozhdestvensky
HMV ASD 1650331
A mixed bag of novelties, including the
orchestration of Beethoven's Song of the
Flea setting dating from Shostakovich's mid
to late teens. Perhaps it goes without saying
that of all the formative traits displayed here
it is his penchant for outlandish, even grotesque extremes of sonority (the Mahler connection) along with that sardonic sense of
humour which dominate the proceedings
and tickle one's fancy. There is, for instance
his outrageous setting of Youmans' Tea for
Two. Then there are: two Scarlatti harpsichord sonatas deliciously transcribed for
wind; an effervescent Polka by Johann
Strauss II, The Pleasure Train, cheekily transcribed for orchestra from an early piano
reduction; his so-called ' Overture' to Erwin
Dressel's modernist opera Armer Columbus;
and, most substantial of all, the inventive
little suite from his unfinished comic opera
The Tale of the Priest and his Hired Man
Balda, originally intended as a full-length
animated cartoon. We've echoes here of
Stravinsky (
Petrushka) and Kurt Weill, but
there's still no mistaking an individual voice
in the making — adaring voice at that with his
quirky use of unusual instruments.
The two remaining items — his early
orchestration of Rimsky-Korsakov's Iwaited
for you in the grotto and Two Fables of
Krylov, for soprano and orchestra and
chorus and orchestra respectively — transport us into a more romantic slavonic vein. I
have especially taken to the second of the
fables, 'The Ass and the Nightingale', in
which the 16-year- old composer positively
revels in the rich texturing and lush harmonies of his predecessors. A fun record, then,
in variable fair-to- middling sound depending
upon how bothered you are by those familiar
Melodiya characteristics. [
C/B:1]
Edward Seckerson
SIBELIUS: Symphony No. 1 D Finlandia
Gothenburg SO/Járvi
BIS LP-221 dmm digital (TOL)
When completed, Neeme Járvi's integral
recording of Sibelius' entire orchestral output will encompass no less than 25 discs and
include such rarities as Scaramouche, Everyman, and even his opera The maiden in the
tower. It's a laudible project for BIS to have
undertaken and this, the first issue, augurs
well for it.
The opening bars of the symphony, strikingly atmospheric ( there's a wonderful
sense of timelessness about that desolate
clarinet solo), immediately tells one that
characterisation and colour, dynamic shading and contrast, are to be strong features of
Jârvi's reading. Just occasionally an overemphatic interpretative gesture, an unnecessary mannerism, will not quite ring true, but
on the whole it's a powerfully put together
account distinguished by lithe, vigorous
playing and an/Vs sharp ear for fresh detail.
How effectively, for instance, he pinpoints
Sibelius' chill harp scoring in the first movement and how good it is to hear for once that
flourish in the tail of the muscular first
subject so crisply despatched by the assertive ( sometimes over- assertive) Gothenburg
trumpets. This is agood band — clearly not in
the very top league, but possessed of a
rough-hewn, forthright honesty and secure
in the knowledge that this music runs in their
veins.
The recordina is apt to be a little aggres124

sive at the big climaxes, but I've no complaints about the depth and spaciousness of
the image or the generally sensible balancing. First-rate Finlandia, by the way. [
A/B: 1/2]
Edward Seckerson
SIBELIUS: Symphony No. 5CI Andante Festivo LI
Karelia Overture
Gothenburg SO/Járvi
BIS LP-222 dmm digital (TOL)
There lies something of an irony in the fact
that Neeme Jârvi's recording of the Fifth
Symphony should have arrived so pointedly
soon after that of Sir Alexander Gibson,
whom he is to succeed as principal conductor of the Scottish National Orchestra. Especially since Jârvi's, Ihave to say, is by far the
more interesting, the more characterful reading — a little mannered on occasion, but
spacious, evocative, elemental. Such depth
is there to the horn sound at the opening that
imposing vistas immediately open up before
one. The great central climax of the first
movement is resplendent, with aryl urging
dramatic if somewhat exaggerated crescendos from his Gothenburg trumpets. Then
there is that eerie passage in the development — solo bassoon over restless strings.
Mystery it may lack here, but how menacing
he makes it sound.
For the rest, Iwas less convinced by the
Finale where he falls well short of either
Rattle ( my clear first choice — pace CB!) or
Karajan ( DG). Is, for instance, the lack of a
real ppp in the strings at Fig.I all Jarvi's fault
or that of the engineers too, and does he not
(for once) keep his brass too much in check
at the very close? At any rate Sibelius'
misterioso marking at Fig.I goes for little,
while the climactic moments of the peroration fail to peak as they should.
There is nevertheless much to enjoy, and
the recording, while a little on the metallic
side under pressure from the brass, is
impressively three-dimensional. The fill- ups
are excellent and my appetite is whetted for
the next instalment. [
A/B:2/1]
Edward Seckerson

STRAVINSKY: The Rite of Spring
Philadelphia/Muti
Mobile Fidelity MFSL 1-519 (
Tek Marketing)
Reissue from 1979
In terms of sheer audacity Muti's hypertheatrical Rite will take a lot of beating. I
must say Istill find it impossible to resist its
red-blooded immediacy, its breathless
impulsiveness. The playing — astonishing —
is right on target every time, with brasses,
for instance, so lethal as to send shivers up
and down the spine.
I'm not, however, at all sure that this
'original master' edition is quite as successful as other recent examples. Characteristically, the high-level cut does tend to overlight the top end of the spectrum and, as you
may already be aware, EMI's analogue original, with its vividly close balancing, was
anyway almost too bright for comfort. That
said, tonal realism and presence have if
anything been heightened by the new transfer. You'll not, Iwager, encounter a more
hair-raising stick-on- skin timpani sound than
is captured here as both players pound their
way into ' Glorification of the chosen one'.
Blissfully quiet surfaces, of course. [
A:1]
Edward Seckerson
SULLIVAN: The Mikado
Marion Studholme (sop)/Patricia Kern (m-sop)/
Jean Allister (con)/John Wakefield (ten)/John Heddle Nash (bar)/Clive Revill (bar)/Denis Dowling
(bass-bar)/John Holmes (bass-bar)/Sadler's Wells
Ch & Orch/Faris
EMI ESDW 1077183 (
2 recs)
Reissue from 1962
This is a very good traditional performance

of The Mikado with the exception of the
overture, which according to the notes is
'arranged by Dodgson'. The arrangement is
refreshingly different and sounds very
decidedly up-dated. All the principals are
good, with Marion Studholme as Yum Yum,
John Holmes as The Mikado and Denis
Dowling as Pooh- Bah giving really outstanding performances, while John Heddle Nash
makes the most of his limited opportunities
as Pish-Tush. Everywhere the diction is
immaculate, and the work is well conducted
by Alexander Faris, with plenty of spirit. Not
surprisingly the sound is a little dated, with
reasonable definition and a somewhat restricted dynamic range, but it is always clean
and the voices stand out well in good stereo
placement. The various numbers are very
sensibly banded, which makes it much
easier to locate individual items. This is a
very worth-while reissue for G&S enthusiasts. [
B/C: 1/2]
John Freestone
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 4 in f
Concertgebouvv/Haitink
Philips 6527 191
Reissue from 1979
Surprisingly, Philips -have chosen the more
recent Concertgebouw Fourth for ' Sequenza'
reissue, rather than Haitink's 1969 recording.
The Telarc apart, this is arguably the best
engineered disc available: with the advantageous layout of two movements on each
side, and one of the few versions free from
pre- echoes of the finale. The scherzo now
takes more space than on 9500 622; even so,
Ifind that transfer marginally superior. A
split rating reflects excessive channel
separation at the beginning of the finale.
Haitink's sympathetic reading is at best in
the Andantino, a reminder of his sensitivity
to the snowscapes of the Little Russian. As I
listen to the work infrequently Iwould turn
rather to Mravinsky or Markevitch ( newly
reissued on Contour), but this is a most
musicianly and absorbing alternative. [
A/
A*1/11
Christopher Breunig
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 6in b, Pathétique'
RLPO/Handley
ASV ABM 753
Reissue from 1978
Already reissued by ASV in its Beautiful
Music Box, this spirited but often untidy
performance has the disadvantage of a distanced, veiled recording quality which tends
to deaden much of the good work done by
the RLPO under Handley. Hardly acontender
in an already overfull market. [
C:1131
Barbara Jahn

TCHAIKOVSKY: Works for Cello and Orchestra
Raphael Wallfisch (vIc)/ECO/Simon
Chandos ABRO 1080 digital
In what might be dubbed the ' Edward Johnson series' ( he has fought hard to persuade
the companies to record rare Tchaikovsky),
this couplin9 brings original versions of the
Rococo Variations 1876, and Pezzo Capriccioso 1887. Both these works were revised
by their cellist-dedicatees: the sequence of
the Variations was altered, and one piece
edited out altogether. Notwithstanding
Tchaikovsky's expressed contempt, it is Fitzhagen's meddlesome score we generally
hear. ( Most persuasively done by Tortelier
on HMV ASD2954.) Also on the disc are the
composer's arrangements of two songs, a
pianoforte Nocturne, and the famous
Andante Cantabile.
Here the comparison with Rostropovich's
magical DG alternative underlines the gap
between the musicianly and the phenomenal. But Wallfisch, if he has a sweet
tooth, is an admirable young cellist, and this
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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WAGNER: ' Die Walküre' — Act 1
and are very good in the final outcome too.
Piero Cappuccilli is a mature and moving
Kirsten Flagstad (sop)/Set Svanholm (ten)/Arnold
Van Mill (bass)NPO/Knappertsbusch
Nabucco: in turn arrogant and pitiful. Placido
Decca GRV 26
Domingo is in fine voice ( although his role is
Reissue from 1959
slight) and Evgeny Nesterenko projects an
indomitable Zaccaria, High Priest of the
Although Flagstad officially retired in 1955,
Israelites.
when she was in her sixtieth year, she still
The ladies are no less splendid: even the
continued to record, and her voice was
minor role of Anna has Lucia Popp! Lucia
amazingly well preserved. Naturally enough
Valenti Terrani as Fenena sings beautifully she sounds a rather mature Sieglinde, and
though her conventional heroine's part
draws little from Verdi's pen which will thrill.
her interpretation lacks the youthful ardour
TCHAIKOVSKY: Songs Vol. 2
which the part demands, but the glorious
Conversely, the villanous part of Abigaille
Elisabeth Sóclerstróm (sop)Nladimir Ashkenazy
flow of golden tone is still there. Her Sieg(the illegitimate daughter of Nabucco who
(pno)
mund ( Svanholm) gives a musicianly but
usurps her father's throne) is one of Verdi's
Decca SXDL 7606 digital
rather prosaic account of his role; he fails to
masterful low-voice creations. It has more
bring out the lyrical beauty of this wonderful
emotional and dramatic range than any part
music. Arnold Van Millis is asuperb Hunding
The eighteen items are mostly short, apart
after the title- role and forecasts the great
and the always reliable Hans Knappertfrom
was a little blade of grass, which
dramatic force to come. It was written for
opens Side 2. The wry charm of this setting
sbusch obtained some fine playing from the
Guiseppina Strepponi ( who was to become
comes across well here, in contrast to the
Vienna Philharmonic. The sound is surpriVerdi's second wife) and in Ghena Dimitrova
richly morbid performance with cello and
singly good for 1959, but lacks the spaciousit has an exciting executant.
orchestra on the Chandos Tchaikovsky colThe Berlin chorus at times sound just a ness and definition of a good modern
recording. (C:1/21
lection. In Zemfira's Song the exchanges are
shade detached, but the orchestra plays
John Freestone
shared with Ashkenazy himself ( the voice
spiritedly for Giuseppe Sinopoli and the
rather too youthful in timbre for the implicarecording has a nearly ideal balance
tions of Pushkin's wrangle). The wide dynbetween voices and orchestra: very good
mic range of the accompaniments is beautirather than outstanding because it lacks the
fully caught in this Kingsway Hall produclast touches of sweetness and rich depth. In
tion; imaging is exemplary. I confess I all, a fine addition. (
A:1)
thought it was an analogue recording at the
Benedict Sarnaker
time! These artists convey the intimacy of
the music without trivialising it, and the
subject range is appealingly wide. I liked
Sóclerstriim's characterisation very much
VIVALDI: II Cimento dell'Armonia edell'Inventione
and ( unlike the Fischer-Dieskau selection on
BEST OF CARLOS
(12 Concertos, op. 8) — RV 269, 315, 293, 297 = 'The
Philips) Decca provide the necessary transliJ.S. BACH: Jesu joy of man's desiring D Air on aG
Seasons', 253, 180, 242, 332, 362 & 210 for Violin
teration, as well as translations. [
A*:1/1*]
string CI Brandenburg concerto 3/BACHARACHand String Orchestra; RV 454 & 459 for oboe and
Christopher Breunig
DAVID: What's new pussycat?/CARLOS-ELKIND:
strings
Title music to AClockwork Orange D Beethoviana/
Alison Bury/Christopher Hirons/John Holloway/
HANDEL: Water Music Suite/LENNON-McCARTMonica Huggett & Catherine Mackintosh (vins)!
TELEMANN: Concertos for Oboe and Baroque
NEY: Eleanor Rigby/ROSSINI: The thieving magMichel Piguet (obo)/Acad Ancient Mus/Hogwood
Orchestra in c, d, e, and f
pie/D. SCARLATTI: Sonata in EL.430 E Sonata in D
OiseauLyre D279 02 (
2 recs)
Han de Vries (bar ob)/Alma Musica Amsterdam
1.465.
EMI 1C 067-43 338 (
Conifer)
Wendy Carlos (Moog synth)
Following their practice in Vivaldi's Opus 3,
CBS 74110
the AAM divide the solo task between five
Han de Vries is a virtuoso modern oboist
Reissues from 1968, 69, 72, 75
violins and one oboist. Vivaldi almost cerwho has also recently developed the quite
tainly would not have expected any one of
different technique required of the baroque
In their time, the classical synthesiser
his pupils to play all ten of the violin
oboe, and become a master of that also.
realisations of Wendy ( then Walter) Carlos
concertos, and even he couldn't have played
Here, he plays an instrument from the very
were refreshingly different. The monochrothe two for oboe, however easy Michel
middle of Bach's Leipzig period in Concertos
maticism of tone-colour, allied to the painsPiguet makes them sound.
by Bach's friend and admirer Telemann.
taking care with which Carlos had layered
Generally, this is an excellent pair of
Alma Mater Amsterdam is a fine baroque
melodic line upon line with the multitrack
records. There is a strong rival from Telegroup led by Lucy van Dael, and including
recorder, gave new insight into works that
funken and Concentus Musicus Wien, featuramong others all of the Wouter Möller
had become over-familiar. The Bach Third
ing Alice Harnoncourt and Jurg Schaeftlein
Vivaldi Cello Sonata trio ( August's Vivaldi
Suite Air, for example, was revealed as
on EK6 36386. The Vienna players treat the
review ), with Alda Stuurop, Linda Ashworth
having inner parts only slightly less perfect
music very dramatically indeed, after the
and Jeroen van der Linden.
in shape than the famous melody. A decade
manner of the Soloisti Veneti, but on period
The four oboe concertos constitute one
on, however, it all begins to sound relentinstruments. The London Academy have
half of Telemann's preserved output of eight.
less: even Carlos' always imaginative but
They are beautifully played by all concerned,
often frantic choices of different- but- reallyalthough personally Iprefer aslightly quieter
the- same Moog voicings fail to add longsound than Han de Vries tends to produce;
term interest. Nevertheless, this is a wellthe strings accompany with great sensitivity
chosen selection from the original LPs, and
and point, and the harpsichord playing of
includes my particular favourites, the manic
Bob van Asperen strikes me as his best yet
reworking of the theme from What's new
on record. He's never less than good. Ifind
pussycat? and the Beatles' Eleanor Rigby',
the recording just a little backward and
both from the largely ignored 1975 By
distant; perhaps the engineers expected to
request album, which was squashed in the
find the orchestra of thirteen players as loud
UK owing to copyright problems.
as amodern group of that size, or maybe the
It was in baroque music, where tone(unstated) recording location was a little
colour is largely unrelated to the musical
dead or restrictive. Nothing too serious,
language, that the synthesiser arrangements
however, and this record is a must for
worked best, Ifeel, and it is a shame that
baroque specialists and Han de Vries' many
more Bach is not included, in particular the
British admirers. [
13:1*1
Cantata 29 Sinfonia and the 2- part inventions
rather the approach of IMusici or ASM: they
Stephen Daw
from Switched-on Bach. A hard task to pick a
concentrate on grace and elegance. Piguet is
rating, as shaped- and-textured soybean proafar more effective soloist than Schaeftlein,
tein can only mimic meat, but (
A*:1*1 serves
and the sound, which was good for the 1978
VERDI: Nabucco
to say thank you to Carlos for managing to
Vienna recording, is even better in this new
i/Do m ng &Neste ren ko/Di m itro va/TerCa ppucci I
find adifferent direction from which to shine
issue.
rani/Popp/Ch & Orch of German Opera, Berlin/
the light.
Ifind it very hard to choose one of these
Sinopoli
John Atkinson
two accounts overall, as each has so much in
DG 2741 021 (
3 recs) digital
its favour. Those who prefer to think of
Vivaldi chiefly as an elegant composer
Verdi's first great success has for some time
CBS GREAT PERFORMANCES
should certainly buy the new set; but Alice
been best served gramophonically by
Harnoncourt is an absolutely outstanding
Decca's recording, conducted by Gardelli
GROFE: Grand Canyon Suite D Mississippi Suite*
musician, and good though the English
and including Tito Gobbi as the tormented
NYPO/Bernstein, *NYPO/Kostelanetz
Babylonian king. That version now meets a soloists all are, none of them gives the music
CBS 60146
quite such drama, and to my mind, stature.
formidable rival which adds its own insights
Reissues from 1960/1964
Excellent all the same. [
A*:1*/11
to this fascinating ( if uneven) work. The
HAYDN: Symphony No. 93 in D D Symphony No.
Stephen Daw
vocal forces are very impressive on paper -

Chandos production - almost excessively
rich, and with soloist very much to the fore is enjoyable. A relative loss of sharpness in
orchestral detail in the middle section of the
string quartet movement transcription again
makes one question ' digital progress'. (
A/
13:1)
Christopher Breunig
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94 in G 'Surprise'
Cleveland Orch/Szell
CBS 60148
Reissue from 1968
DVORAK: Symphony No. 9 in e ' From the New
World'
Cleveland Orch/Szell
CBS 60150
Reissue from 1959
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 5 in e
Cleveland Orch/Szell
CBS 60154
Reissue from 1960
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 6in b ' Pathetique'
Philadelphia/Ormandy
CBS 60155
Reissue from 1968
Grofe's colourful Grand Canyon seems to
have been very much the vogue repertoire
for early stereo recordists; one modern
recording has been made, however, Arbranavel and the Utah SO now on EMI Greensleeves. This CBS recording dates from 1960,
and though not suffering from gross spotmiking or colorations typical of recordings of
the period, it is not the finest vehicle for this
work which relies so heavily on orchestral
colour for its substance. Kostelanetz's own
account, with spoken commentary, has been
passed up in favour of the classic recording
by Bernstein, but he conducts Grofe's Mississippi Suite, which draws on spirituals,
jazz, American Indian and Mardi Gras carnival music. Another composition for Paul
Whiteman's jazz orchestra, it is almost
rushed on its way here by Kostelanetz. [13:11
Slow opening moments in Haydn's Symphony 93 belie the rhythmic agility which
follows in every other bar of both this and
the coupled Symphony 94. SzeII's performances are uplifting, cheerful, but above all
graceful, though the wei9ht of the Cleveland
Orchestra ( or more precisely the balance as
heard on this disc) does threaten to keep
proceedings earthbound at times. The

humorous bassoon entry in the Largo cantabile of 93 and the ' surprise' of 94 are
performed with great relish. The recording
was originally criticised for being close and
bright, but the present transfer seems to
have been tailored during cutting and now
sounds a little dull and dated - smooth but
lacking sparkle. SzeII can be confidently
recommended, the only competition in this
coupling is from Beecham on EMI. [
B/C:1/11
Though at times SzeII's New World is a
high-energy, crisp account, there is no lack
of sympathy in the Largo, and almost as
importantly there is no schmaltzy overworking of the famous woodwind theme. There is
excitement and reflection here that one
would normally associate with a live performance. The 1959 recording creates a
splendid three-dimensional presence of an
orchestra, but is of course notably dated on
account of its hiss levels and moments of
'squash'. The brass and percussion are
balanced well-off, which produces a rather
poorly integrated sound at times. Though
dated, this recording certainly has a full
measure of 'the right stuff' and would be
deserving of a C* rating should one exist.
Perhaps more sensibly, and ignoring the
undoubtedly high hiss [
B:11
Like the New World SzeII's Tchaikovsky 5
is another starred account. Though only
recorded one year later than the Dvorak, this
1960 recording has superb low- end clarity,
keen dynamics and fair imagery. Indeed, this
sound is so good that details of brass and
cello scoring which may have gone previously unheard are here clearly yet naturally
presented; take away the hiss and add alittle
bloom to the strings and one could be
forgiven for thinking this was anything but a
23-year-old recording. Balance is the key to
SzeII's performance, balance between hardrun vitality and orchestral virtuosity or the
limpidly romantic. The outer movements
have excitement aplenty, yet the Andante
and Valse are beautifully portrayed. The

ases
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Akai
POR.
Aiwa AD3150
£89.00
Aiwa AD3250 £ 109.00
a840
POR.
Denon
P.O.R.
Dual C816
P.O.R.
Dual C806
P.O.R.
Dual C828
P.O.R.
Dual C844
P.O.R.
JVC
P.O.R.
Nakamichi BX2 P.O.R.
Nakamichi LX3 P.O.R.
Nakamichi LX5 P.O.R.
NAD
P.O.R.
Onkyo
P.O.R.
Pioneer
P.O.R.

Rotel RD400 £74.90
Revak
P.O.R.
Sansui
P.O.R.
Sony
P.O.R.
Tandberg TCD440
P.O.R.
Tandberg TD20A
P.O.R.
Teac
P.O.R.
Technics
P.O.R.
RSM233X
P.O.R.
RSM216
P.O.R.
RSM235X
P.O.R.
RSM28R £230.00
Trio
P.O.R.
Yamaha K300. P.O.R.

HEADPHONES ( P&P £ 1.95)
AKG
P.O.R.
A/Technica
P.O.R.
Beyer DT550
P.O.R.
Beyer D1350
P.O.R.
Beyer DT220
Koss PRO4AAA £44.00
Koss Pro 4x £49.00
Stan
P.O.R.

Sennheiser
HD410
HD414
HD400
HD420
HD430
HD424
HD222
HD40
Sony

£15.00
£22.00
£ 15.00
£28.00
£38.00
£29.00
£33.00
£ 12.95
P.O.R.

TURNTABLES ( P&P £4 95)
Akai
P.O.R.
Aiwa APD35 £59.00
Audioref MAT £ 18.95
ADC 1500/034.059.00
ADC 1600/036 £76.00
DUAL CS505 £79.00
JVC
P.O.R.
Le Mat
£ 18.95
Maranta
Michell Focus P.O.R.
Pink
P.O.R.
Pioneer PL400 £ 108.00
Rotel
P.O.R.
Sansui 222
P.O.R.
Sony
P.O.R.
STD305S
P.O.R.

Technics SL7 £217.00
Technics SL5 £ 125.00
Technics SLIO £308.00
Technics SLCIL1
£141.00
Technics SLOL1
£193.00
Thorens TD166
£114.00
Thorens TD147
£209.00
Thorens TD126BC
P.O.R.
Thorens 160BC£119.00
Thorens 160S 0164.00
Yamaha
P.O.R.

AMPLIFIERS ( P&P £ 4 95)
Akai
Crimson
Dual CV1160
Dual CV1450
JVC

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.aR.
P.O.R.

Rotel RAMO
P.O.R.
Rogers A75/A100
P.O.R.
Sugden A48/2
P.O.R.
Sansui A7 £ 109.00

The sixteen records presented under the
above blanket title ( all imported by TOL)
represent the work of members of the Society of Norwegian Composers. In such a
context ' contemporary' takes some defining
since it covers avery wide spectrum, incorporating music by the older generation who
border on the traditional and by those whose
work is decidedly experimental and avantgarde. A few of the records are given over
entirely to the work of one composer; the
rest are anthologies. In the following review
composers are given in bold type at the first
mention, and catalogue numbers appear in
brackets. All the records are from the Philips
Norwegian catalogue.
Least controversial in idiom are the Symphony No. 2 by Bjarne BRUSTAD and the
Symphony No. 7 ' Salme' by Harald
SAEVERUD (
6507 063). The first is played by
the Oslo PO under Fjelstad, the second by
Bergen SO under Andersen. Brustad ( b.1895)
shows some evidence of the influence of
Debussy and Stravinsky, whereas Saeverud
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second movement horn solo is somewhat
idiosyncratic but still quite moving. [
A/B:11
CBS could so easily have pulled off the
budget- label hat trick with their lateTchaikovsky symphony releases had it not
been for the poor Bernstein performance of
Symphony 4 ( B:2/3 reviewed 8/83). Ormandy's Pathetique is of a stature to match
SzeII's Fifth; he takes adry-eyed view of this
work and encourages some tight dramatic
playing from the Philadelphians, though
some string entries in the Finale are both
poorly executed and too hard pushed. The
recording wears its age well, though sounds
alittle pinched in the strings and has arather
high hiss level for a late sixties production.
(A/B:11
David Pràkel

Lux
P.O.R.
Maranta PM310 £71.00
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(b.1897), a doyen of Norwegian music, is
strongly influenced by folk idioms. Quite
unlike Grieg, his music is notable for its
emphasis on linearity and textural clarity
[A:1]
Saeverud is further represented by a
record of his piano music ( 6570 828) which
consists of two of the suites of original but
quasi-folk music entitled Tunes and Dances
from 'Si/justo!'. Siljustol is the name of the
composer's country house, and in this music
the clarity referred to above, and a lively
sense of colour and invention, are quite
evident. The pianist is Jan Henrik Kayser
who is also the soloist in Saeverud's Piano
Concerto on Side 2. The orchestra is the
Bergen and Andersen is again the conductor.
The piano tone on Side 1 is over- bright and
forward [A/8:1]
It is difficult to know just where to put the
music of Geirr TVEITT (
6578 103). Tveitt
(b.1908) is aHardanger man and his music is
profoundly influenced by the rich vein of
Norwegian folk music. A dozen pieces from
Fra Hundrad Hardingtonar (
100 Tunes from
Hardanger) played by Hanna Weydahl ( pno)
give a flavour of his decidedly un- Grieg like
style. Side 1is occupied by the second of his
Concertos for Hardanger fiddle, entitled
Three Fjords. This is a most attractive work,
but short measure at 17 1
/ minutes. Indeed,
2
several of these records offer less music per
side than we have come to expect nowadays. [
A:1]
Internationally the most significant of the
older generation of 20th century Norwegians
is Fartein VALEN, a selection of whose tone
poems and orchestral songs is contained in a
double album ( 6754 001, 2 recs). The singer
is Dorothy Dorow, the orchestra the Oslo PO
conducted by Militiades Candis. The performances are exemplary, but Valen's music
has a mystic intensity and a certain sameness which demand total absorption. Not
easy to achieve at a single listening, it can
best be appreciated in smaller doses. Valen's
post-Schoenbergian idiom puts him close to
Berg in style but nearer Webern in the
intensity of his musical thought. [A:1/11
Two other older generation composers,
Egil HOVLAND (
b.1924) and Finn MORTENSEN (
b.1922), share a record of orchestral
music with Arne NORDHEIM (
6507 040).
Hovland's Fanfare and Choral Op.54B originated in a band piece written in America and
reflects something of the example of Harris
and Piston. On the other hand, Mortensen's
Piano Concerto ( 1963), played by Kjell Baekkelund, represents one of the incursions into
the area of non-thematic, non- developing
music of marginal interest. Ifind it quite
unrewarding. These are both played by the
Bergen orchestra under Andersen. Nordheim's two pieces, the early and affecting
Evening Land (
1957) with Sitiderstrom as
soloist, and the much later Floating (
1970), a
rather shapeless piece of sonic engineering,
are played by the Oslo PO under Caradis.
[A:1]
Nordheim's Canzona (
1961), Epitaffio
(1959) and Response I (
1966) have all
appeared here before. The first is purely
orchestral; the second adds magnetic tape
sounds àla Musique concrete, while the last
utilises tape to bind together ( musically) two
percussion groups. Nordheim is one of the
few composers known to me who have
made meaningful use of the combination.
The music of Johan KVANDAL (
6507 060)
presents a rather different picture. Basically
neo Classical in style, Antagonia, a double
concerto for two groups of strings and
percussion, is stylish but not deeply felt.
Likewise, the Sonata for solo violin ' For
Ragin' ( Ragin Wenk-Wolff) is an adroit
exploration of the instrument; accessible,
well-crafted music, but lacking power. The
Quartet No. 2, a serial based work, is better
in this respect, and is given a convincing
performance by the Monn Quartet [
A:1]
Kvandal and Hovland reappear in a recital
by the Norwegian soloists choir directed by
Knut Nystedt ( 6578 108). This offers a good
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cross-section of the more conservative
aspects of Norwegian choral composition in
works by Arild SANDVOLD, Lasse
THORESEN, Per JACOBSEN, War LUNDE Jr,
and Finn ARNESTADT, as well as NYSTEDT
himself. In fact his 0 Crux, which uses a
recognisably Romantic idiom leavened by
some contemporary vocal devices, is themost ' advanced' item in an entirely enjoyable recital. [
A:11
Arnestadt ( 6578 107) shows up in a more
muscular fashion in two orchestral works, of
which INRI (
1952), a two-part reflection on
aspects of the Passion, is the more convincing musically. It receives an assured performance from the Oslo PO under Kamu,
whereas the Violin Concerto ( 1960), reputedly indebted to Valen's violin concerto,
comes over as an indecisive and impersonal
work. It is played by Ole Bohn, somewhat
recessed, and the LPO conducted by Kjell
Ingebretsen [
A/B:11
The music of Ketil HVOSLEF (
6529 041)
occupies a middle ground between Arnestadt's expressionism and Kvandal's neoclassicism. Born in 1939, he is the son of
Harald Saeverud. His music is lucid and
fluent and is admirably represented by the
Contrabass Concerto ( 1973) played by Gary
Karr with the LPO under Andersen. The other
side is taken up with an intriguing Trio for
soprano, alto and piano, over- long for its
invention perhaps, and an Octet for flutes
which effectively explores an exotic medium
pioneered by the American composer
Brandt. (A:1)
Hvoslef reappears together with Sigurd
BERGE, John PERSEN and Olav THOMMESSEN in an anthology of music featuring the
Oslo Youth Choir ( 6529 021). Hvoslef's Concerto for Choir and Chamber Orchestra is
exactly what its title implies. There is no text
and the choir is used as an organic soloist.
The effect is intriguing. So too is that of
Berge's ///uxit which features horn, alphorn
and some decidedly effective blues piano.
Persen's Samesiidat CSV and Thommessen's Stabat Mater Speciosa for unaccompanied choir make up the rest of this challenging programme. Excellent singing. [A:1]
Less easy to assimilate are the vocal
pieces by Lasse Thorensen and Magne HEGDAL, or the instrumental Act II by Gunnar
GERMETEN Jr ( 6578 104). Thoresen's long
work The Garden based on a text ( not
included) by Abdu'l-Bahá is asensitive composition and a piece of genuine chamber
music, though the bells come as a sudden
shock! Hegdal's Air: To a Gothic Cathedral
for voice, piano and percussion produces
some interesting sonorities in apost Webern
idiom. Germeten's piece on the other hand
remains firmly in the area of musical ' doodling'. [Al]
A record of piano music by Saeverud (
Peer
Gynt Suite II), Bjorn FONGAARD (
Sonata Op.
110 No. 1) and Edward Hagerup BULL
(Variantes Multi-Metriques) played by Einar
Steen-Nokleberg ( 6578 101) is an interesting
cross-section of styles. Fongaard's Sonata is
neo Romantic with more than a whiff of
Liszt; Bull's is more insistently varied — the
first piece reminds one of Thelonious Monk a
bit— while Saeverud's racy exposé of lbsen's
drama is in line with his other music in this
series. [
A:11
The last three records ( 6529 089, 6529 040,
and 6578 113) approach the borders of
acceptability. The first contains one attractive piece (
Bjorn KRUSE's Animal), but Olav
BERG's Fragments, Nils ASHEIM's Ensemblemusic for 5and Kjell SAMKOPF's Invention
No.4 begins to invade the territory of
Wonderland. The second, In Orbit, is
devoted to the work of Folke STROMHOLM
played on the piano by Elisabeth Klein. A few
ideas endlessly repeated — shades of Cage
and Cardew. With the last, a collection of
music by Kare KOLBERG, we are back in the
experimentalism of the 60s where anything
seems to go, and does. Appalling surface
noise on this issue.
Kenneth Dommett

DECCA SERENATA REISSUES
J.S. BACH: Brandenburg Concertos 1-3 (
ECO/Britten)/LULLY: Pieces de symphonie (
ECO/Leppard)/
J.S. BACH: Musical Offering (
Stuttgart CO/Münchinger)/TELEMANN: Concertos (
ASM/Marriner))
Decca SA 26, 27, 29 & 30 respectively
Reissues from 1960-1977
In the 1960s, Decca/Argo recording seemed
to have reached a state of excellence that
was near- ideal. Creamy timbres were
brought to life by the new breadth afforded
by stereophony, and the fashionable massed- string sound of ECO (then quite a large
band), ASM and even Mantovani sounded
well- integrated to ears that had not yet come
to seek for depth and drama, for more
accurate tonal reproduction at the extremes
of the compass, nor for a more direct,
personal relationship with the sound- source
afforded by digital recording and sophisticated microphone placement techniques.
These were the heydays of the performers
featured on these records ( although the ASM
and the ECO are still going strong). The boat
had not yet been rocked by good ' authentic'
recordings of Lully and Telemann, by rival
performances of Bach's masterworks on
period instruments, nor by the new generations of ' informed criticism' who would take
Thurston Dart's teaching for granted and
move beyond it.
This is all highly relevant to the Decca
Serenata issues listed above. They are all
good and all extremely interesting; but a
part of their interest derives from their
representation of a particular period of
musical interpretation and recording
fashions. The Britten Brandenburgs have
special interest in that they display the
composer-conductor here in catholic sympathy with Bach ( an impression which we
might associate less with his John Passion).
Raymond Leppard's Lully is most successful
where the music is quiet, expressive and
scored for woodwinds; the music for strings
and trumpets contrasts with this, but is too
tonally open and unregal. The Telemann is a
mixed bag, but contains a good Viola Concerto performance ( from Simon Streatfield),
as well as a lively account of the Overture in
C; the Tafelmusik concertos have been better done elsewhere. Münchinger's Offering
strikes me as the least sensible reissue; to
me it seems to lack the grace and style called
for by the work; Decca must have better
Bach than this in their vaults, surely. Overall:
[B:1/3]
Stephen Daw
DG COLLECTOR'S SERIES
SMETANA: Symphonic poems: Richard III Op.11 fl
Wallenstein's Camp Op.14 D Hakon Jail Op.16 D
Carnival in Prague
Bavarian RSO/Kubelik
DG 2543 814
Reissue from 1972
BRUCKNER: Mass No. 3 in f
Anton Nowakovvski (org)/Maria Stader (sop)/
Claudia Hellmann (con)/Ernst Haefliger (ten)/Kim
Borg (bas)/Bavarian RSO & Ch/Jochum
DG 2543 815
Reissue from 1963
SCRIABIN: Piano Sonata No. 7Op.64 'White Mass'
D Sonata No. 8Op.66 D Sonata No. 9Op.68 ' Black
Mass' D Sonata No. 10 Op.70
Roberto Szidon (pno)
DG 2543 816
Reissue from 1971
The first three symphonic poems on the
Smetana disc were written much earlier than
the very popular Ma Vlast cycle. Their
inspiration is no less vivid, but the technique
is less subtle while there is more than the
occasional moment of rhetoric. Franz Liszt
was an adviser and instructor to Smetana,
and it is Liszt's single-motiv idea that provides the musical basis for these compositions. Carnival in Prague is a much later
work, in fact Smetana's last manuscript; it is
here, as in the folkdance-derived parts of
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Wallenstein's Camp, that Smetana is literally
most ' at home' drawing on native Czech
music. The recording is not amodel of clarity
and has a plummy bass quality, particularly
in the bass drum beats in Richard Ill; but
these are attentive, affectionate performances of second magnitude pieces. [
A/B:1]
Bruckner's ' Great Mass' dates from the
period between the composition of the Linz
Symphony and Symphony 2, and is the
largest of Bruckner's masses both in terms of
architecture and the forces required in its
performance. The quartet of soloists all have
strong characterful voices, while Jochum
conducts with both power and devotion.
Recorded sound is more than just adequate,
but the distant balance doesn't promote
clarity: neither organ nor orchestra make
their full weight felt. There is an uncredited
solo violin passage of astonishing beauty in
the Kyrie. [
B:11
Michael Ponti's Scriabin has been the
backbone recommendation for a considerable time, but anyone who knows these
Sonatas just through Ponti will be in for a
surprise to hear Roberto Szidon's playing.
Szidon is aBrazilian virtuoso who recorded a
complete Scriabin Piano Sonata recital for
DG in the early seventies. His facility with
this music is astonishing, an order of magnitude greater than Ponti who is himself no
amateur, while the sub- surface neuroticism
of these pieces is kept well out of sight by his
jagged, dynamic style. The only drawback is
that the recording is not entirely up to the job
of capturing the great chordal slabs or
Szidon's stabbing power. The overall sound
is a little distant and coloured. Can we now
have the earlier Sonatas in the DG Collector's Series?. [
B:19
David PrAkel

DG SIGNATURE SERIES
BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 5 in c/SCHUBERT:
Symphony No. 8 in b ' Unfinished''
VPOCBPO/Bóhm
DG 2543 506
Reissues from 1970/1966
MENDELSSOHN: Symphony No. 4in A 'Italian' 11
Symphony No. 5 in D ' Reformation'
BPO/Karajan
DG 2543 510/511 (
2 recs)
Reissues from 1971/1973
RAVEL: Bolero LI Alborado del Gracioso O Ma
Mere l'Oye
Boston SO/Ozavva
DG 2543 516
Reissues from 1974/1975
Br5hm's recording of the Unfinished sounds
a little tubby and constrained in its present
coupling on the second side of an LP with the
opening movement of Beethoven's Fifth.
Previously Schubert's two movements had a
whole side to themselves, and though low
on value-for- money the sound was a little
more dynamic and crisp ( 139 162). The
Allegro opens at a marvellous rocking pace,
yet it never rushes, with Böhm shaping the
movement like a deep- breathing exercise.
The bass sound of recording and transfer
does little to dispel the plodding quality of
the opening of the Andante, but matters do
ease up through a hushed and brilliantly
played development which explodes with
majestic power, fuelled by raw BP0 energy
to conclude an account with which one could
happily live — powerful yet paced.
It is sad that this description cannot be
applied to what is a rather dull, undercharacterised coupling. The first movement of
the Beethoven in particular lacks impact and
direction, while its inclusion at the end of a
30 minute side does nothing for dynamic
sound quality. The Scherzo too is positively
soporific. The original Schubert 5 and 8
coupling would have been afar better Iltihm
'autograph' for the Signature series. [
A/B:1*/
2]
Karajan's Italian Symphony gets a bright,
light sound quality very appropriate for this
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sunny music, played alertly but all the same
lacking alittle feeling, certbinly not matching
Maazel's old DG performances for expressive ease and simple exuberance. Though this
coupling has been popularly and critically
well received Ifind the No. 4 a far better
proposition than the curiously contrived
account of the Reformation. The effect is as
though the maestro were conducting from a
score of Parsifal while the orchestra played
Mendelssohn. The Dresden Amen seems to
suffer agonies. [
A/B:1/31
Ozawa's Ravel is curiously static, lacking
both impetus and the quiet magic necessary
for apiece like Mother Goose; the orchestra,
however, provide moments of very fine
playing. Bolero has the same static quality,
but good recorded sound may save the day
for many listeners; the opening side-drum is
caught in asuperb ambient space, for example, while the short LP side allows true
dynamic growth. The bassoon solo is finely
played. Strong hues are required for this
music, but Ozawa chooses too often from a
pastel palette. [
A:2]
David Priikel
EMI EMINENCE
Last month Ireviewed 16 issues from the
first batch of EMI Eminence discs ( distributed by MfP) and found them worthwhile
almost without exception — especially when
considering their price of £2.99. This month I
have listened to another 18 and have again
been delighted by much of what Iheard. The
selection consists of afair number of concertos, some suites, and alittle piano music, but
it is with music for antiphonal choirs that I
shall begin.
Authenticity in modern performance is
always a thorny problem, and my first two
records highlight the difficulty. A collection
of works by Giovanni Gabrieli, Scheidt and
Schütz, Venetian Festival Music, is performed by the Choir of King's College Cambridge, The Bach Choir, and the Cambridge
University Musical Society, all supported by
the Wilbraham Brass Soloists and conducted
by David Willcocks, on EMX 2032. The
recording dates from 1974 when thoughts
concerning the resonance of early 17th century St. Mark's allowed for the ample reverberation heard here. Subsequent thought
has placed more emphasis on the heavy
trappings of the cathedral and the large body
of people within it, to suggest that a crisper
acoustic might be in order. Whatever the
case, these still emerge as fine performances, well recorded, despite the swamped
detail. [A/B:1/21
Vivaldi's The Four Seasons (
same city but
a century later) poses different but equally
gnawing problems for the interpreter. To use
original instruments, bows, and stringing,
and then to relearn playing technique is only
the start of what string players must do to
approach an ' authentic' rendition. This is
clearly beyond a non- specialist group like
the Polish Chamber Orchestra and they have
chosen ( on EMX 2009) the sensible alternative of playing the work exceptionally well in
astyle more suited to their background. This
is aRomantic interpretation from Jerzy Maksymiuk that summons all the virtuosity,
precision ensemble, and full-bodied tone
that we have come to associate with this
outstanding orchestra. The recording admirably captures the breathtaking pianissimos
of this performance and is only let down by
the stridency of close miking in the loudest
passages. [
A/B: 1]
Less inspiring is a 1968 collection from the
Toulouse Chamber Orchestra under Louis
Auriacombe, EMX 2037, on its first release in
this country. Mozart's Eine Kleine Nachtmusik and Corelli's Christmas Concerto receive
warm, fairly standard performances later on
the disc, but the initial impression is of the
gross desiccation of the organ used for the
Albinoni-Giazotto Adagio. The high recording level emphasises the thickness of texture
in this work and is in sharp contrast with the

more pleasing balance attained throughout
the rest of the disc. [8/C:2/3]
To hear Mozart played with more finesse
and poetry, though, you need only turn to
the Horn Concertos 1-4, plus the ConcertoRondo, K.371, in performances by Alan Civil
with the RPO under Kempe on EMX 2004. In
works that seem initially open and lightweight, Civil finds an inner profundity and
sense of timeless calm. These are readings
to return to time and again and are furnished
with good quality sound, especially considering their 1967 vintage; the orchestra is a
trifle over- recorded for exceptional clarity,
but the acoustic has just the right degree of
space. [
A/B:1*]
Beethoven's Moonlight, Pathetique and
Appassionata piano sonatas are so well
represented in the catalogue that any coupling of them must show great individuality
of approach to lift it above the ordinary. For
the first time in this country Bruno- Leonardo
Gelber, on EMX 2036, offers these three
works in 1976 recordings, but although his
technique and interpretation are of a high
standard he does not develop any special
features that would make this disc particularly recommendable. The recording sets the
piano in an intimate, domestic atmosphere,
but also allows the thickness of the bass to
saturate the tenor/alto range. [ BA]
Much more interesting is the new coupling
of two 1959 performances, both featuring
David Oistrakh and the Philharmonia
Orchestra on EMX 2035. Beethoven's Triple
Concerto has apologies made for it by the
sleevenote here, but the performance with
the Oistrakh Trio and conducted by Malcolm
Sargent shows no reservations about the
work's greatness. Natural and free-flowing,
this interpretation allows the work to blossom in its own time. The Brahm's Double
Concerto has Pierre Fournier joining Oistrakh, with Alceo Galliera conducting, and
this expression of the mellow fruitfulness of
the autumn of Brahms' career is deeply
explored by these great artists in a classic
performance. Both recordings are very
acceptable, well balanced and blended, with
only the piano in the Beethoven pointing the
age. [B/C:1*1
EMX 2041 again features Oistrakh in
Brahms, but this time for the Violin Concerto,
in the version he made with Szell and the
Cleveland Orchestra in 1970. Like all great
performers, Oistrakh dares to approach the
extremes — of speed, of sweetness, of harshness — in order to produce a performance of
stature. Artists without his marvellous technique and musical sensitivity would surely
topple from these dizzy heights. Szell provides a steadying influence and it is only
towards the end of the final movement that
some conflict of intent is noticeable. The
soloist is closely recorded, but not intimida tingly so, and only a touch of edge to the
string-tone in the loudest passages adds a
blemish to the overall impression of clarity
and ease. [
A/B:11
Yet another Brahms Concerto appears on
EMX 2039, this time the Piano Concerto No.
2 played by Sviatoslav Richter and the
Orchestre de Paris under Maazel, another
recording from 1970. This is a safe, rather
cool performance of a buoyant, strongly
coloured work, and while there is much to be
admired in Richter's playing there are not
enough intuitive flights of imaginative
insight to transform this from a good into a
great performance. The recording is a little
murky with the orchestra at full blast, but the
stereo spread is nicely done. [B/C:2]
To turn to the new digital recording of the
Op. 22 String Serenade and Op. 44 Wind
Serenade by Brahms' friend and protegé
Dvoiák is to turn to a completely different
level of musical involvement and recording
quality. If you think everything has already
been said about the E- major Serenade by the
many other fine performances already in the
catalogue, then try Charles Mackerras' view
on EMX 2013. The English Chamber Orchestra play magnificently: phrasing and articula FIT FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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tion are winningly pointed and uniform,
details poignantly brought through the texture. Mackerras has allowed himself the
luxury of lingering over especially beautiful
details, yet has successfully integrated the
total work by showing the significance of
detail to the whole. He has achieved with a
body of strings the same degree of flexibility
that the conductorless ensemble of the Wind
Serenade achieves on Side 2. This latter

group produces a much more rustic, raw
sound in this work than, for example, the
smoothly urbane Netherlands Wind Ensemble, paying much more attention to contrasts
of timbre, and for many this will prove a
more appropriate view of the work. The
recording for both works allows each small
point of subtlety to emerge whilst retaining a
spacious ambience, the strings set more at a
distance than the winds. Altogether an especially welcome addition to the catalogue.
[A*/A :
Karajan is perhaps not the best person to
conduct Bizet's l'Arléssienne Suites. Of
course he can be relied on to effect a
polished, interesting performance of most
works, but the French rustic simplicity seems
beyond his field of experience, if the performances on EMX 2028 provide a fair
example. The Philharmonia are not at their
best for him, with less than impeccable
woodwind playing at times, and a rather
ugly example of solo saxophone playing —
but overall what he asks of them they
accomplish. The change to the more heady
atmosphere of the first Carmen Suite
inspires amore apposite approach. The 1959
sound has been shone up well, despite the
closer focus of the less thickly- scored numbers and the slight tape noise. [
B/C:1/3]
Recorded only ayear earlier than the Bizet,
Solomon's account of the Grieg and Schumann Piano Concertos from 1958 ( EMX
2002) seems much more of adifferent age, a
link with a glorious past tradition. If his
reading of the Grieg now seems very orthodox, that is largely because performances
like this helped to form the foundation on
which many later interpretations have been
built. Nobility and thoughtfulness characterise this version, with the Philharmonia
under Menges sounding lush and remarkably modern. Solomon is not as technically
adroit or powerful in this work as might be
hoped, but in the Schumann he raises his art
to a different plane. Here we have what is
easily one of the finest accounts of this
concerto on disc, and in a refurbished
recording that belies its 25 years. Some
slight touches of wow and hiss must reduce
the rating of recording quality, but the
general impression is one of ease, with little
to interfere with the enjoyment of this superlative interpretation. [
B/C:1*/1]
Unfortunately, that sparkle of interpretative genius is not to be found in Dmitri
Alexeev's performance of Rachmaninov's
Second Piano Concerto, coupled with three
of the Preludes on EMX 2042. With the RPO
conducted by Fedoseyev, he produces a
competent reading of the work but finds
some difficulty in controlling the harsh tone
of the piano in louder passages. The orchestra is set at a pleasant distance and the
soloist is not artificially highlighted, but
clarity is not particularly noteworthy in this
1978 recording and the acoustic soaks up
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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some of the bass detail. [ 13:2]
Although Emil Gilels' recording of that
hoary old warhorse Tchaikovsky's Piano
Concerto No. 1, made with the New Philharmonia and Maazel in 1973, does not represent his finest performance of this work, with
a pianist of his stature even something short
of his best is still exceptionally good. This
could not be termed a ' classic' reading, but it
is unusually perceptive and always full of
interest. His dynamic shading is particularly
masterly and sensitive, and the performers
and engineers have brought about a placing
of the soloist that allows him to blend with or
stand out from the orchestra with utmost
flexibility. This work is coupled on EMX 2001
with an especially scintillating reading of the
substantial first movement from the incomplete Third Piano Concerto. Both performances avoid the expected clichés to produce
attractively fresh views of the pieces. The
age of the recording is hinted at by some
rawness in the upper string-tone and congestion in the loudest passages, but otherwise the works are well served. [
B:1*1
Three less symphonic works by
Tchaikovsky, the 1812 Overture, Capriccio
Italien, and. the Polonaise from 'Eugene
Onegin', are collected together on EMX
2005, in very bright recordings dating from
1966. The performances, by the Bournemouth SO under Silvestri, aided by the Band
of H.M. Royal Marines, are vividly infectious,
sensibly paced, and not without humour.
The recording defines well Tchaikovsky's
spatially- conceived orchestration, and
although it cannot really cope with the
extremes of the 1812 and the treble is a little
unreal, again it is noticeable that this earlier
EMI recording has less tiring faults than so
many recent issues. The Capriccio emerges
as the most worthwhile of the three, both for
performance and recording, but the whole
package is very presentable. [
B/C:1/21
Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition in
Ravel's orchestration is a splendid vehicle
for the talents of Lorin Maazel. He has a
penchant for highly spiced, virtuosic works,
graphically underlining extreme effects and
bringing out the contrasts. On EMX 2008 the
Philharmonia respond to his prompting with
zeal to create a dazzling sound world. This
approach can be gauche but impresses itself
clearly on the mind. Coupled with a sultry,
idiosyncratic performance of Debussy's
l'Après-Midi d'un Faune, the music is provided with a 1963 sound that is still very
impressive, capturing without flagging the
potent force of the performance. [
A:1/21
Ten years later, with the New Philharmonia, Maazel recorded aRavel concert consisting of Bolero, Pavane pour une Infante
defunte, Alborada del gracioso, and La
Valse, reissued now on EMX 2007. Here the
sound is even better in places and the
virtuoso playing highly evocative, especially
in Alborado. The woodwind soloists are
brightly lit at the beginning of Bolero, lessening the tumultuous effect of the climax, but
the dynamic range is cleanly presented.
Alborado has an immediate, closely-miked
sound, but with less highlighting and a
smooth HF response. Clarity reduces the
impressionistic haze of La Valse, often confused at the opening even in live performance, but you can't have it every way.
[A*/A : 1*/11
More Waltzes, but of the J. Strauss Il kind,
are to be had on EMX 2038, a collection by
Robert Stolz and the Vienna Symphony
Orchestra. Blue Danube, Vienna Woods,
Vienna Blood, Emperor, Roses from the
South, and The Lagoon Waltz make up the
programme, unenterprising but solidly
enjoyable. The VSO has not the silky stringtone to get the very best out of these works
and the interpretations are not particularly
profound, but the playing is idiomatic and
enthusiastic, and with the orchestra set in an
agreeable ambience this 1971 production
provides good standard fare. [ B:21
What has impressed me about a good
many of the reissues of Eminence is how

well a number of early recordings sound
after remastering. Although certain deficiences in early technique still show up clearly,
inevitably reducing the rating that can be
given, of more significance to my mind are
the qualities of blending, smooth stereo
imaging, and acoustic setting that those
recordings display. Malcolm Sargent's 1958
version of Hoist's The Planets, now on EMX
2003, is just such acase: the HF reproduction
is not of a modern standard, there are some
minor hiccups, and the image is not always
completely lucid, but the sound has a tonal
synthesis, at odds with the modern analytic
approach, which lends an almost human
warmth and personality to the production.
Sargent could work magic with this score
and this vibrant performance with the BBC
SO and Women's Chorus shows that his
talent had deeper foundation than some of
his contemporaries liked to believe. (
B/C:11
A brilliant new coupling of Dvoiák Serenades, a number of good quality reissues of
standard fare from the middle of the repertoire, and some classic performances from
the past in new sonic elegance. These, along
with works from the symphonic repertoire
that Idiscussed last month, make up apretty
substantial launch for EMI Eminence and
should win it many friends. If the standard is
maintained at this level it should take quite a
bite out of the budget market — but do
remember when ordering that they are distributed by Music for Pleasure.
Doug Hammond
FLUTE AND PIANO
SAINT-SAËNS: Romance, Op.37/IBERT: Jeux/
BOZZA: Images/DUTILLEUX: Sonatine/ PROKOFIEV: Sonata, Op.94
Susan Milan (flt)/Clifford Benson (pno)
Hyperion A66080 dmm
The uncluttered recording acoustic and sympathetic placing of both performers on this
Hyperion disc offers one of the most natural,
unpretentious sounds for an accompanied
solo recital Ihave heard. One result of this is
that the breathiness so often associated with
flute recordings is missing, and only in the
unaccompanied Images can Susan Milan be
heard taking breath; but this is not too
distracting as her performance is so well
sustained.
Her Prokofiev Sonata, which takes up the
whole of Side 2, is always technically
assured, though for my taste her wide
vibrato in this and the other works produces
too round atone for constant use. However,
she blends beautifully with the excellent
piano accompaniment of Clifford Benson
and a fine balance is achieved. Dynamics
from both players are also sensitively
graded, the pianissimos passing the ultimate
test of stilling the listener's breathing. With a
selection of French pieces on Side 1 which
do not appear elsewhere in the current
catalogues, this disc is well worth buying.
[A:1)
Barbara Jahn

FLUTE MUSIC
BAZZINI: La Ronde des Lutins, Op.25/DONIZETTI:
Sonate/DOPPLER: Fantaisie pastorale hongroise,
Op.26/ENESCO: Cantabile et presto/SCHUBERT:
Introduction et variations, Op.160 ( D 802)
Shigenori Kudo (flt)/Kazuoki Fujii (pno)
Erato STU 71518 (
Conifer)
This recital by Japanese artists would be a
fine addition to anyone's collection. While all
the pieces stem from the 19th century, they
are wide-ranging in concept and in nationalistic flavour. Of Italian origin are Donizetti's
Sonate, in which the flute sings like a prima
donna, and Bazzini's Ronde, a virtuosic
showpiece originally for the violin. From
Austria comes another bravura work, this
time by Franz Doppler. Influenced by the
improvisatory style of Hungarian peasants, it
fuses their song and dance forms with those
of the more elegant Viennese world. By
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contrast, Schubert's Variations are more
cerebral in character, the flute weaving
enchanting variations around important
piano statements. Finally, from the Rumanian George Enesco comes a piece of
obvious French influence, dedicated to the
famous French flautist Paul Taffanel.
All these works are given most sensitive
and musical interpretations by both performers. Kudo's satin-smooth tone is beautifully controlled and finely balanced with
Fujii's similarly adept accompaniments,
whether the pieces demand virtuosity and
subservience or a more equal balance
between the two performers. The acoustic is
warm and sympathetic, but Kudo is just a
little too closely miked to subdue the flute's
natural breathiness, and the blend of flute
and piano when both play in unison in the
treble register is a little coarse. However,
these slight criticisms of recording should
not detract from such outstanding performances. [
A/B:11
Barbara Jahn

FRANCOSPANISH-SWISS PACKAGE
DEBUSSY: Premier Rapsodie for clarinet and orch/
FALLA: Harpsithord Concerto/MARTIN: Petite
Symphonie concertante for harp, harpsichord,
piano & strings
Bohuslav Zahradnik (c1t)/Zuzana Ruliekova (hPd)!
Renata Kodadova (hrp)/Josef Pálenidek (pno)!
Czech PONajnar
Supraphon 1110 3187
'The sound of the solo instruments does not
mix easily', says the note to the Martin piece,
'and there is the added difficulty of the
considerable difference between the dynamic qualities of the piano and those of the
other instruments. Nowadays, modern
recording techniques can completely eliminate such differences, but there was not even
an inkling of such technological achievements in 1945'. Rubbish! Frank Martin himself bore just such adjustments in mind
when he wrote Petite Symphonie Concertante and these were carried out when the
work received its first broadcast on Swiss
Radio. Itrust the job was done with more
subtlety than it is here, for I have rarely
encountered a more trigger-happy pair of
hands at a mixing desk. The results are
grotesque. After an appropriately soft, if
rather wirey-sounding introduction, the
harpsichord leers out of the sound picture,
centre-stage, like some clanking, robotoid
apparition from a childhood nightmare. The
next few minutes bring abattle-of-the- giants
bid for prominence, after which all three
instruments take a step ( but only a step)
backward to occupy left-centre- right.
Ifind it practically impossible to judge
musical issues on such evidence; suffice it to
say that the performance seems spruce and
alert, if not especially refined. The less said
about the reverse, the better. As reproduced
here, Zahradnik's tone sounds papery and
intonation is frequently questionable, while
the hothouse balance of the Falla made me
feel as if Iwere imprisoned in a telephone
kiosk with all concerned. Not a pleasant
prospect during a July afternoon with
temperatures in the eighties. Can it be that
Supraphon are over- reacting to adverse criticism of their mode d'emploi in the reverberant House of Artists? Things were surely
better as they were. [
D:3]
Andrew Keener
GUITAR MUSIC FOR ORCHESTRA
PONCE: Concierto del Sur* D CHAVEZ: Saraband
for Strings r] SOLER lorch. Ha!Merl: Tres Sonatas
Alfonso Moreno (gtr)*/Orquesta Sinfonica del
Estado de Mexico/Enrique Batiz
EMI ESD 1651051
This is all very agreeable stuff: no musical or
other profundities, rather midsummer music
for pure enjoyment, played by people who
130

ought to know how it goes. The orchestration of guitar pieces with the omission of the
guitar must raise afew doubts, but it seems
to work well enough, and we are not dealing
with masterpieces. Ifound this all very easy
on the ear: the sort of thing one likes to have
around for those times when more strenuous activity does not appeal.
I liked the playing, too: this Mexican
orchestra has a lot of verve and energy,
which Batiz exploits in his usual manner,
while Alfonso Moreno is a distinguished
exponent of his instrument. His fret- hand is
not as silent as some, but Ialways feel that
the occasional squeak adds atmosphere and
reveals a virtuoso as human.
Where this issue falls down, in my opinion,
is that it is not very brilliantly recorded, and
that is what the music requires. The sound is
restricted, particularly in the upper register;
the guitar sounds less ' plucked' than it
should; the whole is a bit — well, dull, and
tends to damp down the whole experience,
which could otherwise have a much higher
tension and life about it. Detail, too, is not as
comprehensive as it might be. This is agreat
pity, and prohibits a whole- hearted recommendation. [
B/C:11
Peter Turner

JOHN IRELAND — FRIENDS AND PUPILS
BLISS: Sonata/BRITTEN: Holiday Diary, Op. 5/A.
BUSH: Esquisse: Le Quatorze Juillet/G. BUSH:
Sonatina No. 1/GOOSSENS: Four Conceits, Op.
20/IRELAND: Columbine D Three Pastels Ll The
Almond Tree D Ballade of London Nights/
MOERAN: Three Fancies/RAWSTHORNE: Four
Bagatelles/SCOTT: Sonata No. 3
Eric Parkin (pno)
Chandos DBRD 2006 (
2 recs) digital
A useful, absorbing and varied collection,
eloquently illustrating how far-reaching
John Ireland's influence was on those musicians who came into contact with him.
Geoffrey Bush's Sonatina is an astonishingly
concise affair, its first movement full of lively
cross- rhythms and its central molto moderato unfolding as a sparse, Bachian, predominantly two-part texture. The aged Cyril
Scott's fine Third Sonata, by contrast, combines rhapsodic feeling with tonal ambiguity. Eric Parkin is especially fine here,
successfully accommodating the work's
expressive and sonorous weight and building the Grave introduction to the Finale with
impressive stealth. Finest of all, or so it
seems to me, is Bliss' large-scale Sonata,
written in the early fifities for Noel MewtonWood. There is eloquence and considerable
harmonic beauty in the central Adagio
sereno and a fiery, good-natured Finale.
Scattered among these three fine generically-titled works are smaller pieces, some
trifles, others more than that, but all possessed of a fastidious craftsmanship and
expressive fluency. My own favourite is
Rawsthorne's tiny set of thematically related
Bagatelles, written early in their composer's
career. All four are characteristic Rawsthorne
in embryo: descending, interlocking patterns
of thirds, a regular but mobile rhythmic
language and a sure pianistic sense — all of
these fingerprints are here.
And what of Ireland's share of these discs?
Columbine, his last piano work, is a sinuous
waltz, beautifully characterised by Parkin,
while the Three Pastels from 1941 are miniature monothematic cameos headed respectively by quotations from Housman, Psalm
45 and Shakespeare. All show economy of
expression, clarity of thought and consummate craftsmanship. Eric Parkin, no stranger
to Ireland or his music, is a persuasive
advocate; moreover, an advocate with a
technique big enough to meet the often
ferocious demands of this music.
Chandos have obliged with a superlative
recording ( St George the Martyr) which
captures the percussive gleam of aS,teinway
top as faithfully as it does the opposite

extreme. Halfway through the parallel
chords in Fun- Fair (
Britten) there is a
momentary ripple in the tone and a click
which suggest afaulty digital edit, but this is
really neither here nor there in the face of
such excellence. What remarkably audacious
pieces Britten's op. 5 contains. (A*:1]
Andrew Keener
LA PELLEGRINA: Music for the Medid Wedding of
1589
Linde Consort/Stockholm Cham Ch/Hans-Martin
Linde
EMI SLS 1301143 (
2 recs)
Reissue from 1973
The custom of having interludes in plays is
very old, and in the course of time, in Italy,
these Intermedi assumed greater importance than the play itself. Hence the wedding
of Grand Duke Ferdinand Ito Christine of
Lorraine had to be marked by avery special
production: words, music, automatic scenery, costumes, were all commissioned from
the finest artists of the day. When placed in
their original setting, with all the atmosphere
of a great celebration, the spectacle must
have been unforgettable.
Unfortunately, so far as Iam concerned
that atmosphere is not incarnated in the
performance here. It contains many riches
and leaves me deeply interested and
impressed, but not enthused. This seems to
arise from the direction, as the performers
are generally good — though Imust say that
the soloists vary from the just-adequate to
the good. There is one soprano — no soloist
is named — who has the most rapid and
intrusive vibrato Ihave ever heard.
Perhaps the recording doesn't help: it has
fine depth and ambience, but lacks detail and
presence. It needs to be played rather loudly
to come across. [8:2]
Peter Turner
LIONA BOYD RECITAL
Liona Boyd (gtr)
CBS 73686
Reissue from 1977
Liona Boyd has studied with Bream, Diaz and
Lagoya, and is an artist of formidable technical prowess. But the programme she
chooses on this occasion seems to me not
very attractive: a series of short pieces, few
of any great musical merit and none exploring those depths which a highly personal
instrument like the guitar cries out for. The
pace and contrast of the pieces is limited in
scope, while Miss Boyd's use of tone-colour
tends, to my ears, to be abrupt, sometimes
exaggerated, and here and there downright
ugly. Yet there is much to admire, such as
her miraculous freedom from squeaks and
other extraneous noises and her glorious
disregard of technical difficulties.
The recording does not altogether help: it
is detailed enough, but lacks brilliance, with
a somewhat boomy bass and asprinkling of
pre-echo. Ifound the whole thing disappointing; but don't take my word for it. [
C:1/2]
Peter Turner
LITTLE JAZZ BIRD
Music by Kern/Gershwin/Arlen/Rodgers/Porter
Richard Rodney Bennett (pno)
EMI EMD 1077011
Reissue from 1975
This collection takes its title from a little
known song from Lady Be Good. It might
have made abetter impact had it begun with
the Gershwin numbers, for the three Kern
items with which Bennett opens the record
are all inclined to be slow and sleepy.
Surprisingly, the Arlen items sound a bit
limp too, but the Rodgers and Porter numbers on Side 2 seem to open up a vein of
rhythmic vitality in Bennett's playing glimpsed at in his Gershwin. His complete Gershwin is an altogether different case. In his
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notes the pianist disclaims any attempt to
make the tunes into ' vehicles', but this is just
what he does do. His models appear to be a
number of associated but highly individual
jazz pianists, Tatum, Wilson, Garner and
Peterson, though he does not manage to
integrate them into a recognisably personal
style of his own. Instead each piece seems to
evoke its own interpreter, but the result is an
acceptable and agreeable collection, occasionally ' twiddly' yet easy on the ear. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

MUSIC OF CASTLE FRASER
Georgian Consort: Norma Ritchie (sop)/Bryan Dargie (vIn)/Roger Bevan (pno, hpd)/Peter loness
(pno)/Margret Reid (flt)/Raymond Dodd (vcI)/Roger
Bevan Williams
Abbey Alpha ACA 509 (£5.50, Lugton's, Taylor,
Gamut)
Two generations of the Fraser family assembled a collection of music at Castle Fraser,
including some manuscripts and many first
editions, between the middle of the 18th and
19th centuries. They did so as performers as
well as collectors, and concerts were held in
the hall of the castle, where also these
recordings were made. The family pianoforte ( an Erard of about 1820) is used; the
cello is a baroque copy.
Corelli, Geminiani, Haydn, J.B. Cramer
(the music publisher), Pleyel and Anon are
the composers represented in this pleasant if
not very adventurous programme. The
keyboards are the most attractive parts from
every point of view, the general standard
frankly not being very inspiring. Things
might be better were the recording better
balanced, for the keyboards are allowed to
swamp the other instruments on frequent
occasions, giving no distinct ensemble.
Further, a photograph reveals the hall of the
castle as a lofty, sizeable room, but the
sound does not suggest that: it lacks life and
ambience, though solo keyboards do rather'
better. [
B/C:2/3]
Peter Turner

TOSCANINI: The Man behind the Legend
Various soloists/NBC SO/Toscanini
RCA 46012-19 (
single recs); 46011, 46021, 46022,
46023 (
3 rec opera sets)
cf. HFN/RR May 1983 p.87
Reissues from 1941-55
During a working life which lasted 68 years
Arturo Toscanini became ahousehold name.
He was also renowned for his rigorous
attention to detail and for the dictatorial
demands he made upon his players. The
latter were rather ironic, since Toscanini
himself openly detested political dictatorship
and abandoned an increasingly Fascistic
Europe for the USA. During his lifetime he
made some 250 recordings which sold over
20 million copies. They carried on selling
through various reissues after his death and
the number is bound to go on rising with
these reissues which RCA Italy are making
by remastering the originals at half-speed.
The benefits of this remastpring are substantial: the old string sound which was, to
be polite, screechy, is now far more realistic.
The higher overtones are still there but their
relationship to the whole sound is proportionate. Wind tone is fuller and better
rounded: a quality which modifies the
impression of hardness (to the point of
overdrive) often encountered in these
recordings in their original form. The ambience of the recording site is also more clearly
evident and conditions the impression of the
whole performance. This particularly
benefits those recordings made in Carnegie
Hall — and sadly confirms that Studio 8H at
Radio City in the Rockerfeller Centre was a
disastrous venue. Ranging from as early as
1941 ( the famous extracts from Gótterdámmerung with Helen Traubel and Lauritz MelHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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chior) to the mid-fifties ( Mendelssohn's Italian Symphony) the recordings vary in quality. At their best, these reissues would
compete with many average recordings
made today, at worst they cause a strain
which imposes itself between the listener
and the performance. The portentous title
given to the reissue as awhole will be good
for publicity ( if not for logic: we may learn a
good deal about Toscanini's performances
from these records, but nothing directly
about the man). What the improved quality
and wide selection definitely invite is a
reassessment of Toscanini's style and
methods of performance.

Toscanini started as a conductor of opera
and gradually moved into the symphonic
repertory. The latter has four representatives
in this first batch of reissues: Beethoven's
Symphony No. 3 ( Eroica ) and Symphony No.
6 ( Pastoral), Mozart's Symphony No. 41
(Jupiter) and Mendelssohn's Symphony No.
4 ( Italian). If one started with the latter, one
would meet a rather stern view of this work.
Clarity and structure are paramount — at the
expense of subtlety, flexibility and sunshine.
This is an unsmiling view of the work more
concerned with 'The Great Germanic Symphonic Tradition' than with the ebullience
and joy which it contains. Nor does Mozart's
last symphony fair differently: sharply
etched lines and a relentless structural drive
command every bar. These two performances give credence to the common ( but
erroneous) view of Toscanini as aconductor
who took fast tempi and lacked room for
rubato. The limited truth of this view begins
to show in the recording of the Pastoral
Symphony. It too has clarity of direction
which adds agripping sense of drama in the
fourth movement's Storm, but it also has
some galumphing humour in the peasants'
Lendler and a greater freedom of phrasing
which we will meet again. The Eroica gets a
superb performance: little of humour ( there
is little room for it), but awonderful sense of
proportion and culminating energy whicn is
achieved with a sense of space rather than
frantic drive.
The famous performance of Tchaikovsy's
Piano Concerto No. 1with Vladimir Horowitz
is also included in these reissues. It remains
an indelible reading. Here is force and ire;
risks are taken ( and sometimes lost) as befits
live performance ( this one took place in
Carnegie Hall on 25 April 1943). There are
also unresolved differences of viewpoint
between Toscanini and his son-in-law which
are sometimes unpleasant, but the whole
has the high excitement of great musicmaking and may well have you sitting on the
edge of your listening seat as tensely as it
must have held that audience of 40 years
ago.
The best representation of Toscanini's
ability to shape symphonic material with
supple strength as well as structural clarity is
offered by a record of Wagnerian preludes
and orchestral extracts. His reading of the
Prelude to Act Ill of Die Meistersinger von
Nürnberg is as richly human as the Prelude
to Act Iis majestic. Finer still is his treatment
of Siegfried's Death and Funeral March from
GÉittendammerung. This masterful shaping
of Wagner's varied spans is even better
served when we add voices. During two
concerts in the Carnegie Hall on February 22
and 24 1941 Toscanini had two of his finest

singers: Lauritz Melchior and Helen Traubel.
Those concerts included the Prologue, Love
duet, Siegfried's Rhine Journey and Brünnhilde's Immolation from Geitterdámmerung. Not all of Toscanini's soloists were of
the highest calibre, and whilst he was ( justly)
famed for what he could draw from limited
artists there is much, much more to be had
from his interaction with the best. One can
only bemoan the brevity of what we have
here and that politics and circumstance
deprived us of more recordings by one of the
greatest Wagnerian conductors.
Two further records contain Dances from
Operas ( La Gioconda, Aida, Carmen,
Loreley, Oto/lo, Guglielmo Tell) and Preludes
and Choruses (
from La Traviata, Un bailo in
maschera, Aïda, Otello, Nabucco). Many of
these are extracts from Toscanini's complete
recordings. They all display the legendary
attention to detail, but, because they are
extracts, give no idea of the magic which
Toscanini could spin across awhole dramatic work. Pleasant as such samplers are, they
do little to identify Toscanini's greatness —
for that we must turn to his complete
recordings of Verdi.
Enthusiasts will argue about RCA's choice
of complete operas: if Verdi, why not La
Traviata?; why no Puccini ( especially La
Boheme which Toscanini had premiered in
1896?); etc, etc. We can but hope that the
series succeeds and that these gaps are
filled. No one, Ithink, will argue with the
quality of what is offered: Un bailo in maschera (
with Herva Nelli — aconstant favourite
with the maestro, Jan Peerce and Robert
Merrill); awonderful Aida (
Nelli, Eva Gustavson, Richard Tucker, Giuseppe Valdengo)
and the classic recordings of Oto/lo and
Falstaff. Once again, and as if for the first
time, Toscanini magically reveals details
within the scores which other conductors
never notice and repeatedly one is forced to
marvel at individual numbers and felicities of
singing. This is not the place to dwell on the
latter, though the Otello of Ramon Vinay and
Giuseppe Valdengo's characterisation of Sir
John Falstaff continue to provoke thought as
well as feeling.
What does deserve stressing is another
quality: Toscanini's way of never losing the
grasp of the whole work, however beguiling
the details. Details are there quite beautifully
and are allowed ample breathing space, yet
one is constantly gripped by the vision of the
whole projected ahead. The result is an
almost supernatural sense of the meaning of
the work, of the tragic ( or comic) dynamo
propelling the drama to its ineluctable completion. This special quality ( shared by Furtwangler and — in another medium — by Artur
Schnabel) seems to belong to that generation and be very rare today. Our time dwells
seriously upon the actual sound we make,
the fine balance of the individual parts and
their precise spatial location. Our predecessors did not lack these concerns, but we
often seem to sacrifice vision and wholeness
to the moment in away that the best of them
did not — and Toscanini certainly belonged to
that best.
None of these recordings is ' new' — and I
must confess that Istarted work for this
review with more than atouch of cynicism at
the thought of RCA yet again cashing- in on
their Golden Goose. But cynicism soon
vaporized. The sound is so much better that
that alone would make it viable, for it
transmits some of this century's greatest
performances in an improved and more
accessible format. The chance once again to
experience Toscanini's insight and depth
supported on the endless, seemless thread
of conceptual unity is an experience which
should refurbish our standards and values.
Though Toscanini aficionados will doubtless
weep for all the material which has not been
released commercially ( including BBC material), we can all be grateful for this renewal of
some of the recording industry's finest
achievements. [
H:1*/41
Benedict Sarnaker
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IN THE PURSUIT OF
EXCELLENCE

DO YOU SUFFER FROM IRRITATING
SCRATCH NOISES ON YOUR RECORDS?
The Garrard Music Recovery Module eliminates noises heard
when the pick up meets a scratch on the record being played.
The scratch detection circuit in the MRM has been designed to
recognise the whole waveform of the scratch and distinguish it
from the peaks of the recorded music.
Easy to install and operate, runs from mains, and plugs in
between record player ( mag.) and amplifier ( Aux imput).

Last 50 in stock at only
@ £49•95
(incl. VAT & p&p.)
Send cheque/P.O. to:
HEMBROOK RECORDINGS LTD.,
26 QUEEN STREET, MANCHESTER 2.
061-834
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EICELLUCE

SPECIAL OFFER

"CLICKS"?

2221

We have found it necessary to move to
larger premises. 3 single speaker demonstration studios now available, in which you
can audition properly all that is best in Hi Fi.
Much of it unobtainable elsewhere in South
Wales.
The First Class service of course will remain
as friendly and

helpful

as always.

Our

product range will also remain the same,
we won't be buying masses of ' Chrome
Wonders' to fill the shelves!
So if you are an existing customer come
along and enjoy our own upgrade or if you
have yet to experience Audio Excellence
pay us avisit — you may be surprised how
pleasant buying Hi Fi can be.

NOW AT:
134 Crwys Road, Cathay:,
Cardiff, CF2 4NR.
Tel: 0222 28565

AR, A&R, ARC, Celestion, Creek, Dual,
Heybrook, KEF, Kiseki, Koetsu, Linn,
Marantz, Meridian, Mission, Monitor Audio,
NAD, Nakamichi, Nytech, Naim, Pink
Triangle, Quad, Spendor, Syrinx,
Systemdek, Tannoy, Thorens, Walker,
Yamaha, Zeta.
rues—Sat 9.30-5.30. Closed Monday.
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LOW NOISE MICROPHONE AMPLIFIER
Features: transformerless balanced inputs and outputs; equivalent
input noise — 128 dBm ( all 200 ohm microphones are the dominant
noise source); phantom power; mild treble and bass lift to
compensate for falling microphone response at frequency extremes;
low filter; separate remote power supply; line-up 1K oscillator.
Also shown: M-S Matrix Unit for use with M- S microphone
techniques. Full details and specifications on request.
Prices: Microphone Amplifier £ 148.00, M- S Matrix Unit £68.00 — both
inclusive, post free.
CENTRAL RECORDING SERVICES, 17 ROY CLOSE, NARBOROUGH,
LEICESTER LE9 5DN. Tel. 0533 866883

FORTY YEARS ON
and now

THE COMPACT DISC
When Istarted on my twin career as Audio Consultant and Record Reviewer, just
forty years ago, records still revolved at 78 rpm and played for about 41
2 minutes
/
per side. The advent of the microgroove LP disc in 1950 opened new horizons for
music-lovers and for the record industry. Eight years later stereo arrived on the
scene and brought us asignificant step closer towards matching the concert hall
experience in our homes. People who recall those heady, pioneering days may
well remember the enthusiasm with which Isupported both these developments
from the very outset. Yet, because Ifully understood the musical implications in
each case, it was areasoned enthusiasm for significant progress, for Ihave never
had the slightest interest in fashionable gimmicks.
By contrast, the abortive launching of quadraphonic sound, during the early
'seventies, never received my support, but the arrival of the Compact Disc has
once more kindled the flame of enthusiasm, for Iam totally convinced that it
marks yet another, vital step forward in our quest towards adeeper enjoyment of
music under domestic conditions. The fact that the technology involved is of
mind-boggling sophistication is mar'ély incidental: for me, it is the performance
of CO that matters, and everything Ihave heard during recent months convinces
me that CD represents a liberation from virtually all the ills and irritations record
collectors know only too well!
Ido not ask you to take my word for this: instead, Iinvite you most cordially to
visit our MUSIC IN THE HOME studio, now most attractively refurbished for your
comfort and enjoyment, where you may listen at leisure to Compact Discs on
superb equipment. To hear CD played via outstanding speaker systems, such as
the QUAD ESL 63 or our 3-way combination in which asub-woofer is added to the
astonishing, little BBC-designed LS3/5A ( or our own ' Fidelio'), is to realise just
how far we have travelled these past forty years.
Thomas Heinitz

Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.330 ( Thurs. 9.30 to 1; Fri. 9.30 to 7)

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077
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HE FUNNY THING about the first side
of Diana Ross' Ross (
Capitol EST
1867051) is that when it's over, you
can't remember how the one-time Motown
high priestess sounded. It's easy to recall the
rise- and-fall piano with which Michael
McDonald gets 'That's How You Start Over'
underway, or how Donald Fagen shades
'Love Will Make It Right' with various synth
figures. You can even remember how 'You
Do It' sounds amite like Toto's 'Africa' in
places. Which isn't all that surprising, for the
personnel on this track includes David Paich
and Jeff Porcaro; while ' Pieces Of Ice', a
recent single, is interesting mainly in that it
boasts the guitar triumvirate of Domenic
Troiano, Larry Carlton and Joe Walsh. Which
means that Ms Ross, bless her bank- balance,
gets frequently upstaged. Not that this is
really much of abad thing. The lady had too
much of her own way on her previous
album, assuming total control, perhaps as a
reflex-action after freeing herself from Berry
Gordy's Svengali-like influence. On Ross,
where the production lies predominantly in
the hands of Gary Katz and Ray Parker Jnr.,
it's the resulting record and not the worlddominating ambitions of the star that is
given first consideration. So, give or take a
hiccup or two, the album emerges as the sort
of release that has alot of things going on
below the surface — the sort that has you
going back asecond time to ascertain
dxactly what you missed at first whirl. The
aforementioned hiccups do occur, though.
One track, ' Girls', part-written and produced
by Diana, is totally forgettable, while
'Upfront' pans out as one of those now
commonplace black music excursions into
hard rock. A sister track to Michael Jackson's
'Beat It' perhaps. Otherwise, I've no
complaints, though Iwouldn't have minded
hearing afew more of those old-time
introductory 000000hs — the sort that once
made you dash out and buy your best girl a
box of chocolates in that far off era of
Supreme supremacy. Then, Iguess I'm just
an old reactionary [A:1/2].
Few, Ifeel, find much to complain about
concerning Big Country's enjoyable
rock'n'reel forays and the vast majority of
rock record buyers will deem The Crossing
(Mercury MERRS 27), the debut album by
Stuart Adamson's guitar- laden band, as a
highly enjoyable kind of celidh. It could be,
however, that Big Country's brand of
bagpipe bop may run out of drone rather
early because of its highly-stylised format.
However, for now, and till past next
Hogmanay at least, Country should remain
Big if not massive [
A:1/2].
Killing Joke's '
What's This For?' was, to
my mind, one of the better albums of 1981.
In one fell swoop, the Joke managed to
amalgamate the brutish, overwhelming
power of the early Sex Pistols and the pure
rock feel of golden age Stones to produce a
tour-de-force that augured well both for the
band's future and that of British punk. But,
perhaps predictably, with two totally
unstable characters helping to maintain the
Joke book, the band eventually disintegrated
amid to-ings and fro-ings in Icelandic waters,
along with various other bits of plot that kept
the music press buzz- happy for weeks on
end. Now, at last, vocalist-keyboardistmainman Jaz Coleman is back into geezers
rather than geysers and, along with his
fellow Jokemen, attempting to show the
door to the flood of usurpers who have laid
claim to the kingdom of punk while the Joke
have been on their un-Pontin-like hols. Not
that Fire Dances (
EG EGMD 5), the band's
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'comeback' album truly reflects the glory
that was '
What's This For?'— it doesn't. But
tracks such as ' Dominator', alurching
juggernaut that sounds vaguely like Can on a
heavy metal kick, and ' Fun And Games',
where the wall- of-sound comes attached to a
sing-along chorus line ( Killing Joke, unlike
many of their contemporaries, usually
manage to insert afew real melodies amid
the powerhouse riffs!) do make the record a
more tempting proposition than many
emerging from the spikey-topped area [
A:21.
Next, the news that James Brown recently
signed arecord contract with Churchill
Records, an American company previously
known for its country connections. Which
may account for the appearance of
'Tennessee Waltz' on Brown's Bring It On
Home (
Sonet SNTF 906), the first Churchill
catalogue item to appear in this country.
And, frankly, that would have been the sum
total of noteworthy items, of any sort, on this
release had it not been for the title track, a
recent single that has rightly been hailed as
Brown's finest offering for many years. For
the rest, it's the usual get down, get up and
right on portion of Brownarama and not at
all bad. But if only Bring It On Home had
lived up to the promise of that title item
(which appears twice on the album, once in
extended form) then we'd have had a
definite classic on our hands [
6:2].
Isuppose that Tell Mr Bland (
MCA MCF
3181) is also fairly routine by Bobby Bland's
own standards. A blues and ballad bouquet,
it features the Blue Boy in easy-going,
relaxed mood, generally leaving all the
tough and dirty work to acapable back-up
band. So there's not much in the way of real
passion on hand and few of Bland's joyous
snorts to punctuate the proceedings —
though one does occur in appreciation of a
particularly glorious Bobby Bryant trumpet
solo. Nevertheless, Bland has always been a
vocal great and remains so. Therefore Tell
Mr Bland, laid-back and mildly dated as it

may be, has spent aconsiderable amount of
time on my turntable recently [A:1].
Should you, however, be searching for a
really bad record, one to send to your
unfriendly neighbourhood taxman maybe,
then your attention is directed towards Out
For Blood (
Mercury MERL 26) on which Lita
Ford, the Runaway with the leastest
(ta)entwise) teams up with guitarist and
Spaceranger Neil Merryweather plus
drummer Dusty Watson to see just how
many heavy metal clichés can be committed
to one record. The sleeve tells you
everything you need to know— shapely
blonde in studded leathers utilising aguitar
as aphallic instrument ( yawn!) etc. Then add
the fact that the record includes the
draggiest version of 'Any Way That You
Want It' I've ever had the misfortune to hear
and you'll doubtless agree that Lita Ford is a
real award winner — though Idoubt if she'll
appreciate the category! [
B:4].
Yellowman's Zungguzungguguzungguzeng (
Greensleeves GREL 57) is, like the
James Brown release, an album that hinges
round an outstanding ( if unpronounceable)
title track. Yellowman, an albino Jamaican
DJ who usually works with apartner known
as Fathead, has away of tossing together
jumpy little word patterns fused from
nonsensical phrases, slogans of self- praise —
'Who can make the dance ram? Only
Yellowman can' — afew bits of naughtiness
and various Jah hails, all these being set
against the simplest of accompaniments
supplied by Roots Radics and the Hi-Times
Band. Basically it's afun thing and very
Jamaican, so those unfamiliar with the
patois will rue the absence of alyric sheet or
whatever is the album equivalent of subtitles. But the title track, Irepeat, is agem —
though over afull album, Yellowman's
formula for success can, admittedly, be a
trifle wearing [
A:21.
A few kind words next regarding
Straighten Up And Fly Right (
Oval OVLP 507)
Helen Shapiro's first album since the Boxer
Rebellion or thereabouts. An album of
standards by the likes of Gershwin, Porter,
Kern etc., it's not acomplete success
primarily because some songs are saddled
with gimmicky arrangements or
unsympathetic tempi. But Shapiro sings with
considerable feel and understanding for her
material and on such ballads as ' Cry Me A
River' and ' Serenade In Blue', where the
instrumental dressings don't get in the way,
she phrases so perfectly that you even
forgive her for appearing in ' It's Trad Dad'.
We close this section with apublic service
announcement concerning David Bowie.
Conifer Imports are now distributing a
German-produced series of twelve- inch
singles by Bromley's up-and-comer, those
available being: ' Fashion'/'Scream Like A
Baby' ( RCA PC9838), 'Alabama Song'/
'Amsterdam'/'Space Oddity' ( RCA PC9854),
'Scary Monsters'/'Because You're Young'
(RCA PC9657), ' Heroes'PHelden' ( RCA
PC9821), and 'Wild Is The Wind'/'Golden
Years' ( RCA PC9773). All are described as
disco- mixes — which makes me wonder: ( a) if
Bowie approves of such re- mixes, and ( b)
just how well his version of Brecht's
'Amsterdam' goes down at The Club A- GoGo, Frinton ... or any other disco for that
matter. Nevertheless, all the singles are
neatly packaged and likely to become
collectors' items. Eventually, when we reach
the year 2035 and these discs are worth their
weight in mint- balls, you'll thank me for once
revealing their existence. Meanwhile, forgive
me if Idon't attempt acollective rating! +
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NE OF THE MAJOR problems of
contemporary music appreciation is
the way it is split up into different
musical departments. As if segregating jazz
music was not enough, those who call
themselves fans are all too keen to divide
and sub-divide further. In that way they think
the music can be much more easily
identified, understood and appreciated. And
in the process, musicians find themselves
labelled as free players. .. bebop musicians
... mainstream faces, and so on. The
musicians who fail to see themselves in that
way are not small in number. They just don't
feel bound by the limits arbitrarily set around
them by others. Andrew Cyrille is such a
player. He has played with Coleman Hawkins
... Cecil Taylor .... Nellie Lutcher, so what
kind of drummer does that make him? The
answer is that he's much more of acomplete
musician than audiences will allow. Before
you listen to The Navigator on Soul Note
SN 1062 by Cyrille's quartet, read the sleeve
notes. Written by Val Wilmer these
constitute arare, more intelligent
dissemination of musical truth than jazz
album purchasers are accustomed to. In
furnishing an insight into what makes Cyrille
tick, she's not frightened to give over alot of
space to the musician's own thoughts. She
writes: 'Although he has taken percussion to
new heights of expression ... the Western
audience has never allowed him the degree
of artistic latitude afforded, say, aviolinist or
pianist. " In other words," explains Cyrille, " if
Ihave to come out and play with knitting
needles on my cymbals, many people could
think of it only as anovelty. They may not
hear what I'm doing as being of equal
musical nobility as any other device used in
the family of instruments. This is not adrum
society. People are not accustomed to
listening to the nuances of rhythm being
struck on asurface. I'm not saying that I
won't continue to do my percussion thing. I
love that because that's what Iam, but at the
same time Ialso feel I
want to express myself
in other areas. And Ihave that capacity."
The Navigator presents aconsolidation of
musical experience which is more than a
play-safe reworking of traditional and
familiar forms of jazz expression. Along with
Ted Daniel, trumpet, Sonelius Smith, piano
and Nick Di Geronimo, bass, Cyrille is
playing jazz with afreshness that is all too
frequently missing from slick visits to the
studio. One track is aparticularly good
example of that freshness in familiar
territory— 'The Music In Us'. It can sound at
half- hearing like asimple, bouncy bluesy
piece that any middle-of-the-road band
might knock off just before the interval. But
no, it's not all it seems. Listen again and the
structure is not exactly what you thought it
was. And that light, poised swing isn't the
standard groove you thought it was. Cyrille,
himself, plays like adrum orchestra setting
up at least four individual rhythms
simultaneously, and once that's established,
he starts moving it around. What he's doing
is complex and stunning, but it doesn't push
its merits out front with showy atention
grabbing. The other musicians play in the
same way, always thoughtful, never
profligate. The overall feel is one of relaxed
integration, with an alert musical edge. The
album's greatest asset is the band's subtlety
and economy of expression, and ironically
it's this which may lead to its value being
overlooked. What we have here is one of the
most complete, rounded, mature and
satisfying releases of the year. If you actually
want to enjoy your music, you can't afford to
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let this album pass by. [A:11
Nomadic Winds is alively album from a
quintet led by George Sams, trumpet and
piano, fronting some strong players all of
whom were previously unknown to me.
Such apleasant surprise is rare in these days
of increasing competition among musicians
to secure arelease. But perhaps the hat Hut
team are the exceptions. They seem to
record awide range of players from the
Steve Lacy class right down to beginners.
Consequently some of their albums are
unlistenable. This album — on hat MUSICS
3506 — is one of the better ones among
recent releases. The quintet is completed by
India Cooke, violin, André St James, bass,
Anthony Brown, drums, and Abdul Waahid,
percussion. They play with ajoyous anarchy
of exuberant mischievousness and an
enthusiasm which draws you into their
celebration of good fun. Maybe in afew
years they will begin to approach the
knowingness of Cyrille's music, but at the
moment they are spending more time
exploring than navigating. But that has its
excitements too. There is so much bubbling
activity, or rather imaginative agility, going
on that it hardly matters if they occasionally
take awrong turning and have to back-track
for afew bars. They come to the music with
good humour and aspirit of adventure, and
although they haven't achieved aconsistent
group identity within their music, they are on
the way. When they develop, these players
will be worth looking out for. [
A:21
Billie Holiday fans will be well aware of the
music on The Essential Billie Holiday, Verve
2304 343, recorded live at aCarnegie Hall
concert in 1956, just three years before she
died. Most people agree that Holiday's later
work, and indeed that of Lester Young, is
vastly inferior to their earlier material, but I
have always been slow to dismiss their
twilight years. Viewed as performers with a
career spanning the years, their later
contributions fall into place not in terms of
good or bad, but in terms of experience and
the human ' grit' required to overcome tragic
personal circumstances. There's no doubt
that by this time Holiday had been through a
hell of alife and was falling apart at the

seams. But when you listen to these
recordings, you're hearing someone
overcoming the ravages of decay and
drawing from the experience of life, song,
and expression to do the business. There's
no doubt that she does the business here, in
spite of her voice which had become pitted
and deformed. From all accounts she rose to
the occasion and turned in asuperior
performance to others at this time.
Although there are some strong players
on this session it's the singer who's upfront
all the way. The only jarring aspect of the
album is the narration of extracts from
Holiday's autobiography which may have
worked in concert, but doesn't come across
so well on disc. [
H:1]
While the level of inspiration may vary
with Jack DeJohnette's music, there's
always an inbuilt quality control. There are
sessions which can border on the glib, but
when he gets the music cooking he has the
ability to drive hard and decisively. Inflation
Blues on ECM 1244 is an interesting album,
for on this occasion his band, Special
Edition, includes trumpeter Baikida Carroll
whose experience of the avant garde infuses
the music with amore expansive
determination. While DeJohnette and Rufus
Reid take care of the rhythmic propulsion on
drums and bass, Carroll is joined by John
Purcell and Chico Freeman, on reeds. The
leader writes attractive pieces for the band
which are well used as effective
springboards by his sidemen. On numbers
like ' Ebony' and 'The Islands' DeJohnette's
highly individual style of approaching
Latinish rhythms comes through to the fore.
His considerable technique is applied to
improvising with these rhythms in apunchy,
unique way which has almost become his
trademark. The reggae number ( with vocals)
'Inflation Blues' is the odd one out in the set
which constitutes anicely varied album.
[A*:1/2]
Dave Holland represents aBritish jazz
musician's dream come true. Miles Davis
hears him play in London, and next thing
he's off to America to join the trumpeter's
band. But unlike others who joined the Davis
alumni at that time or soon after, Holland has
failed to go on to the more lucrative electro jazz market. He has stuck to the acoustic bass
and to the kind of searching music which the
more commercial record companies can't
get on with. On Life Cycle ECM 1238, Holland
plays cello, and it's hard to figure out what
market it will fit into. There are classical
and folk elements in this album, but
the jazz background which can never be
totally wiped out, is only asmall part of the
music. A depth of preparation is evident
here. Recording asolo album is daunting
enough, but on top of that there is atrack
record of bass players just not able to handle
the smaller instrument. They often play it out
of tune, or pluck at it as if it were asoprano
bass. But Holland plays it like acello, except
that he coaxes out of it abig wide tone and
gives the sound agreater strength than you
might expect. He plays with confidence and
passion and with aheightened sense of
form. For example after playing arco
throughout most of the first side, he
switches to pizzicato, and gradually we're
drawn from aworld of Kodaly affiliations to a
sound more akin to the blues. This is a
superb album both musically and in its
excellent recording quality. It's apity for
Holland's sake that it doesn't easily sit in the
record rack categories. He can only hope that
listeners with an ear for quality music
regardless of style will seek it out. [
A*:1]
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Rage, Linn Products, ProAc, Oracle, Koetsu,

more.

Threshhold, Creek Audio, Audio Research,
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Krell, A&R,

Plus our latest additons
Audio Vois. Creek.
Pink Triangle &
C. J. Walker.

Celef,

Smilliez

Sony,
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Michell,

Syrinx, Helius, Heybrook, Albarry, Gale, Oued,
Systemdek, Meridian, Dual, Naka-

Ring 686-2599 for
details

michi, Supex, Decca "GPD", EMT (VON).

Phone Radlett (09276) 6497 or 3773

Radlett Audio Consultants
SALISBURY Hl FI
15 Catherine St.
SALISBURY
Tel: (0722) 22169

SALISBURY HI-FI CENTRE

141 Watling Street,
Radlett, Herts

Also at: DEVIZES HI FI, 17 The Brittox, DEVISES Tel: 2268
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• Comparator demonstrations in three studios
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• Approved agents: ADC, Aiwa, AKG, AR, A & R. Ariston,
Audioref. Audio Technica, B&W, Beyer. Celef. Celestion,
Chartyvell,Crimson,Decca,Denon.Diests,Dual, EAR, Electro.
Elite, Entre, Gale, Glanz. Grace, Grado. Hadcock. Harbeth,
Heybrook, JPW, KEF, Lentek, Linn Isobarik,Linn Sondek.
Maxell, Meridran MFSL, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio,
Monster, Nagaoka. Nakamichi, Nightingale. Optonica.
Ortofon. QED, Quad, Radford. RAM. RCL. Reference,
Revox,
Rogers, Sansui,
Satin, Sennheiser, Spendor,
Stanton, Stax, STD. Sugden. Supex, Swallow, Syrinx,
Systerridek, Tangent, Technics, Trio, TSR, Yamaha. and
others.
ACTIVE
SYSTEMS
BY
MERIDIAN,
CRIMSON ON DEMONSTRATION
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SWALLOW

AND

Hampshire Mulla Its1
8 & 12 Hursley Road Chandlers Ford Tel

2827 or 65232

BIRMINGHAM

FIVE WAYS HIGH FIDELITY
Demonstration facilities and specialised service for a
wide range of carefully selected items including:
A&R, ADC, AKG, Akai, Alphason, Ariston, AudioTechnica, B&W, Beyer, Calrec, Castle, Celestion,
Chartwell, Creek, Dual, Dynavector, Elite (including
the Rock), Glanz, Goldring, Harbeth, Heybrook, HuntEDA,
KEF,
Lente k, Lowther,
Meridan,
MFSL,
Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Mordaunt-Short,
Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Pink Triangle, Quad,
Revox, Rogers, Sansui, Sennheiser, Shure, SME,
Spendor, Sugden, Thorens, Trio, Uher, Colin Walker,
Wharfedale, Yamaha, Zenn.
Fi» ange High Rdralty Ltd 12 Islington Row.
Edgbaston. Birmingham 815 1LD.
Tolet/boitai 021-455 0667

9.30-6.00 Tuesday—Saturday

EXETER

EAST MIDLANDS

_
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B&B
HI- Ft

36 Minster St. Reading 583730
Priory Rd. High Wycombe 35910
62NorthbrookStNewbury32474
49 Wellington St Luton 27758
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.Technics

* Rad
'Dual

'Nakamichi
*Pioneer
'Sony
*AR.
• Sonsui
*KEF
'Yamaha
•Celestion • Ort0fon
*Panasonic
'B &W
*Oued
'Sennheisser
*Trio
'Hitachi
'Aiwa
"Teac
*Thorons
•Mordaunt
*Ariston
Short. etc

t

HO WARDS OF
EXETER
Sales and Service for
Tandberg, Quad, Sugden, B&O,
Spendor, KEF, Ariston, Dual,
Mordaunt-Short.
Sidwell Street Roundabout, Exeter.
Tel: 58518

NICK DAKIN
APPOINTED DEALERS FOR: LINN, MERIDIAN, QUAD,
DUAL HEYBROOK NVA, TEAC, RE VOX, TRIO,
CREEK, MONITOR AUDIO, QUANTUM, THORENS,
AIWA, LOGIC, HARBETH, NAKAMICHI.
and many other leading makes at competitive prices.

ENTHUSIASTIC DEMONSTRATIONS WITH
PLEASURE IN OUR SUPERB DEMONSTRATION
LOUNGE
45 RADFORD ROAD, NOTTINGHAM 783862

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ROTHERHOOD OF MAN sounds
reassuring. Parents who shudder at
names as sinister as the Stranglers or
Madness feel safe with agroup that sounds
like the Eurovision winner that it was. A good
act; nothing could be more popular. But
what of their music as heard on the record
Lightning Flash (
EMI EMC 1651 1491)? It is a
thoroughly professional synthetic job, but
quite meaningless. It's at least better, to
these ears, than the sex- and-violence
themes that are reputed to dominate parts of
the disco world, but most of the tunes here,
mostly at the same tempo di disco, are just a
stringing together of catchphrases ( hooklines, as they say in the trade) that make one
want to play aLorenz Hart or Ira Gershwin
lyric just for reassurance that words can be
as meaningful as their music. The whole of
this record is expertly recorded and full of
interest to anyone who enjoys analysing
how it was pieced together. The sleeve
assumes that the group is too well known to
need any introduction and does not even
credit the composers of the twelve tracks.
The important people are the 14 who are
accorded ' special thanks', plus, of course,
the producer Tony Hiller and the arrangers.
[A*:2]
Equally popular and, in the words of his
best-known hit, well accepted everywhere, is
Alan Price. Articulate and kempt, he is one of
the few big pop names who is likely to
appear on the classier type of music
programme or as achat show guest. Alan
Price Profile (
German Decca Teldec 6.24284,
from Import Music Service) is a ' best of'
selection which proves that Price is a
versatile and inventive musician, equally at
home with ablues or acalypso — the latter,
'Don't Stop the Carnival' having abitter look
at the Caribbean as seen from Notting Hill.
Randy Newman's ' Simon Smith' ( which I
wrongly assumed to be Price's own tune) is
here of course, and the tracks, varying
greatly in recording quality, range from 1966
to 1970. Although no Georgie Fame, Price
has ajazz-styled voice at his best and is
welcome on this page as apop star who has
risen above it. [ B: 1/2]
Welcome, too, for another figure from
even farther back, that frequent chart-topper
from the 1950s, Frankie Laine. Golden Greats
(Polydor 2486 263) has them all: ' High
Noon','Mule Train', ' Cool Water' and 13
others. The record is an Italian import from
IMS, so the sleeve pays due tribute to the
singer under his real name of Francesco Lo
Vecchio — one of several virile American
singers who have made their mark with a
style which could even be said to be in tune
with Puccini. But Laine, who has worked with
ex Basie men like Buck Clayton, knows his
jazz too — as shown here by ' On the Sunny
Side of the Street'. My only disappointment
over the record is that Laine fails to make the
best of his own song which he wrote with his
pianist Carl Fischer in 1945: 'We'll Be
Together Again'. This has amarvellous note
at the end of the fourth bar, very daring for
its time ( early bop?), which the singer
manages to smother. Billie Holiday gave it
full value in one of her last sad recordings,
and it remains one of the best post-war
songs — the words are as good as almost
anything of Hart's, though the mood
anticipates Aznavour. Variable recording,
but agood sample of areal singer at a
bargain price. [ B: 1/2]
An equally virile style of singing comes in
anew recording A Valley Called the
Rhondda by the Treorchy Male Choir ( EMI
EMS 106 411), presenting this famous choir
HI-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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POPULAR
Denis Argent
in all its concert versatility. One hates to sully
their fame with the dreaded word showbiz —
but word reached me from one of the family
who was there that their appearance some
weeks ago at the Fairfield Hall in Croydon
was sheer entertainment. There is nothing
solemn and chapel- minded about the Welsh
touring choir of today, and the music is as
often genial as traditionally grave and
pensive. The sleeve note reminds us that the
men from the Rhondda have appeared on TV
with such stars as Ella Fitzgerald and Julie
Andrews — and with Tom Jones; but his
talent is in fact that of aTreorchy man
absurdly magnified. So this record, amix of
folk songs, show tunes, straight opera ( a
rousing Verdi chorus), hymns and aJewish
hora, has something for everyone. There are
some ingenious arrangements, and the
whole production is at the very top level of a
minor musical genre. The record, made in
the Brangwyn Hall of Swansea Guildhall,
with its organ, does justice to the range of
the 80 voices, from rich basses to tenors who
almost reach falsetto. [
A:1/2]
An equally rewarding side- stream of
British musical life is of course the brass
band, and it is heard at its best in Celebration
(Chandos BBRD 1019), which celebrates the
golden jubilee of the GUS Band. Any band
can play loud; it is in the quieter passages
that these frequent contest winners show
their quality, with perfect control of
dynamics within the narrower range. The
'Jubilee' overture really sounds like acontest
showpiece— it is by Philip Sparke, aformer
GUS player. There are two sparkling
performances of Gordon Langford items, but
there are one or two rough edges in the
tuneful ' Celebration', which even includes
whistle effects. The finale of Bliss's ballet
Checkmate is adazzler; music like this brings
to mind Auden's lines'. .. to them the band
Makes its tremendous statements'. No
seaside band would have dared to play Bliss
in the year it was written! Things are
different now, as is well brought out in Keith
Wilkinson's sleevenote, but as conductor of
this session he is too self-effacing in
stressing only the part played in the band's
success by famous earlier conductors. Super
digital recording in Corby Festival Hall. [
Al]
The contrast with British brass comes with
the understatement of Bill Evans, whose

piano style, puzzling to many when he
emerged as leader of the post- bop school, is
now ( to repeat the Alan Price quote) well
accepted everywhere since his death.
California, Here ICome (
Verve 811 674-1
from IMS) is adouble album releasing for
the first time 15 titles recorded in 1967 by the
trio which Evans led at the Village Vanguard
club in New York, with Eddie Gomez on bass
and Philly Joe Jones on drums. When Bill «
Evans died at 51, The Times newspaper
honoured him with nearly acolumn of
obituary headed ' Original and influential jazz
pianist'. How important he was is amply
shown on this record, which has the benefit
of about 2000 erudite words of sleevenotes
by Peter Keepnews — amodel of their kind,
without any of the slangy hyperbole which
some American critics choose as their style.
The tunes are attractive and varied: ' Round
Midnight' ( taken rather faster than the Monk
original), 'Alfie', ' Polka Dots and
Moonbeams', to name just afew. This is a
fascinating record; alive recording,
complete with applause, is passable, but the
music is star stuff. Mr]
Once upon atime Iwould not have
thought it possible to like both jazz and
organs. Yashashiku: Brian Hazelby Plays
Yamaha (
Grosvenor GRS 1130) is astrikingly
musicianly selection. The title means ' easily'
or ' easy going' — but although this obviously
belongs in the easy listening racks, it is full of
ingenuity, such as the final track, afastish ' C
Jam Blues' which contains licks, to use the
word of the time, that the Ellington band of
1940 never dreamed of. A more modern
sound is heard in Hazelby's treatment of
Monk's ' Round Midnight'. The Yamahas
used on this recording sound like superior
instruments of their kind. [
A:1]
Brian Sharp, one of the top stars of the
organ world, in Nighthawk (
Grosvenor GRS
1129) has aless successful stab at jazz—
several big band themes played too fast, and
he is happier with romantic tunes like ' My
Foolish Heart'. The instrument is aTechnics
Pro 90; the sleeve illustrates its astonishing
six levels of keys and knobs. [
A:2]
In aless highpowered month Something
Special by Graeme Wright ( GRS 1131) would
indeed live up to its title, but it is
overshadowed by the other Grosvenor
releases both as to technique and tunes. The
organ is aBontempi KP 756. [
A:2]
Hey, Look Me Over (
Grosvenor GRS 1134)
offers Nicholas Martin playing aWurlitzer
organ formerly at the Paramount Cinema,
Newcastle and now at the Turner's Merrygo-round music complex at Northampton.
The title suggests atypical organist's
singalong, but there are goodies of amore
refined type, such as ' Room 504' ( lovely
tune I), Harry Warren's ' IKnow Why' and two
works by our own Vivian Ellis, recently
appreciated anew as agreat light music
composer since the revival of Mr Cinders.
The tunes here are ' Spread aLittle
Happiness' and ' Coronation Scot' ( avivid
performance). But what makes this record
outstanding even among many good
Grosvenor productions is that Nicholas
Martin was only 19 when it was made. Being
old enough to have heard some of the great
cinema organists of the 1930s Iam amazed
at the skill of young Martin. More assuredly
and musicianly than some of the old names,
he has perfectly caught the style of the 1930s
and subtly modernised it without losing the
real sound of acinema intermission. Nobody
in those days, my memory tells me, played
better than this young soloist does now, 50
years on. [
A:1] I C
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LOWEST PRICES- THAT'S A PROMISE
If you find that any item you intend buying at Comet is currently advertised and in stock at a lower price
elsewhere - let us know and ... WE

WILL BEAT THAT PRICE ON THE SPOT...

on all brand new current merchandise in stock

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
AKAI
AMU 41 2x55 Zero Drive'
AMU 61 2x75 'Zero Drive'
EAG 30S 5band graphic equaliser
EAG 90 12 band graphic equaliser
AMUI 2x22
AMU2 2x30
AMU3 2x45
MARANTZ
PM3I0 2x 25
PM420 2x40, with input
for compact disc
EQ 20D graphic equaliser
PIONEER
SA 620 2x45
SA 720 2x65
SA 540 2x30
SA 740 2x40
SA 940 2x 70
SG 530 graphic equaliser
DT 530 digital timer

Comet Price
inc. VAT
119.90
149.90
69.90
139.90
69.90
89.90
129.90
73.90
164.90
119.90
79.90
89.90
64.90
99.90
139.90
99.90
49.90

ROTEL
RA 820 2x 25
RA 840 2x40
RA860 2x60

79.90
114.90
179.90

SANSUI
AT-202S 24 hour digital timer
A505S 2x30
AU-D101 2x 30superfeecl
forward amplifier
AU-D22 2x35 super feed forward amp
AU-D33 2x50 super feed forward amp.
SONY
TAAX2 2x 25
SEH 229 band graphic equaliser

39.90
59.90
99.90
119.90
139.90
49.90
49.90

Extend your Guarantee to 5years for £8.95.

Tuner/Amplifiers - continued

Comet Price
inc. VAT

ROTEL
RX820L 2x22 LW/MW/FM
SANSUI
R303L 2x20 LW/MW/FM

74.90

Extend your Guarantee to 5years for £. 95

SONY
X05 2x20 watts, LW/MW/FM,
Dolby cassette with auto tape
select, auto record level control
X07 2x28 watts, LW/MW/FM,
digital tuner, 12 pre-set stations
(6 FM/6 AM), Dolby cassette with
auto tape select, auto record level
control, digital tape counter

99.90

139.90

DIGITAL AUDIO
DISC PLAYERS
MARANTZ
CD73

Comet Price
inc. VAT
29.90

CORAL
MC88E high output moving coil
GOLDRING
G800
G950
G950E Elliptical Stylus
ORTOFON
VMS 3in fitted headshell
VMS 5E
VMS 10E
VMS 20E Mk II
SHURE
M75EJ
M75ED
M95ED

7.90
8.90
9.90
6.90
11.90
17.90
27.90
14.90
16.90
19.90

SONY
XLI5B
XLMMI
XLMC Imoving coil
HATIO mini step up transformers
(pair)

529.90

SONY

CDP -101 inc. remote
549.90

Extend your Guarantee to 5years for £29.95.

MARANTZ
ST320L LW/MW/FM
ST430L LW/MW/FM quartz synthesised
ST52 1
L LW/MW/FM Quartz Synthesised
7pre-sets FM/7 pre-sets AM
PIONEER
TX 540L LW/MW/FM
TX 720L MW/LW/FM
TX 940L LW/MW/FM quartz synthesised
16 pre-set stations 8FM/8 AM
ROTEL
RT 820L LW/MW/FM

69.90
99.90
99.90

•••

74.90
99.90
129.90
64.90
79.90
109.90
64.90

SANSUI
T505LS LW/MW/FM
TU-S33L LW/MW/FM. To match
AU-D22/AU-D33

99.90

SONY
STJX2L LW/MW/FM

49.90

TENSAI
Tr 3445 LW/MW/FM switchable I.F.
bandwidth

34.89

59.90

Extend your Guarantee to 5years for £. 95.

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
AKAI
R22L 2x30 LW/MW/FM
12 random pre-set stations
PIONEER
SX600L 2x20 LW/MW/FM inc 5
pre-sets
SX700L 2x40 LW/MW/FM inc 7
pre-sets

19/83
120

159.90

89.90
129.90

9.90

AKG
KI
K130

9.90
19.90

MARANTZ
HP 15
HP 25
PIONEER
SE2
SEL4
SOLA VOX
SH100

10.90
23.90
12.90
16.90
6.90

SONY
MDR IT
MDR C.D7
AKAI
ATK IL LW/MW/FM
ATS3L LW/MW/FM quartz
synthesised, 16 pre set stations
ATS 6IL AM/FM quartz synthesised

6.90
11.90
19.90

HEADPHONES

(Includes 2Compact Discs)

control

CARTRIDGES

119.90

9.90
69.90

TURNTABLES
AKA'
APB IC belt-drive inc. mag. cartridge
APD2C direct drive, auto return inc.
mag. cartridge
MARANTZ
TTI2OCT belt-drive, sens auto Inc. mag.
cartridge
TT221 direct-drive inc. mug. cartridge
TT520CT belt-drive, linear tracking, fully
auto, inc. mag. cartridge

59.90
79.90

54.90
74.90
119.90

PIONEER
PL120 belt-drive inc. mag. cartridge
PL2 belt-drive inc. mag. cartridge
PL 7direct drive, fully automatic,
PC3MC moving coil cartridge
PL340 belt-drive Inc. mag. cartridge
PL640 direct-drive, quartz locked,
auto arm return, inc. PC5MC moving
coil cartridge
PL 740 direct-drive, quartz-locked,
fully auto, inc. PC5MC moving
coil cartridge

119.90

ROTEL
FtP830 belt-drive inc. mag. cartridge
RP850 belt-drive inc. mag. cartridge

99.90
149.90

SANSUI
PD IOS direct drive, auto return, inc.
mug. cartridge
SR222 Mk. IV belt-drive manual.
Cartridge extra
•
Recommended cartridge for above:
Ortofon VM SI
OE
SONY
PSLX5 quartz locked, direct drive, fully
automatic, inc mag. cartridge
Extend your Guarantee to 5years for £. 95.
(Excluding cartridge and stylus).

59.89
49.90
99.90
64.90
99.90

54.90
79.90
17.90

69.90

ALL SPEAKERS ARE
PRICED AS PAIRS
GOODMANS
Quartet Q30 2way
Quartet Q40 2way
Quartet Q70 3way
Melody 2way
Mezzo 3way
Magnum 3way
LS35A 2way BBC
Monitor
MARANTZ
LD20 2way
LD30 2way
LD50 2way
ROTEL
RL850 2way
RL870 2way
RL 915 2way bass reflex
SOLAVOX
HP 140 2way
HP 170 2way
HP 180 3way

Suitable
amplifier
wattage
(7 - 30)
(7 - 40)
( 10 - 120)
( 10 - 45)
( 10 - 75)
( 10 - 90)

32.90
39.90
69.90
79 .
90
129.90
149.90

( 15 - 50)

199.90

( 10 - 60)
( 10- 100)
( 10 - 120)

89.90
99.90
139.90

( 10 - 50)
(20 - 100)
(20- 100)

79.90
I39.90
149.89

( 15 - 40)
( 15 - 70)
(20 - 80)

39.90
59.90
69.90

TANGENT
Excelsior III 2way
( 10 - 50)
XLR2 2way
( 15 - 85)
WHARFEDALE
Denton GX 2way
( 10 - 30)
Linton GX 2way
( 15 - 60)
Laser 50 2way
( 10 - 60)
Laser 90 2way
( 15 - 75)
Laser 110 2way
( 15 - 100)
Mach 3 2way
( 15 - 100)
SPEAKER STAND
SABRE SB-I stand for above speakers

59.89
119.89
39.90
59.90
69.90
89.90
109.90
179.90
17.90

Extend your Guarantee to 5years for £ 10.95. (Per Pair).

"I promise you 12 months guarantee ir cluding parts and labour on all goods. All work is carried
out by Comet's own engineers ormanufacturers. After the initial guarantee period you
can still rely on us to see that your purchases are kept in working order"

BLANK TAPES

Comet Price
inc. VAT
149.90
89.90
119.90
229.90

279.90

BASF LOI EXTRA I
C60 3pack
C90 3pack
BASF CHROMDIOXID II
C60 2pack
C90 2pack
MAXL CASSETTE TAPE
- UL C9e 3pack
UD C90 2pack
XLI C90 2pack
XL2 C90 2pack
SONY CASSETTE TAPE
CHF 60 3pack
CHF 90 3pack

Comet Price
inc. VAT
2.20
2.70

TDK DYNAMIC CASSETTES
D C60 3pack
D C90 5pack
TDK AD CASSETTES
AD C60 2pack
AD C90 3pack

2.30
3.30
2.75
2.50
3.15
3.50
1.95
2.70
2.25
4.25
2.00
3.40

349.90

AKAI
HX1 Dolby B, 12 segment FLD
display, metal tape facility
HX3 Dolby B & C
HXR5 auto reverse, Dolby B & C,
auto tape selector
GXR6 3head twin capstan,
Dolby B & C, auto reverse
G X7 3head twin capstan, Dolby
B & C, auto tape selector
GXF 91 Computer controlled, Dolby
B & C, 3head, motorised tape loading,
auto tape bias, electronic tape counter,
auto fader, memory play

84.90
99.90
139.90
169.90
229.90

379.90

MARANTZ
SD 220 Dolby
SD 320 Dolby B & C
SD 420 Dolby B & C, two motor logic
control, microprocessor compuslcip
and auto repeat
SD 630 Dolby B & C, IC full logic
transport, quick auto reverse,
record and playback, auto record
mute

79.90
99.90
139.90

199.90

PIONEER
C1."320 Dolby B
CT340 Dolby B
C1'540 Dolby B, 2motor, timer
start, logic controls
CT740 Dolby B, 2motor, timer
start, music search, logic
controls
CT940 Dolby B & C, 2motor,
timer start, music search,
logic controls
CT3 Dolby It, one-touch record,
music search
CT4 Dolby B & C, one touch record,
music search
CT5 Dolby B & C, one-touch record,
music search

69.90
84.90
99.90
129.90
159.90
59.90
79.90
89.90

ROTEL
RD840 Dolby Band C

94.90

SANSUI
D55MS soft touch, Dolby B
D77 DRS auto reverse, Dolby B
D99 DS double cassette deck for dubbing,
Dolby Band a.m.p s
SHARP
RTIO0 with Dolby B

64.90
134.90
149.90
54.90

SONY
TCFX3 Dolby B, 2motor, full logic
control
TCFX5OOR auto reverse, Dolby 13 & C.;
logic controls, music sensor

99.90
159.90

OPEN REEL TAPE RECORDERS
AKAI
GX77 6head, auto reverse, EE tape
capability, micro computer logic
controls, auto tape loading
MM77 Mic. mixer

399.90
79.90

Extend your Guarantee to 5years for £ 10.95.

TDK EE OPEN REEL TAPE
SA 35/90
SA 35/180

Chairman

Hi -Fi Systems -continued

HI-FI CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDERS
AIWA
AD3500 with 3heads and Dolby B & C
ADF220 Dolby B & C
ADF330 Dolby B & C, Auto tape
selection, adjustable bias
ADF660 featuring the " Dolby HX
Professional" system, Dolby B & C,
3head, auto head demagnetising
ADF770 featuring the " Dolby HX
Professional" system, Dolby B & C.
3head, auto head demagnetising
plus digital automatic tape
adaptation ( DATA)
ADF990 featuring the " Dolby HX
Professional" system, Dolby B & C,
3head, auto head demagnetising
plus digital automatic tape
adaptation ( DATA). Amorphous
Combination head and auto
recording level control

AA- c

5.90
14.90

MICROPHONES
AKAI
ACM 80
ACM 90

7.89
9.89

AKG
D4

5.90

All offers subject to availability.

COMPACT SYSTEMS
AIWA
V-300 2x25 watts, RX-30 LW/MW/FM
receiver, 12 pre-sets (6AM/6 FM),
FX-30 cassette deck, Dolby B & C, soft
touch, synchro-record system, auto
replay facility, PX-30 fully automatic
belt-drive turntable with auto-repeat
facility, SX-6 2way loudspeakers and
RK-X30 rack
V-700 2x30 watts, MX-70 amplifier,
TX- 70 LW/MW/FM tuner, 12 presets (6AM/6 FM), LX-70 linear
tracking programmable direct-drive
turntable with intro and auto play,
FX-70 cassette deck, Dolby B & C,
SX-7 2way loudspeakers and RK-X7
rack with automatic component
connection
AKAI
SYSTEM 3 2x25 watts, AA-M3/L tuner
amplifier, quartz synthesised tuner
with 10 pre-set stations (5AM/5 FM),
memory back-up, HXM5 cassette deck,
Dolby B & C, pre-set repeat/memory
repeat/auto repeat, auto tape selector,
APM3 fully automatic belt-drive
turntable with repeat playback facility,
SW-TM3 loudspeakers and RVM1
rack
SYSTEM 5L 2x30 watts. AM-M5
amplifier with auto fader,
AT-M5/L LW/MW/FM quartz
synthesised tuner, 10 station memory,
autornning, HX-M5 Dolby B & C
cassette deck, pre-set repeat/auto
repeat/memory repeat, digital tape
counter, APM7 linear tracking, fully
automatic turntable, repeat function,
DTM7 24 hour timer, SWTM3 2way
loudspeakers plus RVM Irack
SONY
COMPACT 33 2x25 watts TA-V3 amp.
with function display, ST-V3L
LW/MW/FM tuner, 15 station presets ( 5per band), TC-V3 cassette deck,
Dolby B & C, auto tape select, PSLX20
direct-drive fully auto turntable,
SSX 180 loudspeakers (SUV 2or
SUV 7L Rack extra)
COMPACT 77 2x80 watts full remote
control, TA-V7 amp., STV7L
LW/MW/FM tuner, 8pre-sets, TC-V7
cassette deck drawer bad, Dolby B & C,
auto music search, real time
counter, PSFL 77 direct-drive, fully
auto, front load, linear track turntable,
APM700 flat diaphragm, 2-way loudspeakers, RMV70 remote control
(SUV 2or SUV 7L Rack extra)
Alternative racks for above Sony systems:
SUV- adjustable to fit any system
combination
SUV7L vertical or horizontal assembly
- designed to also accommodate
Compact Disc Player (optional extra)

399.90

499.90

379.90

529.90

399.90

999.90

19.90
69.90

HI-FI RACK SYSTEMS
AKAI
PRO E110 2x22 watts AM- U I
amp., AT- K IL LW/MW/FM tuner,
AP-BIC semi-automatic, belt-drive
turntable, HX-I Dolby cassette deck,
SRHF IW speakers and RV-El rack

369.90

AMSTRAD
TS90 2x8watts, FULL FEATURE
INFRA-RED REMOTE CONTROL,
LW/MW/FM tuner amp., cassette
deck, linear tracking turntable,
glass door and speakers

Comet Price
inc. VAT

239.90

TS99 2x8watts, FULL FEATURE
INFRA-RED REMOTE CONTROL,
LW/MW/FM tuner/amp., twin
cassette decks (for creative recording),
linear tracking turntable, glass door
and speakers

299.90

GEC
A1800 2x 18 watts. LW/MW/FM tuner
amplifier, belt-drive semi autornatic
turntable, Dolby cassette deck, loudspeakers and rack

199.90

A3000 2x30 watts. amplifier,
LW/MW/FM tuner, direct-drive
semi automatic turntable, Dolby
cassette deck, loudspeakers and rack

249.90

MARANTZ
420LS 2x40 watts. PM420 amplifier,
ST320L LW/MW/FM tuner, SD 320
Dolby B & C cassette deck, TT120
belt-drive turntable, HD250 2-way
loudspeakers and VR400 rack

399.90

PIONEER
X1000SL 2x25 watts TAIIOL
LW/MW/FM tuner/amp., PL 110 belt-drive
semi-automatic turntable, CT 110
Dolby Bone touch record cassette
deck, CS161 2way bass reflex
loudspeakers and CB210AW rack

269.90

XG1 2x20 watts SA- I30 amp., TX- 130L
tuner ( LW/MW/FM stereo), PL- 130
belt-drive turntable inc. mag. cart.,
CT 330 Dolby cassette deck, CS 363
speakers and CBG5 rack

319.90

XG5 2x18 warts SA-530 amp., TX530L
tuner (LW/MW/FM stereo), PL-430
direct-drive turntable inc. mag. cart.,
Cl" 330 Dolby cassette deck, CS 565
speakers and CBG5 rack

439.90

XG7TL 2x70 watts SA-930 amp.,
TX930L tuner ( LW/MW/FM),
PL930 direct-drive turntable inc.
moving coil cart., CT-730 Dolby
cassette deck, CS 767 speakers and
CBG7 tall rack
OPTIONAL EXTRAS FOR ABOVE
PIONEER SYSTEMS
DT530 Digital Tirner
SG530 Graphic Equaliser

629.90
49.90
99.90

ROTEL
SYSTEM 50 2x24 watts LW/MW/FM
tuner, RP820 belt drive semi
auto turntable inc. mag. cartridge,
Dolby NR cassette with metal tape •
facility, RK835 rack and 2-way
speakers

269.90

SYSTEM 70 2x36 watts
LW/MW/FM, digital tuner with 10
presets, digital frequency readout
doubles as 24 hour clock, RP820 belt
drive semi auto turntable inc. mag.
cartridge, Dolby NR cassette with
metal tape facility, RK835 rack and
2-way speakers

319.90

SANSUI
IS 220 2x20 watts LW/MW/FM,
R303LS tuner/amplifier, D55MS Soft
touch Dolby cassette deck, PDIOS
direct drive turntable inc. mag.
cartridge plus GXS2 rack and S3I 0
loudspeakers

269.90

IS 550 2x30 watts A 505 amplifier, T505
LW/MW/FM tuner, D55MS softtouch Dolby cassette deck, PD IOS
direct-drive turntable inc. mag.
cartridge. Plus 0X53 rack and S3I0
loudspeakers
SANYO
GXT 200 2x10 watts, LW/MW/FM
tuner/amp., Dolby Bcassette deck,
semi-automatic turntable, inc.
loudspeakers and rack

329.90

179.90

3230W 2x30 watts GA350 amplifier
with 5band graphic equaliser, 1T250
LW/MW/FM tuner, RDW360 twin cassette
deck, high speed (2.5X) dubbing, Dolby B
noise reduction with automatic music
search, TP250 semi automatic belt
drive turntable, inc. 2-way
loudspeakers and rack

399.90

SONY
SRI 2x20 watts STRVX I
OL
LW/MW/FM tuner/amplifier, 8pre-set
stations, PSLX22 semi auto, direct
drive turntable inc. mag. cart.,
TCFX25 Dolby cassette deck, SSE24
2-way loudspeakers plus SUS23 rack

399.90

Extend your Guarantee to 5years for £25.95.
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AUDIO
THE REVOLUTION
Introducing Digital Audio Disc Players
with Optical Readout. The Greatest Advance in 1-11-Fi Sound Reproduction Yet!
The grooveless discs play for up to one hour and are less than 5" in diameter. They contain digitallyencoded ' pits' sealed within aprotective outer layer making the recording virtually invulnerable to
surface scratches and dirt. These ' pits' are read and converted to asound signal by the player's
computerised laser scanner — and because disc and laser never come into physical contact, there can
never be any playing wear on either disc or player,— records will sound equally brilliant no matter
how often they are played!
The result is: up to one hour of perfect sound per disc — without any of the drawbacks of conventional
systems ... No Wow, No Flutter, No Hiss and No Rumble — Unaffected by Slight Bumps and Vibrations!
Which means ... No Scratches, No Clicks, NoJumps and No Background Noise — just perfect, crystal
clear music of master recording quality.
(Channel separation, signal-to-noise ratio and dynamic range all exceed 90dB. Harmonic distortion
is less than 0.005%).
The players integrate perfectly with existing or new hi-fi systems and are extremely simple to operate
— yet they offer the superb extra facility of programme- track-editing — so you can omit or repeat
tracks at the touch of abutton.
There are already hundreds of different disc titles available in this country — ranging from Rock and
Jazz to Classics and ' Middle-of- the- Road'.

meet Kai Z°
MARANTZ CD 73
". . . Not only was the CD clearer
with inaudible tape modulation
...
noise, and also quieter, but the
bass register was obviously
cleaner, clearer, deeper and more
articulate.
Digital bass is something special
compared with tape and from my
experience also when compared
with vinyl disc. The treble register is finely
detailed with abelievable string tone, and great
delicacy where appropriate; altogether superior to analogue disc.
Stereo imaging was extraordinarily sharply focused
with no blurring or wandering .
.Depth effects appeared to be
limited only by the recording technique, and on two tracks
considerable low level ambience was convincingly portrayed."
'HiFi for Pleasure' October, 1982 (Reviewing the forerunner
of the Moran tz CD- 73 Compact Disc Player).

-)MItee
.. :" .. .. ...

Complete with 2DigitalDiscs!
1. POLYGRAM DEMONSTRATIONALBUM featuring 12
classic tracks including: Avalon — ROXY MUSIC: Romeo
& Juliet of
— DIRE
Stayin' Alive — BEE GEES and
Chariots
Fire —STRAITS:
VANGELIS.
2. SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE — TI-IE NEW YORK
PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA Conducted by Zubin
Mehta. " In some cases the quality of sound captured is
sensational, for exampl e i
n the Symphonie fantastiqu e .
"Take my word for it, the Compact Disc brings anew
excitement to listening." Gramophone, March 1983.

COMET PRICE L529.90 inc. VAT
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SONY

ein

SONY CDP-101

inc. remote control

Here's what atop reviewer
had to say about the Sony
CDP-101 in the 'HiFi Choice'
buying guide, 'Turntables
and Tonearms':
".. . aluxury design with
advanced features.
In addition to its advanced 'sound-on' rapid access cueing, multiple programming functions and timer-actuated start,
it offers numeric keypad entry for fast selection of any desired track. Access time is around one second."
"Extended listening tests indicated that the signal output was of excellent quality, justifying its higher price.
We think Sony have awinner with this advanced CD player. We could not think of anything we would like to change
or add, acompliment indeed".

COMET PRICE £549.90 inc. VAT
SONY MDR-CD7 STEREO
HEADPHONES

with 24K Gold Plated Diaphragms

Sony developed these superb state-of-the-art stereo headphones in
line with their Compact Disc player, in order that the greater
frequency response and wider dynamic range these players offer
over conventional systems could be fully appreciated from the
outset. They have been specifically designed to extract the
optimum performance ... and they succeed wonderfully!
Built to the very highest specifications the MDR-CD7's utilise
materials of the very finest quality — the driver units each contain a
response diaphragm plated with 24K gold, capable of reproducing
the purest sound without distortion.
The frequency response of these headphones is an amazing
2 - 24,000 Hz — reproducing rich bass sounds and brilliant trebles and awide Dynamic Range to match the Compact Disc
specification. Ergonomically designed for maximum listening comfort the MDR-CD7's have acompact, lightweight
design and incorporate Urethene earpads to allow atight fit giving ambient sound insulation of more than 30dB.
Complete with Sony's unique ` Unimatch' plug which can accommodate mini or standard size jacks.

COMET PRICE £69.90 inc. VAT

Compact Digital Disc Players at Comet
Remember...
THE ONLY SOUND YOU HEAR IS THE MUSIC
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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H141 RACK SYSTEMS
Rotel System 70
Rotel's expertise in the sound equipment field is reflected in the quality
of System 70. Central to the system is the RCX 840/L Integrated
Stereo Cassette Receiver, comprising sophisticated tuner, cassette
deck with Dolby noise reduction, and powerful 36 watt amplifier with
facility for the addition of agraphic equaliser or input of video sound.
The Liquid Crystal Display doubles as afrequency readout for the
radio and atwenty-four hour digital clock. There are 10 preset station
selections for FM, and 5more divided between MW and LW. Cassette
deck features fast acting peak level LED's that
can be switched to display amplifier power.
Equalisation is provided to bring out the best
in metal, special and normal tapes. Records are
catered for by the RP 820 semi-automatic
belt drive turntable, and the twin RL 820
loudspeakers can be supplemented by asecond
pair of Rotel loudspeakers if required. The
system is housed in ahandsome RK 835 rack.

COMET PRICE £319.90 inc. VAT

Rotel System 50

re,•ieeb

401 iso,

A stylish blend of advanced technology and elegant appearance —
that's Rotel's System 50. The main feature is the RCX 820/L Integrated
Stereo Cassette Receiver — combining powerful 24 watt amplifier,
LW/MW/FM radio receiver and front loading Dolby cassette deck.
LED signal strength indicator gives easy tuning on all three bands,
and the cassette has selection facility for metal, special and normal
tapes. An advanced feature of the amplifier is the facility for addition of a
graphic equaliser or input of soundtrack from a
video recorder. For your records there's the
handsome RP 820 semi- automatic belt drive
turntable, with magnetic cartridge equipped low
mass tonearm, and bringing out the best in your
music are twin Rotel infinite baffle loudspeakers
with maximum power input of 25/35 watts. There's
even the facility for adding two further speakers,
so you can have music in different rooms.
Completing the system is the compact and
attractive RK 835 woodgrain finish rack with record
storage space and hinged glass top and glass door.

COMET PRICE £269.90 inc. VAT
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SCOTTISH BRANCHES ARE ALSO OPEN SUNDAY 10 am until 5pm

AND VIDEO

SCOTLAND
Weser«
WAREHOUSES
ABERDEEN
0224 640434
DUNDEE
0382 28101
EDINBURGH
031-554 4454
GLASGOW
041 886 5731
GLASGOW
0698 815134
DISCOUNT SHOPS
AYR
0292 262284
DUMFRIES
0387 63958
DUNFERMLINE
0383 135136
EDINBURGH
031-346 0191/2
FALKIRK
0324 34247
GALASHIELS
0896 57722
GLASGOW
041-334 4667
GREENOCK
0415 20261
KILMARNOCK
0563 20126
KIRKCALDY
0592 268405
PERTH
0738 29117/8
SHAWFIELD M. Rutharglen)... 041 647 5832
STIRLING
0786 2370
NORTHERN ENGLAND
WAREHOUSES
BIRKENHEAD
051-647 5555
BRADFORD
0274 45384
GRIMSBY
0472 59823
HUDDERSFIELD
0484 40261
HULL
0482 46441
JARROW
091 4892211
LEEDS
0532 440551
LIVERPOOL
051-928 6688
MANCHESTER
061-682 6016
NEWCASTLE
0632 868811
ROCHDALE
0706 50806
SHEFFIELD
0742 341721
SPEKE
051 494 9933
STOCKPORT
061-477 2000
STOCKTON
0642 612311
SUNDERLANO
0783 659993
WIGAN
0942 34741
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ASHTON UNDER LYNE
061-308 4225
BARNSLEY
0226 83358/9
BARROW-IN-FURNESS . 0229 31520 or 31595

LONDON

SOUTH
WAREHOUSES
BRIGHTON.
EASTLEIGH
NEWHAVEN
OXFORD
READING
ROCHESTER
SOUTHAMPTON

•
Discount Photographic Department at all branches except Wakefield

COMET'S LOVV INTEREST TERMS
-HIRE PURCHASE
£70 to £ 1,000 10% DEPOSIT
with up to 3YEARS TO PAY
by equal monthly instalments.

FLAT RATE 14%

A.P.R. 27.3%

DISCOUNT SHOPS
ALDERSHOT
AYLESBURY
BASILDON
BEDFORD
BOURNEMOUTH
CAMBRIDGE
CANTERBURY
COLCHESTER
EASTBOURNE
FOLKESTONE
GUILDFORD
HIGH WYCOMBE
IPSWICH
LUTON
PORTSMOUTH
SALISBURY
SLOUGH
SOUTHEND
STEVENAGE
SWINDON
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WATF ORD
WEYMOUTH
WOKING
WORTHING

WAREHOUSES
DAGENHAM
01.5955111
HACKBRIDGE ( Nr. Croydon)
01.669 4321
HAYES ( Middlesex)
01.573 1841
NEASDEN
01-459 8877
POTTERS BAR
0707 43491
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BEXLEYHEATH
'01.301 1881
BROMLEY
01.464 0430
CATFORD
01.690 8611/2
FINCHLEY
01-444 5150 or 5159
HOUNSLOW
01-572 5013 or 5023
KINGSTON
01-549 8799
01-785 9891
PUTNEY
WIMBLEDON
01 542 2201/2

MIDLANDS
WAREHOUSES
BIRMINGHAM
021.472 6181
BIRMINGHAM
021.7060684
COVENTRY
0203440151/440176
LEICESTER
0533 538741
LEICESTER
0533 530236/7/8/9
LINCOLN
0522 37437/8
NORWICH
0603 411831
NOTTINGHAM/DERBY
0602 398116
WILLENHALL
0902 60411
WYLDE GREEN
021 382 8866

or Ring Teledata 24- hour service on 01-200 0200

(
except Ayr, Dumfries, Greenock & Kirkcaldy)

DISCOUNT SHOPS
BURTON- ON- TRENT
0283 45751/2
DUDLEY
0384 214511
GREAT YARMOUTH
0493 58828/9
HANLEY
0782 264495
KETTERING
0536 515191
KINGS LYNN
0553 62043/4
LEAMINGTON SPA
0926 39417
MANSFIELD
0623 35112
NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME : . 0782 826435
NORTHAMPTON
0604 22151/2
NOTTINGHAM
0602 598222
NUNEATON
0203 387023
PETERBOROUGH
0733 46633 or 46683
SHREWSBURY
0743 67629
TELFORD
0952 47261/2
WEST BROMWICH
021-553 1157/8
WOLVERHAMPTON
0902 21113/4
WORCESTER
0905 356805

BLACKBURN
0254 57813
BOLTON
0204 387153/5
BRIDLINGTON
0262 72050
BURNLEY
0282 35214
CARLISLE
0228 38441/2
CHESTER
0244 313724
0246 71390
CHESTERFIELD
0270 214328
CREWE
0325 57361
DARLINGTON
0924 461203
DEWSBURY
0302 786670
DONCASTER
0405 3449
GOOLE
0422 59434
HALIFAX
0423 67312
HARROGATE
0532 588679
HORSFORTH
0482 20681
HULL
0535 67021
KEIGHLEY
0524 62904
LANCASTER
0942 670711
LEIGH
LIVERPOOL
051-708 7170
MACCLESFIELD
0625 610030
MANCHESTER
061-834 1861
MANCHESTER
061-998 1183 or 1651
0977 104249
PONTEFRACT
PRESTON
8772 21900 or 21909
ROTHERHAM
0709 61901
SCARBOROUGH
0723 75537
SCUNTHORPE
0724 869615/6
SOUTHPORT
_
0704 31813
' WAKEFIELD ......... — .... 0924 371499
WORKINGTON
0900 63476/7
YORK
0904 21654/5

For the address of your nearest COMET Branch
See your local Telephone Directory

OPEN DAILY TO THE PUBLIC
Monday to Friday 9am until 8pm
(Saturday until 5.30 pm)

0252 331142/3
0296 28771/2
0268 556299 or 556349
0234 46625/6
0202 293334/5
0223 312248
0227 56744
0206 541382
0323 766010
0303 59166/7
0483 38003/4
0494 444771/2
0473 215596/7
0582 414965 or 419888
0705 824666/7/8
0722 24562/3
0753 70535/6
0702 715151
0438 316545
0793 41606/7
0892 41477
0923 21311/2
030 57 74711
048 62 20026
0903 211161

WALES AND SOUTH

WEST

WAREHOUSES
BRISTOL
CARDIFF

0272 559841
0222 394016

CAR DIFF

0222 566138

CLEVFOON

0272 876041

EXETER

0392 76435

NEWPORT
0633 50431
PLYMOUTH
0752 29501
SWANSEA
0792 463332
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BATH
0225 64302/3/4 or 64201
BRISTOL
0272 293395/6
CHELTENHAM
0242 25786
GLOUCESTER
0452 411233
HEREFORD
0432 59259
TAUNTON
0823 86116
TOROUAY
0803 211581/2
WREXHAM
0978 357115

0273 692421/4
0703 614722
0273 515081
0865 248232
0734 599911
0634 49171
0703 36944

MAIL ORDER

listed below, including the
postal order, made payable to

Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse
appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or

"COMET". If buying on ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD or COMET CARD include
your card number and mark your order "ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD/COMET

CARD".
Goods purchased by

mail order are origin marked in accordance with the Trade

Descriptions ( Origin Markings) Miscellaneous Goods Order,
returnable within 14 days in accordance with the above Order.

Securicor Delivery.

1981,

and are

All stock items will be delivered by Securicor ( mainland

U.K. only). Please add £ 5.25 to your order for this service.
All goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.
Postage and Packing
Microphones £ 1.30.

(
per item): Cartridges 70p,

Styli 55p, Headphones £ 1.60,

Blank tapes — per order, irrespective of quantity, Spool tapes 80p, Cassettes
55p, Video tapes 80p.

MAIL ORDER FORM: To Comet Discount Warehouses,
78, Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF
Comet
Discount Price
Qty.
Manufacturer
Model
Description

example: Racked Hi -Fi system, Comet Price £ 279.50 or DepositE23.50 Repayable by
36 monthly instalments of f9.87. TOTAL COMET CREDIT PRICE £384.132.

£1,000 and Overl 0% DEPOSIT
with up te, 5YEARS TO PAY
by equal monthly instalments.

FLAT RATE 12 1/
2%

A.P.R. 23.2%

example: Anassortment of items, Cashpricef 'I099.00. Depositel 09.00 Repayable by
60 monthly instalments of f26.82. TOTAL COMET CREDIT PRICE £ 1718.20.

INSTANT CREDIT UP TO £360 WITH NO DEPOSIT
You may apply at any Comet branch to open aBudget Account. Ask for written details.
Interest of 1.75% of the balance outstanding will be chargedtoyouraccounteachmonth.

A.P.R. 23.1%

(
Bankers Order repayment)

COMO IS

kért
a à
ariir
z

freer, Broker le Po. servo.

Comet Radiovision Service. Ltd

George House. George Sung. Hull

Securicor Delivery
P+ P0
Ienclose my cheque/postal order for TOTAL f
made payable to Comet or debit my
ACCESS"D / BARCLAYCARD' El / COMET CREDIT CARD' I:I
rtnk aPproPrtate box) CARD No.

Order by Mail or Telephone Leeds 0532
440551. using ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD

Name

or COMET CARD, or simply phone
your nearest Comet branch and pay

Address

the driver on delivery.

All prices quoted in Comet's Advertisements are correct at time of going to press

L

Signature
HFN

H FP

PH

WH

HA

PRH

SM

G
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686-2599

CLASSIFIED 686-2599

Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 25p per word ( private), minimum £ 5.50 Box Nos. £2.25 extra.
Trade rates 30p per word, minimum £7.50. Copy and remittance for advertisements in December issue must reach these
offices by 12th October addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No.
indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an
intention to discriminate on grounds of sex ( eg. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be
accepted unless;
(1) The job is for the purpose of a private householder or
(2) It is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) It is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to
apply.

FOR SALE- Private
NAIM 32/SMAPS/250 amplifier £950. Will
sell power amplifier separately for £ 650 if
required. Recent model. Box No 0707. ( XS)
PAIR KEF 105 speakers £480 or offer. Telephone 01-903 3742 working hours, 01-940
4891 weekends and evenings. ( K)
IMF MONITOR loudspeakers, Mk3
(improved) £ 250 pr; TLS80-11 £ 200 pr. Decca
Garrott gold ( new) £ 120. All super condition.
Tel Wivenhoe ( 020622) 5264. ( K)
BASS DRIVERS 15", 20Hz resonance. Richard
Allan HD15, 16000 gauss, 2" voice coils.
Super Units. New, boxed. £85 pair, plus
carriage or collect. Ipswich 54528. ( K)
QUAD CORNER RIBBON speaker, circa 1949,
£83. Perfect order. Walnut cabinet very good
cond. Best offer over £ 100. Buyer collects.
lspwich 54528. ( K)
QUAD ELECTROSTATIC, bronze, perfect,
boxed, £250. Sub- woofer, active crossover,
amplifier £30. Four-way loudspeakers, HFN
design. Demonstrations: Crafts Hill 81703
(Cambridgeshire). ( K)
KEF CALINDA free-standing speakers, 100
watt programme, walnut finish £ 140. Telephone Ash Bank ( Stoke on Trent) 4622
(evenings). ( K)
LEAK 3030 time delay compensated loudspeakers. New condition. £ 100 pair. Telephone 01-595 2061. ( K)
CRIMSON 510 battery powered pre- amp £60.
Technics RSM260 cassette deck fluorescent
meters 2 years old 01-394 1686 Ewell evenings. ( K)
IAS STUDIO horn- loaded loudspeakers, walnut, £ 500 the pair plus special stands £25.
Dual CS701 direct drive turntable with Supex
SD900E moving coil cartridge £ 120. Tel
01-888 8243. ( K)
QUAD ELECTROSTATIC bronze in excellent
condition £ 200. Wiveliscombe, Somerset,
Tel ( 0984) 23155. ( K)
REVOX A77, 2 track suitcase model. Excl
condition domestic use, plus remote control
& 36000' dynarange. £250 Tel 02602 ( Congleton) 71176 evenings. ( K)
144

SANSUI AU70 stereo amplifier 25 watts per
channel valve amplifier. Transistor preamplifier, many extra features, immaculate
condition. £60 o.n.o. Tel Leicester 354747
evenings. ( K)

LEGENDARY PICKUP ARMS FOR SALE collectors items. The rare and beautiful
Swiss- made Breuer Dynamic ( offers).
Genuine Socttish-assernbled Black lttok from
Linn Products (£400). Very early 12 inch SME
arm, with original Ortofon headshell and
bias compensator update (£75). Also Grace
70711 and SME Ill, £35 each to clear. Box No
0705. ( H)

THE ULTIMATE SYSTEM Complete Linn/
Naim tri-amped lsobarik system for sale,
genuine low ' mileage', about 18 months old.
This comprises Linn LP12/Ittok/Asak, Naim
NAC32, NAXO, 2 x SNAPS, 3 x NAP250,
plus Linn lsobarik PMS speakers, all leads
etc. Will sell complete for £3,000. Send offers
for separate components, all enquiries
answered. Box No 0705. ( H)

DISC CUTTING. Master and demos. Press
ings Cassettes, mcbile recording studio. Fret
brochure. TAM Studio. 13a Hamilton Way
London N3. Tel: 01-346003. ( X)

spendor
BARNARD ELECTRONICS, LONDON SERVICE AGENT
FOR ALL SPENDOR PRODUCTS.
Specially calibrated and selected drive units stocked to
overhaul Spendor loudspeakers to the original
manufacturer's specification.
BARNARD ELECTRONICS, 82 PENTIRE ROAD,
LONDON E17
TEL: 01-531 8705

FOR SALE - Trade

RODS
COMPACT

LINN ITTOK, hardly used, £ 160. Musical
Fidelity ' The Preamp', £ 160. Meridian 1018
preamp, latest spec. with m- m, m- cmodules,
£150. Yamaha CT610 tuner, boxed as new,
£60. 01-661 9353 evenings only. ( J.S.)

LARGE

DISCS

RANGE

POST FREE

FROM STOCK.

BY 1st CLASS MAIL

SELECTIONS MAY BE EXCHANGED.
Write

for

details and

current

lists

to

RO DIGITAL SUPPLIES
15 Mill Lane, A lwaiton, Peterborough. Cambs,

MUSICAL FIDELITY preamp. Updated to
June ' 83 spec. £ 145. Asak-T, 20 months
meticulous use. £75. Chris Breunig 01-586
2898. ( JS)
DYNATRON MC 1010 CR, sleek low- line
music-centre. Comprises AM/FM tuner- amp,
Garrard 35 SB player with Shure cartridge,
Dolby cassette deck. Offered with pair Celestion Ditton 15 speakers at £ 100 for quick sale.
Ideal for hi-fi family with youngster itching
for own system. Tel: 01-653 1695 ( Croydon).
(JS)

SERVICES
Audio Repairs by Electronics Engineer, 35
years' experience. Extensive facilities enabling High Standards with Official Approval
from QUAD, RANK, LEAK, SANSUI, and
elsewhere QUALITY VALVED EQUIPMENT.
Restored close to design wherever possible.
7days personal service. Location: Woodford
Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)

CARTRIDGES, ARMS, STYLI, accessories
Consult the experts. Competitive prices
excellent service ... and we only carry th(
best value. UK importers of the incompara
ble Walco induced- magnet cartridges an
parabolic styli. Christchurch Cartridges, " Th(
Old Forge", Tedburn St. Mary, Exeter
Devon, EX6 6EH. - el 06476-302 ( evenings)
(M)

HIGH END EQUIPMENT, all kinds of Amer
ican, Japanese and German Audiophile pro
ducts like: Audio- Research, Audiostatic
Acoustat, Conrad- Johnson, Dennesen
Esoteric A.R. Ere', Infinity, Kiseki, Krell
Koetsu, Linn, Magneplanar, Oracle, Plasmat
ronics, Quad, Revort, Stax, Snell, Threshold
Thorens, Vernissage, Zen and many other:
at lowest export prices. Ask for the lates
price list and details. We ship worldwide! H
Fi Systems. Lengscorfer Haupstrasse 75, 5:
Bonn 1, West Germany. Tel. 0228 253314 253111 Tlx. 886646 hfss d. ( E)
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686-2599

CLASSIFIED 686-2599

FOR SALE - Trade

PERSONAL
BERLIOZ SOCIETY. Founded thirty years
ago, this Society provides a meeting ground
for people who love the music of Hector
Berlioz and are interested in the highways
and byways of his life and work. Monthly
meetings in London, quarterly Bulletin. Send
s.a.e. for details to: Hon Secretary, 2nd Floor
Flat. 115 Harley Street, London W1. ( X)

HI-FI RECORD PRESSINGS BY NIMBUS £ 6.25

WANTED
QUAD VALVE AMPLIFIERS. Garrard 301 &
401, all types of valve equipment, please ask
for " Wants List". The Vintage Wireless Company, 64, Broad Street, Staple Hill, Bristol,
BS16 5NL. ( 0272) 565472. ( M)

MMC RECORDINGS
Of special Interest to
the Hi Fi Enthusiast.

IVIIVIC 001:NEIL INNES "OFF l'HE RECORD"
£ 7.99
Debuting the long awaited double album from the critically-acclaimed BBC TV series "The Instes
Book of Records" which is being shown on BBC2 from February 28th.
PARIC 002: TWENTIETH CENTURY BLUES
t6.25
Rejecting stylistic labels though generally the music is jazz based to strike a balance between
acoustic and electronic expression. A splinter group of Paraphernalia, featuring: Colin Dudman, Dill
Katz. Nick France and Pete Hartley.
MRIC 003: LAN LYNN"FORGOITEN SUMMER"
£6.25
This is avery descriptive pastoral suite expressed around synthesisers and jazz improvisations and is
the first of atrilogy.
MMC 009: RDAS CENTENNIAL PARK
£ 6.25
The debut album from three of Britain's finest musicians, Ray Russell, Mo Foster and Simon Phillips
who combine to make this one of the instrumental albums of the year. Remember "Blow By Blow?"
MIVIC 005: SUNWIND"THE SUN Buovr.
£6.25
CapitalJazz award winner 82/83. This debut album features Mark Wood on guitar and synthesiser and
Dave Defries on trumpet. Available mid February.
MMC 006:HERBY ARNISTRONG"BACK AGAINST THE WALL"
£6.25
Formerly of Van Morrison and Fox, steps out on his owe first solo album.
MMC intends to bring fresh ideas and approaches to the record industry. By emphasising quality at
every stage of the production and presentation of material, we hope to make the record a real
collector's item — the hardback among the paperback alternatives ,
.All pressings will be on virgin
vinyl, manufactured and mastered by Nimbus Records. We will be offering NEW material, recorded
specially for MMC — the kind of material too often passed over by major companies.
Releases only on direct mail order; prices include post and packing. Cheques/Postal Orders to the
following address; or for more details, and information on future releases, send s.a.e. to:

»MC RECORDINGS LTD,
3Park Cottages, Green Lane,
Stanmore, Middlesex

WANTED: QUAD 405 power amplifiers, any
condition. Contact Norman Luttbeg, " Audio
Horizons", 1117 Terrace Drive, Bryan, TX
77801, USA. ( JS)

QUADRAPHONIC— Units: JVC-Amplifier JPV1000, JVC-JM-S 1000, Denon- UDA-100,
Sansui-Decoder QSD-1 and QSD-2. Wolfgang Nehles, Munchenstr. 30, 4130 Moers 1,
West Germany. ( K)

COURSES
EX- BBC ENGINEER offers 1 to 4 week
residential training courses in Edinburgh
with considerable " Hands on" experience of
microphones, mixing desks and tape
machines. Terms: £ 150 p.w. + VAT. Tel
031-331 3298 for prospectus. ( K)

ADVERTISER'S INDEX
A & R Cambridge
Ariston Acoustics Ltd
Aston Audio Ltd
Audio Excellence
Audio Projects
Audio Tel
Audio-Technica Ltd
Avalon Hi Fi Studio
B & B Hi Fi
B & W Loudspeakers
Bang & Olufsen Ltd
Barnard Electronics
Bartletts
BASF
Basically Sound
Bath Classical Records
Bauch Ltd, FWO
Beyer Dynamics
Boothroyd Stuart
Bowers & Wilkins
Brady & Son, W. A.
Brighton Cassette Hi Fi
Cam Audio
Castle Acoustics
Celestion International
Central Recording Services
Chew & Osborne Ltd
Chichester Hi Fi
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Comet Hi Fi
Dakin Hi Fi, Nick
Five Ways High Fidelity
H. W. International
Hampshire Audio Ltd
Harman Teac
Hayden Laboratories Ltd
Hembrook Recordings Ltd
Hi Fi Markets
Howard's of Exeter Ltd
J.V.C. ( UK) Ltd
Jeffries
KEF Electronics
Keinow Audio
Laskys
Linn Products
Logic Ltd
Lowther Loudspeaker
Mayware Ltd
Mecom Acoustics
Merrow Sound
Monitor Sound Hi Fi Studio
Mordaunt Short Ltd
Musical Fidelity
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O'Brien M.
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Phase 3Hi Fi
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Subjective Audio
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HERE'S SOMETHING TO BE SAID for
mediocrity, or for keeping one's
performances or achievements below
acertain quality level. If one is consistently
mediocre, one can avoid painful
comparisons with previous milestones.
Equally unpleasant is asuccess that,
quality or merit aside, is too distinctive. Has
Warhol ever been able to shake off his soup
tin?
When aband's first big hit is too
distinctive, there's agood chance that the
casual listener will forever equate that band
with that sound, always expecting ( and often
wanting) all future releases to sound the
same. This doesn't just apply to the one- hit
wonders who continued to record after their
moments of glory. Ask most non- Rolling
Stones fans to name aStones song and
they'll still say ' Satisfaction'.
The Kinks, 20 years on, are still identified
by the primal heavy-metal sound of'You
Really Got Me'. Even though they had
massive hits after that with sounds and
structures of atotally different nature, it
follows them around. Imention the stigma of
'You Really Got Me' because its effects were
strongly apparent in 1969, when the band
produced Arthur, Or The Decline And Fall Of
The British Empire.
Between ' You Really Got Me' and Arthur,
the Kinks had hits with 'Waterloo Sunset',
'Dedicated Follower of Fashion', and ahost
of others lacking the power chords and
simplistic lyrics of that first hit. It's worth
bearing this in mind; I'd hate to give the
impression that Arthur was some kind of
satori. For at least four years prior to its
release, people knew that Ray Davies was
capable of something more strenuous than
'Girl, you really got me goin". The first
indication that the Kinks were worthy of
more than athree- minute spot on ' Ready
Steady Go' appeared in late 1965 with the
song ' A Well Respected Man' on their Kwyet
Kinks EP.
What made ' A Well Respected Man' so
refreshing — was its dissimilarity with the
standard protest fare: whining Dylan, naïve
Pete Seeger, ( you provide the adjective)
Peter, Paul, and Mary. While all of these
rather twee, innocent folkies ( okay, cross
Dylan off the list) were singing songs about
lemon trees and the possession of
carpenters' tools, offering platitudes that
would instantly save the world if only people
would listen, Ray Davies set his sights abit
lower and took better aim. Instead of
simplistic melodies designed for communal
singing around campfires, he crafted catchy
pop songs drenched in British musical
tradition — with the British as the target. Not
atomic weapons, not racism, not politics, but
the malaise that has affected the British since
World War II.
Okay, not just the malaise. He attacked —
hypocrisy ( of aparticularly British variety),
vanity ( ditto), ennui, provincialism, and
conformity. He took swipes at the rich, the
poor, and — more often than not— the middle
class. True, it all sounds abit unadventurous
from our 1983 vantage point, but it was an
absolute shocker in the ' 60s in apop music
context.
Davies wasn't just Britain's answer to Phil
Ochs or Lenny Bruce or any of the other
American social commentators who
managed to avoid association with the Joan
Baez types. He used an approach that no-one
else tried, one that was often too
understated for its own good. How many
Carnaby Street peacocks bought ' Dedicated
Follower of Fashion' without realising that
146

they were the target? The closest anyone has
come to matching Ray Davies' tone of voice
is the Buffalo Springfield with ' For What It's
Worth'; any post-' 60s social commentary
falls on deaf ears due to achange in the
public toward arch selfishness, and that,
unfortunately, diminishes their worth.
All of these one- offs from the Kinks were
leading up to amajor opus. It's here that we
start touching on asore spot in rock history,
when pomposity took over and everyone
started producing ' concept' LPs.
Before the release of Arthur, the Beatles
rammed aspike up everyone's butt with Sgt
Pepper, which has erroneously been called a
concept LP. ( Brilliant music, to be sure, but

BACK
Hooa
KEN KESSLER
Ken Kessler, The Kinks,
and Arthur

what concept? What does ' Lovely Rita' have
to do with ' Mr. Kite'?) Whatever, we were
bombarded with rock operas and storytelling
LPs that were either too operatic for their
own good ( Tommyaped opera by being too
long), or too clever (
Ogden's Nut Gone
Flake). Leave it to the Kinks to get straight to
the point.
Originally commissioned by Granada TV,
Arthur was supposed to be atelevision play.
It's hard to determine just why it was never
completed, but the most oft- cited reason is
that it went over budget by quite abit. The
non-appearance of the visual accompaniment must have hindered sales of the vinyl
edition.
Davies was to co-write the play with Julian
Mitchell, and the existence of afull LP's
worth of specifically linked songs suggests
that the play must have progressed along
way before it was dropped. The story- line is
just the sort of thing with which we're
inundated now as ' Play For Today'. What
makes Arthurdifferent from the bulk of
television plays is its sublime soundtrack.
The story is about disillusionment, the
realisation by one of England's millions that
life really hasn't been all that wonderful.
Arthur is aworking-class bloke, watching his
son, daughter-in-law, and grandchildren
emigrate to Australia without having any
reasons for making them stay. ( Perhaps

they'd never met any Aussies.) The play
takes place on their last day in England,
traces Arthur's life from the promise of his
youth through to the despair of retirement
after anot-too- rewarding life. If anything, it's
apost-war Everyman for all the Stan and
Hilda Ogdens in this country.
Yanks didn't know what to make of it,
which further hindered sales in what has
always been the Kinks' most important
market. What it did do was provide acrash
course in Real England, aglimpse across the
Atlantic without the gloss of The Saint, the
glamour of Bailey's photographs, or the pure
temptation of what was still called ' Swinging
London'. Remember: Americans are
provincial as hell, and they know alot less
about the UK than the English do about the
States. Arthurwas probably the first time
most Americans had ever heard of terraced
housing, Anthony Eden, or
that matter —
Australia.
Unfortunately, Arthurcould only be
marketed as aconcept LP, asoundtrack
without afilm. It was inevitably compared
with other concept LPs with which it had
nothing in common. Davies avoided the
quasi-grandeur of Tommy, knowing it would
have been ajarring juxtaposition in aplay
about the mundane. It was made up of 12
individual songs that really didn't need each
other to justify their existence; this didn't sit
well with those leeches we call ' rock
journalists' — in those days, aconcept meant
25- minute LP sides, not six tracks. And worst
of all, 1969 meant lingering psychedelia;
Arthurwas Lerner and Loewe, not Leary.
That metaphor isn't all that far-fetched:
Ray Davies, with Arthur, is the only writer in
arock context ever to match Lerner and
Loewe, or Rodgers and Hammerstein. Arthur
is acoherent musical programme, not a
marketing ploy like the atrocious, insulting
Hair, or those living contradictions ( rock and
religion???) from Andrew Lloyd Webber.
(Note: Sanity is returning. No-one yet has
dared to suggest that Cats and Evita are
worthy of association with rock music.)
Musically and lyrically it does everything
that aplay's score should do: it tells astory
and it creates amood for each scene through
the melody.
There's the light-hearted ' Drivin', to
accompany the part where Arthur takes the
family out for aSunday drive. No hint of
unpleasantness; exactly what you'd expect
to be the soundtrack to your life if Sunday
drives were on the agenda. 'Australia' is a
rousing advert for Down Under; Davies gets
abit more serious and critical of the Arthurs
of this world with ' Shangri-La', anoninsulting indictment of the life-style, with
lines like 'And all the houses on the street
have got aname, ' Cause all the houses on
the street they look the same'. The music
gets sinister in places, but you know that
Davies isn't just doing a ' Not The Nine
O'Clock News' shtick.
The LP's best pieces, if taken out of the
play's context, are 'Victoria', and ' Nothing To
Say' — musically, pure Kinks and they should
have been hits. I've got asoft spot for the
novelty number ' She's Bought aHat Like
Princess Marina', in which the Kinks reveal
possession of the world's hottest kazoo
player; the song would be ideal for a
modern-day version of My Fair Lady.
Which inspires arash statement: Arthur is
that good.
But there's one problem: Dudley Moore
copped the title for alesser story.
The Kinks: Arthur (
Pye NPL 18317) ... and
it's in the £2.99 bins. 11L
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First the FIL90 scans the tape.....
then it computes the perfect settings
from 854 million options.....
then it gives the green light....
all in around 30 secs.

found the positions that return the best possible
frequency -esponse.
At whi.211 point the AL90 gives you the green
light.
A modest little OK' lamp tells you that the
conditions for perfect recording have been set up.
Unless, of course, you have substandard tape
or the wrong tape position. In which case the
'ERROR lamp will discreetly let you know.

There's ahuge variety of cassette tapes
available today. Aral every single one of them is
different in three important ways: sensitivity, bias
and equalization requirements.
Unless you align all of these perfectly, you will
never be able to create the optimum conditions for
recording. Or produce truly accurate sound.
Alpine's unique B.L.E.S. system. And why
it's ablessing.
That is why we have spent agreat deal of time
and money in developing the unique Alpine
B.L.E.S. system for our new AL90 cassette deck.
B.L.E.S. analyses the properties of each tape
and by computing the perfect Bias current, Dolby
Level, and Equalization curve Searches for the
optimum recording conditions.
It makes fine adjustments and tests them until
it finds the answer which gives you the best
possible results with any cassette on the market.
Even B.L.E.S. takes 20 to 40 seconds to
compute the correct combination out of 8.4 million.
So you can imagine- how long it could take you to
get the right answer.

A 3- motor, direct drive, closed loop, dual
ca-lstan system. (It's the least you'd expect.)
As you probably know, this keeps the tension
on the tape absolutely constant.
What you'll discover is that the AL90's tape
transport system actually keeps wow and flutter
below 0.022 percent. (So you shouldn't lose any
sleep.)
halso powers the computerized switchover of
the tape transport modes which you activate with
feathertouch sensor buttons.
And to keep optimum tension from the start of
every tape, the system always rewinds for a
fraction of asecond to take up any slack.

The B.L.E.S. Memory.
Any other features??
There's no point in doing the same calculation
Well, actually there arc quite afew more in our
over and over again, even if you're a
brochure (such as our Double Dolby B
computer. So B.L.E.S. has amemory
C System and the real time indicator)
for four tapes — one for each position
DAI
rA
STD
Oi
l'
so perhaps you'd better read it.
on the tape selector.
It also shows our other cassette
•
Not just the right brains. Also
decks apart from the top of the range
the right heads.
ERROR
AL90. They have less features but are
Having created the perfect
built to the same standards.
Ea A
recording conditions we naturally use
We'd be delighted to send you a
the finest 3-head system yet
free copy if you'll just drop us aline at
developed.
LEVEL A
HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove,
BATT
The recording head has aSendust
London N7 8EQ.
•
guard and core. Because Sendust has
Naturally, we'll also give you the
BIAS A
the greatest capacity for magnetic
name of your nearest stockist.
saturation and permits the best
And the crunch ... What does
recordings with the greatest dynamic
it cost?
range.
B.L.É.s.
No more than £800. There, that's
And the playback head has a
not too painful for something which
ferrite guard and core. Which has the
will make everything you record feel
THE GREEN LIGHT FOR
ideal qualities for high frequency
much better, is it?
PERFECT RECORDING.
playback.

•

How B.L.E.S. works.
When you have inserted acassette and pressed
the B.L.E.S. button, the AL90 deck automatically
records three brief sections of a1kHz, a7kHz and
a15 kHz signal derived from its built-in oscillator.
B.L.E.S. then adjusts the bias current, Dolby
level and equalization in tiny-quarter-decibel steps.
It repeats this process up to six times until it has
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BOOK OF LINN
N the beginning is the
performer.
2 And as he
singeth or
stroketh his instrument, so
s
hall ye hear his song and
k
now that i
tis good.
3And all who hear his
song may attest to the
wonder of his music.
4But in the days before
the coming of high fidelity,
though they that would
hear the performer came
in multitudes, even so his
song could not carry
beyond the ears of the
anointed.
5Therefore did the prophet Edison come forth
from the Land of Ohio and
create adisc which would
transcribe the performer's
song and multiply it a
thousandfold. And in this
.manner did the performer
make his song known even
unto the ends of the earth.
6Now in the time of Edi-

son the disc was but apale
reflection of the performer's song. But it came to
pass, in the generations
after him, that the art of
the transcriber was increased greatly.
7 Yet all who would listen
were not blessed with a
joyful sound for there
dwelt in the land false
prophets who would distort the song and confound its proeress from
the record to t
ie ear.
8 And there came then a
manufacturer who looked
upon this sore affliction
and saith, Behold, there is
a chain of reproduction
and unless this chain be
rendered faithfully, it shall
not profit ye to listen. And
though each link save the
first be of the finest metal,
nevertheless shall the
result be without honour.
9 Thus was the law given
by the manufacturer who
was called Linn.

_

LINN PRODUCTS LTD. 235 Drakemire Drive, Glasgow. G45 9SZ. Tel:041.634 0371(10 lines).
Telex: 77301 Sondek GAns. Bk. Sondek G. Cables Eurodeck

